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MOBILITY 2013
Foreword
The Third International Conference on Mobile Services, Resources, and Users (MOBILITY 2013),
held between November 17-22, 2013 in Lisbon, Portugal, continued a series of events dedicated to
mobility-at-large, dealing with challenges raised by mobile services and applications considering user,
device and service mobility.
Users increasingly rely on devices in different mobile scenarios and situations. "Everything is
mobile", and mobility is now ubiquitous. Services are supported in mobile environments, through smart
devices and enabling software. While there are well known mobile services, the extension to mobile
communities and on-demand mobility requires appropriate mobile radios, middleware and interfacing.
Mobility management becomes more complex, but is essential for every business. Mobile wireless
communications, including vehicular technologies bring new requirements for ad hoc networking,
topology control and interface standardization.
We take here the opportunity to warmly thank all the members of the MOBILITY 2013 Technical
Program Committee, as well as the numerous reviewers. The creation of such a broad and high quality
conference program would not have been possible without their involvement. We also kindly thank all
the authors who dedicated much of their time and efforts to contribute to MOBILITY 2013. We truly
believe that, thanks to all these efforts, the final conference program consisted of top quality
contributions.
Also, this event could not have been a reality without the support of many individuals,
organizations, and sponsors. We are grateful to the members of the MOBILITY 2013 organizing
committee for their help in handling the logistics and for their work to make this professional meeting a
success.
We hope that MOBILITY 2013 was a successful international forum for the exchange of ideas
and results between academia and industry and for the promotion of progress in the area of mobile
services, resources and users.
We are convinced that the participants found the event useful and communications very open.
We hope that Lisbon, Portugal, provided a pleasant environment during the conference and everyone
saved some time to enjoy the charm of the city.
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Abstract— The new OFDMA-based technology is referred to
as the Evolved UMTS Terrestrial Radio Access (E-UTRA)
through the Long Term Evolution (LTE) system. This paper
proposes to add Self-Organizing functionalities on the antenna
architecture, so that the network will be more responsive to
changes in traffic and environment. This paper also shows the
interest of a robust approach due to the uncertainty of the
traffic distribution. First, we develop and validate the
interference model based on SINR metric for the deployment
of the LTE network, and then we use greedy algorithms to
show how the antenna parameters settings such as frequency,
tilt and output power, can highly impact the networks
coverage due to the traffic changes.

In wireless networks, the main key to improve the
achievable average throughput by user is to mitigate the
inter-cell interference [1, 2] caused by using the same
frequency within adjacent cells. Various frequency reuse
schemes have been proposed in literature [3, 4, 5].
Resource allocation in radio networks essentially
depends on the quality of some reference signals received by
the User Equipment (UE). In LTE, they are the Reference
Signal Received Power (RSRP) and the Reference Signal
Received Quality (RSRQ) corresponding, respectively, to
Received Signal Code Power (RSCP) and Ec/No in UMTS
(Universal Mobile Telecommunications System). Each user
is assigned a portion of the spectrum depending on RSRP
and RSRQ. The more complex optimization of reference
signal is the RSRQ, which is based on Signal to Interference
plus Noise Ratio (SINR) [2, 6]. SINR is an important
performance indicator for estimating the achievable
throughput, taking into account the interference received
from the neighboring cluster of first-tier cells. The estimation
and optimization of the SINR are well-known problems in
radio communication systems such as the 802.11, the Global
System for Mobile Communications (GSM) or the UMTS
[11, 12, 13], and LTE needs also a good estimation and
control of SINR. Optimizing antenna parameters
configuration to meet variant of services and performance
requirement is one of main targets of next generation
networks. It can significantly improve the coverage and the
capacity of the network dealing with the lack of available
bandwidth in base stations. Several studies have been done
in this direction to understand the impact of parameters on
antennal quality of service offered by the network [6, 7].
Didan et al. in [14] have measured the impact of azimuth and
tilt inaccuracies on network performance considering three
main quality parameters: service coverage, soft handover
areas and the ratio of chip energy to interference Ec/No.
Many simulation results show that azimuth error in the range
of ±8 degrees is tolerable to improve the Networks
performance.
Tilt parameter has the same effect on Network
performance while setting tolerance is just about ±0.5
degrees. The approach of simulated annealing is used by
Siomina et al. [7] to study the number of network
configuration parameters (the Common PIlot CHanel power,
CIPCH, the downtilt and the antenna azimuth) effects toward
coverage service in UMTS network. In modern
communication systems, further parameters investigations

Keywords-LTE; SON; SINR;
setting; optimization; robustness

I.

interference;

parameter

INTRODUCTION

The Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a new air-interface
designed by the Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP)
[6]. The 4th generation of mobile system is aimed to achieve
additional substantial leaps in term of service provisioning
and cost reduction [3]. In addition, to make the network
design process time-efficient, Self-Organizing Network
(SON) functionalities added within LTE architecture by
incorporating automated optimization, can significantly
reduce deployment and maintenance costs (CAPital
EXpenditure and OPerating Expenditure, respectively). The
self-organization capability of a mobile network mainly
includes three aspects: self-configuration, self-optimization
and self-healing [17]. Focus in this paper is on selfoptimization to achieve better network performance goals.
The self-optimization phase is preceded by a step of
measurements carried out on all the resources to recover data
as different as the workflow [18]. This will include assessing
network performance toward the user request such as traffic
and mobility. Measures may include the characteristics of
radio channels, admission, congestion, handover, etc. These
measures serve as input data for the self-optimization. In the
self-optimization phase, considered as the intelligent phase in
SON, effective methods are applied to the previous data to
carry out the management of the network based on user
needs in traffic demand and quality of service. The
optimization involves the physical parameters of antennas
(frequency allocation, tilt, azimuth radiation, power, etc.).

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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have been developed to meet requirement set. Various
combinations of antenna have been studied in term of SINR
and throughput performance in LTE case, outlined for
example in [6, 15].
The interference model developed in this paper takes into
account the load factor of cells to measure the impact of the
traffic on the SINR metric. Our aim is to study the influence
of the frequency, tilt and output power parameters on the
coverage performance metrics (quality of the SINR, users in
outage…), and also emphasize the interest of robust
optimization considering frequency, tilt and output power as
important design parameters when tuning live network. The
choice of the robust approach is mainly due to the
uncertainty of the traffic distribution due to the traffic
change. Our contribution for SON feature is designed to
monitor the performance of the network operation.
Following data analysis step, optimization algorithms and
corrections will be triggered automatically to make decisions
on how to operate the system and this according to the
objectives of operators and users needs. We show here the
“interest” of using robust approach based on simple greedy
descent algorithm. Further work must be done on algorithmic
approach.
For this aim, the paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the system model and basic assumptions. Section
III extends this paper and shows the performance metrics and
test assumptions. Subsequently, Section IV presents some
results to highlight the use of SINR interference model and
shows the utility of robust optimization toward the change in
the traffic demand. Conclusion and perspectives are drawn in
Section V.
II.
SYSTEM MODEL
A. Basic Assumptions
In this paper, we consider the downlink transmission and
illustrate the interference schemes using a theoretical model
of seven-cell hexagonal layout as shown in Figure 1. Three
sectors are considered in each site (center of the cell) with
three evolved Node Bases (eNB), which is the base station in
LTE system. Each sector is covered only by only one eNB.
Figure 1(a) represents the frequency reuse 1x3x1 pattern
where 1 site with 3 sectors use 1 frequency set called subband or carrier, that is the same frequency set for all sectors.

a)

b)

Figure 1. Seven-cell hexagonal layout. a) 1x3x1 b) 1x3x3

Figure 1(b) represents the frequency reuse 1x3x3 pattern
where 1 site with 3 sectors use 3 frequency sets, that is
different frequency set for all sectors. The 1x3x3 requires a

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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frequency plan but should avoid interference when the
network load becomes too high to apply the 1x3x1 pattern.
The features of our computational model are the
following:
- Intra-frequency interference is avoided due to the use of
the Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access
(OFDMA) technique in downlink transmission. In LTE the
orthogonality between subcarriers insures that the
interference inside the cell can be ignored.
- The basic resource element in OFDMA is the Physical
Resource Block (PRB), which spans both frequency and
time dimensions. In this paper, we do not take into account
PRB to estimate the inter-cell interference; we only consider
the frequency sub-band (or carrier) reuse scheme. Two
adjacent cells are scrambling with each other if they are
using the same sub-band to transmit data. It gives a fast
estimation of the SINR.
- Scenarios are used to represent the traffic distribution of
our model. Since LTE network traffic is unpredictable now,
we adapt the real UMTS network to simulate the LTE
system. The interference model defined here and based on
SINR depends not only on antenna parameters (frequency,
tilt, azimuth, etc.) but also on traffic load along day; then in
our computation the users available in target sector or
adjacent sectors can affect the received signal from other
users. As we consider that all users communicate at the
same time, a scenario of traffic shows the distribution of
demand at a given time.
- We introduce a performance indicator to measure
occupancy rate on each sector, the load factor. This indicator
is a ratio between used bandwidth and the maximum
available bandwidth. It is measured for each sector of the
network. The feature of the load factor is to determine the
bottlenecks of the network and the overloaded sectors. This
indicator will be used in the interference model.
Case Study and Problem Formulation
The considered network for this study consists of trisectors sites in the city of Belfort, located in the northeastern of France. The service area is a 40km x 20km area
with a lot of big industrial companies. For our model the
service area is divided into a grid of equally sized test points.
A test point is a 25x25 meters area. Due to the very small
size of the test point, we assume the same signal propagation
conditions for all users within the same test point; it means
that all users located inside a test point have the same signal
and the same RSRP, SINR and RSRQ. Thus, a test point
determines the resolution of the computation and the amount
of data on signals. A test point is characterized by its number
of users and the category of required services for each user
(voice, data, etc.). Each sector in the network is equipped
with one directive antenna. Each antenna is characterized by
its parameters: radiation pattern, azimuth, electrical and
mechanical tilts, gain in transmission and reception,
frequency and output power in downlink. Due to the
dynamic aspect of the network and changes in traffic
demand, we introduce the concept of traffic scenarios. A
scenario is a given distribution and load of the traffic demand
at a given time for each test point of the map.
B.
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Several scenarios allow us to compute different situations
of network performance to study the robustness problem.
The problem formulation is given by the following sets
of data, parameters and functions.
Let: B  1,..., n B , the set of nB base stations eNB of the



adjusts the radiating currents in the antenna elements to
lower the beam in all horizontal directions.



network; T  1,..., nTP , the set of nTP test points of the
map; and Ct,s, the number of users located on the test
point t in scenario s.
The interference model based on SINR is thus calculated
as defined in (1):

 b ,t , s 



b ' b , fb  f b

Figure 2. Horizontal and vertical angles

pbR,t fb
pbR',t fb b , s b ', s  n0 w

(1)

where, γ b, t, s is the SINR received by the test point t and
issued from the eNB b in scenario s; f b and f b are
binary variable frequencies used by eNB b and b’,
respectively. It means f  f
b
b,n  1 as we consider that

The right part of Figure 3 shows the impact of
azimuth parameter on the horizontal radiation pattern.
The azimuth is the horizontal angle a b between the north
and the antenna main lobe direction.
In 3GPP LTE tests, we apply the two formulas [6]
given by (3) and (4) for the computation of
VER
M E and a HOR (  , a ) :
a
(θ , t
,t )
b
b,t
b
b

b,t b

b

variable, which is set to 1 if it uses the same carrier as
f b and 0 otherwise. δb,s and δ ' are load factors that

    tM  tE 

abVER (b,t , tbM , tbE )   min 12  b,t b b  , SLAv 


3dB
 


and SLAv  20dB

corresponds to the target eNB b and interfering eNBs b’
in scenario s. Both load factors δb,s and δ ' are added

    ab
abHOR (b ,t , ab )   min 12  b ,t
  3dB

in the model because we assume that users inside target
and interfering cell could impact the quality if the SINR.
Base station b is said to be saturated in scenario s if its
load factor δ is equal to 1. The term w represents the
b,s
total bandwidth used by b and n0 is the thermal noise

and Am  25dB

the eNB b is using the carrier n. and f b is a binary

b ,s

b ,s

R
b,t

over the bandwidth w. The terms p and p

R
b ,t

are the

end power received by UE located in test point t from,
respectively, b and b’. Note that the load factor in the
interference pattern is introduced because we believe that
users scramble neighboring cells transmitting on the
same frequency, causes more interference and suddenly,
penalizes the SINR.
The estimation of this power is based on the Hata
propagation model [16] in (2):

pbR,t (dBm)  pb  PLb ,t  gbMAX
abVER (b ,t  tbM  tbE )  abHOR (b ,t  ab )

(2)

where, pb is the power in dBm issued from the eNB b.

g bMAX is the antenna gain while abVER and abHOR are the
vertical and horizontal radiation pattern due to the
position of the test point from the main beam of the
VER

antenna. As shown in Figure 2(a), ab

depends

essentially on the antenna tilt, which is the angle of the
main beam below the horizontal plane. We distinguish
M

two different tilts: the mechanical tilt t b to adjust the
physical angle of the antenna brackets and the electrical
E

tilt t b , which does not change the physical angle, but

Copyright (c) IARIA, 2013.
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 , Am 



(3)

(4)

where, SLAv is the Side Lobe Attenuation and Am is
the front-to-back attenuation [10]. θ 3dB and

 3dB are the

half power beam width in vertical and horizontal plan
respectively.
Finally, the path loss based on Hata model [16] for
urban areas is formulated as in (5):
PLb,t  69.55  26.16 log( f 0 )  13.82 log( zb )
a( zt )   44.9  6.55log( zt )  log(db,t )

(5)

And for small or medium sized city the value of a(zt) is:
a( zt )  0.8  1.1 log( f0 )  0.7  zt 1.56log( f0 ) (6)
where, PLb,t is the path loss (dB) in urban area between
the eNB b and the test point t, f 0 is the frequency (MHz),

z b and z t are the height of the base station b and the test
point t (m), d b,t is the distance between the base station b
and the center of the test point t (m), while a(zt ) is the
correction factor for mobile unit antenna height (dB).
In the current work, we will consider three antenna
parameters setting. The study focuses on the impact of the
frequency, tilt and power parameters on the number of
non covered users in the service area. The robust
approach uses the mean robustness over three different
demand scenarios in a traffic day. The proposed
evaluation methodology aims to show the effect of the
antenna parameters configuration on the coverage
performance metric, with respect to traffic distribution.
Considering the study presented in this paper, the
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formulation of the overall problem is done in the
following.
Problem formulation

a.

Decision variables (parameter settings)



Fitness function

Let n be the number of non covered users in scenario s.

- tb is the tilt orientation of the eNB b : tb  Tb
where Tb is the set of possible values of the tilt
parameter. For each antenna, we define a set of all
possible antennas tilt configurations. We denote this set
by K  1,... and assume that the range of possible
tilts is the same for all antennas. To describe the current
network configuration, we use a set of binary variables,
  (bk ) , b  B, k  Tb defined as follows:



1if antenna b uses tilt configuration k
0 otherwise

b( k )  

- pb is the power issued from the eNB b: pb  Pb
where Pb is the set of possible values of the output power

parameter. We denote by L  1,..., L as a set of all
possible antennas power configurations. We also assume
that the range of possible output power is the same for all
antennas. We use a set of binary variables,
A   b(l ) , b  B, l  Pb defined as follows:



Objective functions
C
0,s

C.



c.



1if antenna b uses output power l

b(l )  

0 otherwise

C
C
n0,s   nt,s
C
tT0

C
where, nt,s is the number of non-covered users in test
point t for scenario s.


Robustness function

C
  n0,s
(15)
sS
Rob
where, f
is the sum of non-covered users in all
f

Rob

considered scenarios together.
 Fitness function optimization: minimize the
number of non covered users in one scenario s:
C
Min  nt,s
(16)
tT0C
 Robustness function optimization: minimize
number of non covered users in all considered
scenarios:

C
Min  n0,s
sS
III.

- f b,n is the variable for carrier assignment to eNB;

(14)

(17)

TEST ASUMPTIONS AND PERFORMANCE
METRICS

The main parameters and assumptions we used are
those selected by 3GPP for LTE as shown in Table I.
Evaluations are performed by a static snapshot of the
network level.

1 if carrier n isassigned toeNB b
fb ,n  
0 otherwise
N, set of available sub-carriers (sub-bands).

TABLE I.

b.

Constraints: The main constraints of our model are:

- minimum and maximum number of neighborhood cells
for b. for this study |vb| is set to the value 5. V  5 .
b

vbMIN  vb  vbMAX ,

b  B

(9)

- a test point is associated with exactly one eNB.

t  T,

 ub,t  1

(10)

bB

1 if test point t is associated to eNB b
where, u  

b,t
0 otherwise
- each eNB b can use one and only one carrier n.
(11)
b  B,  f b,n  1
n N

- eNB b can use only one antenna tilt configuration k:
(k)
(12)
b  B  λb  1
kT
b
- eNB b can use only one antenna output power
configuration l.
(l)
(13)
b  B,  αb  1
lPb
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TEST ASSUMPTION FOR LTE DOWNLINK

Parameters
Network layout

Simulation setting
36 sites and 88 sectors

Required service/user

2Mbps

System frequency

1800 Mhz

System bandwidth

20 Mhz

Frequency reuse factor

1x3x1 and 1x3x3

eNB heights range

[17m, 46m]

UE height

1.5 m

Propagation loss model

Hata model [16]

TX power range

[39 dBm, 46 dBm]

Mechanical tilt range

[0°,6°]

Electrical tilt range

[0°,10°]

Azimuth range

[0°,360°]

Horizontal HPBW

+70°

Vertical HPBW

+10°

Antenna gain range

[14dBi , 18.9dBi]

Traffic distribution

Distribution in
proportion to UMTS
traffic load
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In addition to Table I, further assumptions are used for
robust optimization tests. Three realistic traffic scenarios
are tested (8am, 3pm and 6pm). Frequency scheme reuse
1x3x3 is retained. Deterministic allocation of sub-bands
as showed in the right part of Figure 1 is now used. The
antennas are grouped by site and stored on the basis of an
index in ascending order of the x-axis (the coordinate of
the position (x, y, z) of the antenna in the network). The
performance metric considered is the Signal to
Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR).
The SINR, expressed in (1), is an important indicator
to evaluate cellular networks. The SINR choice is
motivated by the fact that: it takes into account all the
parameters of the antenna; it depends on the traffic
distribution and the load factor of the network; it resizes
the network and determines which base station controls
each user; and it allows us to estimate the total throughput
of the network. We define two intermediate performance
indicators that allow us to evaluate the SINR at each point
of the network.
A. The load factor
The load factor of the sector/cell is the ratio between
the total allocated bandwidth to the cell, which is the
required bandwidth and the maximum total bandwidth
available in the cell, which are the resources allocated to
the cell. Let δb,s be the load factor, then: δb,s  wb,s /w
S

S

where, wb,s is the total allocated bandwidth to the base
station b in the reference scenario s, and w is its maximum
available bandwidth. It is worthwhile to mention that load
factor is one of the main key indicators in cellular
networks. It has been suggested that the downlink cell
load for a stable network should not exceed 70% [7].
Huge loaded cells are those for which δb,s  0.7 and

study is the city of Belfort described in Section II.B. The
UE are randomly dropped in each cell in proportion to
UMTS traffic load regard to Belfort city. Due to the
unavailability of data for LTE networks, we used data
from a real GSM/UMTS and adapted it to a 4G-LTE
system.
We present now the methodology to evaluate the
SINR model taking into account traffic data of the
baseline network. Firstly, we assume that the base station
is engaged to communicate with a UE if the SINR
received by the UE is high enough, i.e., achieve the
required SINR threshold to establish a communication.
So, the UE is allocated to a base station according to the
quality of the received SINR. Then we assume that the
load factor is considered to calculate the SINR as
mentioned in (1).
A cell is defined as a set of test points of the map; a
test point is assigned to the base station, which provides
the best SINR. As a first step we assign the test point to
the base station on the basis of the best RSRP and define
the initial cell coverage for each station. Then we
determine the number of UE per cell and the traffic
demand as well. We compute the load factor for each
station, and finally we estimate the SINR, which depends
on the RSRQ. As a second step we assign again the test
point to the base station on the basis of the best SINR.
From there we estimate again the load factor for each
station. This second step is repeated several times (10
times) to try to reach a stable network configuration. The
collected traffic data come from a real UMTS network.
The tests consider three different scenarios originating
from one-day traffic, as shown in Figure 3. The x axis unit
is a set of time intervals of 15 minutes each.

overloaded cells are those for which δb,s  1.
B. Throughput
We used the SINR to determine the throughput
offered by a base station to the set of users who are
located in the cell test points: the higher the SINR, the
greater the quality of the channel and the throughput.
TABLE II.
Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

MODULATION, THROUGHPUT AND REQUIRED
SINR [8]
Modulation
coding
Outage
QPSK 1/3
QPSK 1/2
QPSK 2/3
16QAM 1/2
16QAM 2/3
16QAM 5/6
64QAM 2/3
64QAM 5/6

and

Throughput
[Bits/s/Hz]
0
0.75
1
1.25
2
2.75
3.25
4
5

SINRmin
[dB]
<0.9
0.9
2.1
3.8
7.7
9.8
12.6
15.0
18.2

The Table II below gives the current correspondences
between SINR, throughput and modulation [8]. The user
is in outage if its SINR is below the required threshold for
the most robust Modulation and Coding Scheme (MSC).
IV.

RESULTS EVALUATION

In order to evaluate the SINR model presented in
Section II, we focus on frequency reuse 1 (1x3x1 pattern)
and 3 (1x3x3 pattern). The baseline network used for our
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Figure 3.

One-day traffic with three chosen scenarios

Three scenarios were selected at different times of the
day as follows: a first scenario at 8am with low traffic and
482 users dropped randomly in the network; a second
scenario at 3pm with medium traffic and 1,019 users; and
a third scenario at 6pm with high traffic and 1,471 users.
We are considering that all users are accessing the
network at the same time (saturated traffic condition).
A. Interference model results
To compare the performances of both reuse 1x3x1 and
reuse 1x3x3 patterns, the number of users in outage is
used as a performance metric. The minimum required
SINR is equal to 0.9 dB. Below this value of SINR, one
user cannot establish a communication as defined in (18):

γb,t,s  γ MIN
where, γ

MIN

(18)

is the required threshold.
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Figure 4 depicts the number of users in outage
obtained with both reuses pattern: scheme 1x3x1 and
scheme 1x3x3. In the network design we test for scheme
1x3x3, the sub-band assignment depends on the azimuth
orientation of the sectors. Sectors in opposite direction
from neighbor sites are assigned different frequency
groups.
The program implementing our model is developed in
C++. We run the program 10 times to check the
convergence of the SINR computation (the difference is
below 5%). An example of three scenarios of traffic is
presented in Figure 4 to show the interest of using the
reuse scheme 1x3x3 in a real network design and traffic
load. We see that the number of users in outage is more
important in scheme 1x3x1 (13, 36, and 40) than in
scheme 1x3x3 (8, 18 and 17) for the three scenarios of
traffic load considered here (8am, 3pm and 6pm,
respectively).
SINR Model: scheme1 Vs scheme3
100
90
80

Users in outage

70
60
Scheme1

50

Scheme3

40
30
20
10
0
S1:8am

S2:3pm

S3:6pm

Total

Scenarios

Figure 4.

Reuse scheme 1 Vs scheme 3 with 3 scenarios

These results are consistent since the total bandwidth
used in pattern 1 can assign more resources, but would
jeopardize the rate offered by the network. This is due
mainly to the undesirable inter-cell interference generated
by neighboring cells using the same frequency set. Such a
dense frequency reuse is an obvious pitfall, which limits
the throughput at the cell edge. We can also note
according to these results that, the higher the traffic, the
higher the number of outage users, whatever the
frequency pattern solution.
B. Parameter setting optimization
The second part of this study is dedicated to robust
optimization. It shows that optimizing a number of
network configuration parameters like antenna frequency,
tilt orientation and power transmission helps considerably
to meet variant of services and performance requirement.
A greedy algorithm on frequency, tilt and output
power is used to examine how the solution of the antenna
configuration, behaves under realistic scenarios.
Algorithm description
In order to show the interest of robust optimization,
we present an algorithm able to quickly find a good
solution. We were not looking for the best solution at this
stage. An iterative algorithm is used; the purpose is not to
find an optimal solution but to get the benefit of robust
optimization for 3 scenarios in comparison with local
solution based on a single scenario. The algorithm with
several variants is proposed for each parameter: frequency
allocation, tilt and power configuration. We measure the
effect of each parameter toward the network coverage
performance metric.
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-Frequency parameter optimization
It can be proved that frequency assignment problem is
NP-hard as it is a graph-coloring problem [19]. For such
problems, guaranteeing optimum requires, in the worst
case, an enumeration of all possible configurations. The
number of possibilities is enormous; in our case study, for
36 cells, 88 antennas and 3 frequency groups, the number
of possibilities is 636= 1.03*1028. The robust optimization
function takes into account the three scenarios considered
above. The used algorithm is described in the following.
We run the optimization with different varying
conditions:
- The scenarios of traffic: several traffic hours.
- The initial frequency assignment to the base stations:
deterministic or stochastic per sector from the same site.
- The sites neighborhood search to test the permutation of
frequency: sites ranked from the input file or randomly
chosen during optimization.
The algorithm starts with a solution using the reuse
scheme 1x3x3. The optimization algorithm is run for each
scenario to show the best configuration of the frequency
parameter setting with respect to the performance metric
given by the (14). For each explored site, we evaluate the
6 (3! =6) possibilities of permutations for each sector of
the site. The algorithm evaluates 6x88 permutations at
each iteration. If a frequency permutation improves the
evaluation function of the current solution, the algorithm
keeps the last modification and goes through the next
sector configuration. The algorithm stops once the current
iteration brings no improvement. This is achieved by the
following algorithm, which was used for all cases.
Algorithm for antenna parameters optimization
Input parameters
Set B of nB base stations; Set T of nTP test points; Set S of scenarios:
s1=8am, s2=3pm and s3=6pm; Frequency reuse scheme 1x3x3 (3
groups of frequency to assign to base station), tilt and output power
operating settings from the real UMTS network.
Variables
-Frequency assignment to base stations.
-Tilt configurations (discrete values from 0° to 12°).
-Output power configurations (discrete values from 36dBm to 46dBm).
Fitness function
Fitness(Configp) = Number of outage users for the current configuration
of parameter p, p={frequency, tilt, output power}
in s, for non robust optimization
in s1, s2 and s3 ,for robust optimization
Algorithm:
Initialize Configp // Configp is the initial configuration of a chosen
parameter
Configp* = Configp // Configp* is the current best configuration for
parameter p.
Repeat
Improve=False
For each site b of the network
For each possible values of a chosen parameter,
Generate the new frequency plan Configp from Configp*
IF Fitness (Configp)<Fitness(Configp*)
Configp* = Configp
Improve =True
End IF
End For
End For
Until Improve=False
Stopping criteria if there is no improvement
Figure 5. Optimization algorithm
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Results with non robust and robust optimization
-Frequency optimization results
The results of optimization are shown in the Figures 6
and 7. We emphasize that for the non robust (each
scenario tackled alone) and for the robust optimization
(the 3 scenarios together) we use the same algorithm but
in case of robustness the evaluation function is given by
(15) and takes into account the configuration of the
frequency considering all the scenarios simultaneously.
50

Number of non covered users

45
40
35

It means that, for each frequency of the network, we
evaluate the non-covered users in the three scenarios on
one run. So, we run the same algorithm 4 times (one run
for each optimization s1, s2, s3 and robust case), we use
the evaluation function (14) to optimize the 3 scenarios
separately; then we use the evaluation function (15) for
the robust optimization using the 3 scenarios at the same
time.
The x-axis represents the starting solution and the
optimization of scenarios s1, s2 and s3 separately and the
robust optimization at the end. The y-axis shows the
number of users in outage for each scenario s1, s2, s3 and
total number. We can note that scenario1 optimization has
the smallest number of non-covered users when
evaluating s1 (4 users) comparing to the other cases (8, 7,
9). The same analysis can be done for the scenario s3 and
it is different for s2 but not far away from the best one.
We fixed the run to 20 minutes for random frequency
allocation, so there is no guarantee on the solution quality
(the convergence is not definitive). We observe that the
result of the robust optimization is a trade off between the
three scenarios, the best for s1 and s2 but not the best for
s3. Finally, the fitness function value of non-covered
users for all cases corresponds to the global best solution
(blue color in the right part), while in other situations,
starting solution and non robust cases, the global function
values are 43, 25, 27 and 29, respectively, from left to
right part of the Figure 6. The robust optimization does a
better compromise between all scenarios. This result
shows how the robust approach is important for the
remaining of this study. Different variants of the
algorithm have been tested by varying several conditions.
We run the program 20 minutes for each optimization in
Test 2 and Test 3, and keep the best solution for the
considered fitness function (so the test conditions are the
same for all cases). Test 1 (Figure 6): the initial frequency
plan is deterministically assigned and the sites are
processed respecting their rank in the input file. Test 2:
the initial frequency plan is deterministically assigned and
the sites are randomly processed during optimization. The
results are similar to the test 1 so we do not plot it. Test 3
(Figure 7): the initial frequency plan is randomly assigned
to the co-site sectors and the sites are randomly processed
during optimization.
70

60

Number of non covered users

-Tilt and power parameters Optimization
The same algorithm is implemented to optimize the
tilt parameter and transmission power of the antennas.
Different configurations are tested using a discretization
of the possible values. We aim at finding good antenna
configurations among a range of possible values for both
tilt and power. For 36 cells and 88 antennas, we have 1388
= 1.06 * 1098 possibilities. For the tilt parameter, the range
of values is [0°, 12°] in degrees, and for power parameter,
the range of values are [36dBm, 46dBm]. It is impossible
in such case to guarantee an optimum solution; we aim
then at finding an acceptable solution and show the tilt
and power transmission effects on the traffic demand
scenarios. We assume that: three scenarios of traffic are
considered; the starting solution on the tilt and output
power parameters are those given by the realistic
GSM/UMTS network (operating data); the sites in
neighborhood search are chosen first in the order of
storage as it is in the data file and then, randomly during
optimization phase. So, we have two variants of the
algorithm for each parameter.
We evaluate the possible values of each parameter for
each antenna to meet better number of covered users,
using the same starting solution and the same scenarios
of traffic (8am, 3pm, and 6pm).
In the first variant of our algorithm, sites are processed
in the order of storage in the data file, all possible
configurations are tested at each iteration for both tilt and
output power parameters. If the current configuration
improves the evaluation function of the current solution,
we maintain the solution and then process the next
neighborhood site chosen in the data file. The algorithm
stops once the current iteration brings no improvement
(stopping criteria). In the second variant, we keep the
same assumptions (same scenarios of traffic and same
starting solution) but sites are processed randomly instead
of the order in the data file. In this case, the stopping
criteria considered here is the running time duration.

50
Global function

40

S1:8am
S2:3pm
30

S3:6pm

20

10

Global function

30

S1:8am
25

S2:3pm
S3:6pm

20

0
Starting
solution

opt S1

opt S2

opt S3

Robust
optimization

15

Figure 7. Three scenarios of robust optimization with random
frequency allocation

10
5
0
Starting
solution

opt S1

opt S2

opt S3

Robust
optimisation

Figure 6. Three scenarios of robust optimization with deterministic
frequency allocation
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-Tilt optimization results
Robust optimization results for the tilt parameter are
highlighted in the right part of each test (Figures 8 and
9). Several tests have been made to show the tilt
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parameter effect on the number of non covered users, we
limit at showing 2 tests varying the neighborhood sites
process and the stopping criteria.
Test 1 (Figure 8): the algorithm presented in Figure 5
is implemented. It means that with the same starting
solution (3 scenarios of traffic and the operating tilts in
real network), the site neighborhood search is done
according their storage in the data file. In addition of sites
search, the algorithm stops once there is no improvement
of the fitness solution. Results are shown in Figure 8. It
shows 5 parts, from the right to left: starting solution,
optimization of scenarios s1, s2 and s3 separately, and then
robust optimization. The starting point of the algorithm is
the starting solution (43, 8, 18 and 17), which represents
the number of non-covered users in the global function
(15) and scenario function (14) for each scenario.
We emphasize that the optimization of each scenario
brings better results when each scenario is tackled
separately (7, 11, 12) respectively, but impacts the global
function. In robust optimization, we can easily note that
the configuration found by the algorithm is a better
compromise between all scenarios, f Rob  31 comparing
with starting solution and the scenarios optimization (43,
41, 33 and 34).

Figure 10. Output power optimization with sites ranked from the input
file

50
45

Number of non covered users

- Output power optimization results
Initial output powers used for the starting solution are
those operated by the GSM / UMTS network. The same
initial conditions, as in the optimization of tilts, were
used. Results are shown in the Figure 10.
As in the case of frequencies and tilts, robust
optimization of power offers a solution that is a good
compromise between the three traffic scenarios (Figure
10). This shows the interest of robust optimization due to
the uncertainty of traffic and confirms the results already
obtained in the previous cases.

40
35
30

Global function
S1:8am

25

S2:3pm

20

S3:6pm

15
10
5
0
Starting
solution

opt S1

opt S2

opt S3

Robust
optimization

Figure 8. Three scenarios of robust optimization with deterministic tilt
configuration

Test 2 (Figure 9): we keep the same initial conditions;
but vary the sites neighborhood search (random search)
and stopping criteria (an hour of run).
50

Number of non covered users

45
40
35
30

Global function
S1:8am

25

S2:3pm

20

S3:6pm

15
10
5
0
Starting
solution

opt S1

opt S2

opt S3

Robust
optimization

Figure 11. Comparison between frequency, tilt and output power
optimization: Sites processed according their storage in data file;
stopping criteria when there is no improvement

The Figure 11 represents a comparison between the 3
parameters setting optimizations; with the same initial
conditions, using the same greedy algorithm. According
to these results, we note that optimizing the frequency
parameter provides better results while taking coverage as
a performance indicator: less uncovered users for s1 case
(4<7<7.5); s2 (8<11<13) and s3 (9<12<15) and also in
robust optimization (21<31<34.5). This is due mainly to
the undesirable inter-cell interference generated by
neighboring cells using the same frequency set. It impacts
more the SINR quality comparing to the tilt and output
power parameters.
V.

Figure 9. Three scenarios of robust optimization with random tilt
configuration

Figure 9 shows the same results as in Figure 8. It
confirms that optimizing by means of robust function can
improve the network coverage with regard to traffic
distribution.
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CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the self-organizing networks to
automate the configuration of the antenna parameters and
shows the interference model and the interest of robust
approach with respect of traffic distribution in LTE
downlink system. The analysis has been carried out using
model radiation pattern and simple model of system
performance. We proposed an interference model, which
has been validated based on SINR computation and
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comparing two reuse schemes (1x3x1 and 1x3x3) under
realistic scenarios. With respect to coverage, it has been
observed that the reference reuse 1x3x3 present best
results with respect to the number of covered users,
independently on the traffic demand. It shows also that
the load factor could impact the quality of signal at end
users. It is an important indicator because it highlights the
overloaded cells, which represent the bottleneck of the
network. Using system simulations, we studied how the
frequency, tilt, and output power parameters setting affect
the coverage of the macro-cellular scenario. Different
combinations of frequency, tilt and output power are used
and obtained results show how coverage indicator is
sensitive to the combination, and also to the traffic
inaccuracies. Simple algorithms used here confirm the
interest of robust approach respective of realistic traffic
load.
As perspectives, we aim in further studies at analyzing
the impact of the parameter settings configuration on the
interference model and different performance metrics
(throughput, capacity, and coverage). Furthermore, robust
optimization approaches like the Variable Neighborhood
Search and Tabu Search are under development to
highlight the impact of the traffic uncertainty in the
deployment of the network.
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Abstract—Fourth Generation (4G) cellular networks present a
number of improvements in the overall network performance.
However, and despite the advanced technologies that are being
employed, Inter Cell Interference (ICI) remains a constraining
factor. ICI Coordination techniques target the minimization of
ICI and have gained ground in the literature. The introduction
of dynamicity in these schemes results in even better
bandwidth utilization and enhances the overall performance.
In this work, we propose a distributed algorithm that performs
dynamic channel allocation to mitigate the ICI in cellular
scenarios applying Partial Frequency Reuse (PFR). In
particular, the algorithm is based on a Gibbs Sampler
mechanism that allows achieving an optimized performance.
Simulation results have shown that the proposed solution
reduces the network interference up to 13 dB with respect to
classical PFR. In addition, benefits have also been observed in
the user capacity, where our scheme achieves improvements of
up to 43% in terms of average user capacity and up to 17% for
the users located at the cell edge.

to the edge users with higher reuse factors, mitigating in this
way the network interference [1]. ICIC techniques usually
follow the general concept of Fractional Frequency Reuse
(FFR) [2], where the cell is divided in two areas, the inner
and the outer, and the same strategy is applied to the
available bandwidth.
Different schemes have been proposed for FFR, such as
Soft Frequency Reuse (SFR) [3] and Partial Frequency
Reuse (PFR) [4][5]. This work focuses on the PFR scheme
that splits the cell in two regions, the inner and the outer, as
illustrated in Figure 1. In the same way, the bandwidth is
divided into the inner band, assigned with a reuse-1 factor
(Full Reuse) so that it is common to all the cells, and the
outer band, which is assigned with a higher reuse factor
(Partial Reuse), e.g., reuse-3, as it can be seen in the right
part of Figure 1, where the frequency bands assigned to each
inner/outer cell are presented. In addition, PFR allows the
possibility for different powers to be used for the downlink
(DL) transmissions in the inner/outer parts of the cell.
However, despite of the advantages of the classical PFR
schemes, the allocation of the resources follows a static
principle. As a result, since the network traffic conditions
vary over time, a static allocation will not be able to adapt to
these changes [6]. Moreover, these schemes may not be
optimal in irregular deployments. As such, research has been
focused on the optimization of the ICIC schemes though the
introduction of dynamicity. A Dynamic Fractional
Frequency Reuse scheme has been presented in [7] making
use of a graph-based framework to re-allocate resources
depending on cell load variations. In [8], the authors
presented a Dynamic Frequency Reuse scheme that mainly
deals with uneven traffic loads. Two algorithms are used,
one for resource allocation and another one for power
control, which significantly improved the network capacity
and the energy efficiency. In [9], an adaptive PFR scheme
has been developed based on an off-line genetic algorithm
enhancing the performance in terms of edge user throughput.
Recently the FFR concept has also been proposed for
interference management in heterogeneous networks
involving both macro and femtocells as for example in [10].
Under the above presented framework, in this work we
propose a novel dynamic allocation scheme based on the
Gibbs Sampler [11][12] concept as optimization tool. The

Keywords—Dynamic Frequency Allocation; Partial Frequency
Reuse; Gibbs Sampler

I. INTRODUCTION
The new era of mobile communications is dictated by the
usage of smartphones, tablets and laptops and their demand
for high data rate applications and seamless connections. The
introduction of the fourth generation (4G) cellular systems
has been a crucial point in the history of mobile
communications evolution, targeting improved coverage,
enhanced capacity and robust, high speed data transfer. Third
Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) has adopted
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiple Access (OFDMA)
as radio access technology in 4G networks, resulting in better
spectral efficiency and in the reduction of the Intra-Cell
Interference, due to the orthogonality of the users. However,
despite its significant contribution to the overall network
performance, Inter-Cell Interference (ICI) can degrade the
achievable capacity. Especially for the edge users, which are
located close to the cell borders, ICI becomes a constraining
factor resulting in a considerable capacity reduction for these
users.
In order to cope with the above mentioned problem, 4G
systems make use of ICI coordination (ICIC) techniques.
These schemes allow the allocation of the available resources
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proposed solution is applied in tri-sectorial PFR deployments
targeting the minimization of the downlink ICI. The rationale
behind this selection is that this mechanism accomplishes
such an interference minimization in a natural way and it is
an efficient tool for distributed optimization. In particular,
this paper investigates how to optimally assign a set of
frequencies in the inner and the outer parts of the different
cells in the scenario. The proposed mechanism is suitable for
4G systems with special focus on 3GPP LTE since the
partitioning of the available bandwidth in sub-bands and the
X2 interface used for coordination purposes constitute it an
ideal candidate.
Gibbs sampler-based algorithms for optimization
purposes have been widely used in the literature under a
variety of situations. Two fully distributed algorithms that
follow the concept of Gibbs Sampler have been used in [13]
in order to perform channel selection and user association in
unmanaged WiFi networks. In [14], the authors have
adopted this methodology to improve the performance of
homogeneous cellular networks. The optimization targets
the power control and the user association. Finally, in [15] a
Gibbs sampler-based mechanism has been applied to
perform joint optimization in heterogeneous networks.

Figure 1: Partial Frequency Reuse Scheme

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, a description of the system model and the definition of the
notation used throughout the text are given. The optimization
model and the algorithm formulation are presented in
Section III. In Section IV, the simulation model along with
the evaluation of the algorithm performance are presented.
Finally, important conclusions and the future work are given
in Section V.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
The system model of this work consists of a cellular
network where 𝑁 Base Stations are spatially divided in three
sectors (cells) with the use of directional antennas, resulting
in a set of cells 𝑋.
Users are randomly distributed in the scenario and each
user is associated with the cell with which experiences the
minimum Path Loss described by the following equation:

Lu , x (dB ) =
l A + lB log du , x (km) − B (φu , x , θu , x ) + Su , x (1)
where 𝑑𝑢,𝑥 is the distance between user u and cell x, lA and lB
are parameters of the propagation model that depend on the
considered environment, Su , x is a Gaussian random variable
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representing the Log-Normal Shadowing between user u and
cell x and 𝐵�𝜙𝑢,𝑥 , 𝜃𝑢,𝑥 � = 𝐵𝐻 �𝜙𝑢,𝑥 � + 𝐵𝑉 (𝜃𝑢,𝑥 ) is the
antenna pattern decomposed into the horizontal 𝐵𝐻 �𝜙𝑢,𝑥 �and
the vertical 𝐵𝑉 (𝜃𝑢,𝑥 ) patterns calculated using the following
formulas in dB [16]:
2

 φu , x − Φ  

BH (φu , x ) =
−min Bo ,12 ⋅ 
 
 ∆

φ

 


2

θ −Θ  

BV (θu , x ) =
− min  Bo ,12 ⋅  u , x


∆θ  




(2)

(3)

where 𝜙𝑢,𝑥 and 𝜃𝑢,𝑥 are the azimuth and elevation angles,
respectively, between user u and cell x. Moreover, Φ and Θ
are the azimuth and downtilt orientations of the antennas,
respectively, Δ𝜙 is the horizontal antenna beam width, Δ𝜃 is
the vertical antenna beam width and 𝐵𝑜 is the backward
attenuation.
The set of users that is associated with cell 𝑥 ∈ 𝑋 is
denoted as 𝑈𝑥 . Each user is classified as inner or outer
according to a Path Loss Threshold 𝐿𝑡ℎ that is related to the
inner cell range Rin as follows:

Lth ( dB =
) l A + lB log Rin ( km )

(4)

Specifically, a user u associated to cell x belongs to the
inner part of the cell if its path loss Lu,x is lower than Lth .
Otherwise, it belongs to the outer part of the cell. Note that
𝐿𝑡ℎ is the average path loss that it would be observed by a
user located at distance Rin in the direction of maximum
radiated power by the antenna 𝜙𝑢,𝑥 = Φ and 𝜃𝑢,𝑥 = Θ. As
such, the set of users is further split into the inner set 𝑈𝑥,𝑖𝑛
and the outer set 𝑈𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 . Since the calculation of each users
Path Loss includes also the Shadowing, the consideration of
a user being inner or outer is not only related to its distance
from the base station, but it also accounts for the randomness
in the propagation that is inherent to practical wireless
scenarios.
Let us consider a set of 𝐶 frequency channels or subbands to be shared among the set of 𝑋 cells. The bandwidth
of each channel c∈C is Bc. For simplicity reasons we assume
that each cell can be assigned only one channel for the inner
and another one for the outer part; however this work can be
easily extended to assign a group of frequencies to each cell.
Then, at a given point of time each cell 𝑥 is characterized by
its state 𝑐𝑥 = (𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) that is given by the channel
𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ∈ 𝐶 assigned to the inner part and the channel 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∈
𝐶 assigned to the outer part. In order to avoid that the same
channel is shared by inner and outer users the allocation will
ensure that different channels are assigned to the inner and
the outer parts, that is 𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ≠ 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 .
Moreover, we consider that the transmit power of a
given cell x in channel 𝑐 is:
if cx ,out = c
 Px ,out

=
Px ,c =
Px ,in
if cx ,in c
 0
otherwise


(5)
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where 𝑃𝑥,𝑖𝑛 and 𝑃𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 are the transmit power (in W) of cell
𝑥 for the inner and the outer parts, respectively.
Based on the above, the Signal to Interference and Noise
Ratio (SINR) for an inner user 𝑢𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ∈ 𝑈𝑥,𝑖𝑛 of cell 𝑥 is then
expressed by the following equation:

Px ,cx ,in

SINRu x ,in

Lu x ,in , x
=
Pk ,cx ,in
PN + ∑
k ≠ x Lu x ,in , k

(6)

total interference of the network which will be the sum of
the total noise and the interference measured by all the cells:


Pk ,cx ,in
1
1
ε=
PN +
+
∑x    
∑∑
U x ,in ux ,in k ≠ x Lux ,in , k U x ,out


Pk ,cx ,out 
 (9)
u x ,out , k 


∑∑ L

u x ,out k ≠ x

Note that in the above expression we consider for each
cell the average interference seen by its served users. Then,
the energy function can be rewritten as:

ε=
∑ PN + ∑ ( f ( k , x ) + f ( x, k ) )

(10)

( x ,k )

where 𝑃𝑁 is the noise power (in W) and 𝑘 ∈ 𝑋 denotes the
interfering cells. 𝐿𝑢𝑥,𝑥 and 𝐿𝑢𝑥,𝑘 respectively denote the Path
where 𝑓(𝑘, 𝑥) is the interference generated by cell 𝑘 to cell
Loss (in linear units) of user 𝑢𝑥 with its serving cell 𝑥 and
𝑥:
with the interfering cell 𝑘.
Pk ,cx ,in
Pk ,cx ,out
1
1
(11)
We assume that the bandwidth of one channel in the =
f (k, x)
+
U x ,in ux ,in Lux ,in ,k U x ,out ux ,out Lux ,out ,k
inner/outer part is equally shared between all users of the
inner/outer part. This would correspond to, e.g., a round
As such, the energy function derives from the following
robin scheduling. In that case, the total capacity (b/s) seen
potential function V(v):
by an inner user of cell 𝑥 (using Shannon capacity) is:
x

∑

=
Cux ,in

Bcx ,in

U x ,in

(

log 2 1 + SINRux ,in

)

(7)

where |.| denotes cardinality. Note that the same expressions
(6) and (7) apply for the outer users by simply replacing the
in sub-index by out.
Then, the average capacity per user in the scenario is:

∑∑ C

u x ,in

Cuser ,avg =

x u x ,in

∑( U

+ ∑ ∑ Cux ,out
x u x ,out

x ,in

+ U x ,out

)

(8)

x

The target of this work is to find the optimal allocation of
frequencies to the inner and the outer parts of the cells (i.e.
the optimal cell states cx) that results in the minimization of
the network inter-cell interference and thus, it enhances the
capacity. For this purpose a Gibbs sampler-based
methodology is proposed. In the following Section, a
thorough description of the optimization model is given.
III. GIBBS SAMPLER FOR CHANNEL ALLOCATION

=
ε

∑

∑ {V (ν ) ν ⊆ X }

(12)

where v represents any possible subset of cells that can be
formed with the elements of X and V(v) is given by
PN
if ν =

{ x}
(13)

V (ν ) =
f
k
,
x
+
f
x
,
k
if
ν
=
(
)
(
)
{ x, k }


0
if ν ≥ 3


A global energy which derives from the potential
function (13) can be optimized using Gibbs with the
following local energy for each cell 𝑥 [11][15]:

ε x =∑ {V (ν ) x ∈ν ,ν ⊆ X } =PN + ∑ ( f ( k , x ) + f ( x, k ) ) (14)
k≠x

The Gibbs sampler will compute the local energy for
each possible state of cell x, 𝑐𝑥 = �𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 �, as follows:

P
ε x ( cx ,in , cx ,out=
) PN + ∑  U1 ∑ Lk ,c + U 1
k≠x
x , out
 x ,in u u ,k
 1
Px ,c
Px ,c 
1
+∑ 
+

∑
∑


L
L
U
k ≠ x U k ,in u
u
u
x
u
x
,
,
k
out
,


x ,in

x ,in

k ,in

x ,in

k ,out

Pk ,cx ,out 
+

u x ,out , k 
(15)

∑L

u x ,out

The Gibbs Sampler uses the notion of energy function
which is the optimization target and thus it should be
defined in accordance with each specific problem [12].
Therefore, the following sub-sections present the
formulation of the energy function considered in this paper
for minimizing the ICI in accordance with the system model
defined in previous section, and the distributed Gibbssampler based algorithm to achieve the minimization.

The local energy function actually includes the
measurement of the interference that users of cell 𝑥 will
experience from the other cells if cell 𝑥 state is 𝑐𝑥 (second
term of the equation), as well as the interference that cell 𝑥
will cause to the neighboring cells (third term of the
equation).

A. Optimization Model

B. Algorithm

The target of the proposed optimization approach is to
find the states 𝑐𝑥 (i.e. the channel allocation) for each cell
that minimize the overall inter-cell interference. For that
purpose, we define the global energy to be minimized as the

The minimization of the energy function given by (9) is
achieved by means of the execution of the procedure
indicated in the algorithm presented in Figure 2 at each cell.
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k ,out

k ,out
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Assuming that the system starting time is t=0, each cell is
assigned with an exponentially distributed timer with mean
𝑡𝑎 . When a cell’s timer expires, the algorithm is executed
and the state 𝑐𝑥 selection (i.e. the set of channels
(𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 )) is carried out by sampling a random variable
λ using the probability distribution of (16). The latter
represents the probability of selecting state cx among the set
of all possible states denoted as CS. The set CS includes all
the combinations �𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 � composed by 𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ∈ 𝐶 and
𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ∈ 𝐶 with 𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ≠ 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 .

π ( cx ) =

e

 ε x ( cx ,in , cx ,out )
−
T



∑e

each cell. Figure 3 depicts the classical PFR scheme that is
used as reference for the comparison and evaluation of the
results. Moreover, for the Gibbs sampler-based algorithm it
is assumed that the initial allocation considered in the
beginning of each simulation is also the one shown in Figure
3.
Each cell serves 10 users uniformly distributed in a
circular area with range R=1 km. The total simulation time is
12000·ta and the simulation step is ta/24. T0 is set to 0.7 and
the energy values in (15) are given in dBW. Simulations are
performed for different values of the inner cell range Rin.






 ε x ( c 'x ,in , c 'x ,out )
−
T








(16)

c '∈CS

where 𝑇 is the temperature parameter and is calculated as:
T=

T0
log 2 ( 2 + t )

(17)

In this formula 𝑇0 is a constant and 𝑡 is the age variable
representing the time passed since t=0.
1: if cell x timer (Tx) expires at time t
2: calculate the temperature parameter 𝑇
(17)
3: for each state cx∈CS
4:
calculate the Local Energy ε x cx ,in , cx ,out (15)

(

)

calculate the Selection Probability π ( cx ) (16)
6: end for
7: sample a random variable λ with law π(𝑐𝑥 )
8: assign channels (𝑐𝑥,𝑖𝑛 , 𝑐𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) according to the outcome of λ
9: sample an exponential random variable μ with mean ta
10: assign a new timer (Tx=t+μ)
11: end if
5:

Figure 2: Algorithm of the Gibbs Sampler Procedure

After the state selection is performed for a given cell, a
new timer is generated to schedule the subsequent execution
of the algorithm. The probability distribution described
above favors the lower energy states and with 𝑇 → 0 it will
converge to a steady state that minimizes the global
interference.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm has been
evaluated by means of system level simulations. In this
section we present the simulation model and the parameters
used, as well as the most important results.
A. Simulation scenario and parameters
The cellular network deployment consists of 4 trisectorial base stations, thus having a total of 12 cells, as
depicted in Figure 3. The set of channels that can be assigned
are C ={f0,f1,f2,f3} with the restriction that 𝑐𝑜𝑢𝑡 ≠ 𝑐𝑖𝑛 . As
such, there is a total of 12 possible states to be selected for
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Figure 3: System Topology and frequency assignment for the reference
case

The outer transmit power (𝑃𝑥,𝑜𝑢𝑡 ) is kept constant to 43
dBm in all the simulations, while the inner transmit power
(𝑃𝑥,𝑖𝑛 ) is set according to the inner cell range (equivalently
Lth) as follows:

Px ,in=
( dBm ) Px,out ( dBm ) − l A − lB log R ( km ) + Lth (18)

The rationality of this expression is to have the same average
received power level for an outer user located at a distance
equal to the cell range R and for an inner user located at a
distance equal to the inner cell range Rin.
The rest of simulation parameters are indicated in Table I.
TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

Simulation
Antenna Pattern
Shadowing Std. Deviation
Path Loss Parameters
Bandwidth per channel Bc
Noise Power PN

Parameters
∆φ=70º, ∆θ=10º, Bo=20 dB,
Φ=120º, Θ=0º
10 dB
lA= 128.1 dB , lB = 37.6
5MHz
-100 dBm

B. Numerical Results
We evaluate our scenario under two different criteria. In
the first part, an analysis of the performance of the algorithm
is given according to the energy reduction (interference
minimization) it provides. Similarly, in the second part, we
analyze the effect of the proposed algorithm to the network
and edge user capacity. Additional information will be
presented related to the performance of the algorithm in
terms of convergence and feasibility for real time execution.
It has to be noted that for each inner cell range the result
is the average of 500 experiments with different random user
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distributions. For the comparison of the results we use as
reference the PFR scheme presented in Figure 2.
1. Global Energy Reduction: Figure 4 shows the
comparison of the global energy (in dBW) between the
proposed solution and the reference scheme of Figure 3,
where the Gibbs Sampler is not applied.

It can also be observed in Figure 5 and Figure 6 that,
while the maximum average user capacity occurs for an
inner cell range of 400m, when considering cell edge users,
the maximum occurs for larger values. This is due to the fact
that, for large inner cell ranges, in addition to the ICI
reduction brought by the algorithm, the edge users share the
available capacity with fewer users, since the outer area is
reduced. Then, the optimal setting of the inner cell range
would result from the trade-off between average and celledge capacity, in accordance with network operator policies.

Figure 4: Global Energy

By studying the behavior of the energy, one can notice
that there is a significant benefit from the execution of the
algorithm, especially when considering inner cell ranges
from 400 m and above. The highest gain of 13.43 dB is
observed for the range of 900 m, while the average gain for
all the inner cell ranges is 8.47 dB. If we focus on the
reference scheme, it can be seen that the inner parts of all the
cells of the network are assigned the same frequency (f0). As
such, the amount of the interference that these users
experience, especially for high inner cell ranges, is quite
high. This justifies the increasing behavior of the global
energy when increasing the inner cell range. However, after
the execution of the algorithm, the inner parts are assigned
different frequencies resulting in this way in a significant
interference reduction. It can also be observed that the global
energy level for inner cell ranges above approximately 500m
is kept at a very similar level.
2. Capacity Improvement: The benefits of the proposed
PFR algorithm in ICI reduction are also reflected in terms of
capacity improvement. This can be observed in Figure 5 that
shows the average capacity for the users located at the cell
edge, which are those more sensitive to ICI. For this
computation, users are considered to be at the cell edge if
they are located at a distance above 0.9R (note that edge
users can be outer or inner users depending on the considered
inner cell range in each simulation and also depending on
shadowing conditions). As it is reflected from the figure, the
edge user capacity is significantly improved compared to the
classic PFR scheme. The maximum gain is observed for the
inner cell range of 900 m, which reaches a capacity increase
of 17%, and the average gain for all the inner cell ranges is
11.64%.
Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the comparison in terms of
average capacity per user taking into consideration all the
users in the cell. Similarly to the edge users, the highest gain
is observed for the inner cell range of 900 m and reaches the
value of 42.67%. The average gain in this case is 22.53%.
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Figure 5: Average Edge User Capacity

Figure 6: Average User Capacity

3. Convergence of the algorithm: In order to analyze the
convergence of the algorithm, in this work we consider that
the algorithm is executed either until a convergence criterion
or the total simulation time (12000·ta) is reached. The
convergence criterion in this paper is that all the cells have
reached a selection probability according to (16) above 0.99
for one of the possible states (then this state determines the
assigned frequencies).
In Figure 7, we present the average number of the
experiments that have met the convergence criterion of this
paper as a result from the execution of 500 experiments for
each inner cell range. It can be noticed that above the 400 m
a significant amount of experiments has met the criterion.
For smaller inner ranges however, it can be seen that this
number very small. This was expected, since for these ranges
the number of inner users is very small and in some cases
there are cells with no inner users. Correspondingly, there
exist actually multiple solutions that are optimal (e.g., for a
cell without inner users the allocation of the inner channel
does not affect the received inter-cell interference). In these
situations, it has been observed that the algorithm does not
converge towards a high probability for a given state but it
keeps similar probability levels for all the optimum states. A
similar effect is also observed for the larger cell ranges in the
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particular cases that the convergence criterion is not met. The
algorithm keeps similar probabilities for some states that
exhibit the lowest energy. This behavior reflects the good
operation of the algorithm.

well as the extension of the algorithm to adjust the transmit
power of the cell. Finally, heterogeneous networks will be
investigated, including macro and small cells.
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Abstract—	
   In this paper semantic-aware model for radio
resource management in wireless networks is introduced and
studied through simulation. By semantic-awareness, the
network can selectively manage the radio resource allocation
based on the evaluation of transferred content, and its
associated processing, and prioritize users that are close to
experience interruptions, in order to improve the wireless
resource utilization and the user’s Quality of Experience
(QoE). Different radio resource management (RRM) strategies
are proposed and investigated, considering buffer capacity at
the terminals and the experience of the users in time while
watching a video and waiting for resource allocation. The
simulation results show that the users can reduce the total
duration, frequency and length of the interruptions during a
playback by applying semantic-awareness in the radio
resource allocation, which might affect positively user’s QoE.
Keywords-Radio Resource Management; resource allocation

I.

INTRODUCTION

Recent introduction of new generation of wireless
infrastructures is being accompanied by an increase in both
the number of users and their interest in multimedia content.
This growth has been driven in the last decade by the
popularity of multimedia content (e.g. video-sharing
websites, social networks, video on demand sites, mobile
IPTV, etc.), that according to the tendency will generate
much of the mobile traffic growth through 2016, showing, at
the same time, the highest growth rate of any mobile
application ([1]). Before this scenario, a common approach
to reach the goal of high quality information delivery has
been the implementation of resource management schemes
and scheduling algorithms to optimize resource allocation
and traffic distribution as function of network parameters
([2]-[13]). Solutions have evolved from a perspective mainly
centred on the evaluation of network based constraints (e.g.,
Signal to Noise Ratio or instant data rates) deprived of
knowledge about the transferred content [3], to a perspective
where inherent characteristics of the content are considered
to improve network performance. In some cases ([11] [12]),
the video distortion level is used to calculate the rates to
deliver a multimedia content in a gradient-based scheduling
and resource allocation scheme. Even though these studies
consider the evaluation of content status to allocate
resources, their objective is to maximize the average peak
signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) of all video users, which not
always impacts positively the QoE. In [13], a resource
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allocation scheme that considers both the average rate
achieved so far and the future expected rate is proposed with
the goal of maximizing sigmoid function of the average bit
rate. Prediction does not consider what happens to the
content in the terminal by establishing a direct relation
between the bit rate and the QoE. In ([2][9]), authors
improve system throughput by allocating resources
according to predefined utility functions to measure the QoE
and QoS respectively, without considering how the content is
processed at the terminal side. However, the idea of
maximizing
performance
through
infrastructure
improvements and adjustment of network parameters is
usually not optimal with respect to user perceived quality for
multimedia applications [2]. In this paper, we want to
investigate the effect of using semantic information (i.e.,
buffer capacity, player data rate, waiting times) provided by
users terminals on the radio resource allocation in the
downlink transmissions (base station (BS) to device) in
mobile networks and its impact on the user’s perception. In
particular, some QoE related parameters (i.e., duration, the
length and the frequency of the interruptions) are quantified
to provide an initial measure of the effect of incorporating
semantic-awareness to wireless infrastructures.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we present the semantic-aware proposed architecture and
RRM schemes considered in this study. In Section III, we
describe the simulation settings and performance
measurements considered in the paper. In Section IV, we
present the results obtained with the simulation scenario. We
conclude the paper in section V.
II.

SYSTEM MODEL

A. Network Description and Service Model
Semantic-aware networks are infrastructures with the
capacity to selectively manage the information flow
depending on its importance from an application point of
view. Unlike the concept of content-awareness, where the
network management is considering the type of content in a
static way, semantic-aware approach requires infrastructures
with the capability to exchange information dynamically
with the terminal and evaluate the content related
information provided by users (i.e., both specific details
regarding transferred content and the status of their
processing in the terminal) in order to selectively manage the
information flow, and distribute resources depending on the
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IV.

4) Active online time based (AB): This scheduler looks
at the time a user has been selected by the scheduler while it
!
is consuming bits from the buffer Bl or 𝑇!"#!
. Utility
!
function for grading the users is the current   𝑇!"#! .
5) Mixed criteria based (MB): In this RRM the utility
function for the user l is computed as the sum of the
!
!
individual values 𝑇!"#$
and 𝑇!"#!
divided by the value of
!
𝑇! .
III.

INVESTIGATION

A. Simulation Settings
To investigate the performance of using semantic-aware
RRM in a wireless infrastructure we performed extensive
simulations of an HSDPA network focusing on the downlink
connection between one 3-sector BS, with 300m of cell
radius, and the user devices requesting for the streaming of
content stored in a multimedia server. Propagation model is
the
3GPP
model,
where
path
loss
is
𝐿 = 128.1 + 37.6  𝑙𝑜𝑔!"    𝑅 , 𝑅  𝑖𝑛  𝐾𝑚. We assumed that the
backbone is lossless and the transmission delay from the
media server to the BS is negligible. Maximum BS
transmission power 𝑃! = 20𝑊, and maximum data rate of
14.4 Mbps. One user is allocated in a time slot of 0.25s. The
basic system level assumptions used in the simulations are
summarized in Table I. In our system, we played with users
densities ranging between 5 and 25 users. In each case the
user requests of multimedia content have been modelled with
expected inter-arrival time equal to 1 minute. In all cases,
users are supposed to pick a video of 57.76 Mbytes,
representing a 1080p YouTube-like video of 5 minutes
duration. In the simulation, users will watch up to 20 videos
of the same size and resolution (homogeneous scenario),
being a realization the completion of this number of videos
by all users present in the system.
B. Performance Measures
From the operators’ perspective, performance is
evaluated considering the average Total Duration of
Interruption (TDI) obtained by using each one of the
proposed schedulers. The maximum and minimum length of
interruptions represents the values of the longest and shortest
interruptions experienced by user l during the playback.
Finally, the average frequency of the interruptions will
represent how often a user l can experience cuts during the
playback.
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RESULTS

Figure 2 demonstrates the average TDI comparison of
different RRM schemes for different number of users
watching HD videos. With the implementation of the MB
scheme there is reduction in the average TDI during the
streaming session compared to the PF scheme. Reduction
goes from 74%(with 5 users) to 8% (with 25 users). The
other scheme that looks at the buffer capacity (BB) also
guarantees a reduction in the TDI that goes between 53% (5
users) to 3% (25 users) regarding the PF. In contrast,
schemes focused on the evaluation of online times
(inactive/active) reduce the performance of the system
increasing TDI.
800"

Average"Total"Dura8on"of"Interrup8ons"[s]"

3) Inactive online time based (IB): This RRM uses the
time a user has been active in the system but with no
wireless resource assigned to download bits. We evaluate
the total time a user l has been active in the system, with
outstanding bits in the server to download, but without a
wireless resource assigned to place bits in the buffer or
!
𝑇!"#$
  in seconds. Utility function for grading the users is the
current 1 !
.
𝑇!"#$
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Figure 2. Average TDI by number of user for the different resource
schedulers in a HD scenario. Error bars indicate 95% confidence intervals.

Figure 3 shows the length of the shortest interruption
experienced by different number of users when the proposed
RRM schemes are used. The figure reflects that schemes PF,
MB and BB can guarantee that the shortest interruption in
any case will be less than 1.3s. Schedulers that do not
consider Tb in its allocation criteria will generate as shortest
interruption duration values between 2s to 400s, which will
generate a negative impact on the QoE perceived by users in
a real scenario. Figure 4 shows the average maximum length
of interruptions perceived by different number of users with
different RRM schemes. In this case network reflects a better
performance when PF, BB and MB are used as resource
allocation schemes. Although PF shows the best
performance when maximum length of interruptions is
considered, observing the frequency of the interruptions in
Figure 5, PF shows around 25% more interruptions during
the playback than the best of the other considered RRM
schemes. This recurrence in the number of interruptions will
affect more the user’s perceived quality, according to the
results obtained in [14]. In summary, semantic-aware
schemes that use buffer-related information will reduce the
TDI through a reduction in the frequency and the length of
interruptions.
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stalling, and impact the length and frequency of the
interruptions users can experience during the video playback.
This indicates a potential of proposed solution to generate
improvements in terms of the final QoE perceived by a user
in comparison to the ”classical” RRM. As future work, the
extension of the proposed scheme considering more semantic
elements to make resource allocation decisions is planned.
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Abstract—This paper presents a Long Term Evolution (LTE)
handover algorithm implementation based on Reference Signal
Received Power (RSRP) measurements and Event A3 on top of
the LTE module of NS-3 network simulator. Many simulation
scenarios in various research projects rely on user mobility. However, until recently complete realisation of relevant functionality
has been missing in free and open source tools such as NS3. Detailed modeling of RSRP measurements, including sliding
window averaging, time-to-trigger and hysteresis evaluations
are considered in this paper. Received simulation results are
verified through comparison with other publication, suggesting
a promising direction for further studies of dynamic scenarios.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Long Term Evolution (LTE) is a standard for radio technology developed by the 3rd Generation Partnership Project
(3GPP). It is a significant change from the previous 3G/UMTS
technology, providing higher data rates, simplified network
architecture, and improved user mobility.
Simulation of a realistic LTE wireless network requires
User Equipment (UE) mobility modeling, including UE measurements and handover. However, detailed modeling of this
procedure has only been found in commercial or proprietary
LTE simulators. This adds considerable cost to academia and
researchers who are interested in the subject. Moreover, the
source code of these simulators are not publicly available,
imposing difficulties for professional community to study and
verify the produced simulation results.
At least three prominent free and open source LTE simulators have been available at the moment of publication. Each
of them has its own limitations in modeling user mobility.
For instance, link and system level simulators from University
of Vienna [1] have not modeled mobility. LTE-Sim [2] has included a modeling of handover procedure, but it has been based
on Signal-to-Interference-Ratio (SIR) and location, which is
not in accord with 3GPP specification. The LTE module of NS3 has been developed within LENA project [3] and its recent
development version is featuring a handover algorithm based
on Reference Signal Received Quality (RSRQ) measurements
and Event A2. This feature, however, has not been revealed in
the stable release of NS-3 because it is still in the development
phase.
We have extended the handover modeling in NS-3 by utilizing Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) measurements
and Event A3, as designed in [4]. In the case of RSRP as
the measurement of choice, Event A3 is defined as a reporting
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triggering event which is fired when there exists a neighbouring
cell which measured RSRP is better than measured RSRP of
the serving cell by certain offset [5]. The aim of this extension
is to develop a measurements and handover model according
to 3GPP specification, thus enabling detailed mobility studies
with NS-3.
Moreover, the functionality we are introducing into the
simulator is vital for Self-Organizing Networks (SON) and
Cognitive Networks (CN), which have been under intense
study in recent years. Many of SON and CN algorithms
depend on information from Radio Access Network (RAN)
signal levels and coverage. In addition, according to the 3GPP
specification, UE must have the ability to provide RSRP and
RSRQ measurements in Evolved UTRAN LTE [6]. Therefore,
the developed measurement and reporting mechanisms can be
used in the future for the study of SON and CN features.
LTE is based on distributed architecture, where Evolved
NodeBs (eNodeB) are responsible for handover decision.
Handover algorithms have serious impact on the cellular
network performance. Taking into account that LTE is targeted
to operate in different propagation environments, UE-based
measurements should be carefully studied to enable robust
handover in wide range of UE speed. Furthermore, an optimal tradeoff between number of handovers (signaling load,
amount of connection disruptions) and signal quality in large
realistic scenarios should be found. This requires utilisation of
system level simulators with detailed implementation of UE
measurement procedure.
The rest of the paper is organised as follow. Section
II elaborates on the design of RSRP- and Event A3-based
handover model developed for NS-3. In order to test the model,
several simulation scenarios have been studied, as described
in Section III. Finally, Section IV presents the conclusion and
several ideas for future research.
II.

H ANDOVER M ODELING

In contrast with 3G/UMTS standard, handover in LTE
is specified as hard handover or “break-before-connect”. It
is a UE-assisted and eNodeB-triggered procedure [7]. The
handover model considered in this paper is based on this
specification, and is presented in Figure 1 as a series of operations and message exchanges between UE, source eNodeB,
and target eNodeB. Several steps of the procedure have been
already provided out-of-the-box by NS-3. This paper is reusing
this functionality while focusing on the first stages, which
include the measurement reports and handover decision.
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Fig. 3.

Sample RSRP trace.
TABLE I.

VARIABLE PARAMETERS

Parameter

Values

Time-to-trigger
Hysteresis
UE speed
Sliding window size (Tf )

50, 200, 400 ms
1, 3, 6 dB
3, 30 kmph
200, 400 ms

RSRP measured from a neighbouring cell becomes an offset
better than the RSRP measured from the serving cell [5]. The
offset is represented as hysteresis. This condition must stay
true for at least a certain duration of time, which is called the
time-to-trigger.

Fig. 1. Modeling of handover procedure in NS-3, where the shaded box
indicates the part studied in this paper.

Measurement reports in the model are generated as follows.
UE makes periodical measurements of RSRP at every time
period Tm from each identified cell over the whole bandwidth.
These measurement samples are then forwarded from the
physical layer (PHY) (RSRP ChunkProcessor in Figure 2)
to the Radio Resource Control (RRC) layer. RRC applies
time averaging to the measurements from every specific cell
(SlidingWindow). Sliding window always holds the averaged
Tf
measurements within the time window Tf .
value from n = Tm
Thus, every time a new measurement sample comes, the
oldest one is discarded. The objective of this averaging is to
reduce the influence of channel fading component on RSRP
measurements. As a result, the rate of ping-pong handovers in
the system is expected to decline.
In event-triggered handover procedure, each UE evaluates
the Event A3 condition every time a new averaged measurement sample is available (A3Evaluator). The evaluated
condition is the entering condition of Event A3: whether the
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The actual Event A3 is triggered immediately after the
time-to-trigger. The UE generates a measurement report and
transmit it as an RRC message to the serving cell. This report
typically contains measurement results of at least the serving
cell, but is extendable with measurement results of neighboring
cells. The whole process is demonstrated in Figure 3, which
shows the trace of averaged RSRP measurements from serving
Cell1 and neighbouring Cell2 before and after handover.
In practice, the eNodeB is responsible for deciding whether
or not a handover is needed. In our case, we assume that
an Event A3-triggered measurement report indicates that handover is really needed. Upon receiving this report, source cell
immediately prepares a handover to the target cell. The rest of
the handover procedure is performed as illustrated in Figure 1.
III.

S IMULATION R ESULTS

We conducted a simulation campaign in order to validate
the developed measurement and handover model. The main
focus of the study was on confirming whether the available
handover-related parameters, shown in Table I, behave as
theoretically expected. Simulation assumptions were loosely
based on 3GPP case 1 [8], as summarised in Table II.
The number of handovers and number of ping-pong handovers were the metrics collected from each simulation. The
simulation regarded ping-pong handover as two consecutive
handovers by a UE, which occurred within a short period of
time (in this particular case, 2 s), provided that the first one is a
handover from cell A to cell B, while the second one is from
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Fig. 2.

Implementation of measurements and handover model.
TABLE II.

S IMULATION PARAMETERS

Parameter

Value

Cellular layout

7 three-sectored sites in hexagonal layout
(21 cells in total)
500 m
30 dBm
L = 128.1 + 37.6 · log10 R
Typical urban
2 GHz
5 MHz (25 RBs)
Only control messages, no data traffic
None
10 UEs distributed randomly in front of each
eNodeB (210 UEs in total)
Constant speed to random direction
(changing direction every 5 s)
50 ms

Inter-site distance
Cell Tx power
Path loss model
Channel fading
Carrier frequency
System bandwidth
Traffic
Error model
UE distribution
UE movement pattern
UE measurement interval
(Tm )
Simulation duration

Fig. 4. Simulation results with UE speed of 3 kmph and sliding window
size Tf of 200 ms.

70 s

cell B back to cell A. Consequently, a series of handovers
within cells A–B–A–B counts as two ping-pongs.
Figure 4 and 5 show the average number of handovers
per user per second for UE speed of 3 kmph and 30 kmph
respectively. It is obvious that the increase in hysteresis parameter value significantly reduces the number of handovers.
This behaviour was also observed in [9].
The number of handovers is also sensitive to time-totrigger. As seen from the same figures, the increase of timeto-trigger has the effect of reducing the number of handovers.
[9] and [10] observed the same behaviour.
Time-to-trigger variation is also known as one of the means
to manipulate the number of ping-pong handovers [9]. This is
demonstrated in Figure 6, which depicts the proportion of pingpongs over the total number of handovers in the simulation.
Filtering period has also been identified as a parameter
for tuning handover rates. Fast moving UE typically requires
shorter filtering period than slow moving UE. It has been
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Fig. 5. Simulation results with UE speed of 30 kmph and sliding window
size Tf of 200 ms.

confirmed that longer filtering period reduces the number of
handovers [11]. In our study, the sliding window size Tf plays
the same role as filtering period, and its effect to handover rate
is presented in Figure 7.
IV.

C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK

In this paper, we have described the measurement and
handover modeling on top of NS-3 LTE module. Simulation results have been presented in order to verify the implementation.
The effect of handover parameters such as hysteresis, time-totrigger, and filtering can be clearly seen from the results. For
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[4]

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]
Fig. 6. Rate of ping-pong handovers in simulations with UE speed of 30 kmph
and sliding window size Tf of 200 ms.

[9]

[10]

[11]

[12]
Fig. 7. Effect of Tf to handover rate in simulations with hysteresis of 3 dB
and time-to-trigger of 50 ms.
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instance, simulation runs with small hysteresis and short timeto-trigger produced large number of handovers, especially of
ping-pong type. The number of handovers can be substantially
reduced with proper parameterisation. This proves that the
simulated behaviour demonstrated by our model is sensitive to
these parameters and in accord with results from several other
published research works in the field. In the future, it will also
be possible to conduct a comparison study of our results with
alternative realisation of measurement and handover model,
which is under development in NS-3.
It is necessary to mention that we have not yet considered
some of the important mobility related statistics in LTE. In
particular, features such as Radio Link Failure (RLF) and
proper modeling of handover failures provide important input
for SON and CN studies. For example, sleeping cell detection
relies on analysis of UE measurements and RLF occurrences in
the network [12]. We are aiming to incorporate RLF into NS-3
LTE module on top of the measurement and handover models
presented in this paper, which altogether will be utilised in our
CN research.
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Abstract—Mobile devices and new communication technologies gain ever more importance. Evaluating such technologies
for critical domains, like disaster recovery, is a difficult task
and is usually done by using simulations. Until today, research
focused on the impact of mobility patterns on the investigated
communication technology. We argue that the influence of the
communication technology on the mobility patterns is also important to produce realistic simulations and meaningful results.
In this paper, we present our agent-based mobility model and
our simulation framework. This framework can be connected to
a network simulator to execute mobility and network simulations
in parallel, thus, influencing each other. The evaluation of our
mobility model with real world experts in the field of disaster
recovery indicated our approach to be accurate and also revealed
potential for improvements.
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I.

I NTRODUCTION

Simulators for mobility and communication are popular
research tools to investigate the applicability of new communication technologies under dynamic conditions. Especially in
critical domains, like disaster recovery, new communication
technologies can help saving human lives more efficiently. For
example, a scalable communication network can be achieved
by interconnecting hand-held mobile devices carried around
by first responders to a peer-to-peer like network as proposed
by Bradler et al. [4]. However, testing such prototypes during
real disaster recovery missions is very dangerous and negligent
because, if the prototype fails during the mission, human
lives are threatened. Also, the testing possibilities under real
conditions are very limited and results might not be easily
reproducible due to many factors influencing the investigations.
Using simulations to investigate new communication technologies is, therefore, much safer and more convenient.
Until today, the focus in communications research usually
resided on the new communication technology under investigation. Random-based mobility models are commonly used to
produce movement traces [6], [13] in a first step. Afterward,
these movement traces are used as input data for network
simulations [1]. We believe this approach to be insufficient, at
least for the scenario of disaster recovery, since communication
between first responders directly influences their movement.
For example, if the network suffers a malfunction and, thus,
new commands from the headquarter cannot be transmitted
to first responders in the field, they cannot react on these
commands. Conversely, if first responders communicate using
wireless network devices, their movement directly influences
the network since messages cannot be transmitted if first
responders move out of each other’s communication range.
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We, therefore, propose a framework for mobility simulation
to execute mobility simulations together with network simulations in parallel, enabling them to influence each other. Our
mobility model is based on software-agents allowing us to
simulate different kinds of scenarios by implementing different
agent types and scenario specific rule sets. We implemented
rule sets for different disaster relief forces because of our
expert knowledge and experience in this field. Our simulation
framework is targeted on interaction between agents and the
environment as well as on communication between agents.
These interactions are influencing their movement directly. We
evaluated our approach using questionnaires targeted on real
world experts most of which already participated in rescue
missions. Our evaluation showed that, considering the level
of abstraction, most of our assumptions are accurate and our
approach is suitable in general. However, we were able to
identify some weak spots in our mobility model which we fixed
after evaluating the survey. The contributions of this paper are
threefold:
1) we present our mobility and interaction model that generates realistic movement and communication patterns
for simulations,
2) we describe the general architecture of our framework
for integrated mobility and network simulations, and
3) we discuss the evaluation of our model using questionnaires targeted on real world first responders.
Our mobility model and simulation framework enable us to
investigate the influence of different communication technologies on the efficiency of first responders during their missions
in the future.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: in
Section II, we discuss the related work on mobility models
and focus on models targeted on disaster recovery in more
detail. We then present our mobility model and our integrated
simulation framework in Section III. The evaluation of our
mobility model is discussed in Section IV and Section V
presents concluding remarks as well as an overview on future
work.
II. R ELATED W ORK
To simulate the movement of nodes in a mobile ad-hoc
network (MANET) scenario, many mobility models have been
proposed during the last two decades. In general, mobility
models can be separated into two categories: trace-based models and synthetic models [6]. In trace-based models, movement
traces are gathered and collected from real world systems.
These traces are then replayed in simulations to correctly
simulate mobility of network nodes. However, they are bound
to the specific environment where they were gathered. Also,
these models are not flexible enough to simulate variations of
a single scenario.
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To simulate other environments or different variations of a
single scenario, synthetic models can be used. These models
create artificial movement traces for mobile nodes without
replaying recorded real world movement traces. However,
these models are supposed to create movement traces similar
to real world traces and, thus, simulate realistic movement
patterns. To accomplish this goal the behavior of single nodes
is reproduced in a realistic fashion.
We categorize the approaches for synthetic mobility models
into random mobility models and behavior-based mobility
models.
A. Random Mobility
Until today, many mobility models based on random movement have been proposed. Although these models are rather
simple, they are particularly popular and have been examined
extensively in the past [12]. The three most commonly used
mobility models that generate random movement traces are:
• Random Walk Model [7]. In this model, every node
picks a direction of the interval [0, 2π) at random and
a random velocity. Then, the node moves for a random
time span before it picks a new direction and a new
velocity.
• Random Direction Model [13]. Here, every node picks
a random direction of the interval [0, 2π) and a random
velocity. The node then moves to the border of the
simulation environment where it picks a new direction
and velocity.
• Random Waypoint Model [10]. In this model, every node
picks a random point in the simulation environment as
well as a random velocity. It then moves until the point
is reach and picks a new waypoint and velocity.
Although these simple random mobility models above are
commonly used they have different unexpected properties and
create a behavior that is not usually intended. Yoon et al. [17]
showed that in these models the average movement speed of
nodes decreases over time because slow nodes need more time
to reach their destination than faster nodes. Furthermore, mobility models exist that try to incorporate a behavior oriented
component into the otherwise random models:
• Pursue Model [14]. Using this mobility model, nodes
can be simulated that follow a specific moving target
defining the movement as: pnew = pold + a(ptarget −
pold ) + vrandom . The vector vrandom defines the influence of the random number generator on the node
movement. The acceleration a(x) describes the influence
of the moving target on the node movement.
• Column Model [14]. In this mobility model, nodes move
on predefined lines. These lines move forward toward a
random direction from the interval [0, π) and a random
distance. This model is suited for search-like activities
where nodes move forward forming a front line.
• Reference Point Group Model [9]. This mobility model
arranges nodes into groups. The center of a group
moves on a random path and the group members move
randomly around a predefined reference point which
depends on the logical group center.
A more detailed overview and a simulation based comparison of different mobility models can also be found in the work
of Camp et al. [6].
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B. Behavior-Based Mobility
Our main goal is to reproduce real world mobility in
a simulated environment. As we look on disaster recovery
missions as a concrete scenario it is clear, that a mobility
model based on random movement cannot reproduce real
world movement and behavior of first responders during rescue
missions. Especially the different organizations like police,
fire fighters and paramedics have very specific roles when
entering a disaster area [12]. Therefore, a mobility model
is needed that incorporates these different roles so that the
nodes move and act according to their specific behavior. We
now highlight three types of behavior-based mobility models
capable of reproducing real world behavior and movement of
first responders.
1) Role-Based Mobility: Nelson et al. describe a generic
event and role-based mobility model [12]. Every node is
assigned a role or a set of roles generating actions the node will
perform on a given event. The entire movement pattern of a
node in disaster recovery is then described by a triple (r, e, a):
role r reacts on an event e by performing the activity a. By
instantiating the triples with the characteristics for different
node types operating in disaster recovery a movement pattern
for the scenario can be generated. This way it is also possible
that a node follows different movement patterns during one
simulation. Four different categories of actions are assumed:
• Repelling: This role is mainly used for civilians during a
disaster. Also, this role can include a property describing
the curiosity of the civilian defining the possibility the
civilian stops at the periphery of a disaster area, thus,
simulating watchers.
• Attracting: This role is typically used for police men and
fire fighters moving fast towards one or more events.
• Oscillating: This role is mainly used to model ambulances moving between the disaster area and hospitals.
The nodes move towards an event and directly after
arriving there they move to a predefined location and
repeat the movement pattern continuously.
• Immobile: This role is used to model naturally static
objects like hospitals. But also nodes that become immobile after an event (e.g. injured persons) can be modeled
with this role.
2) Gravity-Based Mobility: If several independent disaster
areas are simulated, a mobility model based on gravity (proposed by Nelson et al. [12]) can be used to describe how nodes
move towards or away from the individual areas. In this model,
every disaster area is modeled as a gravity source. The force F
a disaster area has on a node can be described by the intensity
I as F = I/d2 with d being the distance between the node
and the disaster area. I also describes whether the node moves
towards a disaster area or away from it. For a particular node,
the force vectors F~ from all disaster areas are then combined
to the vector sum F~total describing it’s resulting speed and
direction of movement.
3) Zone-Based Mobility: Aschenbruck et al. [2] describe a
partitioning of the entire disaster area according to handbooks
for first responders in Germany [11], [15]. This partitioning
then influences how nodes move. The disaster area is divided
into four different zones:
• The incident site is the zone where the actual disaster
occurs. In this zone casualties are to be expected and the
effects of the disaster have to be combated (e.g., fire).
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• In the treatment zone the injured wait for their treatment
after they have been rescued from the incident site.
Paramedics give first aid to injured and bring them to
the transport zone. Usually, the treatment zone is close
to the incident site.
• In the transport zone transportation vehicles such as
ambulances and helicopters wait to take injured to the
hospitals.
• The hospitals (or the hospital zone) are typically further
away from the incident site and are not part of the
actual disaster area. Injured are being transported here
via transportation vehicles for further treatment.
In this model, every node belongs to one of the different zones.
Some transportation nodes move between zones, others only
move inside one zone, for instance, fire fighters.
The zone-based mobility model, as well as some of the random models described above, are implemented in the software
BonnMotion [1], a rich Java-based software that generates
synthetic movement traces to investigate mobility in different
scenarios. The generated movement traces can also be exported
as input data for several supported network simulators (cmp.
Figure 3a). However, BonnMotion, and also other mobility
simulation frameworks, lack an online interface for network
simulators because they are not intended to be executed with
such simulators in parallel. Also, none of the mobility models
above consider communication between simulated nodes to
influence the resulting movement.
III.

M OBILITY S IMULATION F RAMEWORK

In the last section, we presented different mobility models
to be used for general purpose and for disaster recovery simulation. In this section, we introduce our approach for integrated
simulation using disaster recovery missions as an example. In
our approach, we focus on a deep interaction between network
simulation and mobility simulation to realistically simulate
complex scenarios where movement of nodes is also based
on communication between them.
We first introduce the environment where the simulated
nodes move and operate in. These simulated nodes are implemented as software agents based on rule sets which we present
afterward. Third, we describe the key concept of our approach:
the communication between agents and the interaction of
agents with the environment. Finally, we present the general
system architecture of our simulation framework.
A. Environment Model
The basis for mobility simulation is always formed by
the environment where mobile nodes move in. Typically, this
environment is modeled as a two dimensional plane where
mobile nodes and obstacles are placed on. During the mobility
simulation, the nodes are moved on this plane, thus, generating
movement traces. In many cases, this movement is based on
a random mobility model. However, in realistic scenarios,
like disaster recovery missions, nodes (e.g., first responders)
move according to certain properties in their surrounding
environment. First responders use vehicles to move on streets
to, from, and between incident sites, fire fighters extinguish
fires in buildings or in the environment, and so on. Therefore,
information about the environment is essential to disaster
simulation and for realistic movement patterns in general.
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Figure 1.

The graphical representation of the environment

For this reason, we use data from the OpenStreetMap
project [8] to generate the environment. This data provides
information about streets, buildings, fields, woods and other
environmental properties. If nodes move on streets, their
speed can be adapted according to the streets’ speed limit,
for instance. Information about hospitals can be used in the
simulation as targets for ambulances to transport injured to.
This data greatly helps to generate realistic movement traces.
Based on this environmental data, seats of fire can be
placed manually on the map as a starting point for the disaster
simulation. During the simulation, fire spreads with an average
speed of 0.25m2 per minute (according to DIN 18232) or it
gets extinguished by fire fighters. Also, we use the state of
the art work by Aschenbruck et al. [2] to create the three
aforementioned virtual zones incident site (red), treatment zone
(green), and transport zone (blue) surrounding the fire places,
also depicted in Figure 1. The information about hospitals is
used to create the hospital zones (red cross in the top left
corner of Figure 1).
B. Mobility Model
The implementation of our mobility model is based on
the concept of software agents [3]. This means, every node is
represented by a software agent that generates the movement
patterns for that particular node. Agents, on the other hand,
are instances of an agent type. Every agent type contains a set
of rules describing how to react in specific situations and on
different events. In the case of disaster recovery, agent types
are fire fighter and police car, for example, and the individual
fire fighters or police cars are then instances of the fire fighter
or police car agent types, respectively.
Each agent has limited knowledge about the simulated
world including other agents and the environment. In particular, the knowledge of each agent consists of the environmental
map, that is the road network and the positions of the associated institutions such as hospitals or police and fire stations.
At the beginning of each simulation, every first responder
agent has initial information about the type and location of the
disaster areas, injured people in these areas, the partitioning
into zones, and the positions of their colleagues. Based on
its current information, every agent chooses specific targets
in the environment and moves towards them considering the
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[outside disaster area or no casualties]

Choose disaster
area with injured

[inside disaster area with casualties]

[disaster area with
casualties exists]
[no disaster area
with casualties exists]

Choose hospital

[injured person
inside incident site]

[chosen target
sufficiently near]

[injured person
needing first aid]

[closest ambulance
ready]

[no ambulance in
transport area]

[else]

[ambulance ready in
transport area]

Walk to target
Drive to target with
ambulance

Transport patient
into treatment area

Treat patient

Request ambulance

Request ambulance

Figure 2.

Transport patient to
the ambulance

Rule set of a paramedic

available geographical information or retains its position for
a specified time span. The choice of targets determines the
movement pattern characteristic to that particular agent type.
Our behavior-based mobility model differentiates not only
between the various types of first responders such as police
men or fire fighters, but also between the ways of moving such
as by motor vehicle or by foot. Therefore, agents are moving
specifically to their roles in order to obtain most realistic
behavior-based movement patterns.
The precise movement of the agents roughly follows the
simple high-level actions repelling, attracting, oscillating, and
immobile used in the generic event- and role-based mobility
model described by Nelson et al. [12]. However, targets
selected by the agents will depend on a substantially more finegrained behavioral simulation which simulates the performed
tasks, that are specific for the respective agent type, directly
at the level of the agents. For example, fire fighters have two
primary tasks. First, casualties have to be transported from the
incident site (where other first responders cannot operate due
to the dangers) to the treatment zone (where the injured can be
treated by paramedics). The second task is to fight disasters,
for example, to extinguish fire.
The task of medical personnel during rescue missions is to
bring injured people out of danger to the treatment zone, to
treat them there, and then bring them to the transport zone,
where they are picked up and transported to a hospital. For
that, a paramedic is moving together with the injured person
from the treatment zone to the transport zone. This injured
person is then transported to a hospital for further treatments
and the paramedic heads for another injured person in order
to prepare him for transportation. Figure 2 shows an example
rule set for the paramedic agent type.
The police has the task to secure disaster areas. This means
that the traffic hubs (cross roads) need to be secured to prevent
civilians from entering the disaster area. Police officers might
have to patrol between several intersections and possibly expel
civilians who are already within the disaster area.
The movement of civilians is based on the physics-based
gravitational mobility model described by Nelson et al. [12],
that allows nodes to respond to the presence of multiple
disaster events. Agents can flee from several independent
disaster events or approach them.
This agent-based concept provides us with the opportunity
to simulate other scenarios as well, for instance, a public
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transportation system. Buses or trams and trains in cities can
be modeled using our mobility model by implementing the
rule sets for such transportation agents.
C. Interaction and Communication
The rules above clearly show that the movement as well
as the behavior of agents are directly based on interaction
between agents and with the environment. For example, fire
fighters extinguish fires in the environment (e.g., in buildings)
and paramedics carry injured people to ambulances to be
transported to the hospitals.
Furthermore, first responders can send requests to other
rescuers, if they need help or a transportation vehicle. For
example, paramedics request ambulances to allow patients to
be transported to a hospital. An ambulance, that is available
for transportation, can then acknowledge the request and move
to the requested location. The transportation of first responders
to the disaster area and back to the headquarters is carried out
in the same manner, as well. Also, first responders inform their
colleagues about their new position as soon as they proceed
to a new location. This helps to keep the information on the
colleagues’ positions up to date for all first responders. First
responder agents use this information to decide who should be
assigned to which disaster event.
Finally, first responders inform their colleagues and the
commander about the progress of the rescue mission. Especially, if the fire is extinguished, the fire fighter agents inform
their colleagues about the finished task. Also, paramedics
inform their colleagues about rescued persons. Based on this
information, first responders know what tasks are remaining
and who is available for a new task.
This shows how the movement of agents also depends
on the communication between them. Only, if the information exchange between first responder agents is reliable, the
rescue mission is accomplished successfully and efficiently.
Conversely, the communication of the agents also depends on
their movement and the communication technology used. If a
real network based on wireless technology is considered for
message transportation, the agents need to be in transmission
range to each other for messages to arrive at the destination.
Hence, the network simulation cannot be launched after the
mobility simulation, but both simulations have to run together
in parallel to account for the influence of both simulations.
D. System Architecture
Our simulation framework focuses on these influences
between mobility and network simulations. It is based on a
discrete event-driven simulation engine. This means, events
occur at definite points in time during the simulation and
the simulation can be described as a chronological sequence
of events. In a typical state of the art simulation setup, the
mobility simulation is executed first, creating movement traces
to be imported into the network simulation afterward (cmp.
Figure 3a). Our system, on the other hand, allows for an
integrated simulation where network and mobility simulations
are executed in parallel, thus, influencing each other (cmp. Figure 3b). However, this requires the mobility model to not only
generate basic movement but communication patterns, as well
(as described above). Assuming such a model, this provides the
advantage of simulating communication between nodes more
realistically, since their communication can directly influence
their movement (e.g., nodes calling for help).
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To connect our proposed mobility model to a network
simulator, a shared simulation engine is needed to dispatch
mobility and network related events. This does not necessarily
require events to be compatible with both, the network and
the mobility simulators. However, for simplicity the events are
compatible with both simulators in our current implementation.
We connected our framework to the state of the art discrete
event-driven network simulator PeerfactSim.KOM [16]. This
simulator can now be used to simulate different communication
technologies in combination with our mobility model.
In the future, using the disaster recovery example, this
integrated simulation enables us to investigate the influence of
different modern communication technologies on the works of
first responders during their missions. A simulation without a
network simulator is possible, as well. In this case, we assume
that messages are being transmitted immediately and without
any packet loss. This can be used to very basically mimic
traditional radio communication, however, not realistically.
Furthermore, due to the generic design, other event-driven
simulators can be connected to our simulation framework as
well, for instance, a road traffic simulator.
We used our first response communication sandbox [5] as a
starting point for the mobility simulation framework. However,
many improvements and changes were necessary to integrate
our new mobility model with the network simulator and the
environment. We implemented a graphical user interface called
DisVis, short for Disaster Visualization, to create and modify
scenarios for simulation and to visualize simulation results
afterward (depicted in Figure 1). In the future, we intend to
investigate different communication technologies for disaster
recovery missions using our integrated simulation framework.
IV. E VALUATION
To evaluate our mobility model described in the last
Section we have drawn on expert knowledge. We created a
questionnaire targeted at experts from police departments, fire
fighting departments, and medical facilities. With this survey,
we intended to extract different types of information. This
resulted into three similar questionnaires, one for each of the
first responder groups listed above. Each questionnaire was
separated in four parts to get information about a) activities
of first responders during missions, b) communication between
them, c) details about the works of each group, and d) the four
disaster zones described above.
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Our call to fill out the survey was followed by 84 individuals most of which already participated in disaster recovery
missions. This number divides into 44 individuals from medical facilities, 32 individuals from fire fighting departments,
and 8 individuals from police departments. As the number of
participating members from police departments shows, their
role during disaster recovery missions is not as big as that of
the other groups. Usually fire fighters are the first to arrive and
take over certain roles associated with the police. The main role
of the police is investigation and criminal prosecution which
usually is a long term activity and starts after the disaster
recovery mission is finished. This was also reflected in the
answers by both, the participants associated with the police
departments as well as the participants associated with the fire
fighting departments.
A. Activities
First, we presented the atomic activities we implemented
in our mobility model to abstract the behavior of the three
first responder agent types. The goal was to determine the
priorities and rules for these atomic activities as well as to
identify important but missing activities.
Our assumption about the priorities was accurate in general. However, participants emphasized the first activity to be
examining the situation on-site. This activity is not explicitly
modeled in our rule set. But, as stated before, the agents know
about the situation in the disaster areas at the beginning of the
simulation and incorporate this knowledge into their decisions
and activities. Therefore, this activity is modeled implicitly in
our rule set.
B. Communication
Second, we checked our assumptions made about the
importance of communication between first responders. This
also included the organizational structures. We found that our
assumptions about the highly hierarchical organizational structures of first responders is accurate in general and that communication is very important in disaster recovery missions. In fact,
most activities are only executed by command. Commands are
either given in a briefing at the beginning of the rescue mission
or during the mission via (radio) communication.
Furthermore, the survey exhibited the explicit importance
of small first responder groups. For example, a team of fire
fighters and a fire engine form a group that moves and operates
together. The same applies to police officers and paramedics.
This effects the movement of every unit that is part of a
group. It also impacts the communication, which is simulated
hierarchically so that the members of these groups primarily
communicate among themselves and only the group leaders
communicate between different groups. We implemented this
behavior into the rule sets of our mobility model.
C. Details
Third, we intended to get details about typical walking and
driving distances. We also tried to get a rough estimate about
the average time paramedics need to stabilize patients and
about the average time fire fighters need to extinguish a fire in
apartments. In general, these details can only be estimated very
roughly and depend on various factors. However, we found that
typically distances of up to 400 meters are walked by foot.
To stabilize patients paramedics assess 2 to 10 minutes. Fire
fighters asses roughly 30 to 90 minutes to extinguish a fire
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in apartments, although, the participants explicitly pointed out
that the time is highly situation dependent and cannot be easily
generalized. This also is hard to be mapped to our simulation.
Therefore, fire fighters in our model extinguish fire at a rate
of 1.5m2 burning area per minute.
D. Disaster Zones
Finally, we evaluated the assumptions made about the partitioning into different zones and their sizes. The existence of
different zones was confirmed by the participants, as expected.
Usually, first responders define locations and sizes of these
zones before the recovery mission is started. This is also
captured in our simulation model. The size of the incident site
highly depends on the affected region (e.g., 20 to 50 meters or
100 to 150 meters perimeter). In our simulation model we use
20 meters around the affected region, for instance, a building
with a burning apartment.
Usually, the treatment zone is rather small and can be
combined with the transport zone into one zone under some
circumstances. Depending on the situation, the treatment zone
is at most half in size compared to the incident site. The
transport zone, on the other hand, is rather large and can be up
to twice as large as the incident site. Usually, the transport zone
is dependent on qualified locations for transport vehicles to
access the zone. These locations should be as close as possible
to the treatment zone. In our simulation model we use at least
20 meters for the treatment zone and at least 50 meters for the
transport zone.
Additionally, the initial partitioning of the disaster area into
zones can change over time when disasters are spreading or are
averted. This fact is reflected in our simulation model. Details
about the sizes of zones were incorporated after the survey.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented an overview of basic and
commonly used methods for mobility simulation in network
simulations as well as in disaster scenario simulations. We
argued that, especially in disaster simulations, the interaction
and communication between the simulated agents are crucial
to the resulting simulation. Both aspects require that mobility
and network simulators are executed together in parallel so
both simulations can influence each other. We presented our
approach to simulate movement and communication patterns
in disaster recovery missions based on state of the art work
and expert knowledge. Our environment and mobility model
is based on OpenStreetMap data and software agents, respectively. The event-driven mobility simulation framework is
capable of stand alone simulation. But it can also be integrated
with network simulators like PeerfactSim.KOM [16] enriching
the simulation with realistic network models.
We evaluated our mobility model with questionnaires targeted at experts from police departments, fire fighting departments, and medical facilities. Especially medical personnel and
fire fighters participated in the surveys. The responses gathered
from the surveys allowed us to further improve our rule sets
of the different agent types.
In the future, we plan to evaluate different communication
technologies and mechanisms like routing algorithms in the
field of disaster relief. We are especially interested in how
such technologies influence the works of first responders.
Furthermore, we want to enrich our rule set with more detailed
rules from handbooks for first responders [11], [15] to further
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increase the realism of our simulation. Finally, we also plan to
implement different agent types for other scenarios like public
transportation to analyze communication possibilities between
buses and trains in smart cities.
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Abstract—The ability of having a secure mobile device is
determined by different aspects (e.g., hardened system, authentication or anti-virus). Normal authentication methods are only
requesting authentication characteristics at the beginning of the
usage. The aim of this paper is to create a framework which
can continuously analyze which user is using the device at each
moment. While mobile devices are easy to lose or can be stolen,
it is important to do an authentication process during usage.
We propose a continuous trust model using keystroke dynamics
and movements of the device as biometrical modalities to have a
certainty of the usage at each time.
Keywords—security framework; mobile devices; biometric authentication; continuously authentication; usability

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The need of a continuous authentication process exists for
mobile devices. These devices can be stolen or lost easily
because they are so small. For example, a survey from Credant
Technologies reported in 2008 that in six months 55,000 cellular phones were left in London taxis [1]. The first challenge
is that these devices are only secured by a password. In
addition, only if the device is unlocked properly the password
is asked when accessing the device. This means a continuous
authentication system with a properly initial authentication
combined with a re-authentication during usage is needed.
Re-authentication means an additional authentication during
usage, which happens in the background.
In this paper, we present a framework which uses inertial
sensors and a capacitive display to fulfill the need for the
continuous authentication system.
For this, we describe the related work and the contribution
of our work in this section. In Section 2, we present our
continuous authentication model with the concept and the trust
model which handles the certainty of the device which user is
using the device. Then, we will present hypothetical test cases
for using this model. Finally, we discuss the framework in
Section 4 and conclude our research in Section 5.
A. Related work
Two related researchs were identified. First, we will focus
on the biometrical authentication via keystroke on smartphones. This can be separated into text dependent or independent analysis. The second approach is concerning the gait
recognition of a person.
Prior work for keystroke dynamics was mainly focused
on keyboard for a PC [2], [3] or on the mobile phone with
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12 keys [4], [5]. Most of the experiments are using the
features “duration of pressing one key” or the “time between
pressing two / three keys”. In general, error rates like false
acceptance rate (FAR) or false rejection rate (FRR) are used
to compare different results. The FAR describes how intruders
can access a system. In addition, the percentage of rejections
of an authorized person divided by all attempts of authorized
person is called the FRR. Both error rates have to be as
small as possible to have a secure system. The point where
FAR is equal to FRR is called equal error rate (ERR). Good
results for text dependent authentication are already shown by
Karatzouni et al. [6] with a EER of 12.2 % (experiment with
50 person). The advantage of keystroke is that not all attempts
by an intruder are successful compared with a simple password
authentication. A FRR of 12 % means that only every ninth
attempt of all unauthorized attempts is successful.
Zahid et al. [7] did a text independent keystroke authentication. They used key hold time, error rate and different digraphs
(horizontal, vertical, non-adjacent horizontal and non-adjacent
vertical) as features. The different digraphs are used because
there is no prediction of the combination between different
keystrokes. These experiments on a mobile phone with 12 keys
had a result of FAR 11 % and FRR 9.22 %.
As in the survey done by Banerjee [8], a lot of different
experiments showed better results then the previous mentioned
experiments but there the number of subjects was low (under
50 people).
The gyroscope is employed to measure any rotation of the
device. Only the uniqueness for single persons turned out to be
rather low. In an experiment Derawi et al. [9] had in the study
an EER of 20 % (the device was carried on the hip of the test
person). This is not enough to be a good single authentication
method. A fusion with the keystroke dynamics is necessary.
Further work has shown that with a higher sampling rate the
EER can be improved [10], [11]. If more than one smartphone
could be used the recognition rate could be reduced [12].
B. Contribution of this work
The major shortcoming of all existing approaches is that
they do not allow continuous authentication on smartphones.
Keystroke dynamics with a fixed text is only possible during
the unlock process. After this, the user is not typing the same
pass phrase again. Text independent keystroke authentication is
not analyzed properly for the new generation of mobile phones
with capacitive display. Gait authentication is an approach
which can be used as a continuous authentication but the error
rates are too high to give a certainty which is needed for a
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Fig. 2: Data of the gyroscope sensor (Left: Z-axis during
walking; Right: X-axis during putting device on table)

Fig. 1: Activities during usage of a smartphone

secure environment. It only can be used during fusion with
another modality.
The goal of this work is to propose a generated framework
which can be used to authenticate a person continuously during
the whole process of usage. For this, we present a solution
using different sensors of smartphones. The solution is based
on a trust model where the users are authenticated with a
particular certainty.
Fig. 1 describes the whole process of unlocking and
locking of a device. If the user wants to use the device, an
authentication has to be done. For this task, the keystroke
authentication is suitable.
Fig. 1 also shows also which possibilities exist after usage.
First, the user locks the device himself. Second, the device is
locking itself after a predefined time. The last possibility is
that the user wants to use the device again. In this situation
it is without a continuous authentication not possible to say
whether it is the same user or not. This model which includes a
continuous authentication will be described in the next section.
II.

O UR CONTINUOUSLY AUTHENTICATION
METHODOLOGY

The fundament of our model is a fusion of different
modalities and a transparent trust measurement. This fusion
has to be done continuously while the device is unlocked. First,
we will describe which modalities are included, then, we will
present the trust model.

the device via keystroke or gait. As we already stated, the error
rates for gait recognition are too high to give enough certainty
about the user. That is why we propose to use the keystroke
in addition to the password which we analyzed previously on
smartphones [13]. We suggested in different experiments the
usage of the capacitive display to extract additional features
(e.g., size of finger during typing or the correct coordinates).
In both of the next use cases, it is demonstrated how the
gyroscope data can be used. Fig. 2 shows the changes of the
one of three vectors (axis x, y and z - z vector was used).
On the left, a person was asked to walk with the device in the
pocket for 20 seconds. All the recorded steps show consciously
similar changes between different steps. The other two axis
show the same similarities which means a function can be
created which make it possible to recognize these pattern of
values as a walking person. The right figure represents how
a device is rotated. At first, the user had to put the device
form a table to his pocket and then do it the other way
around. In this use case it can be seen how sensitive the
data are. Small changes are existing even if the device is
placed on a table that means a filter has to be used to extract
these incorrect data. After cleaning the data streams different
scenarios can be extracted by generating models for use cases
(unique combination of the gyroscope values).
In general, it is possible to detect whether the device moves
or stays at a location. This is important to trace whether the
device was unused by the user. In addition, as already stated,
the gait recognition could be used for a re-authentication if the
user is walking during using the device.
On the other hand, if the user is typing, the capacitive
display can be used to record data and authenticates the user
by the behaviour during typing (see Subsection I-A).
Gait and the text independent authentication using
keystroke can be used for a re-authentication. This could be
used to decide whether the user can reuse the device (see
Fig. 1). If no decision could be made or the device is already
locked, the user has to authenticate himself via his password.
B. Trust model

A. Concept for a model
There are three basic points where a model can be attached:
during the unlocking of the device, during the usage of the
device and during the time the device is not used but unlocked.
Only if all points are included in an authentication system
it can continuously give information about how certain the
temporally user is recognized.
Because we focused on the capacity display and the gyroscope of the device, we could do the initial authentication on
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In the previous subsection, we described which modalities
we use for our framework. Now, we will define a trust model
for continuous authentication.
In Fig. 1, all use cases were shown which have to be
represented by the model. The device is locked and the user
has to authenticate him by using password and his biometric
keystroke behavior. Basically, the trust level depends on the
initial authentication. A higher certainty (authintial ) results
in a higher trust level at the beginning of the usage process.
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Fig. 3: Scale for the trust model

Furthermore, the time has an important role. With a rising
time difference between the initial authentication and the
current time the certainty decreases. Only with further reauthentication methods the trust level could rise again. This
concept can be represented with the next formulas.

trust(t) = authintial − α

N
X

(cert(i))

(1)

Fig. 4: Trust level for scenario 1
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This means the initial authentication and the decreasing
certainty cert during a time box are influencing the trust in
which the device know which person is using the device.
The time length of the time boxes has to be evaluated in
combination with β and χ. During this time box the decreasing
certainty is calculated by recognition of the movements of the
devices move(t) and the interaction with the capacitive display
key(t). Both values are representing the certainty of each
sensor whether it is still the same person. They can be between
0 and 100. The value δ describes the threshold which is needed
that the trust level does not change. The value move(t) can
be walking of the person, text input or a combination. For
example, if a user is walking all the time after the unlock
it, the trust level should not decrease a lot. The second case
represents the case if the user is not using the device (e.g., is
in the pocket or is laying somewhere).
Fig. 3 shows the scale for the trust value. The position x
represents the initial authentication. The value is influenced by
the threshold of the authentication system and the amount in
which the authentication value was higher than the threshold.
With a bigger difference the authinitial is rising. In Figure 3,
additional areas are shown. The trusted area is the range where
the device knows who the user is with a specific trust level.
If the trust level is under the threshold ϕ, the device is unsure
and the device gets locked (the user cannot be temporally recognized enough). Only with an initial authentication the user
could access the device again. Before this could happen, the
temporally trust level gets under the value η. Then the certainty
is not enough to access all systems. In some companies policies
exist where with a one-factor-authentication (password) not
every system could be accessed whereas with a two-factorauthentication (public key infrastructure with password) the
access is granted. This can be adapted to this model. If the
trust is over the trust level η the systems grants access to
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applications which are normally accessed with a two-factorauthentication. Between point ϕ and η it could be used as a
one-factor-authentication.
III.

H YPOTHETICAL TEST CASES

In this section, we will show how the framework works.
For this, we present the steps for two different scenarios. The
framework was implemented. For this, the variables (χ, β ...)
which are described in the formulas of Subsection II-B have
been replaced by the number 1 (naive approach). The time for
a time box is set to five seconds.
A. Scenario 1: Trust level is always given
In the first scenario, a user is writing emails while walking
(b) after the initial authentication (a). Then, the user stops
writing and puts the device in the pocket of his trousers (c).
After this, the user is continuing walking (d) and when an
email is incoming, he is taking the device out of the pocket
(e) and reads the email (f). The last step is the locking by the
user (g). All the time the user was over both trust level lines
so the trust was high enough for all applications.
Different context changes can be seen in the Fig. 4. The
initial authentication has a very high trust value. This has two
reasons, first the error rates for keystroke authentication are
low (at least under 5%) and second the user was identified with
a high certainty. During writing and walking the sensor collects
a lot of data. With this it is possible to recognize a person
that is why the trust level does not decrease much. Putting the
device in and out of the pocket the system recognizes a context
change. This can be used in next time boxes. We know with
this context changes that the user is still in the position of the
device to a very high level. It is, especially, in the situation
that the capacitive display is not used because the error rates
of gait are higher than the error rates for keystroke.
On the other side, if walking and reading are compared
the trust level decreases more because while reading on the
device, not enough input is generated to identify a person.
B. Scenario 2: Where an automatic lock happens
The second scenario was generated to show in which
situation an automatic lock of a device happens. For this, we
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V.

Fig. 5: Trust level for scenario 2

proposed a solution where the device is laying on a table for
a non-defined time.
Like the first scenario the start is again an initial authentication (a). After this, the device is unlocked and can be used.
Here, the user writes an SMS (b) and after this puts the device
on a table (c) and it lays there for a time period (d). Then the
user reads a SMS (f) that he just received (e). Then the device
is locked (g) because the trust level reached the minimum. In
Fig. 5, these steps are shown.
The first two steps are the same like in the previous
scenario, one only that a SMS is written. Then, if the user
puts the device on a table, both sensors do not get any more
data in this case the trust level decreases a lot because the user
can be everywhere. During this time the trust decreases under
the first trust level line. After this, if the user wants to access
a high secure application, a new initial authentication has to
be done. While reading the SMS, no input has been done in
this case the trust level decreased more until the second line is
reached and the device gets locked no matter if the user wants
to read the SMS or do other think. In this case the user has to
input his initial credentials again to use the device again.

In this paper, we first identified the problem of the continuity of an authentication method on smartphones. Therefore, we
proposed a continuous authentication method using keystroke
dynamics (text dependent and independent) in addition to the
movement of the device (e.g., gait recognition). These methods
have to be fused and checked during several predefined timed
boxes.
We presented a decision model how the trust can be
calculated during one and more time boxes. Especially, the
introduction of different thresholds is important for using
applications with different security level.
We proposed some scenarios, which show how the framework is working, e.g., in which scenario the device locks
the device. In addition, advantages and disadvantages are
presented.
Overall, the proposed framework is an option for a biometrical authentication on smartphones. It is an important step
towards a more effective and continuous authentication.
In the future, more tests have to be done with the modalities, especially, in more general use cases. In addition, the
energy consumption has to be reduced.
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Abstract—This paper first traces the historic evolution of the
Quality of Experience (QoE) concept, and then connects
common points between the study of user experience as
practiced within Human Computer Interaction (HCI)
disciplines and recent efforts to understand how user
perception can be incorporated into the definition and
management of resources in the area of (ICT). After an
analysis of the history of QoE and an examination of its
current role in HCI, some research challenges are proposed
that open doors to future research projects.
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I.

Computer

INTRODUCTION

The telecommunications industry has been a fertile area
for applying user-centred solutions [1] as well as a vital part
of the economies of all nations, shaping the quality of life of
people around the world. It is this area where new research
issues are emerging and changing the way that people
interact with networks and content. Some of these efforts are
oriented to technical developments, while others are focused
on non-technical aspects, and it is in this new environment
where concepts such as interaction, quality, content, context,
and perception become more and more important to the
market through operators, content providers, and handset
manufacturers for whom the concept of user satisfaction is
becoming a new competitive factor. A representative case is
Apple; with the creation and consolidation of devices like the
iPad and iPhone, this company opened the door to both a
new market conception oriented to satisfy user needs through
design and detail, and to a greater use of data networks by
the same users through increased interest in applications and
content. As a consequence of this phenomenon, recent years
have witnessed an increase in the network traffic caused by a
high demand for content, with users more and more
interested in the quality of the content, not only from a
network performance perspective, but also in how this
content is distributed and consumed, including devices and
interfaces. The new paradigmatic eco system (user-interfacenetwork-content) requires novel and disruptive end-to-end
considerations, in order to enable and sustain the next
generation of services and user experience. In particular,
networks are currently agnostic and have no knowledge
about the type and characteristics of the specific mobile
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services they are providing. Further, there is a knowledge
separation between service designers/builders, service
providers, terminals, Operating Systems and networks. These
facts are producing substantial resource optimization
deficiencies and discontinuities that affect the user’s level of
satisfaction. Although Quality of Experience (QoE) has
made rapid gains as a new metric influencing the success or
failure of new applications and services by involving the
user’s perception in the evaluation process, most of the
methodologies developed to measure it ([2]-[4]) depend
largely on the end-to-end Quality of Service (QoS) metrics,
which can be categorized as a techno-centric approach.
In response to this, a user-centric point of view is getting
more attention as a new and interesting research topic where
areas such as human-computer interaction (HCI) have shown
interest
in
developing
standardized
assessment
methodologies, optimization processes and metrics
definitions taking into account concepts like User Experience
(UX)([5]-[8]). While from a technical approach, user’s
satisfaction is a result of the adjustment of some network
parameters, with a user centric point of view; QoE has a
multidimensional character and can be studied from an
interdisciplinary
perspective
[7].
However,
this
multidimensional character and pluralism of perspectives
have naturally contributed to the existence of several
definitions and approaches to the same concept. This has not
allowed the emergence of a single definition that
encompasses within itself the multiplicity of concepts around
QoE, as well as the options for standardization in the
methods of evaluation, measurement and improvement of the
QoE perceived by users. As mentioned by Moor et al. [8] “It
is rather uncommon to integrate concepts from other fields
less technical than telecommunications in definitions of
QoE. A relevant example is the domain of HCI, in which
concepts such as UX and ”Usability” closely related to QoE
are very important.” The goal of this paper is to identify
coincident points between techno-centric and user-centric
approaches, taking into account a review of their respective
historical evolution processes that allows one to establish a
basis for the development of scheme that allocates resources
in a wireless infrastructure based on the evaluated QoE
obtained through the implementation of an assessment
methodology.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section
II, we present the QoE and the techno-centric approach
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description, In Section III, the concept of QoE is analysed
from a user-centric approach remarking the potential
contribution of HCI to the QoE evaluation. We conclude the
paper in Section V proposing some future challenges in the
area and future work.
II.

QOE AND THE TECHNO-CENTRIC APPROACH

From a technical point of view, different QoE definitions
have been proposed ([9] - [11]). A review of some of these
definitions allows one to see a gradual evolution since an
initial idea of Quality of Service (QoS), with a ”rich tradition
in engineering and developing environments” [12] basically
oriented to the evaluation and adjustment of some network
parameters, to a ’semantic variant’ and user-centric approach
denominated QoE, emerging in the late 90’s, where user’s
interests and experiences became more important [12].
One of the first mentions of the QoS concept can be
found in [13]. Here, the discussion is focused on describing
and determining the relationship between telephone circuit
loads and corresponding delays to traffic, and how these
delays directly relate to the quality of service. Even though
QoS is mentioned, there is no definition of the concept. After
three decades, a new mention of the term QoS appears in
[14], where the financial influence of the quality of service
provided by telephone operators is remarked upon. Even if
the work of Pocock also attempts to open the discussion
about the importance of the overall quality that user can
experience, he just focused the results of the research in the
necessary adjustments of the quality transmission. Pocock
also tries to show the relation between the user’s
appreciation and the speed, availability and reliability of a
service, making explicit, for the first time, the relationship
between the user’s opinion about a service and the technical
factors behind its provision. However, there is no mention of
external factors (i.e., economic, social, etc.) that could affect
a user’s perception. In the same line of Pocock, different
research efforts ([15]-[18]) proposed mechanisms to increase
the reliability, and consequently the QoS, through technical
modifications in both wired and wireless networks, without
mentioning mechanisms for QoS evaluation.
In 1986, Gruber [19] discusses the creation of a QoS
framework according to the competitive environment that
appeared on the horizon of the telecommunications sector at
that time. To Gruber, the possibility of unifying network
infrastructures to provide a multiplicity of services required
the implementation of monitoring and surveillance systems
to manage and automatically control network resources and
resulting QoS. While the article sees the prospect of a
competition based on the provision of high QoE, neither the
assessment methods nor the role that the external factors can
play were considered. Only with the research results shown
in [20] is presented the option to involve the user directly in
the QoS evaluation process. This might be called the first
attempt to incorporate subjectivity in the QoS assessment.
With the advent of packet-switching based networks and
the opportunities given by this technology to provide
multiple services such as telephony and television within the
same infrastructure, the QoS concept gained more
importance due to the need for emulating the performance of
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the classic and reliable telephone and television networks
using, in the early years, technologies such as the
Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM). In that sense, one of
the first research efforts oriented to work with the concept of
QoS focused on broadband networks was developed in the
NETMAN Project [21]. According to the Brander et.al, QoS
can be expressed as ”the collective effect of service
performances, which determine the degree of satisfaction of
a user of the service.” Here the term ”satisfaction of a user”
appears in the context of this, until now, technical world. As
in other cases where the role of the user is considered, until
that moment there was no specific methodology to obtain
information about user opinion regarding the QoS level of a
network. Another important milestone in terms of QoS is
expressed in [22]. Authors expressed the importance of a
good end-to-end performance within the networks; first
considering a clear identification of the QoS parameters to be
guaranteed in real-time communications, and at the same
time presented a proposal of a performance reference model
for real-time packet network analysis and a real-time
estimation.
Throughout the 90’s and early twenty-first century,
various studies and proposals for the evaluation,
improvement and implementation of QoS-based methods
were made. The role of the user in the evaluation of QoS was
incorporated with the development of assessment schemes
such as Mean Opinion Score (MOS), Perceptual Evaluation
of Speech Quality (PESQ) and Video Quality Measurement
(VQM), which attempted to quantify the subjective opinion
of people, giving greater weight to the evaluation from the
user. The gradual process of separation between QoS and
QoE was revealed in the early twentieth century by authors
such as Anna Bouch, Allan Kuchinsky and Nina Bhatti in
[23]. According to them, at that moment ”the majority of
research on QoS is systems oriented, focusing on traffic
analysis, scheduling, and routing. Relatively minor attention
has been paid to user-level QoS issues.” With the
development of the Internet and the growing usage of
applications and different services there is a need for a new
approach, where users and their perceptions can get even
more involved in the final result of a quality evaluation.
Even though this paper is a first approach to establish a
mapping between objective and perceived QoS in the context
of Internet commerce, and the term QoE is not used, it can be
considered as the first attempt to incorporate a new way to
evaluate the set of user perceptions regarding new services
offered by the Internet. After this article, in [24], the QoE is
defined as ”the totality of the Quality of Service
mechanisms, provided to ensure smooth transmission of
audio and video over IP networks,” which highlights the
interest of the telecommunications sector in multimedia
content and its effect in a world based on IP networks.
In the same line of thought, Heddaya [25] presents the
Internet and its penetration level as the key factors to evolve
from the old conception of QoS to a new concept, where
there is a clearer need to separate the internal aspects of the
network, beyond the control of the user, from the perceptible
results delivered to the user by the network and its content.
However, there is no mention of the effect of interfaces and
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presentation formats on the user’s perception. In 2003,
different researchers, such as Siller and Woods [26],
proposed frameworks to evaluate QoE using QoS metrics,
network feedback and user requirements. At the same time,
Siller and Wood proposed a definition for QoE where the
effect of the application/interface layer over the user’s
perception is remarked: ”QoE is the user’s perceived
experience of what is being presented by the Application
Layer, where the application layer acts as a user interface
front-end that presents the overall result of the individual
Quality of Services.” In fact, this article states that QoS
required and perceived by the user can be specified as a
single parameter: low, fair, good and excellent, while, by
contrast, the user requirements can also be specified by
several parameters such as resolution, height, width, colour,
etc., directly linked to the application layer and the QoE
evaluation. With this new idea in the air, different
researchers have tried to establish mechanisms to deepen the
understanding and evaluation of user’s perception [27], [28].
Some others have attempted to adjust technical parameters,
related to QoS, considering the results generated by
assessment tests [29]. The impact of the QoE over wireless
infrastructures has been evaluated ([29]-[31]) while other
researchers have talked about the growing commercial and
economic importance of QoE applied in the distribution of
different types of content.
As a result of the different research efforts focused on
QoE, ITU decided, in 2007, to incorporate within the
recommendation P.10/G.100 [9] a standard definition for
QoE ”The overall acceptability of an application or service,
as perceived subjectively by the end-user.” In the same
recommendation, ITU considers that the overall acceptability
may be influenced by user expectations and context, and
includes complete end-to-end system effects (client,
terminal, network, services infrastructure, etc.). On the other
hand, when ITU defines QoS in the recommendation E.800
[10] as the ”Totality of characteristics of a
telecommunications service that bear on its ability to satisfy
stated and implied needs of the user of the service,” claims
that QoE measures the effect that a service or application has
in the user, considering the external factors, as well. In
contrast, QoS, with its point of view focused on the network
performance is seen as one of the factors, together with the
Grade of Service (GoS), the environmental aspects, the user
profile and the Quality of Resilience (QoR), which affects
the user’s perception assessed in terms of QoE (Figure 1).
Based on this separation, current research looks for the
development of a well-defined methodology that allows
establishing a clearer measurement of the user’s perception
in order to incorporate these results into the technical
adjustments related to the network performance, to achieve
the desired level of user’s satisfaction based on the type of
infrastructure and the applications running over it.
Nevertheless, and as mentioned by Moor et al. [7]
Thakolsri et al. [4] and by Stankiewicz et al. [12], “literature
on QoE and its related concepts (such as Quality of Service,
User Experience), is rather fragmented. As a result, it is still
largely unknown which factors affect the mobile QoE and
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how users’ subjective experiences of such applications and
services could be adequately identified and optimized.”

User profile

Application specific features
Pricing policy

Environmental, psychological,
sociological aspects

Terminals, codecs, etc.

QoE

QoS

QoR
GoS

Figure 1. Elements influencing QoE [11]

III.

QOE AND THE USER-CENTRIC APPROACH

An attempt to trace out the historical evolution of HCI
and its relation with the concept of QoE might start by
mentioning the research done by Card, Moran and Newell’s,
who in the book ”The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction”(PHCI) [32] proposed an empirically based
cognitive theory of a skilled HCI and applied it to the
specific problem of text editing. They discussed the
processes involved, the techniques to use and the methods to
follow when human factors research is performed. Finally,
the Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules model
(GOMS) is proposed, while exploring ways in which this
proposal can be extended and used to predict performance in
other task-related areas. In [33], Newel and Card extended
the vision proposed in [32], restating the importance of the
psychological science in the design and development of
interfaces, but remarking, as well, the need to provide
engineering tools for this science in order to make less
marginal its influence in the HCI area. While it is claimed
that there is a chance to incorporate user’s perception into the
daily work of HCI, the need for the development of mental
and cognition models that help to adjust the interfaces design
is also shown. As a pioneering work on cognitive
engineering models, Newel and Card’s arguments were not
without critics. Some authors, such as Newell et al. [34] and
Carroll et al. [35], remarked on the gaps in the understanding
of the whole process of interacting with computers. Even if
the utility of the GOMS model in both initial design,
evaluation and training is recognized, the lack of a deeper
description of the user’s context and its effect on the
implementation of the model in a real design scenario was
pointed out as its main weakness [36]. Another point of
discussion was the hard science interpretation of the PHCI
framework. To Caroll and Campbell, rather than reducing
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everything to a ”monolithic view of conflict between hard
computer science and soft psychology” [34], an
interdisciplinary field of HCI was taking form. According to
their point of view, only a joint effort between science and
psychology would allow the development of research areas
like artificial intelligence and rapid prototyping. One of the
proposed areas of cooperation was the design of interfaces,
where psychologists would play an effective role addressing
the questions that designers need answered, and contributing
to the analysis involved in the design process of new
products, but without touching the level of numerical
quantification proposed by Card et.al. Meanwhile, in [37],
the importance of the a deeper comprehension of the user’s
understanding process based on the application of cognitive
theories was remarked by Booth, with the consideration of
making this new framework more accessible to designers. At
this moment, while a continuous analysis of the role of HCI
and the future of this area is under discussion, the potential
effect of some elements of this area of study in infrastructure
issues, or content management is not considered or studied.
Despite the discussed weaknesses, over the years
different studies ([38]-[48]) have developed and extended the
use of GOMS as a cost-effective way of evaluating designs
without the participation of end users in human-computer
interaction fields. On the other hand, this evolution led to the
gradual consolidation of the soft science perspective in the
PHCI, as mentioned by Holleis et al. [49], where most of the
papers published in the HCI area from 1990s became more
oriented to show case study, field experiment or field study
than research work based on lab experiments. Within this
new panorama, the input of Norman and Card work is
reflected in the development of different cognitive modelling
approaches and the consolidation of a multidisciplinary HCI,
but without the idea of building a monolithic science with the
integration of PHCI within an engineering conception. So
far, only the importance of cognitive processes in the growth
of HCI has been treated. From here, some similarities
between the evolution of the QoE techno-centric approach
and the process described above can be identified. However,
the lack of multidisciplinary work enhancing the
development of more complete models to link user
experience and resource allocation is still evident. Up to
now, most of the communication network deployments have
been done taking into account economic, technical and
ecological considerations with the user’s satisfaction
regarding content provided through these infrastructures will
be reached only by having better technology and higher
bandwidth. Before this fact, HCI and the research about
user’s comprehension might become a new tool to develop
infrastructures providing, in a smart and efficient way,
content and information to a user fulfilling expected levels of
quality.
In tune with the evolution of the soft science concept, the
gradual consolidation of a user-centric approach has allowed
the growth of new and complimentary areas within HCI such
as Experience Design (XD) and User Experience (UX),
which can be considered in the future as providers of
judgement elements to clarify the QoE concept in the technocentric approach. In recent years, users have had more
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chances to choose among multiple options with different
levels of design, complexity and innovation. This has
empowered users, who have become more demanding and
critical, and the HCI field has not been immune to this
phenomenon. According to Stankiewicz et al. [12], during
the ’70-’80s, people involved in HCI was focused on
understanding the way that people thought and processed
information in order to increase the efficiency and provide
more functionality in their solutions. However, at this
moment, the users’ expectations and experiences were not
considered. Some efforts to involve people in the
development and design of HCI solutions were done from
the late 80’s and early 90’s with the origin of participatory
design and contextual design [12]. But since the late 90’s,
with the wider presence of computers and technology, more
importance is given to evaluate how this success of
technology adoption and diffusion is explained. There were
efforts to incorporate aspects such as beauty, enjoyment, or
fun, into HCI in general and usability engineering
specifically ([50][51]). These approaches have three aspects
in common: ”a focus on the subjective side of usability,
namely user perceptions and experiences; on the positive
sides of using products (instead of simply avoiding usability
problems), and on human needs as a whole [52]”. At the
same time, there was an identical shift from a more R&Ddriven ’push’-oriented mentality towards a more (marketingdriven) ’pull’-oriented stance in which the user became the
starting point of the technology development [12]. User is
now the king, and this consumer-oriented mentality as is
defined by Edwards [7], is orienting the efforts to measure
the user experience and reflect it in the provision of high
quality. Under these conditions, the experience of a user
regarding a device, product or interface gains more
importance, despite the differences expressed by UX and XD
experts. In words of Marc Hassenzahl [53], UX is focused on
usage and only rooted in action, while XD is a way to create
experiences considering with more interest the history
behind what the user experience. In certain way, UX has
seen focused on how a person feels about using a system,
considering the external things that can affect this experience
(i.e., brand, cost of the system, image, ease of use, etc) [54],
but with the introduction of usability in the design process.
Most of the efforts in the area seems oriented to the design of
ways to interact with computers, but with a failure to
understand how information is communicated to a person
and how they interact with and interpret that information to
accomplish their goal [55].
IV.

CHALLENGES AND FUTURE WORK

An attempt to trace out the historical evolution of HCI
and its relation with the concept of QoE might start by
mentioning the research done by Card, Moran and Newell’s,
who, in the book “The Psychology of Human-Computer
Interaction” (PHCI) [32], proposed an empirically based
cognitive theory of a skilled HCI and applied it to the
specific problem of text editing. They discussed the
processes involved, the techniques to use and the methods to
follow when human factors research is performed. Finally,
the Goals, Operators, Methods, and Selection rules model
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(GOMS) is proposed, while exploring ways in which this
proposal can be extended and used to predict performance in
other task-related areas. Technology-centric interpretations
of QoE go hand-in-hand with the assumption that by
optimizing the QoS, the end user’s QoE will also increase.
However, this is not always the case: Even with excellent
QoS, QoE can be really poor [8]. These gaps are usually
caused by a lack of insight in the totality of dimensions of a
customer’s experience, and here is where HCI can offer the
tools to complete the development of a structured QoE
system of assessment and implementation where users are
really involved. Some authors, like Stankiewicz et al. [12],
claim that it is necessary to involve users in certain stages of
the development process of a new technology or application,
but there is no complete clarity about issues like the right
stage of the process to involve their opinions, and the type of
users that should be involved, etc. [12]. Another fact to
mention is pointed out by Stankiewicz et al. [12], when they
say that QoE ”is usually measured in terms of technical
metrics (QoS), ignoring the fact that the ultimate goal should
not be to deliver applications with the most advanced
features, but to deliver products that will ensure a good
Quality of Experience.” On the other hand, a challenge for
HCI is to understand how layers of underlying technological
infrastructure that may not be designed with the full range of
human-centred concerns in mind work, and, based on this
knowledge, adjust to these constraints to maintain the user
experience at the highest level. Being UX subjective, the
user is the centre of the whole system, and his/her opinions
and concepts will determine the adjustment of technical
features inside the network. However, there is also a need for
an understanding of those external factors that can influence
the final perception and experience of the user. Here, is
where the QoE concept becomes “the picture to measure the
perceived connection quality in the current context” [54].
Considering the multiple aspects that affect the overall
experience, evaluators need to understand the whole picture
and identify the reasons behind each good or bad experience.
About this last point, and how Edwards [7] expresses
“experience has a multi-dimensional character, where some
authors highlight the importance of emotions, expectations,
and the relationship to other people and the context of use,
while others remarks the importance of the broader context.”
The challenge with respect to the QoE area is to look for the
way to combine both points of view (technical and usercentric) so that, when seeking the satisfaction of a user with a
specific content or application, we have a broad
understanding of how complex human beings are. As
mentioned by Kellerer et al. [5] “we need to develop
practices that allow infrastructure and interaction features to
be co-designed.” But, a challenge for the HCI community is
to create communication bridges with other disciplines to
become real a scenario where, effectively, the use of
technical resources and user satisfaction work hand-in-hand.
Regarding deployment of mobile networks, recent
introduction of new generation of wireless infrastructures is
being accompanied by an increase in both the number of
users and their interest in multimedia content. This growth
has been driven in the last decade by the popularity of
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multimedia content (e.g., video-sharing websites, social
networks, video on demand sites, mobile IPTV, etc.), that
according to the tendency will generate much of the mobile
traffic growth through 2016, showing, at the same time, the
highest growth rate of any mobile application. From this
point of view, mobile operators have to tackle increasing
operational costs given by energy consumption due to the
traffic growth. From the users perspective, it represents the
need for the development of mechanisms to extend mobile
terminals life to enjoy during more time multimedia content
with higher quality level. In that sense, classical approaches
like deploying additional infrastructure are not likely to be
economically viable for this challenge. On the other side,
severe resource limitations in mobile networks can lead to
dramatic levels of delays and interruptions, which can
significantly affect user perceived experience (QoE). In this
scenario, the need for obtaining improvements in terms of
the quality perceived by users is more and more important in
the networks evolution scenario. An alternative way to
improve the QoE is having networks capable of identifying
users expectations and using this information to dynamically
allocate resources adjusted to a semantic model of the mobile
service requirements while the content is being processed in
the user terminal. An it is here where a better understanding
of user’s perceptions might contribute to the creation of
network infrastructures with better performance based on the
evaluation of predefined QoE model.
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Abstract—For estimating user’s location, Global Positioning
System (GPS) is very popular and important technique. The
GPS estimation uses satellites which fly in the air. The estimator
needs the open sky and multiple satellites (usually 4 and more
satellites). However, there are many buildings in urban area.
The receiver tends to receive bad signals, called as non-lineof-sight (NLOS) or multipath signals. The problem is that
the receiver cannot get direct path signals from adequate
number of the satellites coinstantaneously. This case leads
to degrade estimation quality. So, we introduce the novel
estimation algorithm, which can estimate own position with
as low number of satellites as possible.
Keywords-GPS; Global Positioning System; GNSS; Localization; Multipath; NLOS; Shielded signals

I. I NTRODUCTION
For next generation, a plan of Intelligent Transportation
System (ITS) is very attractive. ITS can resolve problems
such as traffic accidents and jam. By realizing ITS, convenient and safety life will be turn up. As a hot topic, electrical
vehicles and hybrid vehicles are famous. Compared to fossil
fuel, the electrical vehicles can miniaturize vehicle’s size.
Then, personal mobility, such as “Segway” and “Winglet”,
can be provided [1].
In development of high performance vehicles, own location is one of important information. The most popular technique is Global Positioning System (GPS). GPS can estimate
user’s location by receiving signals from GPS satellites. In
our life, we have been getting benefits of GPS already. Route
guidance by car navigation system or smart phones is very
useful. However, the estimation by GPS still has problems
[2], [3]. Especially, we cannot get own position precisely
in urban area. In urban area, there are a lot of structures
such as buildings. So, GPS receivers receive the signals from
the satellites via multipath propagation. Also, the receivers
cannot watch the satellites in line-of-sight (LOS) when the
satellites are shield by the structures. That is the case called
as non-line-of-sight (NLOS). In case of riding the personal
mobility and walking on street, users exist near building.
The harmful effect such as receiving multipath or shielded
signals often occurs. The quality of positioning becomes
worse. So, it is important to realize robust and accurate
positioning even if the above bad environment. Ideally, it is
important to be able to estimate own position everywhere.
The above robust and accurate positioning leads to high
functional drivers assistant systems, such as supporting every
each of road lanes or automatic drivng [4]–[6]. Moreover,
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the application to probe car systems for collection of various data, road-to-vehicle / vehicle-to-vehicle communication
will be realized effectively [7]–[9]. In our research, we focus
on the positioning algorithm under such a bad environment
of receiving multipath or NLOS signals.
In GPS positioning, the receiver estimates the own position from the propagated distance between the LOS satellites
and the receiver [10]. The distance can be derived from both
a transmitted time at the satellite and a received time at the
receiver. So, the estimated parameters are four parameters,
that is 3 dimension position and time clock error between
the satellite and receiver. The estimator needs four and more
satellites. In urban area, the number of satellites which
can observe in LOS fluctuates. Unfortunately, there are the
places where we cannot observe four satellites frequently.
In this paper, we show the novel positioning method which
can estimate own position with as low number of satellites as
possible. Our estimation uses two LOS satellites. Also, we
assume a moving vehicle. So, we use a travelling distance
as sensor data too. In our method, we can estimate user’s
position even if the number of LOS satellites is reducing.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we
introduce the related works. And, we confirm the problem
of the urban positioning. In Section III, we introduce the
coordinate systems which is required in our positioning algorithm. Then, in Section IV, we introduce the our positioning
algorithm and performance. Finally, Section V summarizes
the paper.
II. R ELATED WORKS AND CURRENT PROBLEMS
In this section, we will introduce the related works.
There are a lot of works which can improve the positioning
performance in urban area. After the introduction, the simple
experiment, which we confirm the problem of the urban
positioning, will be shown.
A. Related works
The propagation environment in urban area is multipath
propagation. There are a lot of works which can mitigate
the multipath interference. For example, techniques which
focus on signal tracking on a receiver or channel estimation by multiple correlators have been shown [11], [12].
Moreover, the mitigation methods of Direction-of-Arrival
(DoA) estimation by array antenna have also been shown
[13], [14]. The purpose of these methods is to prevent the
degradation of the positioning performance in case of the
multipath propagation with LOS satellites.
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In our research, we focus on the multipath environment
with the NLOS satellites. That is, the direct signal is shielded
by some structures such as buildings. This situation may
often occur in urban area. One of the researches under
assumption of NLOS is [15]. Meguro et al. [15] uses a
camera which watches the sky. The camera decides if there
is the structure or not.
If the receiver exists at static position, observed satellites
are always the same satellites. However, in case of a moving
receiver in urban area, the observed satellites are changed
frequently. The changing the satellites leads to the fluctuation of the positioning accuracy. Irie’s work [16] is to prevent
such a problem of the accuracy degradation. Kawamura and
Tanaka’s work [17] is also to keep the accuracy good by
calculating weightings to the satellites.
When the number of satellites which can be observed
is reduced, the positioning accuracy becomes worse. In the
worst case, the receiver cannot estimate own position at all.
This is because the number of observed satellites is few. In
Fan et al.’s work [18], the receiver adds the virtual satellites
by using the reflected signals at the ground.
As other approaches, the estimator can keep the positioning accuracy fine by using other information and devices.
Map matching techniques may be most famous. The devises
such as camera, direction, gyro or travelling distance sensors
can improve the positioning performance. The vehicle-tovehicle or vehicle-to-road communication can be also used
for improvement. The above researches are shown in [4],
[8], [9], [19].
In Japan, in order to improve the positioning accuracy
in urban area and the environment decreasing the number
of observable LOS satellites, the project of Quasi-Zenith
Satellite System (QZSS) is under way [20]–[22]. In September 2010, the first QZSS “MICHIBIKI” was launched. The
satellite of QZSS moves on quasi-zenith orbit of Japan. So,
the receiver can observe QZS at high angle of elevation.
Even if there are a lot of buildings, the QZS can tend to
become the LOS satellite.
B. Checking current probrem and our approach
In urban area, there are a lot of structures such as
buildings. It leads to the bad effect of both reduction of
the observable LOS satellites and generation of multipath
propagation. This bad effect generates large positioning
error. In order to confirm the positioning performance and
its problem, we tested simple experiments of the positioning
in urban area. We used GPS logger (model: m-241, made by
HOLUX), which is popular and we can buy at stores easily.
The frequency of records is 1 Hz. We tried estimation a static
position in 10 minutes. The receiver’s position and estimated
positions are summarized in Figure 1. The positions are
plotted to Google Map by a useful plotting tool “Wadachi
Ver.3.44”.
The location in the experiment is near Hamamatsu Station
in Shizuoka, Japan. There are a lot of buildings. We set the
logger on the edge of the street, that is by the side of the
building wall. From Figure 1, the estimated positions have
about 20-30m error compared to the true position of the
logger. We can confirm that the positioning in urban area
has large errors. The reason may be NLOS or multipath
environment.
The bad satellites, which have NLOS path or multipath
should not be used to estimate the receiver’s position. However, the estimate algorithm needs four or more satellites.
So, conventionally, in order to get adequate number of the
satellites, the estimator needs to use the bad satellites too.
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Figure 1.

Positioning results in urban area (front of building)

Figure 2.

Process flow in positioing

In our approach, we avoid using these bad satellites.
So, we consider another algorithm which can estimate own
position with less than four satellites. In this paper, we
introduce the estimation algorithm which uses two satellites
and the information of the receiver’s movement. We assume
the positioning of a moving vehicle. So, the receiver can get
the information of the travelling distance.
The flow of the usage is illustrated in Figure 2. Usually,
the receiver estimates own positions by conventional algorithm, that is with four and more satellites. In case of bad
environment, we continue the positioning by selecting just
two satellites which have high elevation angle. Our approach
may help in the robust positioning everywhere.
III. C OORDINATE SYSTEM (ECEF, ENU

COORDINATE )

In this section, before the introduction to our positioning
algorithm, the coordinate systems which are used in the
paper will be shown. The conversion equation will be also
shown. The coordinate systems are both ECEF and ENU.
Both coordinates illustrate as Figure 3. Our algorithm, which
is presented in Section IV, use the assumption “the altitude
of the receiver do not change in short time”. For applying
the assumption, the conversion of the coordinate is needed.
ECEF stands for Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed. The origin
of ECEF is the center of the earth, that is the point Oenu in
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Figure 4.

Figure 3.

ECEF and ENU coordinate system

Figure 3. ECEF is x − y − z orthogonal coordinates on the
fixed earth. The unit of x, y, z is meter.
ENU means East-North-Up. As pointing out in Figure
3, each of coordinates e, n, u means east-direction, northdirection, vertical(up)-direction respectively. The origin of
ENU is defined as a arbitrary base position, such as the
position Oenu in Figure 3. The unit of x, y, z is also meter.
Next, we introduce the conversion equation. We define a
ECEF position (x, y, z) as a vector xecef , and also define
a ENU position (e, n, u) as xenu . The conversion equation
from the ECEF position xecef to the ENU position xenu is
the following:
xenu = R(B, L) · [xecef − x0,ecef ]

(1)

where the vector x0,ecef means the base position which is
expressed in the ECEF coordinate. Generally, the matrix
R(B, L) is called as rotation matrix. In (1), in order to rotate
the coordinate, the matrix R(B, L) is used. So the matrix
is:


− sin L
cos L
0
− cos L sin B − sin L sin B cos B
R(B, L) =
− cos L cos B sin L cos B
sin B
(2)
where the parameter B is the degree of latitude and the
parameter L is the degree of longitude at the base position
x0,ecef (Figure 3). By using (1), we can convert positions
from ECEF to ENU.
In this paper, we apply World Geodetic System 84 (WGS84) as a geographical coordinate system. Then, the semimajor axis Re of the earth and the oblateness fe are:
Re = 6378137.0[m]
1.0
.
fe =
298.257223563

(3)
(4)

When we want to convert from ENU to ECEF, the
conversion equation is the following:
xecef = R−1 (B, L) · xenu + x0,ecef
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(5)

System model (positioning algorithm with two satellites)

where the inverse matrix R−1 (B, L) is negative rotation to
(1) and can be expressed as


− sin L − cos L sin B cos L cos B
−1
cos L − sin L sin B sin L cos B
.
R (B, L) =
0
cos B
sin B
(6)
IV. P OSITIONING ALGORITHM USING TWO SATELLITES
In this section, we present the positioning algorithm which
can estimate with the two satellites. Usually, the conventional estimator needs four and more satellites. However,
in urban area, the number of satellites which can observe
in LOS fluctuates. Moreover, the place where we cannot
observe four and more satellites often occurs. In these bad
situations, our positioning method can estimate own position
even if the number of LOS satellites is reducing.
A. System model
Our system model is shown in Figure 4. There are the
two LOS satellites in the sky. Their ECEF coordinates are
(α1 , β1 , γ1 ), (α2 , β2 , γ2 )[m] respectively. The position of the
receiver which should be estimated is (x, y, z)[m] and the
position is shown as point A. It is ECEF coordinate. The
parameter t [sec] means time at the receiver. The previous
time is also denoted as the parameter t and the relation is
t = t +Δt. The past receiver’s position A is (x , y  , z  )[m],
that is at the time t . The travelling distance between the
time t and t is d[m]. The time interval Δt is assumed as
short time. So, we assume that the altitude of the receiver
at t and t is the same. The distance d can be gotten from
the sensor which measures car speed. The parameter r1 [m]
means the range between the satellite #1 and the receiver.
The parameter r2 [m] also means the range to the satellite #2.
These ranges r1 , r2 are called as pseudorange because the
clock error between the satellites and the receiver is added
to the true range.
B. Algorithm explication
In order to estimate the receiver’s position A, we enumerate the related equations as follows.
r1 =
r2 =
d=





(α1 − x)2 + (β1 − y)2 + (γ1 − z)2 + s
(α2 −
(x

−

x)2

x)2

+ (β2 −
+

(y 

−

y)2

y)2

+ (γ2 −

+

(z 

−

z)2

z)2

+s

(7)
(8)
(9)

Equations (7), (8) are the pseudorange to the satellite #1 and
#2, respectively. The parameter s means the error [m] of
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the clock difference between the satellites and the receiver.
Equation (9) means the travelling distance of the movement
of the receiver in the time interval Δt.
We must estimate both the receiver’s position (x, y, z)
and the clock error s from (7)ʙ(9). Equations (7)ʙ(9) are
non-linear simultaneous equations. So, we try estimating the
parameters by sequential approach as follows.
[Step 1] We set initial values x0 , y 0 , z 0 , s0 of the unknown
parameters x, y, z, s.
[Step 2] When the receiver’s position and the clock error are
x0 , y 0 , z 0 , s0 , the pseudoranges and the travelling
distance can be denoted as the following:

r10 = (α1 − x0 )2 + (β1 − y 0 )2 + (γ1 − z)2 + s0
(10)

0
0
2
0
2

r2 = (α2 − x ) + (β2 − y ) + (γ2 − z )2 + s0
(11)

d0 = (x − x0 )2 + (y  − y 0 )2 + (z  − z)2
(12)
[Step 3] The residual errors between the observed value and
the above r10 , r20 , d0 are:
Δr10 = r1 − r10
Δr20 = r2 − r20
Δd0 = d − d0

(13)
(14)
(15)

Starting from the initial values x0 , y 0 , z 0 , s0 ,
we update the estimating unknown parameters
x, y, z, s as the above residual errors become zeros.
[Step 4] In order to derive the updating values
Δx, Δy, Δz, Δs, we approximate (7), (8),
(9) to the followings. That is, the non-linear
simultaneous equations are transformed to linear
simultaneous equations.
∂r1
∂r1
∂r1
∂r1
Δx +
Δy +
Δz +
Δs
Δr1 =
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂s
(16)
∂r2
∂r2
∂r2
∂r2
Δx +
Δy +
Δz +
Δs
Δr2 =
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂s
(17)
∂d
∂d
∂d
∂d
Δx +
Δy +
Δz +
Δs (18)
Δd =
∂x
∂y
∂z
∂s
[Step 5] The above simultaneous equations can be represented as matrix forms as below:
Δr = GΔx

(19)

, where
Δr = [Δr1 , Δr2 , Δd]T
Δx = [Δx, Δy, Δz, Δs]T
⎛ ∂r
∂r
∂r
1

⎜
G=⎝
⎛
⎜
=⎝
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∂x
∂y
∂r2
∂r2
∂x
∂y
∂d
∂d
∂x
∂y
−(α1 −x)
r1 −s
−(α2 −x)
r2 −s
−(x −x)
d

⎞

∂r1
1
∂z
∂s
∂r2
∂r2 ⎟
∂z
∂s ⎠
∂d
∂d
∂z
∂s
−(β1 −y)
−(γ1 −z)
r1 −s
r1 −s
−(β2 −y)
−(γ2 −z)
r2 −s
r2 −s
−(y  −y)
−(z  −z)
d
d
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(20)
(21)
(22)

[Step 6] Equation (19) has four unknown parameters. However, the row of the matrix G is three. So, we
cannot solve the each of the unknown parameters.
Then, we assume that the altitude values of the
receiver A and A are the same. In order to use
the assumption, we try converting the coordinate
from ECEF to ENU.
[Step 7] The matrix G is presented as ECEF coordinate
system. We convert the matrix G to ENU coordinate system. The matrix G means the amount
of change in terms of each direction x, y, z. For
1
example, in the satellite #1, the value ∂r
∂x means
the change of r1 in terms of the direction x. The
1
value ∂r
∂y also means the change of r1 in terms of
1
the direction y. The value ∂r
∂z of course means the
change of r1 in terms of the direction z. Then, we
just have to convert each of directions to the east,
north and vertical (altitude), respectively. So, we
represent the matrix G in ENU as follows:

Genu =

g11
g21
g31

g12
g22
g32

1
1
0

g13
g23
g33


(24)

By using (1), the each of components means as
follows:
⎛ ∂rk ⎞


gk1
∂x
k ⎠
gk2
, k = 1, 2
= R(B, L) ⎝ ∂r
∂y
gk3
∂rk
∂z
(25)
⎛


∂d ⎞
g31
∂x
∂d ⎠
g32
= R(B, L) ⎝ ∂y
(26)
∂d
g33
∂z

The values B, L are the degrees of latitude and
longitude at the position (x, y, z).
[Step 8] Because of the matrix Genu is ENU coordinate, the
vector Δx have to be ENU coordinate. Then, (19)
have to be converted to ENU coordinate system.
Δr = Genu Δxenu

g11 g12
g21 g22
=
g31 g32

g13
g23
g33

1
1
0



(27)
⎛ Δx
⎞
enu
Δy
enu ⎠
⎝
Δzenu
Δs
(28)

In this paper, the movement of the altitude is
assumed as zero. This means that Δzenu = 0.
Equation (28) can be represent as the following.




Δxenu
g11 g12 1
g21 g22 1
Δyenu
Δr =
g31 g32 0
Δs
≡ Genu2 Δxenu2
(29)

The row of the above matrix is three. The unknown
parameters is also three. Then, we can solve these
parameters.
1
⎟ [Step 9] We transform (29) to the following, and calculate
1 ⎠.
the updating value Δxenu2 .
0
r
(30)
Δxenu2 = G−1
enu2 Δ
(23)
⎞
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Table I
S IMULATION PARAMETERS ( FOR OUR ALGORITHM )
Satellite Position #1 [m]
Satellite Position #2 [m]
Receiver Position A [m]
Past Receiver Position A’ [m]
Pseudorange Error [m]
Distance Sensor Error[m]

α1
β1
γ1
α2
β2
γ2
x
y
z
x
y
z
4σ
max

Table II
S IMULATION PARAMETERS ( ADDING FOR CONVENTIONAL )

-26309844.5749
3237477.5201
2627019.5575
5096038.9206
15688974.7606
21240453.8041
-3460143.2936
3657442.8374
3616321.2928
-3760139.5967
3657446.1923
3616321.0131
1.0/5.0/10
1.25

[Step 10] The calculated updating values
converted to ECEF coordinate.



Δx
Δy
= R−1 (B, L)
Δz

Satellite Position #3 [m]
Satellite Position #4 [m]

α3
β3
γ3
α4
β4
γ4

-15787358.0601
20079908.0255
7249534.1559
-14284027.2837
-12788411.1086
19047366.2733

Δxenu , Δyenu are
Δxenu
Δyenu
Δzenu


(31)

, where Δzenu = 0.
[Step 11] Based on the updating values in ECEF, we update
the estimating parameters as follows.
x1 = x0 + Δx,
z 1 = z 0 + Δz,

y 1 = y 0 + Δy,
s1 = s0 + Δs

(32)

After that, we return back to the step 2 with the
updated values x1 , y 1 , z 1 , s1 instead of the initial value x0 , y 0 , z 0 , s0 . We update the estimating
unknown parameters x, y, z, s again and again as
the residual errors Δr1 , Δr2 , Δd become small
adequately. Finally we get the solution of x, y, z, s.
By the above steps, we can estimate own position with
only two satellites. Our algorithm uses also the travelling
distance. In case of vehicles, we should apply the distance
to the positioning effectively because we can get the distance
easily. As mentioned before, in urban area, the number of
satellites which can observe in LOS fluctuates. Moreover,
the place where we cannot observe four and more satellites
often occurs. Our algorithm can continue the positioning
by selecting just two satellites which have high elevation
angle. Our approach may achieve the robust positioning
everywhere.
C. Performance evaluation
In this section, we show the examples of our estimation performance. The simulation parameters are summarized in Table I. The positions of the two satellites and
the receiver are decided from the real data which was
recorded at the forth order triangulation point (reference
code: TR45235161301, Housono, Kyoto Japan). Especially,
we set the position of the satellites as the decoded position
at 17:50:4.801, December 27, 2012. The simulated satellite
#1, #2 is set as the real GPS satellites whose PRN is #5,
#18, respectively. The distance d is 5 [m].
The pseudorange includes some errors such as troposphere
and ionosphere delay error, clock error, multipath error and
some noise. The experiment was done under the open sky.
So, we can ignore the multipath error. The troposphere and
ionosphere delay error can be modeled and the satellites
sends the modeled delay in their messages. So, we can
subtract the above modeled delay from the pseudoranges.
The remained error is sum of model error and clock error
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Figure 5.

Positioning error (Our algorithm and Conventional)

and some noise. In this simulation, in order to confirm robust
convergence, we assume the remained error as a normal
distribution with standard variation σ. By using the positions
of both the satellites and receiver in Table I, we calculated
the true range. And we prepared the pseudorange r1 , r2 by
adding the above remained error to the true range. In the
simulation, the standard variation of the error is set as 3
cases, 1.0m, 5.0m, 10.0m. These values are affected in terms
of the elevation angle to the satellites. We also modeled the
error of the travelling sensor as uniform distribution whose
range is max = ±1.25[m]. The range is decided as a outer
perimeter of a tire of a personal vehicle.
For comparison, we also estimated the receiver’s position
by using the conventional algorithm with four satellites. We
added more two satellites #3, #4 in Table II to the satellites
#1, #2 in Table I. The PRN of the added satellites #3, #4 is
#24 and #28 respectively.
As performance measure, we evaluate the positioning
error which means the Euclidean distance between the
true position and the estimated position. The trial times is
100,000. The final positioning error is defined as the mean
value of each of trials. The results are summarized in Figure
5. The horizontal axis is the pseudorange error and the
vertical axis is the final positioning error.
From Figure 5, our algorithm has large positioning error
when the pseudorange error is small. This is because the
error of sensor affects the positioning error as a dominant
factor. On the other hand, our algorithm becomes better
when the pseudorange error is large. This is because the
error of sensor is small compared to the pseudorange error,
can suppress the positioning error. Our algorithm has some
errors, but noteworthy big advantage. We note our algorithm
can estimate the position though the conventional cannot
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estimate with only two satellites.
V. C ONCLUSION
In this paper, we presented the novel positioning algorithm
in urban area where propagation environment of multipath or
NLOS occurs. Especially, our algorithm can estimate own
positions even if the number of LOS satellites is reduced
because of the structures such as buildings. The conventional
algorithm needs four and more LOS satellites. Our algorithm
can estimate with just two LOS satellites by using the sensor
data of the travelling distance. In the computer simulations,
our algorithm achieved better positioning performance than
that of the conventional in case that the pseudorange errors
of the satellites were large.
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Abstract—Communication security, information disclosure and
vulnerability exploitation are always a concern and a
challenge, especially these days, when everything goes mobile.
This short paper describes preliminary results on the
construction of an integrated framework of applications for
secure communication via mobile devices. Particularly, the
paper discusses major design decisions on three topics, namely,
framework
architecture,
mobile
applications
for
communication security, and cryptographic service providers.
Keywords—mobile security; commuication security; SMS
security; Instant Message security

I.

INTRODUCTION

A recently reported incident on Android [5][9] brought to
light, once again, the issue of blindly relying on a single
vendor’s defenses. Also, a recent disclosure of top-secret
NSA (U.S. National Security Agency) documents to The
Guardian [19] exposed U.S. government’s surveillance
activities on phone and Internet communication. These two
incidents suggest more than ever that there is a need, on
mobile devices, for security solutions suitable to the regular
people and that go beyond the ordinary software for antivirus
and e-mail security.

On the other hand, NSA recently started to encourage the
use of Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) mobile devices,
in particular smartphones running Android, for
communication of classified information [14], and fostering
a worldwide improvement of mobile security products.
This short paper presents preliminary results of a
Brazilian project that fosters security technologies on mobile
environments. The main motivation for the project is to offer
technological solutions for the growing demand for security
in mobile environments. This demand was caused not only
by the significant increase in the use of smart mobile devices
(smartphones and tablets), but also by the growing interest of
cyber criminals in mobile environments. It is important to
note the existence of malicious software specific to the
Brazilian context, according to the Computer Security
Incident Response Team (CSIRT) for the Brazilian Internet
[7].
Furthermore,
according
to
the
Brazilian
Telecommunications Agency, in 2010 the number of mobile
accesses has exceeded the number of people in Brazil [2],
and a large portion of it is for data.
The remainder of this text is organized according to the
results obtained so far. Section II describes the overall
architecture of the proposed framework. Section III outlines
related work. Section IV details the set of applications for

Figure 1. Framework architecture, secure communication, trust management and back office services.
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secure communication. Section V explains the main aspects
of a cryptographic service provider built for the prototypes.
Section VI concludes the paper and points to future
directions. For clarification purposes, Table I, at the end,
shows a small glossary of cryptographic terms used in this
paper.
II.

INTEGRATED VIEW AND ARCHITECTURE

There are three main objectives that drive the proposed
architecture shown in Figure 1. The first is to build
prototypes of secure data communication as well as secure
voice over data packets (or over IP), both of them through
smartphones on public networks (e.g. 3G, 4G, WiFi). The
second is to develop tools for integrity checking on
smartphones, as well as techniques for active investigation of
security incidents and penetration tests on mobile platforms.
Finally, the third objective is to build an environment for
experimentation, observation and analysis of mobile
malware.
The everyday work is supported by a laboratory for
mobile security, which is able to carry out assessments on
mobile environments, including platforms, applications and
communications, as well as security analysis of mobile
malware. The knowledge acquired by the lab team feeds the
development team with security controls and counter
measures. A private cloud provides services to the
development team. Not only security services are provided,
but also hosting for servers.
On the client side, Android was chosen as the preferred
platform for development of prototypes. The preliminary
results described in the next sections addresses three main
points of these prototypes: (i) design decisions for secure
communication, (ii) secure instant messages and secure
SMS, and (iii) a cryptographic library for Android.
III.

RELATED WORK

This section outlines recent publications related to the
work shown in this paper. Enck et al. [22] show a
comprehensive study on the general aspects of Android
security. Recently, Braga and Nascimento [1] assessed the
feasibility of sophisticated cryptographic services on modern
smartphones running Android.
Concerning Short Message Service (SMS) encryption,
Pereira et al. [6] show an experimental framework for
securing SMS-based communications in mobile phones,
which encloses a tailored selection of lightweight
cryptographic algorithms and protocols, providing
encryption, authentication and signature services. Saxena and
Chaudhari [12] researched an approach for securing of SMS
which is based upon a variant of ECDSA algorithm. Also,
Chavan and Sabnees [16] proposed a technique that
combines encryption and compression of SMS messages.
The work of Xuefu and Ming [4] shows the use of
eXtensible Messaging and Presence Protocol (XMPP) for
Instant Messaging on web and smartphones. Massandy and
Munir [8] have done experiments on security aspects of
communication, but there are unsolved issues, such as strong
authentication, secure storage, and implementation of good
cryptography, as shown by Schrittwieser et al. [18].
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Figure 2. Secure communication and trust management.

Concerning the secure storage of data on mobile devices,
a survey by Diesburg and Wang [17] summarizes and
compares existing methods of providing confidential storage
and deletion of data in personal computing environments,
and points that secure deletion of files from flash memory
devices is a goal hard to achieve. Wang et al. [23] presented
an encrypted file system in user space to protect the
removable and persistent storage on smart devices running
Android. Reardon et al. [10] addressed the secure deletion of
user-space files on Android devices, but with a slow
solution.
IV.

SECURE COMMUNICATION

Nowadays, secure phone communication does not mean
only voice encryption, but encompasses a plethora of
security services built over the ordinary smartphone
capabilities. To name just a few of them, these are SMS
encryption, Instant Message (IM) encryption, voice and
video chat encryption, secure conferencing, secure file
transfer, secure data storage, secure application containment,
and remote security management on the device, including
management of cryptographic keys.
Figure 2 illustrates four services of secure
communication in scope of this work: CryptoMsg for Instant
Messages, CryptoSMS for secure SMS, CryptoVoice and
CryptoVideo
for
secure
voice
or
face-to-face
communication, along with a communication server. Figure
2 also shows four secure management services in scope:
IntegrityFS
for
file
encryption
and
integrity,
VirtualContainer for application aggregation and
containment, Cmd&Ctrl for remote management, and
IntegrityChecker for assurance of device’s integrity.
By the time of this writing, not all of the services were
implemented. In fact, this section describes only two of those
cryptographically secure services, namely, encrypted instant
messages (CryptoMsg) and encrypted SMS (CryptoSMS).
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Figure 4. Key agreement for secure conference.
Figure 3. Cryptographically secure SMS.

A. Cryptographically secure instant message
The current technology standardized by industry for
Instant Messages is the eXtensible Messaging and Presence
Protocol (XMPP), the IETF’s formalization of base XML
streaming protocols for instant messaging and presence,
which were originally developed within the Jabber
community [15]. The communication architecture supported
by XMPP does not allow direct machine-to-machine
communication, but requires a server (the XMPP Server) that
acts as both a proxy and a mediator among all client
applications. This way, the CryptoMsg application is a
XMPP client.
An interesting side effect of having chosen XMPP is that
CryptoMsg can talk through a proprietary server as well as
communicate via Google or Facebook chat servers, as a
contingence service, if the primary server is down. Neither
Google nor Facebook block encrypted traffic encoded as
text, so that two CryptoMsg clients can talk to each other
through two Google or Facebook accounts.
CryptoMsg uses a variant of Diffie-Hellman Protocol for
key agreement called Station-to-Station (STS). A secret key
is negotiated for each chat conversation, and once the key is
shared between the two participants, all XMPP messages are
encrypted with AES in CBC mode, providing end-to-end
encryption. XMPP is actually XML over a TCP
communication socket, so TLS can be used instead of
regular TCP, for a second layer of point-to-point encryption
on the communication channel.
Password-based Encryption (PBE) is the cryptographic
technology applied to protect saved conversations. More
detail on the cryptographic services provided for this
implementation can be found later in this text.
By the time of writing, a secure conference (or group
chat) for instant messages was being designed and
implemented, as depicted in Figure 4. The Organizer or
Chair of the conference requests the conference creation to
the Server, and the key agreement for the requested
conference proceeds as follows, where Enck(x) means
encryption of x with key k:
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1. Server (S) creates the key for that conference (ck);
2. For each guest (g[i]), Server (S) does:
a) Opens a STS channel with key k: S  g[i], key k;
b) Sends ck on time t: S  g[i]: Enck(ck; t; C[i]);
The steps above constitute a point-to-point key transport
using symmetric encryption, which is provided by the STS
protocol. After that, all guests share the same conference key
and the conference proceeds as a multicast of all encrypted
messages.
A variation of this design can use the Chair to both
generate and distribute the conference key. This extra
computation over the Chair can be acceptable under
extraordinary circumstances when the primary server is offline and the number of guests is small.
B. Cryptographically secure SMS
Despite the increasing popularity of mobile IM
applications, SMS is still useful among those users without a
reliable data access. Also, secure SMS can be used as a
secure communication channel for other applications.
The solution described in this paper utilizes asymmetric
encryption in order to simplify key distribution among users,
who may not have data access at the very moment of sending
a message. Figure 3 depicts the proposed solution. First of
all, users receive from the server, during application
installation, the digital certificates of all her contacts, along
with server’s self-signed certificate. As can be deduced by
the reader, this step requires data access. Contacts
synchronization and software update also require data access.
A secure SMS can be encrypted and digitally signed, as
well. Two implementation issues have to be considered in
this scenario. First, the text actually typed by the user, after
be encrypted and signed, can result in multiple SMS
messages. Upon receiving a series of SMS messages, the
application has to be able to sequencing and marshaling the
segmented text from various SMS messages. Second, SMS is
text only, so a sort of encoding has to be used before
transmitting cipher text. The current version of CryptoSMS
was designed to use OAEP for encryption and PSS for
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digital signatures. Multimedia via SMS is not supported in
current version.
V.

CRYPTOGRAPHIC SERVICE PROVIDER

A cryptographic library for Android was built to provide
cryptographic services to be used in the protection of secure
communication via mobile devices. In order to be useful, the
cryptographic library had to accomplish a minimum set of
functional requirements. Each functional requirement
generates a set of non-functional or supplementary
requirements, mostly related to correctness of algorithms,
compliance to industry standards, security, and performance
of the implementation.
The design of the current version of the cryptographic
library is illustrated in Figure 5 and contains the
cryptographic algorithms and protocols described in the
following paragraphs. This implementation complies with
standard cryptographic API of the Java Cryptographic
Architecture (JCA), its name conventions, and design
principles [11]. A small glossary of acronyms is in Table I.
In order to provide a fully functional Cryptographic
Service Provider (CSP) for secure communication, a
minimum set of algorithms had to be chosen. This
minimalist construction follows, but is not certified by
publicly available standards [13] and provides the following
set of services:
a) A symmetric algorithm to be used as block cipher,
along with the corresponding key generation function, and
modes of operation and padding. The AES algorithm was
chosen, along with thee modes of operation: ECB, CBC, and
the GCM mode for authenticated encryption. The padding
technique for block ciphers is the one defined by PKCS#5.
b) An asymmetric algorithm for digital signatures, along
with the key-pair generation function. This requirement
brings with it the need for some sort of digital certification of
public keys. The asymmetric algorithms are RSA-PSS for
signatures and RSA-OAEP for asymmetric encryption. Both
of them are probabilistic schemes constructed over ordinary
RSA, and are supposed to be more secure than RSA. By the
time of writing, RSA-OAEP was not fully implemented;
c) A one-way secure hash function, SHA-1, which is an
underling hash function in MACs, digital signatures and
Pseudo-Random Number Generators (PRNG). SHA1PRNG
was chosen to be used by all the key generation functions;
d) Message Authentication Codes (MAC). HMAC with
SHA-1 as the underling hash function, and GMAC, directly
derived from GCM mode, where chosen;
e) A key agreement mechanism to be used by
communicating parties that have never met before, but need
to share an authentic secret and communicate securely. The
need for key agreement was fulfilled by the implementation
of Station-to-Station (STS) protocol [21], which is based on
Authenticated Diffie-Hellman (ADH) [20], and provides
mutual key authentication and key confirmation;
f) A simple way to keep keys safe at rest and that does
not depend on hardware features. The mechanism for
Password-based Encryption (PBE) [3] is based on the
Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 (PBKDF2) [3],
and provides a simple and secure way to store keys in
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Figure 5. Cryptographic service provider.

encrypted form. In PBE, a key-encryption-key is derived
from a password.
A. How those things are tested, anyway?
When developing a security-aware application, the first
thing to ask is how it will be tested for security. Furthermore,
cryptographic software usually requires correctness of basic
functions, as well as conformance to specifications and
standards. Usually, cryptologists require assistance in writing
fast and secure code, because doing it from scratch is almost
impossible. Also, canonical implementations, based on
standard algorithms, always need optimization and other
code transformation in order to be useful in real applications.
Code transformation can lead to vulnerabilities, requiring
fixes, shipped as software patches, in a never ending cycle.
During this implementation, besides regular functional
tests and automated unit test, test vectors were used as
automated acceptance tests for cryptographic software. Test
vectors are usually available for standardized algorithms [13]
and meet halfway between customer and developer, because
they come from the problem domain (cryptography) and
don't look like source code. They have the benefit to be clear
to customer (and to cryptologists) and can be used to reach
agreement for when the work is finished. Also, they are not
completely freeform and can be used to create automated
tests. This approach increases customer’s trust in
cryptographic software during algorithm implementation, as
well as provides good regression tests as an evidence of
correctness after many code transformations.
VI.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This short paper presented design decisions taken during
the construction of a framework for cryptographically secure
communication on Android devices. The early prototypes
still have many challenges to be overtaken, as follows. The
use of cryptosystems for short signatures, elliptic curve
cryptography and pairings-based cryptography are some of
the improvements planned for the near future. Another
challenge is to preserve usability in the presence of strong
security concerns. Layered protections against common
software vulnerabilities, such as secure deletion of sensitive
information in flash memory, are planned in the roadmap.
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Finally, automatic testability of cryptography has to be
improved not only for algorithms, but also for protocols.
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TABLE I. OVERVIEW OF CRYPTOGRAPHIC ACRONYMS
Acronym
ADH

Brief Description of the Acronym
Authenticated Diffie-Hellman is a way of exchanging
cryptographic keys among mutually autenticated parties.

AES

Advanced Encryption Standard is a specification for data
encryption established by the U.S. government.

CBC

Cipher Block Channing is an operation mode for block
ciphers, in symmetric-key cryptography.

CSP

Cryptographic Service Provider is a collection of
cryptographic implementations.

ECB

Electronic Code Book is an operation mode for block
ciphers, in symmetric-key cryptography.

GCM

Galois/Counter Mode is an operation mode for block
ciphers, in symmetric-key authenticated encryption.
An authentication-only variant of GCM.

GMAC
HMAC

keyed-Hash MAC is a function for calculating a MAC
involving a secure hash function and a secret key.

MAC

Message Authentication Code is a small piece of data
that provides integrity and authenticity for a message.

OAEP

Optimal Asymmetric Encryption Padding is a padding
scheme often used together with RSA encryption.

PBE

Password-Based Encryption is a method of deriving a
cryptographic key from a password.

PBKDF2

Password-Based Key Derivation Function 2 is a specific
technique of implementing a PBE.

PKCS#5

Public-Key Cryptography Standards 5 is a specification
devoted to Password-based Encryption.

PRNG

Pseudo-Random Number Generator is an algorithm for
generating sequences of numbers that approximate the
properties of truly random numbers (a. g. SHA1PRNG).

PSS

Probabilistic Signature Scheme is a secure way of
creating digital signatures with RSA.

RSA

RSA is an algorithm for public-key cryptography that is
based on the difficulty of factoring large integers.

SHA-1

Standard Hash Algorithm 1 is a cryptographically secure
hash function.

STS

Station-to-Station protocol is a key agreement scheme
based on ADH that provides mutual authentication.

TLS

Transport Layer Security is a cryptographic protocol for
communication security over the Internet.
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Abstract—A number of studies extended access control policies
with constraints, aiming at the restriction of mobile users’ access
to appropriate authorized areas. Recent research proposed to
rely on usage control instead, in order to allow for continuous
checks of the user’s location. A drawback of those approaches is
that they rely on crisp trajectory estimates, i.e., spatio-temporal
paths, not considering occurring uncertainty. This makes those
approaches impractical for indoor applications, where occurring
measurement errors are typically large compared to authorized
areas. Thus, in this study, we propose extensions for usage control
policies to constrain users to an authorized area for the duration
of access. We adhere probabilistic trajectories derived from
backtracking particle filters combined with WiFi fingerprinting.
However, the main contribution is a risk-based model for deriving
usage decisions based on risk factors instead of conventional
thresholds. Our results show, that particle filters are crucial due
to inaccuracy in WiFi positioning. We achieve a true- and falsepositive rate of 80% and 6.7%. Finally, this allows to effectively
constrain access to appropriate areas in indoor scenarios.
Keywords—Mobile Usage Control; Indoor Positioning; Backtracking Particle Filter; Location-based Access Control

I.

I NTRODUCTION

The significantly increasing popularity of mobile devices
offers mobile access to resources from everywhere. However,
this arises the inherent risk of access requests to critical
resources from inappropriate areas, e.g., from outside a company’s site or neighboring offices of foreign companies. To
solve this problem, much study in recent years focused on
location-based extensions of existing access control models,
i.e., role-based access control (RBAC), mandatory access control (MAC) or discretionary access control (DAC) [1]. These
extensions allow to refine access rights of mobile users with
location predicates. This way, the location of users, accessed
resources or both, can be constrained to certain areas or to
predefined mutual relations. A drawback of those approaches
is that after an access request was granted, the according
rights won’t be revoked when users move on to possibly
inappropriate locations. As a remedy, the change to usage
control mechanisms was recently discussed, which focus on
the concept of controlling the usage of a resource continuously based on iterative checks [2], [3]. Location predicates
applied to this model focus on constraining trajectories, i.e,
the covered path of a user in the spatio-temporal space.
Typically, trajectories are defined as ploy-lines and created
using interpolation on crisp location measurements, for example measured with GPS. Trajectory constraints are used to
constrain usage rights to users with trajectories that satisfy
predefined boundary conditions. One example is to restrict the
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path to be contained within a single authorized area (AA), e.g.,
an office or room. This kind of trajectory constraint is called
a containment constraint (CC) for the rest of this paper. The
mentioned existing approaches for constraints on trajectories
do not account for measurement uncertainty when assuming
a crisp poly-line as the user’s trajectory. Independently, in the
research area of indoor positioning, and tracking in particular,
WiFi fingerprinting in combination with backtracking particle
filters (BPF), a special Bayesian filter, were shown to yield
very promising results for estimating user trajectories [4].
Their performance stems from reducing the negative impact
of single location measurement outliers. Additionally, BPFs
allow for a probabilistic representation of trajectory estimates
over probability density functions (PDF) that are sampled by
a set of particles. Every particle represents a hypothesis of the
user’s past trajectory.
So far, techniques for coping with the probabilistic representation of trajectories in constraints for usage control policies
have not been studied. This drawback even makes existing
approaches impractical in indoor scenarios, where typically
WiFi fingerprinting is used for positioning: Here, when creating a crisp trajectory like required by existing approaches,
simply stringing together single location measurements is not
sufficient, as occurring errors can easily cause the estimated
trajectory to indicate a leaving of the AA erroneously. This
causes unacceptable high false decision rates and impractical high risk. Furthermore, existing approaches even prevent
trajectory-based usage control to benefit from the promising
accuracy achieved with existing BPF and their probabilistic
trajectories. Until now, in indoor environments, there exists
no means to reliably constrain mobile usage of resources to
predefined AAs. This might even make it impossible to obey
according legal security and safety constraints in companies.
In order to facilitate CCs on probabilistic trajectories returned by BPFs, our contribution is threefold: At first, Section
II presents an architecture for the continuous evaluation of CCs
assigned to usage control policies. Here, also the underlying
attacker model is defined. Subsequently, Section III first gives
a theoretical overview on BPFs and describes how trajectory
estimates are derived in our approach. Based on these results,
Section IV gives a formal definition of CCs based on the
probabilistic representation of trajectories in our BPF. In order
to minimize CCs computational overhead, an incremental
adaptation is proposed. The main contribution of this section
is our risk-based approach for deriving usage decisions, which
picks the decision with the lowest risk. Here, risk factors
are derived based on time dependent cost functions of false-
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Fig. 1. The new architecture components (gray) continuously collaborate to
derive and report usage decisions for the registered trajectory constraints.

negative and false-positive decisions and estimates of a CC’s
confidence. To the best of our knowledge, only approaches
with predefined and static thresholds have been defined up
to now [5], [6]. The proposed BPF and evaluation strategies
for CCs are evaluated in Section V with 60 trajectories and
a database consisting of 206 fingerprints covering 1400 m2 .
Finally, Section VI concludes the paper.
II.

A RCHITECTURE AND ATTACKER M ODEL

Typical usage control policies incorporate attribute-based
access control policies for continuous usage, e.g., UCON
ABC [2]. Here, a set of usage rules states which subject is
allowed to use a specific object. Decisions about revoking
ongoing usage are continuously repeated. However, to the
best of our knowledge, there exists only one approach up to
now, that explicitly describes the extension of usage control
policies with trajectory constraints [3]. Instead of probabilistic
representations, only a definition on crisp trajectories is given
without a possible underlying architecture. However, we define
an architecture that includes components for deriving trajectory
estimates and evaluating CCs: Its basic component is the
trajectory constraint evaluator (TCE), which is able to provide
trajectory-aware usage control policies and their reference
monitors with Boolean decisions about the satisfaction of
applied CCs. Figure 1 depicts the introduced components
(gray) along with the necessary message flow. Each time an
usage request arrives at the policy’s reference monitor, the
associated CCs for the responsible usage control rule are
looked up and registered at the TCE. In the following steps,
the TCE informs the mobile user’s WiFi fingerprint collector
(WFC) to start continuously providing WiFi fingerprints. The
WFC is executed directly on the accessing user’s mobile device
and needs to be under control of a trusted computing base in
order to allow for unmanipulated measurements. From now on,
the WFC collects fingerprints of the received signal strength
(RSS) of surrounding WiFi access points (APs) and sends the
measured values along with the time-stamp of their recording
digitally signed to the TCE. This needs to be continued until
the mobile usage is revoked by the reference monitor or quit
by the user. In order to prevent users from appointing WFCs
on a foreign mobile device as their own, making trajectory
evaluation useless, usage requests need to be constructed by
the trusted computing base and additionally have to transmit
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function BAYESIAN FILTER( bel(xt−1 ), zt )
for all xt do
R
bel(xt−1 ) = p(xt |xt−1 ) bel(xt−1 ) dxt−1
bel(xt ) = η −1 p(zt |xt ) bel(xt−1 )
end for
return bel(xt )
end function

Fig. 2.

General concept of Bayesian Filters [7].

the service access point of the user’s own WFC to the
reference monitor. For the rest of this paper, we concentrate on
estimating users’ trajectories within the TCE and the evaluation
of the described CC based on these estimates.
The presented architecture is conform to our attacker
model: An attacker is defined as a mobile user that manipulates
estimates about his trajectory in order to obtain usage rights
for a given resource by the reference monitor. In our case,
we assume attackers that are able to 1) manipulate sensor
data of their mobile device, 2) delay the provisioning of WiFi
measurements to the TCE and, 3) move freely within and
around the AAs referenced in any CC. In contrary, he is
not able to 1) manipulate clock data or the received signal
strength (RSS) in WiFi measurements, 2) replay old WiFi
measurements and, 3) manipulate the WiFi infrastructure.
III.

E STIMATING T RAJECTORIES WITH BACKTRACKING
PARTICLE F ILTERS

In this section, our BPF specialized for the evaluation of
CCs and its theoretical foundations are presented.
A. Basic Concepts of Backtracking Particle Filters
Particle filters (PF) represent a recursive, non-parametric
Bayesian filter with a discrete representation of the posterior
by a set of particles of size m. In general, Bayesian filters
like the particle filter allow to recursively calculate a belief
bel(xt ) = p(xt |z1:t ) of the system’s state for a time-stamp
t from already observed measurements z1:t = hz1 , z2 , . . . , zt i
[7]. Internally, the algorithm consists of two parts: The prediction step first computes a prior bel (xt ) = p(xt |z1:t−1 ), called
the prediction, before incorporating the latest measurement.
This computes as the integral sum of the prediction model,
describing the probability of getting to state xt from a state
xt−1 and the previous posterior bel (xt−1 ). In the update
step, the current belief is computed from the prediction by
incorporating the measurement probability p(zt |xt ) along with
a normalizing constant η = p(zt |z1:t−1 ). The algorithm is
depicted in Figure 2. For the field of localization and tracking, PFs implement this algorithm by sampling the posterior
probability
density function
D
E bel(xt ) with a set of m particles
[1]
[2]
[m]
Xt = xt , xt , . . . , xt
, each one representing a concrete
instantiation of the state with information about the position,
the velocity and the orientation. The prediction step is implemented by applying a mobility model to each particle that
predicts its new position, orientation, and velocity. This leads
to a updated particle set X t that approximates bel. The update
step is implemented by importance re-sampling: Each particle
[i]
[i]
xt is assigned a weight wt , called its importance factor,
according to the measurement zt . In order to get a updated set
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of particles Xt that is approximately distributed to bel(xt ), m
particles are drawn with replacement from the set X t . Here, the
probability of drawing a particle is proportional to its weight.

Therefore, trajectory constraints should consult the whole set
of trajectories in order to exploit all available information to
finally derive confidence values.

B. Deriving Measurements and Measurement Probabilities

D. The Prediction Step: Deriving Trajectory Estimates

In our system, single location measurements zt are computed by WiFi fingerprinting: When the user’s mobile device
measures a RSS for a set of APs, the most likely position is
determined from a previously recorded fingerprint database.
It computes as the weighted center of mass of fingerprints
selected by the k-nearest-neighbors algorithm [8]. Given a
location measurement zt , we derive the measurement prob[i]
ability p(zt |xt ) from a bi-variate Gaussian pdf that describes
the error distribution, based on our previous work [8]. When
recording the fingerprint database, not only the area of modeled
AAs should be covered. Otherwise, as the range of APs must
be assumed to be larger than the modeled AAs, a potential
attacker could simply stand outside the AA and the positioning
algorithm will have no choice but choosing fingerprints as
k-nearest-neighbors that were recorded within the AA. This
allows an attacker to obtain a position fix that indicates a
position within the AA, possibly leading the usage control
policy to a false-positive. To solve this problem, we propose
to determine the set of those APs that are receivable within the
authorized region in at least one point. Next, the union of the
coverage areas of this set of APs needs to be covered when
recording the fingerprint database. In general, this increases
the effort of recording the fingerprint database. For unbiased
positioning, the spatial density of the fingerprint database
should be uniform throughout the covered site.

To allow for a detailed representation of possible trajectories, we realize the prediction step by partitioning the timespan between two update steps in sub-intervals of maximally
800 ms, which corresponds to the typical time human users
need to take a step. After each passed sub-interval, each
particle’s trajectory is expanded with a segment. The segments
represent a possible movement of the user in this sub-interval.
Here, a single segment is constructed as a line by assuming a
linear movement from its last position l with a velocity v in
a direction α for the duration of the current sub-interval. Let
Loc be an arbitrary polygon representing the AA of a CC, we
[i]
[i]
write τ (xt ) within Loc iff the segments assigned with τ (xt )
are completely contained within Loc. Let t = 0 denote the
point of time when the usage right was granted and the BPF
initialized. Appending the trajectory estimates from all past
[i]
state estimates a particle xt was generated from, an estimate
for the user’s trajectory since t = 0 is derived and denoted as
[i]
[i]
[i]
τ (x0 ) ◦ τ (x1 ) ◦ . . . ◦ τ (xt ). This will serve as a key deciding
factor for our trajectory-based usage control mechanism.

In order to annul any of an attackers sensor manipulations,
the underlying WiFi fingerprinting and PF algorithm must
not employ sensor data. In particular, compass data has been
shown to have a positive effect on positioning accuracy to
reduce influence of blocking effects of the human body on RSS
values [8]. Hence, it is not possible to apply the corresponding
technique of recording each fingerprint once for each cardinal
direction and choose only those as kNN that have been
recorded with the user’s current orientation. Therefore, in order
to prevent the possibility of an intentional attack, our system
needs to accept a possibly lower positioning accuracy.
C. The Application of Backtracking for Refining Estimates
During the update step via re-sampling, typically some
particles from X t are not contained in Xt due to their low
weight and are said to die whereas others might be drawn
a multiple times. In such cases, with each particle, also its
assigned hypothesis about a possible user trajectory dies. This
allows to refine the knowledge about possible user trajectories
up to time t by discarding trajectories associated to dead
particles via backtracking, which represents a BPF [4]. In
BPFs, the knowledge about the past is only refined by future
update steps as single particles with their assigned estimated
trajectory can only be discarded and not newly created. In
traditional tracking or positioning systems, for each point in
time a single position is computed as the mean value of
all particles, leading to one estimated trajectory. This way,
information about single existing hypotheses is lost and the
single trajectory computed from the means might completely
satisfy a CC though none of the estimated trajectories does so.
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[i]

When constructing a particle’s τ (xt ), single segments
should be created by a mobility model that is appropriate
for the application to usage control in terms of the security
implications of our attacker model: Similar to plain WiFi
fingerprinting, BPF algorithms were shown to achieve higher
accuracy by the application of inertial sensor data, too, and
especially benefit from step detection algorithms [9]. This
data can be used to perform the prediction step based on
dead reckoning with the measured sensor values. However, all
existing approaches assume benevolent users that do not fake
steps by shaking a smart-phone or pretend other movements.
If directly applied to our scenario, an attacker could fool the
system to assume trajectories that do not leave a prescribed
AA though the attacker has left it. Again, it is crucial to
accept possibly lower positioning accuracy in order to hamper
attacks. Therefore, particles are modeled to follow a random
[i]
waypoint mobility model, which appends segments to τ (xt )
[i]
of each particle xt . One possibility is the model presented by
Widyawan et al. [4]. This allows to model linear movement
according to the boundary conditions of humans, based on
the angle and velocity of the preceding segment. However,
basically, any mobility model that is independent of a mobile
device’s inertial sensor data and based on map matching can
be applied. This way, each particle is assigned a hypothesis
of the trajectory the user could have walked since the update
step at time t until the subsequent update step is performed.
In order to obtain realistic estimates for trajectories, we
also apply the technique of map matching [4], [9]. As for
each particle the plausible choices for its next segment are
limited by the characteristics of the underlying building plan,
we require that particles must not cross walls. During the
[i]
construction of τ (xt ), this is realized by retrying to infer
a valid succeeding segment that is a realistic extension of the
trajectory and does not cross walls, until a predefined threshold
[i]
of maximum tries is exceeded. In such cases, the weight wt
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of the particle is 0, despite the probability that might arise
from the latest measurement zt . Hence, the particles’ weights
are influenced by the prediction step and are set to 0 if only
wall-crossing segments could be derived within a maximum
amount of retries:
(
[i]
0,
no valid τ (xt ) found
[i]
(1)
wt =
[i]
p(zt |xt ), otherwise
Trajectories constructed this way are robust against sensor
manipulations of attackers and can finally be supplied for the
evaluation of a CC in order to derive usage decisions.
IV.

C ONTAINMENT C ONSTRAINTS FOR BACKTRACKING
PARTICLE F ILTERS

The trajectories computed by the adapted BPF are applied to evaluating CCs. In this section, we first discuss the
differences to existing approaches and define the concept of
CCs formally. Based on this result, an incremental algorithm
for their evaluation is presented. Finally, we present a riskbased model for deriving usage decisions based on the current
confidence of an evaluated CC.
A. Applicability of Traditional Trajectory Constraints
When using classical location providers like GPS for
sampling a user’s trajectory, a sample consists of a crisp
location and a time-stamp. In the field of moving object
databases (MOD), this has been used to define beads, i.e.,
ellipsoid geometries that contain all points that could be visited
during the collection of two samples under the assumption
of a maximum velocity [10]. Trajectories are hence affected
with uncertainty and described as a sequence of beads. The
real trajectory is completely contained within the given beads.
With each new sample arriving at a MOD server, the current
sequence of beads is extended by a new element. This allows
a clear distinction of past and future trajectories. In such cases,
trajectory-based usage control can be realized using traditional
spatio-temporal queries, assessing to what degree the given
beads satisfy the containment within a room. However, as
mentioned above, BPFs showed much higher accuracy in
indoor scenarios and consequently our trajectory estimates are
derived using this method. Those don’t form beads and thus
classical spatio-temporal queries can’t be used directly as an
implementation of CCs. Furthermore, re-sampling prevents the
clear distinction between past and future trajectories. Even
the known representation of beads is not possible without an
additional density estimation based on particles’ trajectories.
These differences of trajectory estimates of BPFs compared to
sequentially constructed ones in traditional MODs need to be
respected here. Hence, in the following paragraph, we present
the formal definition of CCs for usage control policies.

Definition 1 (Containment Constraint)
The containment constraint (cc) on a set of particles and an
authorized area is defined as:
n
[i]
−1
cc (Xt , Loc) = |Xt | · xt ∈ Xt |
o
[i]
(2)
∀k ∈ {0, . . . , t} : τ (xk ) within Loc
with Xt being the current set of particles since the last update
step at time t and Loc being a polygon in R2 representing the
authorized area.
Basically, this constraint needs to be evaluated after every
expansion of particles’ trajectories during the prediction and
after each update step, as both can influence the percentage of
trajectories that satisfy the constraint. Note, that Definition 1 is
an adaptation of the well studied possibly always spatial query
[10]. However, when evaluating CCs, the most computationally
[i]
demanding step is to check τ (xk ) within Loc for each particle
[i]
xk , for each time-span in history. Employing the discussed
properties of our BPF, we define a more efficient, incremental
evaluation of CCs: By assigning and incrementally updating a
Boolean is valid to each particle in X it is possible to highly
reduce the required number of these checks. This Boolean
[i]
describes if the trajectory assigned to a particle xt satisfies
or violates the CC that is currently under evaluation. As each
single expansion might cause a trajectory to violate the cc,
in each of its re-evaluations also the property is valid needs
to be updated. As single trajectories can’t recover from a
violation already detected in prior evaluations, the is valid
property only needs to be updated for particles with is valid =
True. The confidence can then easily be computed by counting
the percentage of particles that still satisfy the constraint, as
depicted in Figure 3. Obviously, this implements Definition 1,
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:

function INCREMENTAL CC( Xt , Loc )
for all xt ∈ Xt do
if xt .is valid ∧ ¬ τ (xt ) within Loc then
xt .is valid ← False
end if
end for
−1
return |Xt |
· |{xt ∈ X |xt .is valid}|
end function

Fig. 3.

The algorithm for incrementally computing confidence values.

[i]

[i]

as x0 .is valid = τ (x0 ) within Loc and,
[i]

[i]

[i]

xt+1 .is valid = xt .is valid ∧ τ (xt+1 ) within Loc

(3)

Thus, in contrast to Definition 1, incremental cc only needs
[i]
to evaluate τ (xt+1 ) within Loc for the current τ and only
[i]
for particles with xt .is valid = True, i.e., those that did not
already violate the constraint in any prior evaluation.

B. Containment Constraints for Backtracking Particle Filters

C. Deriving Risk-Based Usage Control Decisions

A containment constraint cc is defined as a function
mapping from an authorized area Loc and the current set of
particles Xt to a confidence value denoting the percentage of
trajectory estimates that are completely contained within Loc
since the usage right was granted at t = 0:

Based on the confidence values returned by the policy’s
underlying CC, usage control decisions need to be derived after
each update step and continuously during each prediction step.
In detail, the two usage decisions comprise either to revoke the
usage right or keep on granting it. We choose that decision with
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the lowest risk if it was wrong w.r.t. the ground truth. Here,
we model risk as the product of probability and costs. Each
of these decisions brings costs [11]. The costs for a correct
decision, i.e., a true-positive or a true-negative are assumed
to be 0. The modeling of costs for false decisions needs to
respect that an attacker might retain new WiFi measurements
in order to elongate the prediction step by an arbitrary time to
possibly prevent a revocation of his usage right. Hence, costs
of a false-positive are assumed to increase with ongoing time
of a prediction step, as the occurring damage might increase,
i.e., by dumping protected data. Its costs are modeled by a
monotonically increasing function cfp (t) = f (t). This also
allows to express the intuitive notion of revoking the usage
right after a predefined time-off. However, the costs of a falsenegative are modeled as cfn (t) = const as we assume the costs
that occur from refused usage to be constant with time.

01
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08

07

10

09

Minimum Confidence per Track

Fig. 4. Reference positions of our WiFi fingerprint database (black dots)
and installed APs (diamonds). AAs were defined using the labelled rooms;
outdoor areas are drawn in dark gray.
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Tracks of category c3
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0.0

Fig. 5.

16
Time to revocation in seconds

To derive a usage decision directly after the update step,
first the confidence (c) of the CC is computed. As the prediction step has not yet started, here t = 0 and the usage
right is revoked if the risk of a false-positive exceeds the
risk of a false-negative, i.e., cfp (0) · (1 − c) ≥ cfn (0) · c.
However, to derive usage decisions during the prediction step,
we estimate the maximum risk for both decisions for any point
of time t during the prediction step: The maximum risk of
keep granting is directly influenced by the lowest possible
confidence about the CC at time t. Note, that the observed
confidence of the randomly moved particles typically will be
higher than this lower bound. Contrary, the maximum risk of
revoking the usage at time t is proportional to the highest
probability that the user could still be within the AA and
thus to its initial confidence. In line with existing risk-based
approaches to access or usage control [11], [12], again we
revoke usage as soon as the maximum risk of a revoke is lower
than the maximum risk of a grant. The confidence values used
for computing the maximum risk factors are derived from the
CC’s initial confidence directly at the begin of the prediction
step: The lowest possible confidence pmax out (t) of the CC at
any point t in the prediction step can be computed by assuming
all particles that satisfied the CC at begin of the prediction
step to leave the AA on the shortest path. The highest possible
confidence pmax in (t) occurs when all particles that satisfied the
CC at begin of the prediction step stay within the AA and thus
still satisfy the CC throughout the prediction step. This value
is a constant. Consequently, the corresponding maximum risk
values for false-positive and false-negative decisions compute
as cfp (t) · pmax out (t) and cfn (t) · pmax in (t) respectively. Directly
when a prediction step starts, this allows to precompute a timestamp trevoke , representing the point in time when the risks of
a false-positive are too high and thus when the revoke should
be issued. The advantage of this approach is that our system
doesn’t need to evaluate the CC during the prediction step and
is independent from the number of randomly moved particles
that represent an attacker with their movement. Furthermore,
this way the maximum time until the next update depends on
the confidence of the CC at the beginning of a prediction step
and revocations can be derived based on occurring risk factors.
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Cumulative Percent
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Minimum observed confidence for each trajectory category.

Unbiased revocation time
Risk-based revocation time
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CC's confidence at start of the prediction step

Fig. 6. Revocation times in dependence on the CC’s confidence at begin of
a prediction step for random movement and for the derivation of trevoke .

A. Test Environment and Hardware
V.

E VALUATION

In this section, the advantages of the proposed approach
are evaluated in a comprehensive test set.
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For evaluating the approach, we recorded a fingerprint
database consisting of 206 WiFi fingerprints, each computed
as the mean value of single 20 measurements with 4 for
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every cardinal direction. We installed 5 APs and employed
their RSS values for positioning. The single WiFi fingerprints
were collected using a HTC Desire smart-phone. The covered
site comprehends about 1400 m2 and is depicted in Figure 4.
Additionally, we defined the following 5 AAs on the rooms
contained in the hatched area of Figure 4, here referenced by
their depicted identifiers: (01), (06; 08), (05; 07), (07; 09) and
(01–06) along with the part of the floor in-between. For each
of these areas, 12 possible user trajectories were recorded,
each approximately 60 s long and consisting of a sequence
of observed RSS values recorded at least every 1.5 s. Each
trajectory’s ground truth was supplied manually. For each
modeled AA, the recorded trajectories can be classified as
follows: Three trajectories that run completely within their
AA, one with a user standing still inside. Three trajectories
that run outside but near to the AA and inside the building,
one with a user standing still. Two trajectories that leave and
re-enter the AA, and three trajectories that run near the AA
outside the building. The recorded trajectories represent three
categories w.r.t. their ground truth: satisfying the AA all time
(c1), violating it from begin on (c2), and satisfying the AA at
begin but violating it later on (c3).
B. Evaluation Results
In order to detect trajectories that satisfy or violate a CC,
the minimum observed confidence for a given trajectory should
correspond to the trajectory’s category. Hence, for each of
the three categories c1-c3, the minimally observed confidence
of assigned trajectories was computed and is depicted as a
cumulative distribution function (cdf) in Figure 5. Clearly, in
over 80% of all cases, the minimum observed confidence for
trajectories of category c1 was greater than 20%. In contrast,
the trajectories of c2 and c3 showed a minimum confidence of
0% in over 90% of all cases. We considered these proportions
in the definition of cost functions according to Section IV-C by
choosing the ratio cfp (0)/cfn (0) = (100% − 20%)/20% = 4/1.
cfp rises compliant with the sampling rate of measurements.
The classification results based on our cost functions are
compared to those of a single crisp trajectory derived from
stringing together observed location measurements, conform to
existing approaches to trajectory-based usage control [3]. Table
I depicts the results. As the results indicate, the crisp trajectory
TABLE I.

C LASSIFICATION RESULTS .

Used Approach
Our BPF
Stringed location measurements

TP

FP

TN

FN

80%

6.7%

93.3%

20%

13.3%

0.0%

100%

86.7%

has a true-positive (TP) rate of 13.3%, which makes its
application nearly impractical. However, our approach yielded
a TP rate of 80%. The crisp trajectory showed a true-negative
rate (TN) of 100% in contrast to our approach, which showed
a slightly lower TN rate of 93.3%. Consequently, our approach
shows higher false-positive (FP) classifications and slightly
higher chances of a misuse but outperforms the crisp trajectory
with its TP rate by far, which results in a far higher availability
of the usage right if really justified. To assess the benefits of the
proposed incremental cc evaluation, we determined the mean
count of pruned particles for trajectories of each category.
For trajectories in c1, incremental cc could prune 22% of all
particles in the mean in contrast to 94% for category c2 and
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72% for category c3. The outcomes show the strong correlation
to the number of violating particles and indicate that the
incremental evaluation is expected to prune at least 22% of all
particles by mean. Finally, we compare the impact of deriving
risks in the prediction step from the lowest possible confidence
for any point in time instead of adhering the iteratively updated
confidence deduced from the particles’ random movement. The
results are depicted in Figure 6. Clearly, the proposed model of
assuming the lowest possible confidence yields more realistic
revocation times, as in the other approach, particles often get
stuck within certain rooms when following a mobility model
with random movement.
VI.

C ONCLUSION

In order to enable usage control policies to benefit from
trajectory constraints in indoor scenarios, we proposed backtracking particle filters (BPF) to derive probabilistic trajectory
estimates and discussed requirements to complicate attacks.
Subsequently, we proposed the concept of containment constraints (CC), which require a user to stay within a certain
authorized area (AA) for the duration of his usage of a
protected resource. An improved evaluation strategy based on
the discrete and probabilistic representation of potential trajectories was presented. In order to allow for a comprehensible
revocation of usage rights we proposed to compute risk factors
for a false-positive and a false-negative, choosing that decision
with the lowest risk. In contrast to existing research, our
approach respects occurring uncertainty of trajectory estimates
and works on according probabilistic representations. This
allows to exploit all available information when deriving usage
decisions. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no
approach for deriving appropriate revocation times has been
proposed before. Thus, the main contribution of this work
is a mechanism for enforcing CCs in usage control policies
based on probabilistic trajectories represented by particles,
constructed by a BPF. In the evaluated indoor scenario, this
concept shows a very encouraging true-positive rate of 80%
at the price of a false-positive rate of 6.7%. However, for
crisp trajectories created by stringing together single location
measurements, like required by all existing approaches, only
an impractical true-positive rate of 13.3% could be observed.
Finally, our approach allows for a robust enforcement of CCs
in indoor scenarios and to constrain mobile usage of resources
to suitable areas and rooms without high extra expenses for
additional positioning infrastructure. Future work should focus
on integrating CCs in policies, hampering location spoofing
with WiFi fingerprinting and using appropriate implicit authentication methods to couple user and device locations.
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Abstract— Today, mobile devices are used as personal objects,
which contain own data about our activities, our personal life,
etc. Also, these data are essential for the user and it is not
acceptable to exchange these data on the network. Then,
computing on these data can be done by importing
applications. We present our work about moving applications
from server to client host. We use mobile agent technology
with the difficulties of heterogeneous platforms. Importing
agent has to respect features of the device (version, technical
interface, business interface, etc.). A first negotiation is settled
to ensure that a set of useful agents are selected towards an
embedded device. By the end of a scenario, features are
recorded to improve negotiation algorithm for the future
exchange. So, each exchanged agent is not only used for a
mission but also for the next ones. We use our framework for
collecting data from nomadic devices. The mobile agents bring
back these data to server where they will be treated.
Keywords-mobile OSGi; agent; nomadic device; REST
services; transcoding.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobility is a common word, which has different meaning
depending on the working context. Mobile feature is often
used for device like smart phone, tablet. In that case, mobile
aspect highlights that user and device have the ability to
move during runtime application. Distributed systems use
mobility for actions. Mobile agents are often used for
adapting an application to its environment. In that case, it
means that the code of a part of an application can move
from one node of the network to another one [1].
Two meanings of one word for two distinct contexts
seem ambiguous and we should speak about nomadic user
but it is too late for changing a so common feature of phone
for instance. In our working context both aspects are used to
build a distributed application where mobile devices are http
client of distributed application.
Development of mobile applications is an activity
domain which focuses a lot of designers and programmers.
The number of libraries encourages new kinds of
interconnection. Several protocols are used depending on the
scope of exchanges. Bluetooth [2] and IrdA [3] are exploited
for local exchanges, like file transfers with a laptop. A WIFI
scanner allows users to connect all WIFI networks. This
increases the scope of applications. For example, a client can
register a broadcast receiver to perform the scan for new
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networks and improve its knowledge about environment [4].
Another application context is the developments of Binder
framework for inter process communication [5]. It is
designed to provide a rich high-level abstraction on top of
traditional operating system services
Traditional software architectures use network as input or
output data flows. Routes are defined between clients and
servers and these are used to exchange information. These
routes can be configured dynamically. But when a client is
mobile, it enters into an infinite process to adapt current
configuration. Also, this update costs time and energy.
Another approach could be to update configuration only
before communication. But, these events are not always
predictable and some of the updates might be useless.
We describe our approach in the next sections of this
document. First, we explain in detail our software
architecture. Then, we focus to agent server and how agents
are exposed over http protocol. Next section is about agent
host and the lifecycle of the incoming piece of code. Finally,
we describe one of our case studies based on a data
collection which gives information to the server about end
user activity.
II.

RELATED WORK

The Android platform covers a large software solution
for mobile devices from an operating system to a set of
mobile applications [6]. The two competing:
Windows
Mobile and Apple’s iPhone allows simplified development
environment built on proprietary operating systems that
restrict interactions between applications and native data.
Android offers an open source development environment
built on a Linux kernel [7]. Android offers also a standard
API to access to the device hardware; this API allows the
application to interact Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, and other hardware
components.
The Open Gateway Services interfaces (OSGi) platform
[8] defines a standardized, components-oriented computing
approach for services. This approach is the foundation of a
Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA) based system. The
OSGi specifications were created to cover the exposition of
residential internet gateways for home automation software
[9, 10]. However, the extensible features of OSGi technology
contribute to impose it as key solutions. Several devices
vendors, like Nokia and Motorola, have choice OSGi
standard as a base framework for their smart phones. This
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choice is due to the features provided secure support for
developing and deploying java service component
applications packaged in a standard Java Archive (JAR) file
called bundles. A bundle contains a manifest file that
describe bundle’s configuration on the OSGi container.
Figure 1 illustrates the OSGi framework, applied to our
approach, which provides a shared runtime environment
capable of dynamic and hot lifecycle management
operations: installs, updates, and uninstalls bundles. No need
to restarting the system after a management operation.

Fig. 1. Agent runtime environment architecture.

Other research works in literature have been focused in
the use of agent-based technology on nomadic devices;
examples include JADE [11], JaCa-Android [12],
AgentFactory [13], and 3APL [14]. Differently from these
related works, our approach do not consider the issue of
porting agent technologies on limited capability devices, but
we focus on the autonomous agent mobility issues, we focus
also on the advantages brought by the adoption of an agentbased solution for the development of mobile agents that
have decide when and where to move in a complex mobile
system.
We propose a new approach based on mobile agents [15]
that run into an Android embedded OSGi runtime
environment. Our work changes software architecture into a
new scheme. When an agent incomes onto a device; it has
knowledge about network configuration. This agent collects
business data and by the end of its mission, it can return to a
server or other clients.
III.

it engages the mobile agent into a state where it is able to
execute its own mission. To sum up, a mobile agent is a
piece of code which travels over the network. Initially, it is
configured by the server for navigating through a set of agent
hosts. Its aim is to be as autonomous as possible even if it
has to use local resources of host client. Security concerns
have to be set first on all the devices which will participate to
a case study. A more common definition of mobile agent can
be found in Bernichi [16].
A more precise observation stresses technical
requirements about network exchange and also message
structure between the components. Thereby, a client
communicates though the use of REST Web Services [17].
This involves that the underlying protocol is http. However,
type of message is considered as a byte stream from the hosts
to the mobile agent and vice versa.
A. A first level observation
First of all, we provide a deployment diagram where
main nodes of architecture are drawn. All connection mobile
software support http as the transport protocol, making each
compatible for use with the server through a solution on
Android devices. No security constraints are applied in the
first version of the prototype, but our security approach is
developed in subsection III.C.
Server is accessible through WIFI card and it may
connect to any standard WIFI router, which is configured as
an Access Point (AP), and then, sends the data to other
devices in the same network such as basic phones and smart
phones. Figure 2 represents the main items: a server which
supports an agent server; mobile devices support mobile
nodes and agent hosts. WIFI access is provided by antenna
or access point. The structure of the graph can be
permanently evolved. Of course, other items can be added
for example Bluetooth devices.
Once associated with the Access Point, the nodes may
ask for an IP address by using the DHCP protocol or use a
preconfigured static IP. The Access Point connection can be
encrypted, in this case, we have to specify also the passphrase or key to the WIFI module:
Nodes may also connect to a standard WIFI router with
DSL or cable connectivity and send the information to a web
server located on the Internet. Then, users are able to get this
information from the Cloud when a static configuration is
used.

MOBILE SOFTWARE ARCHITECTURE

The software architecture of distributed application is a
picture of the system that aids in the understanding of how
the system will behave. Such an architecture is depicted by a
component graph where each node is a software component.
A first observation enhances three main types of
components: agent server, agent host, and mobile agent.
The role of agent server is to receive the requests from
clients then it records the demands and creates or selects
mobile agents. Finally, it exports agent to agent hosts. The
role of agent host is to send its demand to a server and then
listen to the answer of the server. When the reception occurs,
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Fig. 2. Deployment diagram of our following case study.

B. A second level observation
After a first physical description, we provide a more
synthetic architecture description where components are
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isolated. In this context, a component is a modular unit that
is replaceable within its environment. Its internals are hidden
but it has well defined provided interfaces. Three main
components are designed with their dependencies.
The main component is called Agent Server on the server
station. It provides two interfaces. One is used for registering
the demands of the hosts. Another interface allows mobile
agents to exchange data with Agent Server. This interface is
particularly important for the end of mobile agent activity.

C. security approach
When agent have to access to a resource exposed by current
agent host, the agent use URI to address and get the
resource. Android SDK 1.0 introduced a security
mechanism to manage URI based security. An agent can
specify resource URI identifying an XML file. If the agent
doesn’t have read permission to the agent host containing
the XML file, the agent can use its own URI permission
instead. In this case, the agent uses a read flag that grants
the agent host access to the resource. URI permissions are
essentially capabilities for agent execution. This mechanism
allows a least privilege access to the agent host. The
tractability of policy is preserved truth the agent host.
In the next section, each component is described to
illustrate the mechanisms of code mobility and monitoring
the collection of information. The structure of the API allows
readers to understand the case study presented is the
following example.
IV.

AGENT EXPOSITION

Fig. 3. Component diagram :software architecture.

The role of each component is crucial in defining this
new software architecture. Also in this section, we will focus
on the structure of each and how is implemented software
mobility.

As illustrated in Figure 3, on each mobile device, a
component called Agent Host is installed. It sends demands
on mobile services by the use of IRegistration interface. This
component implements an interface called IVisitable. It
allows mobile agent to come into the context of agent host.
The component called Mobile Agent, is created and
configured of the server station, then it uses IVisitable
interface of agent hosts for the exportation. It provides an
interface called IAgent, which is used by the host to launch
the runtime of mobile agent on the nomadic device.
The interface IRegistration and IVisitable are remote but
IAgent is a local interface. All remote accesses are mapped
on http protocol methods. The technology REpresentation
State Transfer (REST) [18] is chosen. A resource-oriented
approach is well adapted to the interaction scheduling. A
resource is a mobile agent for the agent server or an agent
host. Or a resource can be an agent host for a mobile agent. It
means anything of potential interest that is serializable in
some form. The acronym REST refers to the transfer of some
bit of information or mobile agent state, as a representation,
from a server to a host or back again.
But, another technical constraint appears: the kind of byte
code is not the same between the server station and the
mobile device. Also, an agent which is built by the agent
server on the server has to be transcoded before moving to an
agent host. The transcoding means to know the technical
features of all agent hosts. Also, we decided to encode
mobile agent into an intermediate representation and each
local host will adapt the representation though the use of an
agent loader. This strategy is close to class loading but the
algorithm is not only about loading the byte code of the
agent but also on the permissions that are assigned to the
agent.

A. Agent Server component
The AgentServer component manages the demands of
agent hosts and the pool of mobile agents. Its first role is to
receive queries from agent hosts and treat them. To do this, it
is necessary to detail the structure of a query. It provides two
main records: the need for intervention, a reference for the
visit. The intervention of a mobile agent means a remote
activity is requested by an agent host. This expression is
made by the demand of a technical interface, which is
associated to permissions for access to local resources. As
part of this work, we have not installed directory services
where these interfaces have been reported. This should be
done in a real environment.
1) Design constraints
We show in section C the structure of a mobile agent. We
have decided that all mobile agents can provide only one
business interface for the purpose of simplification and
optimization. In fact, offering one business interface allows
the server to configure a mobile agent that travels to several
agent hosts. Each agent host has provided its reference in its
request. Then, a mobile agent manages a list of references to
agent hosts.
An agent server not only has the role to create mobile
agents as well as receiving mobile agents by the end of their
mission. This means having traveled all agent hosts; a
mobile agent ends at the agent server. Both activities are
dependent and yet receiving mobile agents must take
precedence over creation because the pool of agents waiting
mission is to be reused for future requests. To implement this
constraint, we have defined an agent server as composed of
two main threads. The first is to the end of mission, the
second for the creation of agents. This thread is of lower
priority to the first interrupt by creating a return.
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When returning mobile agents to the server, it is
responsible for the extraction of data and their backup in the
local system of persistence. In our case study, it is a database
server. These data are then used by other applications so that
future interventions will be planned. For example, when
collecting data for monitoring Web server, the messages on
anomaly deployment involve the creation of new demands of
mobile agent. So, a mobile agent will be exported onto the
host where the deployment fails. This update will involve
new messages during the next data collection and so on.
In our prototype, all agent hosts are treated equally by the
agent server. However, the result of the activity of mobile
agent cannot be validated by agent host itself. Also, this
could be the role of other mobile agents into a control
activity. The goal at the server level is to ensure that any
received request by the server is handled by a mobile agent.
In another work context, it would be possible to keep track of
a set of requests to consider exporting mobile groups of
agents in a single export.
We did not secure the exchange of data between the
server and mobile agents in the context of this work. We
considered that the data collected by mobile agents were
visible to all components of the distributed system. This
simplification allows us to reach a rapid prototype supporting
our functional tests, but also our load tests.
2) Component architecture

Fig. 4. Class diagram of agent server component

Figure 4 gives a first structure of the classes which
belong to the AgentServer component. New interfaces are
present such as Registry, RegistryObserver. These interfaces
are not exposed by the AgentServer component, but are
useful as local interfaces within the component itself. Thus,
RegistryObserver interface is implemented by all classes that
are prone to react to requests from a host. Implementation
classes are the pool of mobile agents and the class of mobile
agent factory.
The class diagram above highlights some design patterns.
The data structure that records the host requests is an
observable subject by all observers who treat them. The
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factory of mobile agents is an observer but also the pool of
mobile agents ready to be configured for a new mission. The
uniqueness of some essential items in the AgentServer
component is implemented by the use of Singleton pattern.
This is the case for LocateRegistry class has only one
instance for recording all requests from the host.
Technical classes are not present on the diagram in
Figure 4 for clarity. For example, management of tasks
requested by the host is missing from the figure. In addition,
the agent server uses a task set to inject during the
configuration of mobile agents. This means the injection of
code into an agent, which is already created, but also initiates
an initial context for the task performed by the agent.
B. Agent Host component
By definition, the host agent is installed on the nomadic
device such as tablets and smartphones. In our current
prototype, we have chosen to implement an agent host per
device. Thus, the host can be seen in the distribution as
representative of the software device that supports system.
This component manages the identifiers among other
material information.
1) Analysis requirements
A host of agents exhibits a single remote interface to be
visited by requested mobile agents. The advantage of this
approach is better interactivity. Thus, the interface is
published in the directory of the host interface (Registry)
only when the request from the host has been accepted by the
server. In addition, this interface will be removed as soon as
the mobile agent has visited the host.
The expression of the need for intervention is difficult
because it is necessary that the host is aware of the types of
jobs available on the server. As part of this prototype, we
made the choice to have a set of interfaces known agent
hosts and agent server. It is clear that this global knowledge
is not desirable because it all tipsy scalability tasks. More
particularly, this approach prohibits the dynamic task
creation. This concept will be addressed in the next
increment of our prototype.
The structure of an agent host has the particularity to
execute a business process but also to involve a mobile
agent. This would happen following a request from the host.
It is important at this stage to focus on the principle of
mobility that we have implemented. A strong constraint is
the byte code differences between the platform server and
nomadic devices. A host agent cannot execute code from a
mobile agent created on the server. It is necessary to
transcode this code to adapt to the device from which the
request comes. The technical risk was initially important in
our project and encouraged us to assign our increment to it.
This conversion is done on the server. When the agent host
receives the byte code of the class of the mobile agent, it
must load it via a local agent loader and configure from the
state of the serialized (with its class) agent.
Then, the mobile agent is executed in accordance with
the life cycle of the host agents. This means that a thread is
dedicated to the mobile agent and activity. The priority of
this thread is normal to let the opportunity to agent host to
launch higher-priority threads. Finally, specific permissions
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are assigned to AgentHost component in order to perform
network communications and access to some useful sensors
for the business job.
2) Design patterns
The main structure of an agent host is based on the
Command design pattern. Figure 5 shows that design choice.
When a mobile agent invokes IVisitable interface to enter the
host, the client of this pattern is the VisitableService service.
It creates a concrete MobileAgent instance from input byte
data and sets its receiver.
The class called, AgentLoader promotes the byte code
array into a class which can be used by agent host. The agent
thus received is added to the instance of WaitingRoom class
is the data structure that are placed all mobile agents received
awaiting use. This instance acts as an Invoker. It asks the
concrete mobile agent to carry out the activity. MobileAgent
abstract class declares an interface for executing the task.
CollectorAgent and MonitorAgent define a binding between
a Host object and a task. It implements methods of public
interface IAgent. We use the concrete command
CollectorAgent into the next case study. Its role is to invoke
the corresponding operation on host. In the next example
(section V), the data are extracted from data files. The Host
class knows how to perform the operations associated with
carrying out a request. This class serves as a receiver for all
the concrete commands.

Fig. 5. Class diagram of agent host component

A Host object represents a mobile location (any possible
place) where a mobile agent may run. Thus it is represented
as a physical resource with computing capabilities. An
instance of this class is always bound with the corresponding
native host. Several local information are stored by the host
in order to be recognized as unique in the wireless network
without using information specific to the protocol itself.
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The Context class (Figure 5) shows the data structure
used by mobile agents as they pass on the host. Two scopes
of data are useful. First data host range: they are resident data
that the mobile agent can take starting from the agent host.
These data are useful for its current activity and the
realization of its mission on this host. Mobile scope data are
those that can move with the mobile agent during its travel
from host to host. Usually, these data are the overall mission
must make the mobile agent. By the end of the mission, the
extraction results come from scope mobile data. They allow
an external application to validate the success or not of the
mission of the mobile agent.
C. Mobile Agent component
The concept of mobile code we use; is a mobility on
demand, because it is controlled by the applicants. In our
case, the server and the hosts are the assets of our distributed
system. Hosts request and the server provides services. But
in our case the product is not a set of raw data, it is a code
that intelligence can make a mobile service. By configuring
the server, the agent knows the references hosts and thus
moves from host to host in order to apply the only task that
knows. Of course, this task can use specific host data or
specific mobile data.
1) Mobility on demand.
This expression is often associated to electric vehicle in a
city. But, in our working context, this represents use of
mobile agent in a distributed system. To be useful the mobile
agent needs the host offers an agent loader. Then, its
statement is managed by the lifecycle of the host. Thus, it is
the host that will decide the launch of its task or its
interruption, etc.
The end of normal task of an agent is reached the stop()
method is executed. In order to comply with a protocol of the
easiest possible use, we decided to adopt a balanced
approach than the arrival of the mobile agent on a host. Thus,
the execution of the stop() method is followed by the data
backup (local to the host or mobile), and then moving the
agent to its next destination. The last destination will be the
agent server. Once the migration is done, the code of the
agent is discharged. And two successive interventions of an
agent of the same type will be considered as two different
interventions.
When looking for the next host, the mobile agent
performs a search of the reference that it has received from
the server during configuration step. There can be only one
registry per host. In our case, each host has permissions to
manage its own registry but can only lookup into abroad
registry. Also, the search is performed by a multi cast on all
of these registries to find out the reference of the next
destination host.
In the context that such a reference is not found then the
mobile agent fails to migrate to the next destination. If this
reference is last then he will go on the server that originally
configured. The final extraction of the data is made by the
server. It calls the IAccessor interface that is managed by the
component MobileAgent. We designed this refund so that all
the data is aggregated results in a data structure which only
read access is possible through the use of IAccessor
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interface. At its next configuration, the contents of these
results will be deleted from the memory of the mobile agent
as for all mobile data scope.
On the server, the management of mobile agent in done
by the data structure called ReusableAgentPool which is an
iterable structure. We have not developed a technique to
eliminate redundant in the waiting pool agents. Another
strategy recommended in the work of load balancing is to let
the agent on the last host who asked. The underlying idea
concerns the fact that an agent is more useful from a client to
a server.
2) Design and change.
The mobile agent design is simple as it is important that
the agent is small so it can be easily encoded and decoded.
By construction, a mobile agent is a running activity in the
context of remote work. All types of work are not present on
the charts but simply Task interface.
To be independent, a mobile agent must be configured. It
comes from the server contains a list of steps that are the
mission of this agent. A step is the application of a task on a
host. By the end of the application of a task is achieved and
added to the result list (class called ResultManagement).

methods to implement the real actions. Thus the general
algorithm is saved in the class called MobileAgent but the
concrete steps may be changed by the subclasses. The
refined implementation is done in RESTMobileAgent class,
where all the steps are implemented as REST web services
(Figure 6).
The REST approach is oriented around resources. The
resources support often access though get, post, put or delete
actions. We built a whole REST prototype, but our design
could support other kinds of remote access if necessary.
Next section is about how mobile agent activities are
inserted into the life cycle of agent hosts.
V.

AGENT HOST LIFECYCLE

Deploying the set of components, they are started at
installation. And any agent host is ready to receive a mobile
agent after an initial setup phase. Management of mobile
agents or constraints specific to each host and belong to the
configuration of the host. This is done through the use of
XML descriptor.
A. Component descriptor
The Mobile Component Descriptor (MCD) describes the
properties of agent host. The MCD contains following
required information such that the technical name of the
component, the version and a description of the component.
Specific features are added such that component type
(Server, Host, Mobile), runtime environment, etc. Next, the
behavior of the component is described as phases of an
automaton. The way to specify them is extremely simple and
is divided into 4 parts: parameter, transport receiver,
transport sender, phase order. These parts are included into
<agentHost/> tag.
1) Parameter
A parameter is a name-value pair which is used by the
component. Each and every top level parameter is
transformed into properties in Configuration instance of
component. The correct way of defining a parameter is as
follows:
<parameter name="identifier" value="HostD1"/>

2) Transport Receiver
Depending on the underlying transport on which agent
hosts are going to run, different transport receivers are
defined as follows:

Fig. 6. Class diagram of mobile agent component

Thus, by the end of the mission, the list of steps is empty
while the list of results is full. Each of the support structures
of an iterator that enables an enumeration of the data
structure in the same order as that of the host list.
The strategy of migration is achieved by the move()
method. This is a step algorithm which is realized by the use
of Template design pattern. These steps are implemented
using abstract methods. Subclasses change the abstract
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<transportReceiver name="http"
class="fr.upec.lacl.device.host.ReceiveController">
<parameter name="protocol" value="http"/>
<parameter name="port" value="8888"/>
<parameter name="version" value="HTTP/1.0"/>
</transportReceiver>

The "name" attribute of the <transportReceiver/>
element identifies the type of the transport receiver. It can be
HTTP, TCP, etc. But, because we use Android device,
HTTPf is selected.
When the host starts up the "class" attribute is for
specifying the actual java class that will implement the
required interfaces for the transport. Any transport can have
zero or more parameters, and any parameters given can be
accessed via the corresponding transport receiver.
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3) Transport Sender
Like the previous section, Transport senders are registred
in the configuration of the host. And later at the runtime, the
exportation of mobile agent will follow this feature, we
defined HTTP as transport.
<transportSender name="http"
class="fr.upec.lacl.device.host.SendController">
<parameter name="protocol" value="http"/>
<parameter name="port" value="8890"/>
<parameter name="version" value="HTTP/1.0"/>
</transportReceiver>

The sender can have zero or more parameters. In the frame
above, the port is defined and also the schema of the
transport protocol.
We have chosen the same protocol in both cases, but we
think about protocol adapter between nomadic devices. For
instance, we think about protocol adapter between nomadic
devices and the use of Bluetooth protocol as transport
protocol and OBEX serialization.
4) Phase Order
Specifying the order of phases of an agent host in the
execution chain is essential to know when mobile agent can
interrupt the host.
<phaseOrder name="lifecycle"
package="fr.upec.lacl.device.host">
<phase name="init" type="start" class="Init"/>
<phase name="business" type="loop">
<handler name="observer" class="Display"/>
<step name="step1" type="exec" class="Wave1"/>
<step name="step2" type="import" class="Import"/>
<step name="step3" type="exec" class="Wave2"/>
<step name="step4" type="export" class="Export"/>
</phase>
<phase name="end" type="stop" class="Close"/>
</phaseOrder

Each phase can have a handler, which observes or
displays details about the phase. In the example above, the
class Display has a method called handle(), which does the
observation.
A phase is defined by a name and a type which
corresponds to an event in the behavior of the agent host and
an implementation class. For instance, the phase named init
has a type called start. It means that the startActivity()
method of Host class (Figure 5), triggers its behavior defined
in class called Init, and its doWork() method. All the phases
are defined in the same manner. Thus, the phase named
business represents the core of the agent host. Its type
implies that this is an infinite loop which is subdivided into a
sequence of four steps. The first one, called step1, is defined
by a class called Wave1. This is triggered by the execute()
method of Host class. The following step allows host to
import a mobile agent. This step is leaded by the Import
class. The third step corresponds to the end of the business
activity of the agent host. This is defined by the Wave2 class.
Finally, the fourth step allows host to export agent if its
mission is ended. Otherwise, this step is blocking until the
end of the behavior of the mobile agent.
The end of that loop is achieved by the use of
interruption from execute() method. Then, the phase named
end is achieved. As before the type called stop is bound to
stopActivity() of Host class. So, it triggers the behavior coded
into the class called Close and its method doWork(). This
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brings a set of technical classes which are not on the figure 5,
but they represent a State design pattern where each state of
the state chart is defined by a class and polymorphic
methods. Two steps are dedicated to mobile agents: import
and export. Between those events the mobile agent is used by
the host.
B. Mobile agent as activity resource
During the execution of a mobile agent, we can consider
it as a thread. As all threads on the nomadic device, it has
access to resources, which are internal or external, depending
on the permissions it possesses. Because it is not possible to
add permissions avec the agent is arrived, it is important to
prepare its arrival. This step is called negotiation between the
mobile agent and the agent host.
From the side of the agent host, it needs to receive an
agent able to do a technical interface. On the side of the
mobile agent, it needs to have access to resource which
belongs to the device. If the mobile agent comes onto the
host and discovers that it cannot do its job, time is wasted
and computing resource are used for nothing. Also, mobile
agent has a description of the resource, it needs to read or
write. As an example, we give below the resource
description of the collector agent (Figure 5).
<resources agent="ca1" class="CollectorAgent"
package="fr.upec.lacl.device.mobile">
<resource name="contacts" mode="read"
uri="content://contacts/people/"/>
</resources>

The resource list contains only one resource which is
used as a reader. This resource is defined by an URI which is
parsed by the host to know whether it is possible to read.
When the condition is validated then the migration can
happen.

Fig. 7. Interaction diagram of negotiation protocol

To sum up our negotiation protocol, we show the
following interaction diagram which is applied at each
migration action. After sending its request, the host registers
its proxy and waits until a mobile agent is ready (Figure 7).
After configuring a mobile agent, the server injects a task
and a list of references into the mobile agent. Then, it can
enter into negotiation with the first host of its reference list.
The stimulus 7 (Figure 7) tests whether the collector activity
is possible onto the host. Because all resources are declared
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with uri string, the host parses each of them and decides
whether its resources are available.
In Figure 7, the answer of the host is true; also the mobile
agent can starts the visit (stimulus 11). At that point the
mobile agent is viewed as a binary resource which is read by
the read and transformed into a class of agent. This is the
role of the AgentLoader class which is not design on the
Figure 7.
During its runtime, the mobile agent will access to the
resources, which are declared into its own descriptor.
Because the previous check is satisfied by the host, it means
that not only the host provides a way to access to them, but
also it ensures that the permissions of the host are sufficient
to realize this resource accesses. At that point the roles are
opposite, the host can be considered as a resource manager
for the mobile agent.
When the task of the agent is finished, it saves its result
and looks for the next host reference. If the reference exists,
then the stimuli from 7 to 12 will occur again (Figure 7) with
this new host, and so on.
C. Instrumentation
In order to identify the root cause of bad behavior,
instrumentation has to be introduced. We are interesting into
two kinds of anomalies. First kind is about phase tracking.
Because hosts are defined as automaton, we want to ensure
that the event traces are precisely what is predicted. Second
kind is about performance of mobile agents. It is not easy to
predict the number of mobile agents is necessary for a set of
tasks. If twenty hosts send the same request, only one mobile
agent can be sufficient. But, depending on what it has to do,
the size of this agent can grow and the serialization and
deserialization will cost more time. Moreover, the work of
one mobile agent will last more time because, all visit will be
done sequentially. Also, it could be interesting to create and
configure a set of mobile agent, but how many mobile
agents?
These measures need to use external libraries. For the
host phase tracking, we use JMX API [19], which is a
standard for management and monitoring of resources such
as hosts and mobile agents. During the following case study,
we observe phases, firing transition, configuration of agents
and the notification of state changes during the data
collection. We have defined MXBean classes which are
managed remotely by the MXBeanServer of the JVM (Java
Virtual Machine) of the server. The tool jvisualVM
(Sun/Oracle) is used to display their results and allows users
to interact with our distributed system.
The time spend within code fragments of mobile agent is
interesting to find a limit into the use of mobility. It is
important to detect the threshold where one mobile agent
costs more time than two. Again, we can observe the impact
of the mobile data on the migration action. This can involve
changes in the management of mobile agents on the server.
We use JETM [10] Java Execution Time Measure, which
perfectly fits in this kind of time measure. It can be used
declaratively and programmatically and collecting data are
recorded in a flat or nested manner. An advantage is an http
console on port 40000 which is used to visualize execution
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timings in the form of a dynamic report. We have injected
EtmPoint instances into the methods of mobile agent and
task and we follow all the steps of the behavior of a collector
agent.
VI.

CASE STUDY

Our work has several technical aspects which are
necessary to validate through a case study. This case study
has to be understandable even by a non-developer. Also, we
have chosen to collect data about the personal contacts
recorded into a smartphone or a tablet. The example has
several advantages. First, everyone knows the concept of
contact into a phone book; this is a tuple of string and
number. The size of a set of contacts can be big enough to
raise exceptions during the data transfer.
Secondly, this resource is easily used through the use of
uri, permissions about it are well known and a whole contact
is serialized automatically. Finally, it is easy to check
whether our tests are checked, failed or in an error status.
A. Synospsis
An experiment in developing small mobile phone
application is not new, but in our context the architecture is
more complex. There are a standard server workstation and
four nomadic devices. Software is installed on the server to
deploy Web services in REST technology. It means Apache
Tomcat and Jersey libraries.
First, we have defined a test suite composed on four tests;
each of them managed a different strategy of mobility. The
first test uses only one mobile agent which travels aver the
four devices.
Secondly, we have increased the number of contacts on
the devices. Again, this test suite contains four tests where
the size of contacts is higher each time.
Finally, we have tested anomaly in case of the descriptor
is not compatible with the host. the descriptor is not
compatible with the host.
B. Measure and trace event
All the time measures are expressed into millisecond
(ms). Because data set are difficult to read, we present only
extremes.
1) First test suite about mobility strategy.
a) One mobile agent for 4 agent hosts: this array shows
only the bounds; we can note that the serialization costs
quite the same time as the task of the mobile agent itself.
The same remark is true about deserialization. Also, in that
case, it could be interesting to limit the sequence of actions
of the mobile agent. A better solution could be to launch in
parallel several mobile agents.
b) Two mobile agents per two agent hosts: in that
context, the measures are more difficult to exploit because
each mobile agent has its own array of result, also it is
necessary to aggregate the results and use a global reference
to the clock of the agent server. If the whole data collection
spends less time than in the first case, the number of
serialization are strictly the same but distributed over the 4
agent hosts. We observe that a global time measure from
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agent server shows that two mobile agents work faster than
only one. But, this gain comes from the distributionof
mobile agents. Now, a whole time measure is not a basic
sum of all steps. Two partial collects are done in parallel
and interesting results come quickly with two mobile
agents.
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
|
Measurement Point
| # | Average | Min | Max | Total |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::lookup
| 4 |
2,025 | 1.101 | 2.910 | 8.103 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::move
| 4 |
2.886 | 2.131 | 3.982 | 11.546 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::serialize
| 4 |
2.992 | 2.202 | 4.002 | 11.970 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::deserialize | 4 |
3.045 | 2.252 | 4.062 | 12.180 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::start
| 4 |
4.757 | 4.632 | 4.914 | 19.028 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::stop
| 4 |
0.920 | 0.821 | 1.001 | 3.683 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|

Fig. 8. Data results for one mobile agent

2) Second test suite about volume of data set.
Now there are four tests where each agent host has the same
number of contacts. But, for the second test, we have
doubled the number of contacts per agent host. For the third
test, we have multiply by three, and so on. All the data
collections are done by two mobile agents as before.
a) Each agent host manages 100 contacts: two mobile
agents collects them. This case corresponds to the last
experiment (Figure 9).
b) Each agent host manages 400 contacts: the same
number of mobile agents collects data. We observe that the
duration of the task is quite the same in all the test cases but
the serialization and deserialization steps are more
expensive. Also in case of the data size is huge, we note that
it is essential to increase the number of mobile agents. Thus,
the size of mobile data will be bound and the cost of the
serialization could be constant.
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
|
Measurement Point
| # | Average | Min | Max | Total |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::lookup
| 2 |
1,862 | 1.113 | 2.711 | 3.724 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::move
| 2 |
2.901 | 2.811 | 2.991 | 5.802 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::serialize
| 2 |
2.463 | 2.412 | 2.515 | 4.927 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::deserialize | 2 |
2.502 | 2.289 | 2.715 | 5.004 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::start
| 2 |
4.892 | 4.872 | 4.913 | 9.785 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|
| MobileAgent::stop
| 2 |
0.825 | 0.823 | 0.828 | 1.651 |
|--------------------------|---|---------|-------|-------|--------|

This scenario involves knew ability for agent host and
mobile agent. First, if several mobile agents are present on an
agent host, each of them should have to manage its own data
without any perturbation from the other agents. In that case,
the agent host should have to have one agent loader per agent
host. So, each mobile agent will be separated by
construction. Secondly, if more than one mobile agent
realized a task, they have to exchange information or share
flags about their own activity. For instance, the first agent
collects the first part of the contacts (from one to hundred)
and the second collect the next hundred contacts. The cost of
the serialization becomes predictable, but mobile agents have
to exchange messages during their execution.
This concept of message is implemented in Android
framework through the use of Intent service. But, mobile
agent comes from an agent server which is not under
Android. Also, we have to develop a layer of exchange on
the agent hosts to allow mobile agents to have better
cohesion.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have shown that it was possible to use
mobile agents which are interoperable between a JVM and a
Dalvik virtual machine. Our work was applied in the context
of a data collection. This is a famous example useful in a lot
of cases. We have applied an approach of transcoding to
adapt byte code from JVM to DVM and vice versa.
Measures are computed to highlight that it is essential to
configure precisely the pool of agents.
Finally, we have stressed that it was useful to have a
message system local to agent host to allow synchronization
between mobile agents. The use of a message system global
to the device seems to be a solution to explore in future
experiments.
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Abstract—With increasing human mobility and demand for
ubiquitous communications, the growth for satellite
communications is likely to continue. Recently, IP multicast
support over satellites has witness significant increases.
Mobility support for multicast receivers as well as sources
within a global multi-beam satellite network is very important.
Not much research has been done on this area compared to IP
multicast mobility support in the Internet. In this paper, we
propose a new mechanism to support multicast source mobility
for Source-Specific Multicast (SSM) based applications in a
multi-beam mesh satellite network with receivers both within
the satellite network and in the Internet. In the proposed
mechanism, the mobile source remains transparent to the
various SSM receivers at all times despite the fact that its IP
address keeps on changing as it changes its point of attachment
from one satellite gateway (GW) to another. The uniqueness
about this proposal is the absence of encapsulation (tunnelling)
and triangular routing paths throughout the system and its
compliance with DVB-RCS/S2 specifications.
Keywords-SSM; Mobile Multicast Source; Transparent
Satellite; Multi-beam Satellite Interactive Network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

IP multicasting is a technology in which a single copy of
IP data is sent to a group of interested recipients and the
routers (or hosts) in the network replicate the data as
required for delivery until a copy reaches all intended
downstream group members. In IP multicasting, there may
be a many sources sending data to a single multicast group
for example: group voice chat. In source-specific multicast
(SSM), the group member of such a multicast group, G
requests to receive traffic only from one specific source, S.
Hence SSM is usually denoted as (S, G) [1].
The handover of a mobile multicast receiver from one
point of attachment to another has a local and single impact
on that particular receiver only. However, the handover of a
mobile source may affect the entire multicast group, thereby
making it a critical issue. A mobile multicast source faces
two main problems; transparency and reverse path
forwarding (RPF).
In SSM, a receiver subscribes to a multicast channel (S, G)
[1]. During a handover, as the source moves from one
network to another, its IP address will change. When the
source uses this new IP address i.e., care-of address (CoA)
[2, 3] as source address to send traffic, the multicast router
in the foreign network cannot forward the multicast packets
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until a receiver explicitly subscribes to this new channel
(CoA, G). This is known as the transparency problem.
A multicast source-specific tree is associated to source
location i.e., the source is always at the root of the sourcespecific tree. The RPF check compares the packet’s source
address against the interface upon which the packet is
received. During handover, the location of the source will
change (and consequently its IP address), thus invalidating
the source-specific tree due to the RPF check test. Hence,
the RPF problem relates to the fact that the mobile source
cannot use its home address in the foreign network as the
source address to send packets as this will result in a failure
of the RPF mechanism and the ingress filtering [2].
IP multicast over satellites can be used to communicate
important service information like the weather conditions,
on-going disaster zones and information, route updates, etc.
in long haul flights, global maritime vessels and continental
trains. Multicasting this information to all the interested
parties rather than individually informing them (i.e., unicast)
would save a lot of satellite bandwidth resources.
II.

PREVIOUS STUDIES ON SSM

A few mobile source support techniques for SSM have
been proposed for terrestrial Internet. These are far from
being applicable in a satellite scenario. Due to the problems
of transparency and RPF, remote subscription [2, 3, 4]
cannot be applied to mobile multicast sources for SSM.
Home subscription [2, 3, 4] in terrestrial Internet on the
other hand, can support both mobile receivers and sources
(including SSM senders) by use of bi-directional tunnelling
through home agent without the problems of transparency
and RPF. As shown in Figure 1, once the mobile source
leaves its home gateway (GW), it must release the resources
in its home GW as it acquires new set of resources in the
new GW during the GW handover (GWH) [5]. Following
the home subscription mechanism, if bi-directional
tunnelling between the home GW and the target GW is used
to maintain source identity, the mesh communication
concept (i.e., a single hop over the satellite) will be lost and
could also results in RPF issues. More so, it is practically
impossible for the mobile source to make use of resources
under its home GW after handover to a new GW [5]. This
implies that bi-directional tunnelling through home agent as
mobility support technique for a mobile source in a mesh
transparent multi-beam satellite scenario is also not suitable.
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In [6] and [7], the authors using the shared tree
approach proposed ―Mobility-aware Rendezvous Points‖
(MRPs), which in effect replace the home agents in their
role as mobility anchors. There is at least one MRP per
domain. The MRPs rely on triangular routing and tunnelling
to fulfil their role as mobility anchors during inter-domain
tree setup and also re-introduce rendezvous points, which
are not native to SSM routing. The introduction of new
entities/messages for example, the MRP, new registration
message (of mobile sources to MRPs whenever they move
into a new domain), MRP Peer-to-peer Source Active (SA)
and keep-alive messages (required to track the source's
MRP attachment point changes) during inter-domain
multicasting, coupled with the modification of the standard
Multicast Forwarding Table (referenced by the two
addresses home address and CoA instead of a unique IP
address) make this approach very complicated. Also, large
number of signalling messages as proposed in this
mechanism is not good for satellite networks as they
consume the scarce and expensive satellite bandwidth.
Authors in [8] and [9] introduced Tree Morphing and
Enhanced Tree Morphing (ETM) respectively, which are
routing protocol adaptive to SSM source mobility. The
concept of the source tree extension or elongation as the
source moves from the previous designated multicast router
(pDR) to new designated router (nDR) is not applicable in
satellite scenario because the delivery tree rooted at the
source in one GW cannot be extended to that same source
when it moves to a different GW. This makes the
fundamental design concept of these extensions not
consistent with the nature of satellite networks.
SSM source handover notification approach proposed by
authors in [10] suggested adding a new sub-option in the
standard IPv6 destination binding option known as SSM
source handover notification. During handover, the source
after acquiring new IP address will notify receivers to
subscribe to the new channel. The problems here are the
large amount of signalling traffic over satellite air interface
and the fact that some receivers may be unsynchronized to
source handovers, leading to severe packet loss.
BH – Beam Handover
GWH – Gateway Handover

A mobile multicast source support for SSM in proxy
mobile IPv6 domain has been proposed by authors in [11].
One of the drawbacks here is that there are no mechanisms
to supress upstream forwarding to Local Mobility Anchor
(LMA) [12] even when there are no receivers. Triangular
routing is also a problem here when a mobile receiver and a
source, all having different LMAs are attached to the same
Mobility Access Gateway (MAG) [12]. In such a situation,
the MAG has to forward traffic upstream to the
corresponding LMA of the mobile source, which will tunnel
the traffic to the corresponding LMA of the mobile receiver
which then tunnels the traffic back to the same MAG for
delivery to mobile receiver, causing waste of network
resources in the whole domain. The fact that in proxy
mobile IPv6 domain, the LMA is the topological anchor
point for the addresses assigned to mobile nodes within the
domain (i.e., packets with those addresses as destination are
routed to the LMA), the role of the LMA and MAG does
not fit well into a global interactive multi-beam satellite
network with many Transparent/Regenerative Satellite
Gateways [13], each having different IP addressing space.
This paper proposes a new solution consistent with the
DVB–RCS/S2 satellite network specifications that supports
SSM source mobility within the satellite network. The
provision of solution to the problems of transparency and
RPF without creating triangular routing paths and making
use of encapsulation (tunnelling) are what make this
approach unique. The solution is divided into two parts;
support for receivers within the satellite network and those
in terrestrial Internet.
III.

PROPOSED MULTICAST SOURCE MOBILITY
MECHANISM FOR SSM IN SATELLITE NETWORK

A. Network Architecture
Figure 1 shows the network architecture, where a mobile
multicast source is present in beam 1 and the receivers are in
beams 1, 2, 3 and 6. GW_A1 serves beams 1 and 2, GW_A2
and GW_A3 serve beams 3 and 4, respectively and GW_A4
serves beams 5 and 6.
Satellite A

Mobile Source
GWH

BH
RCST1
GW_A1 Beam 1

Beam 2 RCST2

GW_A2

Internet

GW_A3
RCST3 GWH
Beam 3
Beam 4

BH

GWH
Beam 5

RCST4
Beam 6 GW_A4

NCC

Multicast Receiver 1

Multicast Receiver 2

Figure 1. Mobile Source at Home Network (GW_A1)
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BH – Beam Handover
GWH – Gateway Handover

Satellite A

Mobile Source
GW_A3
BH
RCST1
GW_A1 Beam 1

RCST2
Beam 2

RCST3 GWH
Beam 4
Beam 3
GW_A2

GWH

GWH
Beam 5

BH

RCST4
Beam 6
GW_A4

NCC

Internet
Multicast Receiver 1

Multicast Receiver 2

Figure 2. Mobile Source at Foreign Network (GW_A2)

The multicast receivers in the terrestrial network are
connected through GW_A1. The mobile source sends out
four identical streams of multicast traffic, each for one of
the four beams that has interested receivers. This is because
the satellite is a transparent one with no IP layer 3
capabilities on-board the satellite to replicate multicast
traffic.
Figure 2 shows the mobile source now in beam 3 after
successful handover. Here, the terrestrial SSM receivers are
now connected through GW_A2 which is the serving
gateway to the mobile source in beam 3. This illustrates how
the multicast delivery tree to the terrestrial receivers
changes whenever the mobile source changes its point of
attachment to the satellite network from one satellite
gateway to another.
B. Source Adressing scheme
According to the DVB specifications each GW has its
own IP addressing space different from every other. This
proposal leverages on the fact that each mobile Return
Channel Satellite Terminal (mRCST), can be reserved a
specific IP address under each GW. It is proposed that the
IP addresses of the mRCST (in this case, mobile source)
under various GWs are made known to the listening
RCSTs/GWs as soon as they subscribe to the SSM. This can
be made possible by associating the mRCST physical
(MAC) address to a specific IP address as illustrated in
Table 1.
TABLE I.

MOBILE SOURCE IP ADDRESS UNDER EACH GATEWAY

Mobile
RCST(Source)

Mac
Address

IP Unicast Address
GW1

GW2

GW3

GW4

mRCST1

mac 1

a 11

a 12

a 13

a 14

mRCST2

mac 2

a 21

a 22

a 23

a 24

mRCSTn

mac n

a n1

a n2

a n3

a n4
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It is assumed here for simplicity that there are 4
gateways under the control of the Network Control Centre
(NCC). However, this can be easily extended. If this
allocation can be pre-assigned by the NCC at the time of
joining the multicast group, then this would remove the
need for the use of tunnelling between GWs. Instead, native
forwarding along the source-specific delivery tree
throughout the network can be supported.
C. Support for multicast receivers within the Satellite
Network
It is assumed here that:
 The transparent satellite has on-board multiplexing
capability to provide connectivity between different
beams provided at the physical layer and mainly
responsible for forwarding MF-TDMA carriers or
groups of carriers in an uplink beam to different
downlinks beams.
 Each mRCST knows all its IP addresses under various
GWs as described in the previous section.
 The NCC will act as the the Internet Group Management
Protocol (IGMP) querier for the satellite network [13]
and contains IP addresses of all mRCSTs under each
GW in addition to its normal functionalities
 The NCC enables the establishment of point-tomultipoint connection between source and listening
RCSTs/GWs.
The NCC acting as satellite IGMP querier keeps control
of the multicast groups and also builds the SSM tree based
on on-board connectivity between different beams.
Periodically, the NCC sends out the Multicast Map Table
(MMT) [14] to all multicast receivers. The MMT which
contains the list of IP multicast addresses each associated
with a specific Program Identifier (PID) enables listening
RCSTs/GWs to receive multicast traffic from groups which
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they are members of. When the NCC receives an IGMP join
report for SSM, it checks the source-list and if some sources
are identified as mRCSTs, it will immediately respond with
a unicast message to the RCST/GW which requested
listening by stating that the multicast source is a mobile
source, as well as giving out the source IP addresses under
each GW (e.g., Mobile source; IP addresses: a11, a12, a13,
a14). This message prepares the receiver to expect multicast
traffic from any of these IP addresses knowing that it is
coming from the same source, thus, solving the problem of
transparency. For receivers on LAN behind RCSTs [14], the
RCST acting as an IGMP Router and Querier on its user
interface (i.e., interface towards the internal LAN) and an
IGMP Host on the satellite interface, after receiving the
mobile source details, will take up the role of notifying any
interested user terminal in its LAN of the multiple IP
addresses of the mobile source. The listening RCSTs’ user
interface delivers the traffic according to channel
subscription (S, G) to user terminals.
D. Support for multicast Receivers on the Internet
It is proposed that all GWs in the Interactive Satellite
Network (ISN) should be equipped with a new Multicast
Mobility Management Unit (M3U) that is responsible for
control plane signalling to provide support for mobility for
multicast sources. This new M3U entity contains the
following:
 A database of information regarding all mRCSTs in the
entire ISN, each identified by its physical (MAC)
address and the fixed IP addresses it has under each GW
as shown in Table 1.
 A message chamber which can generate three new types
of messages shown in Table II.
TABLE II.
Message
Name
Type
Source
Destination

Content

Purpose

PROPOSED NEW MESSAGES

Interface state
message
Unicast
Serving GW
Neighbouring
GWs

Target GW
message
Unicast
Target GW
Serving GW

SSM reception
interface state
i.e., Multicast
addresses,
filtering mode
and source list.

IP address of
the Target GW

To identify the
mobile source
in preparation
for GW
handover

To notify
serving GW
which
neighbouring
GW will be the
target GW

Channel update
message
Multicast
Serving GW
All SSM
Receivers in the
Internet
IP address of
mobile source in
target GW.
Instruction to
update channel
subscription to
new mobile
source IP
address
For the Internet
receivers to start
building the
new delivery
tree to the target
GW

When a GW receives the first IGMP join report for
SSM, a service interface (socket; interface; multicast
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address; filter-mode; source-list) [15] is created against the
interface that received the join report. While forwarding this
join report to the NCC, the M3U as shown in Figure 3,
checks the multicast source-list in the report against the data
base containing the list of all mRCSTs. If some sources on
the source-list are identified as mRCSTs, then the M3U of
the serving GW will send the new proposed Interface State
Message (ISM) to all neighbouring GWs. The neighbouring
GWs extract the mobile sources (mRCSTs) from the source
list after consulting the database in their M3U.
When the mobile source moves and a handover
procedure is initiated by the NCC by sending the SNMP
Set-Request message to the target GW, the target GW issues
the new proposed Target GW Message (TGM) to the
serving GW. The TGM enables the serving GW to identify
which of its neighbouring GWs will be the target GW for
the mobile source.With the knowledge of the target GW
identity and upon consulting its database, the serving GW
will then issue the Channel Update Message (CUM) to all
SSM receivers in Internet/LAN.
It should be noted here that only the serving GW can
reach all SSM receivers in the Internet since it is located at
the root of the SSM delivery tree to the Internet. Upon
reception of CUM by SSM receivers in the Internet, a new
SSM delivery tree construction to the target GW is triggered
as shown in Figure 2. Target GW issues IGMP join report to
NCC as soon as it gets the updated channel subscription
request (PIM Join) from Internet and at the same time, its
M3U will issue ISM to all GWs neighbouring target GW in
preparation for the next GWH. The target GW now becomes
part of the mesh receivers within the satellite network
described in section IIIC above as it assumes the
responsibility of serving receivers in the Internet. This
therefore makes the IP address changes during a GW
handover transparent to all SSM recipients. Eventually, the
old tree to old GW will be torn down as it becomes inactive
(no traffic).
From/To
Internet
PIM (S,G)
Join MSG2

MSG1 + MSG3

Gateway
M3U

Is source
IP addrs
=
mRCST
IP addrs

No

IGMP
Join Report

Checking
source-list
Yes

Data
Base

Message
Chamber
IGMP
Join
Report

Messages
MSG 1: Interface State Message :Unicast
From Serving GW to Neighbouring GWs
Interface state (mcast-addrs, f-mode, src-list)
MSG 2:Target GW Message: Unicast
From Target GW to Serving GW
Target GW for mobile source mRCST1
MSG 3:Channel Update Message : Multicast
From Serving GW to all SSM Receivers in
Internet
Mobile source IP address in target GW +
instruction for channel subscription update

Sat air Interface To
Satellite

Figure 3. Multicast Mobility Management Unit (M3U)

E. Message sequence for multicast source mobility
Figure 4 shows the signalling sequence during GW
handover.
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Mobile Source
RCST/Aircraft)

GW_A1
(Serving GW)

NCC

Internet
MER

IGMP (a11, G) Join
IGMP (a11, G) Join

MER

GW_A2
(Target GW)

PIM-SSM (a11, G) Join

1. Interface State Message

Multicast Traffic
Multicast Traffic

2. Sync RL with HO
recommendation

3. SNMP Set-Request:Set SI tables + Routing Update Information (RUI) of mobile RCST
4. Target GW Message
5. Channel Update Message
6. SNMP Set-Response: Set SI tables after allocating BW resources to RCST + IP address activation
7. SNMP Set-Request: Set SI
tables + RCST Identity

8. PIM-SSM (a12, G) Join
9. IGMP (a12, G) Join

11. TIMu (F/L) received in old beam, 10. SNMP Set-Response:
retuned to target beam & switched to
Set SI tables
new link
12. SI tables (TBTP, SCT, FCT,
TCT, MMT) issued in target beam
13. ACQ (R/L)
14. CMT (R/L)

15. IGMP (a12, G) Join
Multicast Traffic
Multicast Traffic
Satellite Communication

a11- mobile source IP address under GW_A1

Terrestrial Communication
a12 – mobile source IP address under GW_A2

Figure 4. Signalling sequence at gateway handover

This signalling sequence contains the proposed new
messages integrated into the standard GW handover
signalling sequence given in [5]. Figure 4 is the detailed
illustration of what is described in section IIID. From the
signalling sequences in Figure 4, the sizes of the signalling
messages determine the total time required to complete a
GWH.
IV.

GW HANDOVER PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

The messages sizes used in table III are derived from
[16, 17] and [18]. It is assumed that the routing update
information table (RUI) contains at least 100 bytes of
routing data.
TABLE III.

GW HANDOVER SIGNALLING MESSAGES SIZES

Messages
Message 1 ( containing at least 3 sources)
Synchronisation (SYNC) Burst
SNMP Set-Request: set SI tables + RUI
Message 2
Message 3
SNMP Set-Response: set SI tables
SNMP Set-Request: set SI tables + RCST Identity
PIM-SM Join
SNMP Set-Response: set SI tables + RCST Identity
TIM (Terminal Information Message)
SI Tables (TBTP, SCT, FCT, TCT, MMT)
ACQ (Acquisition Burst)
CMT (Correction Message Table)
IGMP Join

Packet Length
(in Bytes)
45
16
736
28
28
636
640
64
640
35
152
12
30
64

The time taken to transmit a single message between two
relevant network entities over any given link under ideal
conditions i.e., lossless conditions is given by (1) and the
time required to send a message during handover relevant
signalling entities under lossy conditions is given by (2).
(1)
Tlossless  Ttrans  Tprop  Tproc
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 q 
Ttotal  Tlossless  Tlossless  Tw   
  TINT
1  q 

(2)

Where,
 Ttrans = transmission delay = message size ÷ link bit
rate.
 TProc = average processing time at any node. This is
assumed to be 5 ms [18] for all nodes.
 Tprop = propagation delay due to the communication
link.
T p ro p _ wireless

(3)
T p ro p   T p ro p _ wired

TINT

- Tprop_wireless = propagation delay due to wireless link
- Tprop_wired = propagation delay due to wired link
- TINT = propagation in the Internet. Since it is
impossible to know the rout taken by the packet
in the Internet with certainty, it is assumed to
be 8 ms as suggested in [18].
 q = probability of a failure transmission over satellite.
The data rate in the satellite link is assumed to be
144Kbps [18] and the gateways are assumed to be using 100
Base-T Ethernet supporting a data rate of 100Mbps. The
propagation speed in LAN Ethernet is assumed to be 2/3 the
speed of light i.e., 2 x108m/s [18]. The distance between the
gateway and the multicast edge router MER is assumed to
be 4m.
Figure 5 shows that the total time required to complete
GWH and to reconstruct the SSM delivery tree to target GW
increases with increasing probabilities of failure. It should
be noted that the new SSM tree construction starts when any
receiver in the Internet issues the first IGMP/PIM –SSM
join message to the target GW upon reception of channel
subscription update message. It can be deduced from Figure
5 that for probabilities of failure 0% - 10%, the average time
taken to complete:
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GWH with only mesh multicast support is 2.83
seconds
GWH with mesh and terrestrial (internet) multicast
support is 3.22 seconds
New SSM delivery tree construction to target GW
and the first IGMP reaching the NCC is 1.85
seconds.

[2]

[3]
[4]

[5]

GW Handover with Mesh and Terrestrial (Internet) Multicast Support
GW Handover with only Mesh Multicast Support
Time required for new SSM tree construction to target GW+1st IGMP reaching NCC

3.5

[6]

Total Time (second)

3

2.5

2

[7]
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Figure 5. GW handover time delay at probabilities of failure 0% – 10%
[8]

Note should be taken of the fact in this proposal, no
additional time delay (compared to the standard in [5]) is
incurred for source mobility support for mesh receivers
during GWH and that the actual time between switching
links from serving GW to target GW is very small compared
to the total GWH time shown above
V.

CONCLUSION

IP multicast based applications are very important for
satellite networks in order to share vital information
between various receivers without the wastage of expensive
satellite resources. Multicast sources that may move from
one point of attachment to another will result in the
breakage of the multicast tree. While some solutions to
support multicast source mobility have been proposed for
the internet, it was seen that these are not very suitable in a
satellite network. This paper proposes a suitable solution for
multicast source mobility in a multi-beam satellite network.
It presents the network architecture and the proposed
address management scheme. A new Multicast Mobility
Management Unit (M3U) has been proposed within the GW
along with three new control messages that provide support
for mobility for multicast sources. The proposed solution
has made it possible to solve the mobile multicast source
transparency and RPF problems. Time delay analysis was
carried out in order to evaluate the performance during the
gateway handover. The results obtained from GWH
performance evaluation above show that source mobility
support for SSM has very little or no impact on handover
latency on receivers within the satellite network.
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Abstract—Safe driving requires knowledge of the surrounding
traffic environment. Such knowledge will enable the driver to
predict possible dangerous situations and events. Driver
distraction and reckless driving are two cases, which reduce
the ability of a driver to perceive these situations. This is the
reason why Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADASs) are
being introduced. In this paper, we will tackle how mobile
devices may help out in ADASs. Many companies, such as
BMW and Audi have been developing their own ADASs, but
offer them as optional accessories at an additional cost, being
available only with new vehicles. The aim of the system we are
developing is to help out in decreasing the amount of motor
vehicle accidents by developing a low cost solution, which can
be easily downloaded to and installed on a mobile device, and
which may be used on any vehicle. The final results prove that
the system was quite successful during tests, with many people
claiming that they would use such a system on a regular basis.
Keywords-active driver assistance, driver behaviour, motor
accidents, driver safety

I.

INTRODUCTION

In this section, we will introduce the subject matter of the
paper. We will first identify the problem, and then we will
continue to explain the major causes of motor traffic
accidents.
A. The Challenge
Road traffic accidents have become one of the leading
causes of death. This costs countries billions of dollars a year
for damages, insurances, and health bills. The most
worrying, though, is the fact that the increase of these
accidents has brought the cause up to the same ranks as
HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Tuberculosis, and most
communities are still practically ignoring it. Lord Robertson
from Make Roads Safe argues that every six seconds we
have another reason to work with campaigns such as Make
Roads Safe as an international community. Make Roads Safe
present statistics claiming that 1.2 million people are killed,
with a minimum of 50 million people left injured, every
year. They predict that by 2015, “road crashes will be the
leading cause of disability for children aged four and above
in developing countries” [1]. L.G. Norman argues that
accidents are or will become the number one cause for
deaths, mainly in highly industrialized nations where roads
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are crowded with vehicles. He continues to argue that road
traffic accidents can be considered as the new epidemic. The
paper by L.G. Norman was published in 1962, which only
goes to show that the situation of road traffic accidents has
not been improved as dramatically as was needed and still
has a lot of work to be done [2].
Many drivers are over-optimistic, over-confident, and
make above-average biases, leading to excessive risk taking,
a delay in the uptake information, and social norms of bad
driving, which lead to a high number of traffic accidents.
These accidents also lead to moral hazards for damages,
which are usually covered by insurances, as many damages
are not paid for by the drivers, which make and take the
risks. Knowing this, drivers are willing to take more risks.
We can easily see that many accidents can be easily avoided.
Most accidents are caused by the victims themselves, caused
by human errors, such as “imperfect perception, insufficient
attention, and inadequate information processing” [3].
B. Major Motor Accident Causes
Cause 1: Alcohol; Alcohol is one of the most well-known
and most advertised causes of accidents. There have been
many campaigns launched to tackle this cause and increase
the awareness of such health issues. In fact, the amount of
accidents caused by drunk driving has been declining in
many countries throughout the past few years [4].
Cause 2: Fatigue; We all know that we need to sleep
seven to nine hours a day to optimize our performance, and
to be able to concentrate and work. It is not a matter of
choice. The longer we remain awake, the more we feel the
need to sleep and the harder it gets to resist the urge to do so.
By not sleeping the right number of hours, we are becoming
more prone to extreme short term sleepiness, which could
easily lead to chronic sleepiness. Sleepiness reduces the
person’s reaction time, vigilance, alertness, and
concentration, hence resulting in impairment of attentionbased activities. These activities include driving. Sleepiness
reduces the speed at which information is processed and the
quality of all decision-making, badly affecting any driving
activity. A study was held by the Sleep Research Centre in
the United Kingdom on how drivers are affected by fatigue.
The study reported a finding which indicates that 20% of all
accidents are caused by driver fatigue on long, monotonous
roads [5].
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Cause 3: Distraction; Driver distraction is when a driver
pays attention to other activities while driving. It is another
major problem, which is also well-known to be one of the
biggest causes of road traffic accidents. Most widely used in
campaigns is the risk of driving while using mobile phones
and in fact fines issued by police due to the use of mobile
phones while driving have been increasing rapidly during the
past few years. However, research in the area has proved that
road traffic accidents related to driver distraction are actually
being caused by other methods and other forms of
multitasking. Distraction impairs the driver’s decisionmaking and observation skills, making him take worse
decisions about how to control his vehicle’s and surrounding
vehicles’ safety [6].
Cause 4: Behavior; The driving behavior of drivers
reflects how the driver perceives situations and his decisionmaking skills when encountering different situations.
Irresponsible driving behaviors have been given the term
‘road rage’ to describe them. Road rage is becoming
increasingly popular especially with the young and middle
aged population because of the stress, anxiety, anger,
antagonism, and fear experiences on today’s roads and traffic
situations. Surprisingly, most problems which result from
bad driving behavior are actually caused by the belief that
the law cannot or will not do anything and would not take
action about any fleeting transgressions [7].
II.

TECHNOLOGIES AND DRIVER ASSISTANCE

In this section, we the focus will be around around what
has already been published related to driving assistance
systems and the technologies used.
A. Computer Vision
One of the most broad and vast research areas in
computing is image processing. It involves not just filtering,
but also compression and image enhancement. Computer
vision is where image processing is used and implemented,
and one of its main tasks is to understand what the image is
actually depicting. This is handled by making use of
complex algorithms to analyse the content based on
recognition. All functionalities provided by computer vision
such as reconstruction of 3D scenes, motion capturing and
object recognition. The field of computer vision is rapidly
growing, with microprocessors being improved and
becoming more powerful [8]. The results of these
improvements came with a number of computer vision
libraries being made available, some of which are even open
source and free to use, while others are commercial products.
Some of the libraries we investigated were libCVD, openCV,
Matrox Imaging Library and NI Vision [9].
B. Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
These systems have recently become very popular, with
many companies researching and developing their own
versions. Their aim is to decrease the amount of accidents
and decrease the gravity of consequences caused by
accidents, while also making the driving experience easier
and more efficient. These systems are intelligent systems,
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and support the driver in performing one or more elements
involved in the driving task [9]. A number of surveys have
been conducted regarding ADASs, and the results conclude
that 40% of traffic accidents can be prevented with their use.
However, even though ADASs can prevent many accidents,
injuries and fatalities, they are still rarely used. This is
believed to be true because many people have yet to
understand their usefulness [10].
As previously discussed, many manufacturers have been
and are still developing and implementing their own ADASs.
These companies include Mobileye, Nvidia, Continental,
BMW, VolksWagen, and Audi. Many of the features which
they have implemented include night vision, lane departure
warning, curve and speed limit information, collision
warning, adaptive cruise control, local hazard warning, lane
change assistant, obstacle and collision warning and
avoidance [11].
III.

TACKLING THE MAIN CAUSES

A. Cause 1: Alcohol
The current idea to reduce the problem of driving under
the influence of alcohol is to “separate drinking drivers from
their vehicles” [12]. This can be done by installing an
ignition interlock device on the vehicle, which is connected
to the starting system. The setup is connected to a
breathalyzer, which enables or disables the ignition interlock
device. When the driver needs to drive, he is required to
blow into the breathalyzer tube [12]. Smart Start Inc. is a
company based on Irving, TX, and has developed ignition
interlock devices for vehicles and also for homes [13].
B. Cause 2: Fatigue
VolksWagen and Smart Eye AB have developed their
own solutions to tackle this cause. VolksWagen group have
developed an attention control system, which includes a
camera in the cockpit that monitors the driver’s eyelids.
When the system finds any signs that the driver may be
tired, it makes a noise and requests the driver to take a break
[11]. SmartEye AB developed the SmartEye Pro 3.0, which
is a system that estimates head pose by using methods based
on tracking of facial features and a three dimensional head
model. However, they do not manufacture any algorithms to
monitor the drowsiness [14].
C. Cause 3: Distraction
A number of companies have introduced various
systems and ideas to solve this cause. Many of these
systems are not intelligent, providing feedback if, for
example, the driver is intentionally changing lanes. Some of
the best solutions are those presented by Mobileye. Their
main solution is a camera-based safety solution, which helps
out in accident prevention and mitigation. It notifies the
driver on lane departure with visual and audio warnings and
measures the distance between the tires to the lane markings
on both sides of the vehicle [15].
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D. Cause 4: Behavior
Companies developing driver behavior monitoring
include Teltonika and Cellocator. These two companies
offer vehicle tracking hardware with in-built algorithms
based on accelerometer values. They take into consideration
over-speeding, acceleration and braking, while also
detecting, processing, logging and reporting a wide set of
events concerned with hazardous driving behavior [16][17].
IV.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES

ADASs aim to prevent motor accidents mainly caused by
distractions, drowsiness and behavior. In this work, our main
goal is to provide a low-cost driver assistance system without
the need of installing any additional hardware and which
works on any vehicle. In order to produce such a solution,
we have investigated a number of existing solutions.
We aim to provide an easy to use, and an easy to
understand interface, which notifies the driver of dangerous
events based on priorities (sorted according to their
importance) without distracting the driver. The notifications
we aim to provide the driver with are related to overspeeding, driver distraction and drowsiness, lane departure,
oncoming obstacles, and suggested speeds for oncoming
curves.
V.

DESIGN

A system has been developed and released. In this
section, we will go through the system’s design and the
chosen platform.
A. Mobile Platforms
Mobile devices have improved radically, especially with
the progress of the internet on these devices. This caused the
usage of smartphones and their services to “become more
and more popular” [18]. Some of these services include
Location Based Services and transport information services.
“Mobile Services make life easier, simpler and more
effective” [18]. There are a number of Mobile Platforms
available for mobile devices, including Android, Windows,
iOS, WebOS, Symbian, and RIM [18].
Developing the system to work on a commonly used
mobile platform will satisfy one of the aims we set out to
achieve – we have tried to produce an easy to use
application, which can be installed and made use of by
anyone of any age.
The system was developed on the Android platform. It is
the mobile platform, which is on the rise, has the highest
market share and is one of the easiest to develop on since
applications can be developed using JAVA.
B. ADAS to Android mobile application
A lot of time was spent researching existing driver
assistance systems and solutions, which are available to the
general public. All the systems found are powered by quite
powerful hardware, specifically designed and built for the
use of ADASs. The systems also have plenty of sensors
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installed around the vehicle, such as RADAR infrared
sensors, and cameras with night vision enhancement
technologies. For our implementation, we made it a point not
to use any third party hardware peripherals, and use only the
built-in hardware sensors provided by the device, which
made it harder to implement.
Analyzing the causes and how they have been previously
tackled, all of them require additional hardware, such as
breathalyzers. In our implementation, we developed
workarounds, which make use of estimates. This will satisfy
one of the aims, which states that we will try to provide a
low cost solution with no need to purchase and install any
external devices. However, for causes such as drunk driving,
workarounds could not be developed since there is no actual
control over the vehicle.
1) Tackling Cause 1: alcohol;
As previously mentioned, developing functionality to
tackle this cause is close to impossible without third party
external peripherals. One of the ideas which came to mind
was to implement an accelerometer sensor listener, which
analyses user activity patterns and checks the driving
behaviour. This however would turn out to be very
inaccurate, and can only be used to warn the driver not to
drive. Warning a person under the influence of alcohol not to
drive would prove to be close to useless. This is because as
previously explained, alcohol encourages a competitive
behaviour, which will only encourage the driver to be
dangerously daring.
2) Tackling Cause 2: fatigue; and cause 4: Behavior
The methods to tackle driver fatigue and driver behavior
are very similar. The idea is to analyse the user activity
patterns to identify the status of the user. The data is
collected from the device’s in-built accelerometer sensor,
and then filtered to achieve the data needed. The current
implementation identifies the status of the user, whether
walking, driving, or standby. It also identifies any sharp
‘hits’ exerted on the device, such as pot holes in the road,
harsh turns, harsh braking and harsh acceleration. However,
the implementation assumes that any sharp ‘hits’ are only
harsh braking or harsh acceleration, and does not understand
the difference between the others (harsh turning, etc.). To
tackle fatigue, the current implementation constantly
provides feedback to the driver by both audible tones, and by
speaking out instructions. This keeps the driver attentive and
pesters him if he is driving too fast and therefore recklessly.
The implementation to continually give feedback to the user
will also help to satisfy the third aim, which states that we
will provide the user with warnings to reduce his possibility
of being in a traffic motor accident.
Other parts of the implementation include a curve
detection and notification function, which analyses the road
the vehicle is currently on, and using digital maps, extracts
and calculates the angles of the rest of the road in front. The
algorithm then takes the user’s speed from the GPS sensor,
and compares the angles to the suggested speeds. These
implementations will help reduce motor accidents, which
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occur due to over speeding in curves by notifying the user
earlier to give him time to take preventive action.
3) Tackling cause 3: Distraction; Tackling this cause is
a combination of all the functionalities and methods used to
tackle the other three causes. We tackled driving distraction
with the idea that we need to constantly pester the driver to
keep his attention and focus on the road ahead. The alerts
and warnings used in the previously described
functionalities already do a big part of the job. The
additional methods to tackle this cause have not been fully
implemented. However, the essential, most difficult parts
have been implemented for proof of concept.
The system makes use of the camera to analyse the lane
markings and oncoming obstacles, and tries to estimate
(since only one camera is available) the distance between the
host vehicle and the obstacle linearly in front. The current
implementation can also detect obstacles on neighbouring
lanes, which then can be used to provide feedback to the
driver if there is a possibility that an obstacle is beside the
host vehicle while changing lanes. All the functionalities
combined help reduce the risk of motor accidents by alerting
the driver and catching his attention if he distracted.
VI.

2) The activity analyser
This feature analyses the device’s accelerometer and GPS
information to determine whether the user is walking,
driving, or standby. It is mainly used in conjunction with the
incoming call block. If the user is in ‘standby’ or ‘walking’
mode, the incoming call block is switched off. If the user is
in ‘driving', the incoming call block is enabled. In Figure 1,
we can see the process for analyzing the user’s activity.

IMPLEMENTATION

The system has been developed in a modular fashion,
where each feature is developed in its own separate module.
The main modules are the user interface, the activity
analyser, the lane processor, the obstacle processor, the
directions and curve detector, the GPS location module and
the call catching module. It is important to note that our aim
was not to develop all features which are available in other
existing ADASs, but to give an idea of what can be achieved
with a mobile device and how it can help out in this area.
The GPS sensor will be used for geolocation purposes, to
record location, speed and acceleration. The 3G connections
provided by the device will be used to connect to the server,
and the accelerometer will be used to analyse the driver’s
activities.
1) The service and the main thread
The system has been divided into two main parts: the
main thread and the service. The main thread handles the
Graphical User Interface (GUI) of the application: the
camera view, the car information views, the destination
selection and map view, and other small, low memory
intensive threads, lane processing and obstacle processing.
The service is a background thread, which controls other
small background threads. It handles the text to speech, the
activity analyser, the GPS location listener, curve detection,
turn by turn navigation, location tracking, warning logging
and notifications, incoming call blocker and the SMS
sender.
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Figure 1: The Activity Analyzer process
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3) Lane processing
The lane processing algorithm took a lot of time to figure
out; much longer than expected. Many implementations
were tried and tested, until a good output was achieved. The
main problems were caused because of the faded out lane
markings in Malta. Also, many roads do not have lane
markings. The result achieved by the lane processing
algorithm can be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 3: A curve detection speed warning

6) Incoming calls and SMSs
The main purpose of this feature is to reduce driver
distraction. It listens for any incoming calls, and can be set
to either answer the call and send it to loud speaker, or block
any incoming calls, and send an SMS automatically to the
caller, with a message saying that the other user is driving.
VII. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
Figure 2: The result achieved from the lane processing algorithm

4) Obstacle processing
The obstacle processing algorithm which has been
designed and implemented for the paper has to be improved
and worked on. The algorithm implemented is one which
has been adapted from the algorithm proposed by Shane
Tuohy in his dissertation paper: Real Time Distance
Determination for an Automobile Environment using
Inverse Perspective Mapping in OpenCV.
5) Directions and Curve detection
For this feature, we needed to set up a special server with
map data. We set up a CentOs 6.0 64bit server and installed
a number of applications such as Mapnik, osm2pgsql and
Routino. These applications are used for mapping
functionalities such as routing. We downloaded the map
data from an open source, free to use server: Open Street
Maps. We then implemented some methods using PHP and
postgresql queries to retrieve road data, such as road names
and road points, which make up the road. The road points
are sent to the application installed on the device, which in
turn analyses them and calculates the difference between
each angle. It then issues both visual warnings and sound
warnings to the driver depending on the speed of the vehicle
and the strength of the oncoming curve. An example of a
warning given by the curve detection can be seen in Figure
3.
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The system was made available on Google Play, free of
charge. We created a website which enabled users to
register and receive a username and password. As soon as
we released the system for private testing, we sent out an
email to all registered users to inform them that they could
start testing it. We had some limitations, such as the fact
that user must be located in the Maltese Islands to be able to
test it out. After installing the application on the user’s
mobile, the mobile had to be installed on the dashboard of a
vehicle, with the camera facing towards the road in front.
We evaluated the system in two ways. As explained
above, we allowed users to download it and test it on their
own. For the second method, we chose a number of
individuals from different age groups and went on test
drives with each one of them individually.
1) Private testing
The website for registering and downloading the
application was launched on www.m-tada.com. After given
some time to evaluate, each user was sent a short
questionnaire. The questionnaire was filled and submitted
by twenty-one people, 48% being between the ages of
eighteen and twenty, 33% being between the ages of
twenty-one and twenty-five, 5% being from the age group
of twenty-seven to thirty-five and the last 14% being older
than thirty-five. Six of the applicants have been in a motor
traffic accidents, four admitting that it was their fault,
mainly caused by driver distraction and driver drowsiness.
One of the applicants also said that the accident was
partially caused because of driver behavior. Eleven people
said that they never considered making use of ADASs,
while four never felt the need, and the other six may have
considered them. Also, four of the applicants did not know
that many modern vehicles come with driver assistance
options, while two never considered it.
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With the questions regarding the application, three of the
applicants did not have a compatible device and therefore
could not make use of it. The others who managed to make
use of the system, found the notifications and warnings it
provided very accurate, with 15 claiming that it helped them
improve their driving behavior, and another three saying
that they do not know if it helped. The last question in the
questionnaire asked whether the applicants would buy such
an application. Fourteen of the applicants said they would,
while three said no. One of the applicants comments that he
would prefer the basic application to be made free of charge,
with only additional features being put up for optional
purchase.
2) Individual test drives
We went on test drives with 7 people of different age
groups. We carefully analyzed their reactions to the
feedback provided by the system to determine their
compliance and acceptance of it. The device we used was a
Samsung Galaxy S3 with Android version 4.1.2. It had an
average frame rate of 10 frames per second.
Age group 1: 18-20; We tested 2 different people. Both
were very compliant and accepting of the system, and drove
very cautiously. They did their best to avoid being provided
any feedback from the system. One of the participants said
that he complied to the system as it made him feel safer. He
said that since he is still a beginner, he is still used to
following instructions given by the instructor, and he felt
that the system was replacing him. He also claimed that the
curve detection and warning system helped him travel along
roads, which were new to him.
Age group 2: 20-30; The person from this age group
drove very cautiously and slowly. He was given close to no
feedback at all. When asked how he felt driving with the
system, he said that he obeyed it because he did not want to
be pestered by it, and also wanted to make the best of it. He
used it to aid him while driving. He also claimed that he
thought that the visual warnings defeated the scope of
auditory warnings as it would take your eyes off the road
unnecessarily.
Age group 3: 30-40; The person from the third age group
ignored most of the warnings provided to him by the
system, and only complied to it when it seemed to be the
only choice he had. He gave us the impression that he did
not comply because of pride and ego. We later asked him
why he did not comply, and he simply answered that he
wasn’t interested in being given any feedback. He also said
that he wouldn’t mind having such a system in his vehicle,
as long as he could choose the type of warnings and what
warnings he would be given.
Age group 4: 40 -50; For this age group we went on 2
different test drives, a female and a male. The female
claimed that she finds driver assistance system useful, and
makes use of them regularly. She said that they help her in
heavy traffic roads, and high speed roads. When using the
system, she said that the warnings were very helpful and
quite accurate. The male did not want any feedback given to
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him. Out of pride, he went to the extent of doing exactly the
opposite of what the system suggested him to do. He
constantly criticized the system and said that the only
feedback he wants is to know if there is a speed camera up
ahead. He also claimed that he also ignores feedback from
passengers as he is a very good driver because of his
experience he gained over the years.
3) Results
At first glance, we can say that the system, although still
requiring a lot of work, was very effective with the majority
of the users. The system provided the users with accurate
warnings. Most of the warnings were regarding high speeds
when approaching curves in the road. The system pestered
the drivers, encouraging them to drive cautiously and slowly
while approaching these curves. A limitation in evaluating
such a system is that the best way to evaluate it would have
been to have a higher number of test drives and users
evaluating it. We couldn’t analyze exactly the number of
near-collision situations, and how much of them would have
been reduced with the aid of our system. We also believe
that as can be seen from the test drive with age group 1,
assistance needs to be given from the beginning of a driver’s
experience. Starting to provide assistance to experienced
drivers will only encourage a competitive attitude and show
one’s pride and ego.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
1) Improvements over existing systems
We tackled two main points, which we aimed on
improving over existing systems. One of these is that
existing systems are very costly, because they require the
driver to purchase external devices unless the vehicle has
existing sensors. These devices then need to be installed by
an auto mechanic, and set up by an auto technician or
engineer. To buy a vehicle with pre-installed ADASs also is
very costly as each feature is an ‘optional’, which has to be
paid for extra. An existing system which works on mobile
phones, as mentioned previously, Mobileye, also needs the
user to purchase external devices and install them in various
locations around the vehicle. The solution mTADA, which
we have developed however does not need any external
devices, but only makes use of the sensors provided by the
host mobile phone itself. Another improvement is that the
application also provides audible feedback with the voice of
a human being, while also categorizing the different types of
warnings according to the gravity of the situation. The
system also provides driver behavior feedback while
providing turn by turn navigation instructions, which no
existing system currently provides.
2) Future Work
Plenty of ideas had been brought forward for the system
proposed, however due to time restrictions it proved very
difficult to even research them. In this section, we will be
identifying the main ideas and explaining how they could be
implemented and their possible uses.
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Bug fixes - The first work to be done on the system would
be to fix the existing known bugs. These include the bugs
related to the turn by turn navigation and finding a solution
for the harsh braking and acceleration algorithms.
Obstacle detection and tracking - Obstacle detection has
already been implemented, however as explained in the
testing section, in real-life scenarios a lot of false positives
are also being detected due to the different road shades,
glares and the need for further pre-processing on the image
feed to help identify the vehicles in dark situations.
Lane departure warnings - On fixing the obstacle
detection and tracking algorithm the lane departure warning
system can be enabled as the basics for this feature have
already been implemented. By getting the obstacles from the
image and tracking them, it would be possible to analyse
whether there are any possible vehicles in blind spots, at the
sides of the vehicle. Doing so will make it possible for the
system to provide feedback when the host vehicle is
deviating from the lane and a vehicle might be on the other
lane.
Driving behavior - Another idea is to improve the user
activity algorithm to be able to analyze the driving patterns
to deduce the driving behavior of the user. This data then
can be used to offer constructive criticism to the user based
on these patterns. Another idea was that after deducing the
driver behavior, feedback is provided to the user on how to
reduce fuel consumption – eco driving.
Settings screen - A number of people provided additional
comments and feedback in the questionnaire. The idea we
liked the most was to have a ‘settings’ screen, which would
allow the user to customize the user experience, and
deactivate certain functionalities such as lane detection and
tracking.
Map data - Another idea would be to have the map data
downloaded and stored on the device instead of requesting
the data every few seconds. This would help to reduce data
costs and to preserve battery life. To accomplish this,
however, the application would have to store the logs in
internal memory, and then upload them to the server as soon
as a valid connection is found.
Web application and traffic data - A part of the system
which we did not manage to work on was a web application,
which provides real-time data of the location of the mobile
and real time logs. The application would enable many
possible uses, such as vehicle tracking for businesses, and
also driver analysis for personal use. With the
implementation of this real-time system, it would enable the
possibility of crowd-sourced traffic analyses and indication
systems. This system would be able to analyze the data
being transmitted by the devices, consider the different
speeds on the different roads to estimate where there would
be possible traffic. It could also be improved to indicate
where there would be an accident. In fact, another
possibility for future work on the system would be to
implement collision detection, which would automatically
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notify the authorities to take action, and neighboring traffic
to avoid the road.
3) Conclusions
Road traffic accidents are a major problem, which takes
major toll on life in all countries, mainly in industrialized
areas and developing countries. The major causes of such
accidents are alcohol, driving behaviour, fatigue and driver
distraction. When tackling a cause like driver distraction and
driver behaviour, it is very difficult for the driver to actually
acknowledge that he is doing something wrong since there
is no good source for feedback except for passengers or
being in a near-accident situation. To solve this, we
attempted to develop a system, which pesters the driver,
keeping his attention and focus on the road, while also
providing feedback based on his behaviour, such as
excessive speeding, harsh braking and harsh acceleration.
We did extensive research, and presented the most
relevant information. Based on this information we
developed a system, which we named mTADA: Mobile
Tracking and Advanced Driver Assistance. We
implemented mTADA on the Android mobile platform so
that it can be easily installed and used by a majority of the
population. The system does not make any use of any third
party peripherals but only makes use of the sensors already
available on the device – GPS sensor, accelerometer, back
camera and the touch screen. We managed to implement
lane tracking and detection, curve detection, a turn by turn
navigation system, and a warning system. However, we
encountered some problems while tackling the obstacle
detection algorithm because of different colours in the
roads. We also encountered some small bugs during testing,
which we have mentioned in the testing section previously
and pointed out as future work in the previous section. To
top it all off, after fully testing the system, we evaluated it in
a real world scenario and it proved to be useful. Many
people who we questioned claimed to have found it useful,
and claimed that they would make use of such an
application on a regular basis. We also went on test drives
with people from different age groups and analysed their
reactions, acceptance and compliance towards the system.
Younger age groups were more compliant and accepting of
the system, while males from older age groups did not want
to be provided feedback, and were neither accepting nor
compliant.
We found that the system development was quite difficult
at first without making use of external devices, especially in
night situations. We managed to design and implement a
number of workarounds to tackle most of the 4 main causes.
However, the system still has a number of bugs to be fixed,
and a number of features and functionalities to be
implemented. Even in the current state the system managed
to achieve the results we set out to achieve, together with
the aims and objectives we identified at the beginning of
this paper.
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Abstract- The main objective of this paper is to create an
application that makes use of gamification principles in order
to teach and guide children and teens towards a healthier life
and encourage them to lead it. The application also allows
users to track their overall progress and it instructs them on
how to proceed. While doing so it gives them tips and facts
about improving their lifestyle. The application also tries to
apply gamification techniques like having a sense of
competition and providing feedback so that tasks like exercise
are more engaging. To evaluate the application, a group of
people made use of the application as they saw fit, for a period
of time. The gamification techniques used were successful in
giving them the desired experience. With the competitive
element between friends encouraging them to make more use
of the application and the tips and facts helping them towards
a healthier lifestyle. The biggest concern was that the
application did not encourage the users to keep using it as
much as we’d liked.
Keywords-obesity; healthy; iOS; gamification; lifestyle

I.

INTRODUCTION

The problem of obesity is a growing concern that has
reached epidemic scales in most developed countries within
Europe and the United States of America [16], [18]. Recent
studies show Malta as having the most obese adult and child
males in Europe [1], [2].
The biggest concern is that obesity puts children and
teens at risk of developing more serious health issues, which
are normally seen at an older age [17]. It is also a strong
indication that the child or teen will be obese once
adulthood sets in.
This helped motivate us into trying to find our own
solution to the problem; so we set out to develop an iOS
application that would help the users tackle obesity. With
current smartphone devices, the application’s potential is
endless, even more so since current generations spend so
much time playing some kind of game on some type of
device or console [19].
After reviewing various publications and current
technologies, we came up with the My Lifestyle App for the
iOS. It makes use of gamification concepts like using a
points and a leader board system in order to engage users
and help them maintain healthier lifestyles. The application
also attempts to challenge and teach users so that they can
lead a healthier lifestyle.
Once we developed the application, we also had a group
of people trying out the application for a period of time
before evaluating it. After they evaluated it, we analysed all
the results and came to a conclusion.
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In this paper, we give a short analysis of different papers
that we reviewed with regards to current technology used
for nutritional purposes and different gamification concepts.
We then move on to stating our aims and objectives and
how we plan on designing our proposed application in order
to reach these objectives. From there, we move on to the
Implementation stage. There we give a detailed outlook on
how the application was developed. Finally, we give a
report of our findings before coming to our conclusion. In
the conclusion, we try to summarise our findings and state
different ways of how we plan on improving the application
for future reference.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature review was split into two main sections.
The first section revolved around papers, publications, and
applications regarding technology that is being or will be
used in helping to improve ones nutritional values and help
to combat obesity. The second section was with regards to
gamification and the different techniques that can be used in
order to make mundane and tiring tasks more fun, engaging
and meaningful.
A. Technology and Nutrition
The basis of how we plan on tackling obesity, as said by
Tsai et al. [3] is to modify the two main modifiable aspects
of an obese or overweight person’s life. These aspects are
their diets and their physical inactivity. So, we sought out to
examine the different technologies that were able to help in
improving these aspects of someone’s life in some way or
another.
With the advancements in smartphones, monitoring food
intake has become much easier, where various systems
allow you to scan barcodes and retrieve the item’s
nutritional values very easily. Yet, for this to function
properly, we need to have large amounts of data stored in
large online databases, with food items for all kinds of
societies since different societies will have different brands
and different food items. This would also make the
application more dependent on an Internet connection,
which might not always be available. It might also have
efficiency issues in order to retrieve certain information
from the database, so it will need to be optimized to enable
quick searches.
Although such a system would allow an application to
tell you what kind of food you would need during the day,
and what’s good and what’s not, simply allowing them to
monitor themselves still would not be enough. This is
mostly due to the fact that even if you simply scan an item
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to input it’s nutritional values, some users will still either
forget or not bother to input the items, which would result in
the application giving them bad instructions. Therefore, we
will also need to teach the user about why and how they
should eat healthier, so that they would not necessarily need
to monitor their food intake. Instead they will know what is
good for them and what’s not.
One way of teaching nowadays is through games, and
this is becoming especially common in younger generations.
One simple example can be seen in [4], where Piziak et al.
make use of a Pictorial Bingo Game, which would help
teach children about healthy foods, either through riddles
instead of calling up numbers like in a normal bingo game
or by simply showing them the image of a healthy food item
for them to cross out on their bingo card. Piziak et al. also
conducted a study about how effective such a method was.
Parents of the children were asked to state if they saw a
change in their child’s eating habit after using the game, and
they reported some good results. Parents stated that they
saw an increase in vegetable consumption, also showing that
children were actually learning about their food in a fun and
enjoyable way. In a different publication (Yien et al. [5])
they developed a course that made use of different games to
teach children about different ways of living a healthier life.
The course was split into 4 sections, with each section
making use of a different computer game. It included
sections like learning about food for psychological and
physical needs, where they learnt about the different food
groups within the food pyramid. An illustration of the food
pyramid can be seen in Figure 1.

Figure 1. Food pyramid indicating the six main food groups
Source: [6]

They also learnt about how certain environmental factors
that came into play when eating healthy foods. They learnt
about eating less fast food and about eating alternative,
healthier foods. Their last lessons involved a one-day diet
where they monitored what they consumed for a whole day,
so that for a single day they were more aware of what they
were actually eating. After this one-day diet, each subject
compared their personal lifestyle to that of a healthy
lifestyle in order to see how they were doing. They also
learnt about how they can improve their lifestyle, by making
use of certain rules to develop a healthier example of living.
So, by making use of simple games to teach children, it
can have very positive effects. Yet, as mentioned earlier, we
not only want to teach our users about healthy eating, we
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also need to find ways of how to help increase our users’
physical activity during the day. Different means were
researched, like use of active video games and use of
smartphones and other technologies, which can hopefully
have some effect on a child or teen’s level of activity.
With regards to active video games, there were two
publications that generated the most interest in order to help
us design our application. Both these papers conducted
studies on the use of active video games and on how
effective they really are. The first publication is by
Maddison et al. [7] and they conducted a controlled study
with regards to active video games used by children, where
they had advised their intervention group to perform a
minimum of 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous exercise
every day. The children involved (both control and
intervention groups) would also be monitored three times
during the entire study. At the start, half way through and at
the end of the study period, a series of tests were conducted
to see if there was any improvement in the children’s Body
Mass Index (BMI) and other aspects. The study resulted
significant difference in the BMI percentile of the
intervention group against that of the control group. With
the intervention group losing an average of 0.33% of their
BMI, whereas the control group averaged a loss of 0.08%.
Yet in our second paper by Baranowski et al. [8], they
conducted a more naturalistic study, meaning that there was
less intervention within the subject’s life. They simply gave
their subjects a Wii console together with some active
games and let the children use them in any way they
wanted, without any kind of instructions being given to
them other than what the video game itself instructs them to
do. This study gave conflicting results when compared to
the paper by Maddison et al. [7]. They came to a conclusion
that when the children were given a more natural setting,
they either did not play the games that they were given or
they compensated by being less active during other times of
the day.
Here, we can see the conflicting result where when
given the more natural setting, children were not making
much use of the active video games. This resulted in no
significant improvement on the overall health of the subjects
[8], unlike what we saw in the more controlled setting,
which is more unrealistic [7].
As for smartphone devices, we can make use of the
device’s in-built sensors like an accelerometer, a gyroscope,
and Global Positioning System (GPS) to help track the
device and the user’s movement. So, with such a device
there is great potential to create great applications that can
help increase the user’s physical activity. Such an
application can be seen in [9], where Arteaga et al.
developed an application that recommends third party health
and fitness apps that it deems suitable for that particular
user. Such an application works by first making use of the
Big 5 Personality Theory to help get an idea of what kind of
applications and tasks the user would mostly like to
perform. Then, when the application recommends a certain
application for the user, the user can accept or decline the
recommendation, thus helping the app to continue learning
about the user in order to better tailor the apps for him/her.
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From all the publications, it was very evident that by
making use of smartphone technology, we are able to give
the user a better interactive experience, and we are able to
track their daily activity without having to be too intrusive
in their daily routine, yet still manage to be part of this
routine. The device is also a great medium to help teach our
users about healthy living.
B. Gamification
Gamification is the art of adding game mechanics to a
system in order to make it less tedious and more enjoyable
to use. Such a technique is ideal for making exercise seem
less tedious and more like a game where you can compete
against your friends. With our gamification techniques, we
aim to achieve a Rate of Flow [10], a theoretical state
developed by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi, where the user is
balanced between a state of anxiety and boredom. It is at
this particular state that we are the most concentrated on
performing a certain act, making the task feel easy and
effortless to perform.
In order to achieve this rate of flow and have a
successfully gamified application, we tried to find what
makes a successfully gamified system and what we should
avoid from doing. We saw various frameworks and theories
about how and what needs to be done in order to reach our
goal. With all the different theories we analysed, they all
came down to the Mechanics, Dynamics, and Aesthetics of
the system, also known as the MDA Framework [11]. The
Mechanics of the system or the application are the
individual aspects and background workings of the
application. It includes the rules, conditions, game states,
and user representation of the game or the system. The
Dynamics of the game take into consideration the game’s
interaction with the user through the different mechanics
during run-time. It does so in order to react to the user’s
inputs, enabling the user to make use of the mechanics. The
dynamics also considers how intuitive the application is for
the user and it also enables consistency within the
application, which is important in order to give the user a
good experience. The final aspect is the Aesthetics, which
helps to evoke the desired emotions that we try to create
with the mechanics and the dynamics of the system. These
are the means by which the user will give his/her input and
how he/she will receive feedback from the application.
By making use of this framework when gamifying our
system, we will be able to give our user a more engaging
experience. It will also help to give the application more
meaning, which is essential if we want our users to keep on
using the application.
From the publications that we reviewed we were also
able to come up with the kind of gamification concepts that
we can use within our application. One aspect is social
integration within the application. This means that we make
use of social networks like Facebook, so that users can share
their progress and all their achievement on the social
network for all their online friends or other app users to see,
like and comment so that they could help encourage the
users in reaching their goal [12]. Another aspect is the
feedback system. Here, we would make use of a points
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system so that for every achievement or completion of a
task we give the user an amount of points, thus giving the
user an indication of how well or poorly they are doing.
Also, by making use of the user’s total points we can create
a global leader board that would introduce a more
competitive aspect. This would help to motivate our users
by making them compete against their friends, thus resulting
in them making more use of the application.
What we would not want to happen is to have the
application be meaningless for the user. Such a thing
happened to the Foursquare system that would allow the
user to claim mayorship of certain destinations, which they
would often visit. The concept of being a virtual mayor of a
real destination did not really give the user much meaning.
This is why, back in 2012, they completely redesigned the
system and went from a game oriented application to a
recommendation application, which it was intended for in
the first place.
After reviewing some publications on successful and
unsuccessful gamified systems, we came to a conclusion
that whenever we need to gamify any system, our aim has to
be that we try to fully immerse the user in the system. For
this to happen we need to give meaning to the system, so
that the user is actually doing something with purpose.
Without having some form of meaning, users will get bored
and stop using the system or the application.
III. AIMS AND OBJECTIVES
The main objective behind the development of this
application is to help users engage in a healthier lifestyle by
making use of a mobile app on an iOS device. The
application will specifically target children and teenagers
between the ages of 12 to 19 years. Since not a lot of time is
available in order to have a full trial where we can see
whether or not the application makes any significant
difference, we will only be aiming to get our users on the
right track towards leading a healthier lifestyle.
To make the application more fun and engaging for our
users we will be making use of gamification in order to help
teach and guide them in maintaining a healthier lifestyle.
Other than simply teaching them about healthier choices, the
application will also try to challenge the user to perform
certain tasks that will increase their physical activity, tasks
include walking instead of taking the bus, going out for a
quick run, taking the stairs instead of an elevator and so on.
Therefore, we will be using the iOS device to challenge our
users in real life instead of in a virtual environment.
In order to achieve our goals, we try to apply
gamification techniques like using a points feedback system
to help encourage the user and a leader board system to
create a sense of competition. We also incorporated a social
aspect to the game by giving users the ability to share their
current progress on their Facebook accounts.
Hopefully, by making use of these concepts we are able
to engage the users and have them feel a great sense of
achievement by having completed the challenges set out for
them.
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IV. DESIGN
While designing the application, we kept in mind that
we wanted to be able to give the user the necessary
functionality, but this shouldn’t mean that its aesthetic
qualities should suffer. First of all, the application will be
designed using XCode (https://developer.apple.com/xcode/)
and it will be optimized for use with the iPhone/iPod Touch
running iOS 6.1 or later, allowing us to make use of the
accelerometer and Global Positioning System (GPS) sensors
found on the devices.
To start making use of the app, we will need certain
information from the user in order to give him/her the
appropriate instructions. The information needed will allow
us to calculate the user’s BMI, their ideal weight and
Resting Metabolic Rate. The application will also request
Facebook permissions so that the application is allowed to
post on behalf of the user.

doing by having a scatter graph instead of a list of
numbers with their past weight.
• Calorie Counting – It allows the user to track the calorie
content of the food they consume and calculate the
caloric burn of the exercise or physical activity that they
perform. By inputting such information, the application
will be able to instruct the user on how to proceed by
first calculating their current caloric balance.
• Challenges Section – This is a very important section
within the application. Here the application will be
tracking the user while he/she is performing certain
exercises that the app can track. These exercises include
push-ups, stair climbing, walking or running. In this
section, the application recommends certain exercises
depending on the time of day and the amount of exercise
performed so far in the day. Users will then be given
certain amount of points depending on how well they
perform during each challenge.
By having the user make use of these different sections
we will be able to help them achieve their goal of leading a
healthier life.
V. IMPLEMENTATION
When we implemented the application, we made use of
the Model-View-Controller design pattern, which has the
advantage of separating the data and the information from
the user, resulting in cleaner, reusable code and a more
efficient application.

Figure 2. Application screenshot showing the Challenges and Home
Sections, together with the other three sections shown in the tabbed
navigation bar
Source: Gary Hili - 2013

The application design is split into five sections, fitting
the iOS’s tabbed navigation controller as seen in Figure 2,
so that we can display all of our content in the different
sections for the user to easily navigate through. These
sections are the following:
• Home Section – This is the first view seen by the user. It
contains a progress bar together with a summary of how
the user is doing. It also has an area with some tips and
facts about eating and living healthier. An important
aspect of our gamification techniques can also be found
here, since we included the overall leader board, which
displays the top ten users.
• Recipe Section – This section includes a list of healthy,
easy to make, tasty recipes for every time of the day that
the user can enjoy. It also gives the user the possibility
of sharing an image of what they prepared on the social
network, by doing so they will also be earning points.
• Weight Readings – Used to track the user’s progress in
terms of their weight and height in order to get an idea of
the user’s current Body Mass Index. Here, users will be
able to get a more visual representation of how they are
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A. Controller Layer
The Controller layer is where the application
communicates from the front end to the back end of the
application. Classes in this layer don’t have much logical
computation performed in them. In our implementation,
some of the controllers do perform some of the more
complex operations within the Challenges section of the
application.
• In the Push-Up challenge, the controller will receive
accelerometer data every time the push up button is
touched.

Figure 3. Use of accelerometer to detect the device's orientation
Source: Gary Hili - 2013

The purpose of this is to detect the device’s
orientation, as seen in Figure 3, so that it can help detect
if the user is cheating by not having the device lying face
up but instead he/she is holding it in their hands.
• The Stair Climber challenge also makes use of the
accelerometer sensor. In this challenge, the controller is
constantly receiving information from the accelerometer.
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The controller then calculates the magnitude of the three
axes of the accelerometer and if a certain threshold is
reached that will be counted as a step. It continues to do
this until the user either chooses to stop or the challenge
has been completed.
• In the final challenge, the Walk/Run Challenge, the
application makes use of the devices GPS tracking
capabilities in order to track the user’s route, speed and
distance. The Walk/Run Challenge also consists of one
of the biggest disadvantages within the application. This
is the fact that the current version isn’t capable of
tracking the user once the device’s screen has been
locked.
Other than the above-mentioned algorithms, the
Controller will mostly handle any data being sent by the
model layer and any user interactions that are made with the
view layer and require some kind of processing.
B. View Layer
The View layer contains all the aesthetic properties of
the application. It is this layer of the application that the user
will interact with and be given feedback. Implementation of
this layer was relatively easy since we made use of the
XCode storyboard feature, so designing and connecting the
different views was quick. Designing the look of the
application still took some time in order to achieve the best
possible aesthetic appeal. While designing this layer we
tried to make use of a simplistic approach, using a
monochrome design with contrasting colours throughout the
application. This simple approach was used in order not to
overwhelm the user and so that the emphasis can remain on
the content of the application yet still be appealing to the
user. One of the more complex views was the Weight
Readings Section since here we had to include the CorePlot
Library [13] in order to design the view.
Most of the maintenance of the view layer is done by the
iOS itself, so the main job of the views is to simply fire
actions each time a user interacts with that view so that any
listening methods can perform the necessary action.
C. Model Layer
As for the Model layer, this is the backbone of the
application, where all the logical and mathematical
calculations are being made. At this layer we have all the
data controller classes together with the classes that
manipulate this data before being sent to the controller layer
in order to be sent to the view layer. The data controllers are
used to load and save data in XML format. They are able to
either load the necessary data from the application bundle or
the devices document directory and they also have basic
array manipulation methods that allow other classes to make
use of the loaded data. We use the data controllers at various
points within the application. They control the challenge
difficulty levels, the list of recipes and the handling of
weight and calorie count entries amongst other tasks. This
layer also makes use of algorithms that help determine what
tasks should be recommended or what instruction should be
given to help the user. In order to give the necessary
instructions to the user, we have certain classes that take the
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available data and calculate the BMI, Resting Metabolic
Rate (RMR), the caloric balance and so on, storing these
values for other classes to use. So, these values are then
called by another class, which uses them to determine what
kind of instruction to give the user. By using BMI and the
caloric balance, the application will tell the user how they
are doing during that day, instructing them to eat or exercise
more, or whether they are overdoing it and eating or
exercising too much. The model layer also instructs users on
what kind of exercise they should perform. The algorithm
used to tell the user what challenges to perform makes use
of the time of day together with how much exercise they’ve
performed so far during that day. The main reason why we
used this approach is because our main age focus is 12 to 19
years of age, and at these ages they are spending 9 months
out of 12 in school, so they are more likely to be home at
certain hours, and at school at others. Hence, in the
mornings and the evenings the application will be
suggesting the Stair Climb challenge since it might be too
early or too late to actually go out for a walk. As for the
Walk/Run Challenge, it’s mostly encouraged after school,
maybe walking back home or to some after school activity.
As for the push-ups they are mostly being used as a way to
working your body and not be sitting down all day, so we
create this easy challenge where they don’t really need to go
out. Being such a low calorie burning exercise, the
application would not be recommending it as much as the
other challenges. Figure 4 shows what kind of challenge is
being recommended during a certain period of time. Taking
into account the amount of time spent exercising during the
day, the algorithm will no longer recommend the Walk/Run
Challenge. Instead it recommends the Stair Climb
Challenge, which is easier to perform indoors in a shorter
period of time.

Figure 4. Gantt chart of the times each exercise is suggested
Source: Gary Hili – 2013

The instruction being provided also makes use of
positively reinforced statements because certain studies
(Woolfard et al. [14]) had shown that making use of such
messages makes the users feel better about themselves,
boosting their self-esteem.
The last thing the model layer is handling is the social
integration of the application and any network related
functions. This includes retrieving and setting data on the
leader board being used in the home section.
Implementation of the artefact took longer than expected
since we were new to technology. However, the resulting
application was very satisfactory and once testing of the
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application’s features were performed, the beta evaluation
of the artefact could commence.
VI. RESULTS AND EVALUATION
In order to evaluate the application, we first conducted a
20-day trial period, where a group of 25 users were asked to
use the application as they saw fit and then evaluate it by
filling in a questionnaire. Each user’s points throughout this
period were also being tracked so that we were able to
evaluate how much they actually made use of it.
The aim of the application was to help our users in order
to start leading a healthier life, so we tried to improve the
users’ eating habits by teaching them about healthier
alternatives and giving them the possibility of tracking their
food consumption for them to be more aware of what they
eat. We also tried to increase their physical activity by
making use of the different challenges and encouraging
them to exercise more during the day. To make it all the
more enjoyable we implemented gamification concepts that
motivated our users to compete against one another and
encourage one another.
The users that evaluated the application did not have any
severe problems of obesity. 52% were female and the rest
male, with 76% between the ages of 19-21, 16% were
between the ages of 16-18 and the rest were over 25 years of
age. Although most of the users were not within the age
group the application was targeting, their input was still
valuable. The reason being that they are able to express
themselves better about how the application is helping them
and how it can be improved.
In order to evaluate the application they were given a
questionnaire, which regarded the use of the gamification
concepts within the application. It also regarded how well
the application helped the user with regards to their diet and
exercise, and finally they were asked to report any bugs or
future work they’d like to see.
With regards to the use of gamification, users found the
points and leader board techniques to be very helpful and it
made them want to use the application. The biggest reason
was because of the competition it evoked, which was
motivational for them. The social integration factor wasn’t
as successful as we’d hoped it would be. We had included
this feature since in recent years we have seen an increase in
how people are constantly posting and sharing statements
about their lives on such online networks. With our
application, users did not really make much use of this
feature, resulting in the majority (68%) not even realizing
that using it would earn them more points, yet 70% of those
that did not realize this said that they would’ve made more
use of it if they had realized it gave them extra points.
Another important aspect of a gamified system is the
application’s intuitiveness and ease of use, which is highly
dependent on the aesthetics of the application. We had 96%
of the users finding it very easy to use, while the other 4%
gave a neutral opinion on the matter.
Next, the users were asked about how the application
helped them increase their physical activity. Most of the
users liked all the three challenges that we provided but they
were not used as much as they were liked. This meant that
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the challenges were not effective in helping our users lose
weight, but were helping in keeping the users engaged with
the application. For example, 80% of the users liked the
Stair Climber Challenge, 92% of the users even said that
having an application that tracks their exercise is great, yet
only 40% of the users said that they made use of Stair
Climber challenge on a daily or almost daily basis. The
same scenario can be seen throughout the three different
challenges (as seen in Figure 5).

Figure 5. Bar charts showing usage of challenges
Source: Gary Hili – 2013

Then the users were asked about how the tips and facts
given to them about living healthier managed to help or in
any way affect them. The tips were found to be very helpful
and easy to remember as well, with most of the users having
recited a tip or a fact that they had read while using the
application. As for the calorie counting aspect of our
application, we saw that tracking the user’s food
consumption wasn’t very effective. A small percentage said
that it was easy to use, yet the majority said that they either
did not use it or they couldn’t bother to search the web to
see how much calorie an item contains. Some users also
suggested that we try to make this easier by adding a way
that the users can actually search their food’s nutritional
values and add it to their list.
In the final part of our evaluation, we analyzed the data
recorded by keeping track of the users’ points throughout
the 20-day period. As one would expect, some users made
more use of the application than others. Our biggest concern
was that even for a small period of time, users were not
making use of it daily, with some users even showing long
periods of not making any use of the application. By the last
6 days of the trial period, about 90% of the users had
stopped making use of the application entirely. Around half
way through our trial period, we introduced an update to the
application, which handled some bugs that we had found.
After making this update available for the users we could
see a slight overall increase in the usage of the application
even though no new visible content was released.
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What we were able to conclude from this was that we
were not able to retain the users as much as we’d liked.
When we asked some of the more active users why they
think this happened various responses were given. Yet most
of them stated that they had moved on to another application
that was capable of giving them more detailed reports with
regards to their current performance and is capable of giving
them detailed reports on their personal computer as well.
By making use of gamification, we were able to
successfully motivate our users so that they’d make more
use of the application by competing against their friends.
We also managed to help them learn about ways to lead a
healthier life. However, we still were not able to retain the
user’s interest for a long enough period to make a
significant difference in their lifestyle. Other pitfalls with
our application included our food tracking implementation,
which, although easy to use, isn’t able to tell the user the
nutritional values of a food item. The application also
lacked in the social aspects, since users did not really make
much use of the social networking features.
Even if we had some negative results from the
evaluation of the application, we still managed to get some
results that have helped us get a better understanding of how
we can fix and improve the application in order to benefit
our users and make a significant difference in the lives.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Our aim when we started this project was to develop an
application that would help obese children and teenagers
start leading a healthier lifestyle.
Although we managed to make a small difference in the
lives of our users, room for improvement can be evidently
seen, most of all we would need to introduce a better way to
track the users’ caloric consumption. This can be done using
various ways depending on how technology will move
forward. One way is to use large databases with different
choices that the user can search for. Another way would be
to introduce edible RFIDs [15], which could contain such
information directly on the RFID or via an online database.
The application also needs to introduce background
processing in order to improve the application’s exercise
tracking capabilities.
Some other possible ideas were also mentioned in the
user evaluation of the application. This included the
introduction of more challenges, which would give a better
variety. The users also said that one kind of additional
feature could be the ability to upload images of their
workouts.
We were able to successfully design and implement our
application, using gamification concepts throughout in order
to help teach the user about healthier foods and motivating
them to increase their physical activity. After having
analyzed all our findings, we were able to come up with a
possible way forward that would improve the application in
general. Most of all, it will improve the user retention and
hopefully have the users make more use of the application,
maybe even on a daily basis.
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Abstract— Mobile devices like smartphones and tablets are not
only designed for private use, but also for business use as well.
Mobile solutions, such as mobile enterprise resource planning
and mobile business intelligence, are nowadays becoming more
common. However, without strong consideration of security,
especially in mobile devices, these solutions would be very
risky. Enterprise data are classified in security levels, in which
security threats and countermeasures are grouped. These levels indicate the fulfillment degree of the security objectives in
each group. From the enterprise point of view, the boundaries
between these levels concerning the mobile devices are not
clear. In this research, risk analysis with focus on mobile devices is conducted and a framework to design secure Mobile
Enterprise Applications (MEAs) is developed. This framework
supports developers in the decision making process when designing secure MEAs side by side with promoting the trustworthy usage of mobile devices in business sectors.
Keywords: Enterprise Mobility; MEAs; Security; Risk
Analysis; User Acceptance.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Mobile technologies and applications have been greatly
improved in the recent few years making the ubiquitous
communications a growing reality [1, 2]. It comes to the
enterprise mobility concept when the enterprise integrates
mobile technologies into its existing IT infrastructure besides
giving its employees better possibilities to work on the move
effectively [3]. Nowadays, the talk is about MEAs (e.g.,
Mobility for SAP, which enables mobile access to SAP®
CRM, SAP® ERP and various SAP® Workflows via
smartphones and tablets [4]).
MEAs are characterized according to A. Giessmann et
al. [5] as: “[…] applications that are designed for and are
operated on mobile devices and which facilitate business
users within core and/or support processes of their enterprises”. They are classified into five categories: mobile broadcast, mobile information, mobile transaction, mobile operation, and mobile collaboration applications [6]. Mobile
broadcast category facilitates large-scale information broadcast, such as advertisement and promotions. Mobile information category provides information requested by the mobile user, such as job vacancies and timetables. Mobile transaction category eases and executes transactions, such as etransactions and the transactions of Customer Relationship
Management (CRM). Mobile operation category covers
internal operational aspects of the business, such as inventory management and Supply Chain Management (SCM).
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Finally, mobile collaboration category supports collaboration
among employees and various functional units. The proposed framework takes these five aforementioned categories
into consideration.
Mobility gives enterprises many advantages. It enables
the ubiquitous real-time access to critical business information which supports the managers to meet strategic decisions in shorter time to satisfy their customers’ need [3, 7].
Consequently, mobility increases worker productivity and
reduces business operation costs [7]. Due to these advantages, enterprises demand mobility and flexibility of their
workers as inevitable success factors [8]. However, the involvement of mobile technologies and applications has also
brought new security challenges and risks, particularly on
mobile devices.
In this paper, the most relevant definition of information
security is taken from the ISO/IEC 17799 standard that defined it as follows: “Information security is the protection of
information from a wide range of threat in order to ensure
business continuity, minimize business risk, and maximize
return on investments and business opportunities” [9]. Although mobile devices face a wide range of potential security
threats [8, 10, 11], mobile applications are developed often
without implementing proper security measures [2]. The
major security threats related to mobile environments include, but are not limited to: device loss/theft, data interception and tampering, malware, vulnerable applications, compromised devices, mobile operation system vulnerability,
and social engineering. Some of these threats are similar to
those in a traditional desktop environment. However, the
more prominent threats in mobile environments are malware,
data interception and tampering, and device loss or theft [2].
Due to the small size and high portability of mobile devices,
they can easily get lost or stolen [12]. According to McAfee
report, 40% of the surveyed companies had mobile devices
lost or stolen and half of these lost/stolen devices contained
critical business data [13]. Consequently, unauthorized third
parties can make use of these critical data [8]. Moreover, the
disclosure of such kind of data might have harmful consequences on enterprise like financial loss or even the loss of
its reputation [10, 14].
Integrating mobile devices into enterprises means that
sensitive business data could be accessed everywhere and
anytime using mobile devices. Conforming to Bring-YourOwn-Device (BYOD) trend [15], where mobile workers use
their personal mobile devices, critical and sensitive business
information might be located on these personal devices. The
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more sensitive the data are the higher security level is required. In general, to achieve a certain level of security, appropriate countermeasures must be applied and that might
restrict the use of mobile devices. Therefore, mobile workers
have to accept all the restrictions on their own devices. As a
result, mobile security solutions must hold a balance between
the private and business use.
The key concern in MEAs is the mobile application security including information confidentiality, integrity, and
availability. This comes from the issue that communications
via mobile networks, in which security threats can take place
anywhere, are more vulnerable to be attacked than wired
networks [6]. Kelton Research had shown that 75% of 250
surveyed companies, which their revenues are up to $100M
across the United States and United Kingdom, considered
security the major factor that prevents companies from
adopting mobile applications [7].
The research in this paper focusses on security issues in
mobile environments with emphasis on MEAs. It represents
a work in progress to discuss and investigate new ways towards building a framework for secure MEAs. The rest of
this paper is structured as follows: Section II presents the
research problem. Then, the adopted research process is
presented in Section III. Section IV proposes and presents
the details of the secure mobile enterprise applications design
framework. Related work is then presented in Section V.
Finally, the paper sums up with a conclusion and future work
in Section VI.
II.

PROBLEM DEFINITION

Mobile devices are exposed to a wide range of threats
that have to be countered. The vital point in this regard is
finding and applying appropriate security countermeasures.
According to T. Wright et al. [16]: due to the significant
resource constrains of the mobile devices, many security
countermeasures from traditional computing domains are not
translated well to mobile devices. In other words, simply
porting standard information security tools from stationary
computers, notebooks, and server domains to mobile devices
is unlikely to be effective [16–18]. In order to achieve a certain level of security, the mobile user has to accept some
restrictions on the features and functions supported by mobile devices. Examples for such restrictions are: specifying
exactly which applications are permitted to be installed, or
restricting the types of connections that a third-party application can establish. The employee, who wants to access very
critical information using mobile devices, might accept a
wide range of limitations. However, these limitations might
be not accepted in the case that the employee doesn’t need to
access this critical information. Generally, a high level of
security might be reached on mobile devices by setting a
high level of restrictions. On the other hand, this might minimize user acceptance and satisfaction factors. Thus, there is
an opposition between security and usability. A balance between them should be carefully taken into account [19].
Achieving a balance between smart phone effective security
countermeasures and employee acceptance is a serious dilemma for CIOs and security professionals [17].
Another important issue to be considered in this context
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is the types of enterprise data. They are normally classified
into private or public data. The importance of private data
can be defined by the level of security attached to it [20].
Particularly, with regard to the use of MEAs, experts agree
that the boundaries between security levels are not clear in
the business sectors. Based on the aforementioned securityrelated problems, the research behind this paper tries to answer the following research questions:
 To what extent can MEAs be protected?
 Which security level can be applied?
 Which security countermeasures can achieve the applied security levels?
 Which data, under which conditions, can enterprises
transfer to mobile devices?
 What are the accompanied consequences or restrictions?
 Will these consequences be accepted by the mobile
users?
The following section gives a short overview of the research process followed by this work and briefly explains the
main outcomes behind the conducted research.
III.

RESEARCH PROCESS

This work follows the Information Systems Research
Framework that is based on seven guidelines provided by A.
Hevner et al. [21]. The work began with the business needs,
to define the problem and to ensure that this research meets
the goal of relevance. This is achieved by the discussion with
the experts in the German Lufthansa systems company. The
discussion revealed that enterprises need to execute business
processes remotely from the mobile devices in a known level
of security. The research relies on existing knowledge base
within two main fields namely information security and enterprise mobility. The suitable use of this knowledge ensures
the rigor of the research. The expected artifact of this research is a generic framework that helps developers to design
secure MEAs. Based on that, this research mainly aims at
coming up with a framework to guide developers in designing secure mobile applications. The whole process encompasses conducting risk analysis in the mobile environments
and classifying MEAs in security levels considering the user
acceptance of the consequences arising in each level. Eventually, using this framework will make the boundaries between these levels as clear as possible. This framework is
considered as the artifact behind the conducted research. To
evaluate this artifact, it will be firstly implemented as a proof
of concept. After that, the resulted prototype will be evaluated descriptively by constructing detailed scenarios around
the artifact to demonstrate its utility.
IV.

FRAMEWORK TO DESIGN SECURE MOBILE
ENTERPRISE APPLICATIONS

To answer the abovementioned research-related questions, risk analysis has been conducted to determine the potential mobile security threats and the applicable security
countermeasures which overcome them. As a method to
analyze the risks, assessment methodology provided by G.
Stoneburner et al. [22] is employed, taking into consideration
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the following three standards: ISO/IEC 27005 [23], BSIStandard 100-3 [24] and Risk Management Guide for Information Technology Systems [22]. In the proposed framework, each threat defines a mobile security issue that might
be overcome by applying one or more security countermeasures called “alternatives”. The security issues and their alternatives are determined based on literature and best practices.
The alternatives define a set of reusable decisions made in
previous projects that concern mobile application development. The proposed framework is developed based on Service-Oriented Architecture Decision Modeling (SOAD)
framework [25], which aims at enhancing the SOA’s architectural style. To reuse the structure of SOAD framework in
security and enterprise mobility domains, adaptations have to
be made to come up with a new framework, which introduces a security knowledge base to support developers in designing the Security Concept (SC) of MEAs.
A. Structure Overview
The structure consists of three models namely: the guidance model, the decision model and the meta-model. This
structure is depicted in Fig. 1. The framework’s meta-model
is instantiated into two models: the guidance model to identify required decisions and the decision model to log the decision that had been made [25]. The relations between these
two models are the tailoring and harvesting decision log.
These relations are considered similar to those used in the
SOAD framework. On the one hand, the tailoring relation
initiates the creation of the decision model. This relation
represents an activity in which the developer of a MEA selects the relevant security threats and its alternatives (security
countermeasures) to build a decision model that forms the
security concept of MEA. On the other hand, the harvesting
decision log relation is about feeding information regarding
the decision (or result) made in the decision model back to
the guidance model to get it refined in the next version.
B. The Guidance Model
As illustrated in Fig. 1, this model contains a list of security issues that are already identified during the risk analysis
process. A security issue informs the developer that a particular security threat exists and a decision is needed. Each
threat is accompanied with its likelihood of occurrence and
harm consequences on the enterprise. According to G.
Stoneburner et al. [22], three likelihood levels: high, medium, and low are defined based on the threat-source motivation and capability, nature of the vulnerability besides the
existence and effectiveness of current security countermeasures. Each security issue has a reference to one or more alternatives along with their consequences on the mobile user
and known uses in the previous mobile applications. The
mobile user acceptance of those consequences is a very important factor to be considered during MEAs design. Evidently, it is insufficient to use a strong technical solution that
enhances the security when such solution doesn’t satisfy the
user. User acceptance scale can take one of these five values:
strongly accepted, accepted, neutral, rejected, and strongly
rejected. This model is enhanced with a security evaluation
method to classify MEAs in security levels as well.
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Figure 1. Structure Overview of the proposed Framework
(adapted from O. Zimmermann [25])

C. The Decision Model
The decision model is created in a tailoring step, which
might involve deleting irrelevant security issues, adding new
issues and enhancing relevant ones. After selecting the relevant security threats and one alternative for each threat, the
MEAs is evaluated and classified into a specific security
level. If the resulted security level does not meet the security
requirements, other alternatives can be selected. Therefore, a
decision loop is enabled to select other alternatives. Ending
the loop means that the decision has been made. This decision (the lower right corner of Fig. 1) contains the chosen
alternatives along with justification and security level. After
tailoring the guidance model into a decision model, the decision model can feed information about the made decision
(result) back to the guidance model in a formal or informal
lessons-learned review. The new mobile security issues,
which were not considered in the guidance model, besides
the enhanced ones could be harvested and integrated back to
the guidance model to improve it in the next version.
D. The Meta-model
The meta-model of the proposed framework is shown in
Fig. 2 as a UML class diagram. The determined threats during risk analysis are described in the entity Threat and classified into ThreatGroup. Each threat is solved by one or more
alternatives which are described in the entity Alternative.
Consequence
-id: Integer
-name: String
-description: String
-userAcceptance: String
-…
-------------------------------

ThreatGroup
-id: Integer
-name: String
-description: String
-…
------------------------1
*

-contains

Threat
-id: Integer
-name: String
-description: String
-consequencesOnEnterprise:
String
-likelihood: String
-…
-------------------------------------

*
*

-has

*
*

- chooses

Alternative
-id: Integer
isSolvedBy -name: String
-consequenceOnUser:
1
* Consequence
-…
-----------------------------

*
- overcomes
*

ImplementedSolution
-id: Integer
-name: String
-threats: Threat[n]
-alternatives: Alternative[0..n] *
-…
----------------------------------------

SecurityEvaluation
-id: Integer
-name: String
-securityLevel: String
-description: String
-securityConcept:
ImplementedSolution
-…
----------------------------------+evaluate(parameters)
+getUserAcceptanceStatus
(parameters)
1
- classifies

Figure 2. The Framework’s Meta-model
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The consequences caused by the alternatives and their
user acceptance are described in two entities namely: Consequences and UserAcceptance respectively. The selected
threats and their chosen alternative are grouped in the ImplementedSolution entity which represents the security concept of the MEA. At the end, this security concept is classified into security levels provided in SecurityLevel entity.
V.

RELATED WORK

Based on an adapted version of SOAD framework, a
guidance model to architect secure mobile applications has
been created [12]. This model supports decision making
process and covers security-related architectural issues during architecting mobile applications. However, in that work,
risk analysis is not conducted and the research behind this
paper considered such analysis as a vital prerequisite to address and understand all security issues in the mobile environment. A framework to develop MEAs has been presented
in [6] to offer a systematic solution for the development and
maintenance of mobile application, but it has just highlighted
the security as a major concern for the enterprise in developing mobile application without providing more in-depth
analysis about it. With regard to security knowledge in the
field of software engineering, security patterns are often
essential. Security patterns are basically built from best practices and help to solve recurring security problems. However, security patterns don’t support developers in making a
proper design decision even if the available patterns can
cover all security-related issues [26]. This work addresses
such challenge by providing more concrete details about
each security-related aspect so that the developers will always have enough arguments to make a proper design decision while designing their secure MEAs.
VI.
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Abstract—To meet the ever increasing demand for higher
data rate, improving spectral efficiency is absolutely essential.
Spectrum sharing between several users has been proposed
for maximum utilisation of available bandwidth. But whenever
multiple users are using the same frequency band and at same
time, they are going to interfere with each other resulting in
poorer performance as compared to single user scenario. This
work proposes a novel scheme for channel capacity improvement
in Multiple Access Systems (Uplink Communication) in cognitive
radio networks and explores the trade offs involved among the
cognitive users and primary user. It is argued that, when the
mobile transmitters lack the channel state information, they
can’t use the broadcast scheduling algorithm to cooperate with
each other. Convex-concave properties of the data rate is used
to find the appropriate bounds. The corresponding scenario
with Broadcast Systems (Downlink Communication) is compared
where the transmitter has perfect knowledge of the channel state
information.
Keywords-Broadcast Scheduling; Cognitive Radio; Interference
Channel; MIMO Channel; Multiple Access Interference.

I. I NTRODUCTION
The last decade has seen enormous growth of wireless
devices in consumer driven and industrial applications resulting in an exponential demand for data rate through wireless
media. Eventually, today’s telecommunication infrastructures
are severely strained to meet this demand. Particularly, radio
frequency is a resource whose availability is limited by physics
and hardware technology. Still, a number of survey results,
including [1] and [2] have shown that the current spectrum
usage is suboptimal from utility point of view. In many cases
(paging and amateur radios, for example), the licensed users
remain silent rendering the dedicated frequency bands idle.
At the same time, the mobile frequency bands are severely
overloaded to serve existing users and to meet the increasing
demand from new users. To meet the discrepancy between
high demand and suboptimal usage, cognitive networking has
been gaining popularity in current research.
Two major approaches proposed in cognitive networking
(both aiming to improve spectral efficiency) are spectrum
sensing and spectrum sharing. A practical system can use any
of the approaches or a combination thereof. In the context, a
licensed user is referred as a primary user who got priority
access over a spectrum. In addition to the primary user there
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may be one or more secondary (cognitive) users who will use
the spectrum opportunistically.
A spectrum sensing network operates based upon burst nature of primary user transmissions. To ensure that no spectrum
band remains idle, many experts (see [3] for example) have
advocated dynamic spectrum access where the secondary users
will continuously scan for free spectral bands, known as White
Space and use them for transmission. Certainly, it is necessary
to ensure retreat of secondary users once the primary users
resume their transmission. Needless to say, sensing the spectral
range for a White Space and making correct decision about
temporary presence/absence of primary user plays the most
important role.
In the paradigm of spectrum sharing, along with the primary
user, the secondary users will use the spectrum for their own
communication so as to cause minimum degree of interference
to each other. The primary user will definitely not have an
exclusive right over the spectrum, but cognitive users has to
ensure that their harmful interference is kept below a certain
threshold so that, in an ideal scenario, the primary user is not
even aware of their existence. The description is an extremely
generic one and quantitative analysis of interference between
users will be dependent upon the specific system itself. In
this work, the focus will be on a cognitive uplink network
described in Section III.
A. Organisation
This work is organised as follows. Section II gives the background with the current state of the art literature. Section III
describes the system model. In Section IV, the proposed technique of random transmission is analysed and the simulation
results are given in Section V. Then, Section VI discusses
implications of the results and possible applications.
B. Notations
Capital boldface letters stand for matrices and lowercase
boldface for vectors. ||v|| and ||v||1 give the Euclidean and
L1 norm of a vector v respectively. AH and AT respectively
denote conjugate transpose and transpose of matrix A. u ≻ v
indicates tuple wise inequality between two vectors valid for
each tuple. R and C denote the fields of real numbers and
complex numbers respectively. E(X) gives expected value of
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the random number X and P(A) gives probability of an event
A.
II. BACKGROUND W ORK
Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) systems have long
been proposed as a way to improve capacity of systems.
Effects of multiple antennae (in terms of power allocation and
diversity) have been extensively studied in the general context
of wireless network. In [4], it is shown that capacity increases
linearly with min{M, N } where M and N are respectively
number of transmit and receive antennae. The flexibility offered by MIMO systems makes it an ideal candidate to meet
the challenges of cognitive interference network and various
system models have been evaluated in literature. For example,
the simplest case of two transmit one receive antenna (a MISO
system) has been studied in [5]. A more general approach
of user scheduling in a broadcast channel with an objective
of throughput maximisation has been undertaken in [6]. The
present work concerns with an uplink system model. It will
be shown afterwards, the fundamental differences between
uplink/downlink models in terms of joint versus distributed
receive strategies or centralised power control for downlink
will have important implications on performance.
III. S YSTEM M ODEL
When several users spread throughout a coverage area
transmit to a base station, it is called a multiple access channel
(MAC). A standard multiple access system model with a

Fig. 1.

Multiple Access System Model in Presence of Primary User

cognitive base station (having with M antennae), a single
antenna primary base station, K cognitive users and a primary
user (each having a single antenna) is shown in Figure 1. The
M × 1 channel vector from cognitive user k to the cognitive
base station is given by hk , ∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, the channel
from primary user to cognitive base station is another M × 1
channel vector hp . The scalar channels from cognitive user
k and primary user to primary base station are given by gk
and gp respectively. Throughout this work, our assumption is
M ≪ K, implying number of user is much more than number
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of antenna. Each cognitive user is transmitting a scalar symbol
sk ∈ C and the primary user is transmitting a symbol sp ∈ C.
It is obvious that power usage of cognitive user k is given by
2
|s |2
Pk = |sTk | and that of primary user is Pp = Tp , where T is
the symbol duration. We assume coherent detection with same
symbol rates at the receivers. Since the users are transmitting
at same frequency and time, there will be interference between
them. Additionally, since the symbol rates are same, the
symbol itself serves as a measure of power ignoring a constant.
2
2
So, we will take Pk = |sk | and Pp = |sp | for brevity.
A. Multiuser Decoding
With the defined notations, the CM×1 vector received at
cognitive base station is
y=

K
X

hk s k + hp s p + η

∈ CM

(1)

k=1

and the scalar received at primary base station
yp =

K
X

g k sk + g p sp + η

∈C

(2)

k=1

where η = [η1 , η2 , . . . , ηM ]T is the noise vector with independent identically distributed components and η is the scalar
noise at the primary receiver.
For brevity again, η can be assumed to have a covariance
matrix of identity and η also has unit variance. So E(ηη H ) =
IM (the M ×M identity matrix) and E(ηη ∗ ) = 1. In fact, if the
variances are anything apart from unity, the entire expressions
of 1 and 2 can be divided by the corresponding factor. That will
give rise to the same expression and the constants absorbed in
the channel co-efficients.
For the cognitive base station, which receives the vector y,
since all the antennae are connected to the same radio front
end, joint decoding is possible for each user with a set of K
receive strategies. Optimal receive strategies for each of K
users can be selected independently [7] with an objective to
maximise the individual SINRs. Usually the receive strategy
of user k is just to multiply the received signal with a row
vector fk and the decision statistic is the product fk y.
With all the users transmitting simultaneously, the optimal
receive strategy of user k can be found using Wirtinger
derivative of real functions(see [8]) as fk = A−1
k hk where
Ak = IM + hp hH
p pp +

K
X

hi hH
i pi

(3)

i=1,i6=k

Since the primary base station has a single antenna and not
connected to the cognitive bases station, its decision statistic
is the received scalar yp . After multiplying with the receive
strategies, we get the following SINR expressions for cognitive
users.
γk =

fkH (IM

|fkH hk |2 Pk
PK
H
+ hp hH
p Pp +
i=1,i6=k hi hi Pi )fk

∀k

(4)
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and the primary user SINR is given by
2

γp =

|gp | Pp
PK
1 + k=1 |gk |2 Pk

(5)

Corresponding maximum data rates (channel capacities normalised by the bandwidth) for all the users users are given by
r = log(1 + γ)
Albeit the capacity itself is chiefly of theoretical interest,
still the logarithmic variation of data rate with SINR is an
important measure of performance. In Rayleigh fading AWGN
channels, the throughput is closely related to this expression [9]. Also, it intuitively indicates the diminishing marginal
return from pumping in more power at high SINR low noise
regime and inspires the use of water filling optimisation with
power constraint.
B. Comparison with Broadcast Channel
An apparently similar system model has been analysed
in [6]. Although the systems are similar in essence, all the
communication links are reversed in direction. For the SISO
primary user system, this is of relatively little consequence. For
the cognitive users, if they have full knowledge of channels
(their owns and also other cognitive users), the orthogonal
user selection algorithm [6] selects the same set of users with
same power to maximise the throughput. The well known rate
duality principle [10], [11] dictates that it is possible to achieve
the same throughput here.
In practice, however, the channel state information is usually
not available at the mobile transmitters. Even if they are available, limited processing capability at the cognitive terminals
makes it difficult to schedule the transmissions. If we assume
no inter-user point to point communication, the users have
absolutely no way to coordinate their behaviours and schedule
their own transmissions keeping the broad interest of whole
cognitive user group in mind. In Section IV, a novel protocol
has been proposed and analysed to address the multiple access
channel.
IV. R ANDOM T RANSMISSION
When there is no coordination among the users, in particular, each user is not aware of others’ channel condition,
throughput demand or power availability, it is not possible
to schedule transmission from a centralised control. Then,
if all the users transmit continuously, they not only end up
spending a lot of power, at the same time, cause harmful
interference to others. The proposed approach consists of
random transmission from all the cognitive users. Since the
primary user has a single antenna, zero forcing from all K
cognitive users is not possible. So it has to tolerate interference
to some extent. But, usually for the licensed primary users,
the requirement is that the link quality (expressed in terms
of SINR) must be above a certain limit. So, it is possible to
set up a scheme where every cognitive user will transmit in
a particular symbol interval with a probability p ∈ (0, 1] and
stay silent with probability 1 − p.
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To put the scenario in more mathematical form, K independent identically distributed Bernoulli variables {bk }K
k=1 are
introduced and in a particular symbol interval
bk = 1 ⇔ Cognitive user k has transmitted
Since every user is transmitting on a random basis with
probability p it is obvious that P[bk = 1] = p and P[bk =
0] = 1 − p ∀k ∈ {1, 2, . . . , K}.
It is assumed that the primary user is transmitting and using
its own spectrum range on a continuous basis and there is no
question of probabilistic transmission.
A. Performance Criteria
Since the protocol proposed is not deterministic and there
is a degree of randomness involved in the transmission procedure, the performance criteria can no longer be evaluated
and/or compared deterministically. From the definitions of
{bk }K
k=1 we can conclude that from the point of view of k-th
cognitive user, the interference power vector, received at the
base station is
Icognitive
= hp hH
p Pp +
k

K
X

bi Pi hi hH
i

(6)

i=1,i6=k

which is easily interpreted as sum of interferences from all
other users (primary and cognitive). Similarly, for the primary
user, the interference power is
I

primary

=

K
X

bi Pi |gi |2

(7)

i=1

The corresponding data rates are, for cognitive users


H
2
|f h | b P
 k k k k 
rk = log 1 +
H
fk IM + Icognitive
fk
k

(8)

Here the same receive strategy of 4 is used (assuming the
extreme case of all the users transmitting) and the interference
is obtained from 6. For primary user, the rate is


|gp |2 Pp
(9)
rp = log 1 +
1 + I primary

Since all the rates are random variables (dependent upon
{bk }K
k=1 ) to find the true performance measures, expectation
must be taken over all the independent variables. So for
cognitive users,
E [rk ]
!#
"
|fkH hk |2 Pk bk
(10)
log 1 +
= E{bi }K
i=1
fkH (IM + Icognitive
)fk
k
For the primary user, there is no randomness involved in its
own transmission, but the interference is random and we get,
E[rprimary ]
= E{bk }K
k=1

"

|gp |2 Pp
log 1 +
PK
1 + k=1 |gk |2 Pk bk

!#

(11)
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B. Bounds on Rates
For an intuitive idea of how the randomness affects the data
rates, properties of the logarithmic function can be used.
Consider the function f (x, y) = log 1 + xy defined for
x > 0 and y ≥ 0. It can be shown to be convex in x
when y is constant and concave in y for x constant. So,
if X and Y are independent random variables (defined on
appropriate supports), applying Jensen’s inequality (separately
as the convex and concave functions of X and Y respectively),
gives the bounds on E [f (X, Y )] as

 
Y
EY log 1 +
E (X)
 

Y
≤ EX,Y log 1 +
(12)
X
 

E (Y )
≤ EX log 1 +
X
1) Cognitive User: To use these inequalities in the context
of our multiple access channel, note that, if we set
Y = |fkH hk |2 Pk bk
and
K
X

X = fkH (IM + hp hH
p Pp +

hi hH
i Pi bi )fk

i=1,i6=k
Y
X



then log 1 +
is the random rate of cognitive user k.
To find the upper and lower bounds, it suffices to note that
according to the above definitions of X and Y ,
E [X] =

to continuous transmissions from interfering users with less
power. So, from the inequality itself, it is clear that random
transmissions from interfering users is better than continuous
transmission so far as tackling the interference goes. But, from
the second part of the inequality, it is seen that continuous
transmission from user k himself is better so far as its own
data rate in concerned. Also, by invoking Jensen’s inequality,
it can be shown that

 
Y
EY log 1 +
E (X)


E [Y ]
(13)
≤ log 1 +
E [X]
 

E (Y )
≤ EX log 1 +
X


E[Y ]
A
comparison
between
log 1 + E[X]
and


Y
will depend upon specific values and
E log 1 + X
not possible to carry out in general form. Simulation results
in Section V show that this depends upon the power of
primary user and for high power primary users it is possible
to achieve marginally better performance with the proposed
scheme.
2) Primary User: The same form of expressions for
f (X, Y ) can be used for the primary user. But in this case,
the definitions are

fkH (IM

+

hp hH
p Pp

+

K
X

hi hH
i pPi )fk

i=1,i6=k

and
E [Y ] = |fkH hk |2 pPk
Define the power allocation vector of cognitive users as
p = [P1 , P2 , . . . , PK ]

T

Obviously, ||p||1 gives total power usage by all cognitive
users.
Then our assertion is that for p ∈ (0, 1] and p ≻ 0, the
following two cognitive uplink systems are identical in terms
of power consumption.
• All cognitive users are transmitting continuously with
power allocation vector pp.
• Each cognitive user is transmitting with probability p at
any symbol interval and the power allocation vector is
p.
Based on this assertion, from the first inequality of 12 it
is noted that if we replace the random variable X by a
deterministic variable E [X], the rate decreases. In effect,
the random variable X corresponds to random transmissions
from interfering users and replacing it by E [X] corresponds
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X =1+

K
X

|gk |2 Pk bk

k=1
2

and Y = |gp | Pp . To be noted here, since the primary user
transmits continuously with its own power, Y is not a random
variable anymore (in other words, Y = E [Y ]). So the only
previous inequality for lower bound reduces to
 



Y
Y
EX log 1 +
≥ log 1 +
(14)
X
E (X)
So, the primary user is having a clear advantage in tackling
the interference from the cognitive users. In light of the simulation results in Section V it will be shown that this advantage
can be turned in the favor of cognitive users themselves.
V. S IMULATION R ESULTS
For the simulation, a cognitive system of three antennas at
the base station and ten cognitive users is considered. Rayleigh
fading is considered with hkj ∼ CN (0, 1),
∀1 ≤ k ≤ K, ∀1 ≤ j ≤ M i.e., hkj is a circularly symmetric
complex normal variable. With a fixed cognitive users power
allocation vector p and primary user power Pp various data
rates have been plotted against variation of probability p
(varying from 0 to 1). For comparison, another system is
considered where cognitive users transmit continuously with
power allocation vector pp. As per the assertion made in
Section IV-B1 these two systems are similar in terms of power
consumption and the probability p gives the measure of total
cognitive user power apart from a constant factor. Figures 2
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Secondary data rate with Random Transmission
0.25

Secondary Data Rate with Continuous Transmission
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figures demonstrate, tuning the secondary user parameters can

0.15

Primary Data Rate with Random Transmission from Secondary
Primary Data Rate by Continuous Transmission from Secondary

3
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and 3 show the average rates of all cognitive users, first with
a comparatively low primary user power (Pp ), and then with a
high Pp . Figure 4 gives the corresponding variation of primary
user data rate with probability p. From Figures 2 and 3 it
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be used to limit the data rate of primary users. In certain
conditions, higher data rate for primary users may be necessary
(with obvious trade-off for cognitive users) and in some other
conditions, the primary user can tolerate higher interference
from cognitive users. It is shown that the cognitive users can
respond to constraints imposed by primary users either by
adjusting the actual power or by adjusting the transmission rate
p. From the design point of view, controlling the probability
p is an easier way than to control the battery power.

Average Data Rates of Cognitive Users with High Primary User

is obvious that cognitive users gain in the random transmission scheme if the primary user power is high compared to
cognitive users. This assumption is often valid, particularly in
wireless sensor networks where sensor motes operating at low
power are used for short range communication. As Figure 4
suggests and already shown in Section IV-B2, primary user
always gains in terms of data rate.
VI. C ONCLUSION
The random transmission scheme is able to outperform
the continuous transmission scheme for primary user and
possibly the cognitive users as well for certain cases. As the
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Abstract—Enabling the healthcare infrastructure with Internet of Things (IoT) will significantly improve quality of
service, reduce the costs and efficiently manage remote and
mobile patients. To be efficacious, IoT and eHealth infrastructure essentials as well as their associated security and privacy
issues should be thoroughly recognized to effectively manage the
InfoSec risks involved. Unfortunately, there has been a potential
lack of research comprehensively addressing these issues jointly
while InfoSec risk management solutions are devised for IoTbased eHealth. In this paper, we have highlighted the necessary
knowledge while approaching InfoSec risk management in IoTeHealth as per a standard process, assessed it against standard
and proposed requirements and identified the current trends and
gaps to set directions for future research.
Keywords—Internet of Things (IoT); Remote Patient Monitoring; Risk Management; Security & Privacy; eHealth.

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) is a global internet architecture
connecting various wired and wireless technologies designed
to meet specific objectives [1]. Beside its anticipated benefits in
various private and business domains, enabling IoT in welfare
spheres, such as healthcare, will greatly facilitate the society
as a whole. A patient can now be monitored remotely in
a continuous fashion thus making the health services more
mobile, extendable and effective. Though offering a great deal
of benefits, IoT is still facing a number of critical challenges
such as networking, security and privacy, QoS, standardization,
etc., which needs to be sorted out and yet remain open [2].
Among these challenges, the most threatening are the security
and privacy concerns. Connecting diverse technologies may
lead to new threats with much grander risk of security. These
threats become more drastic when considered in the context
of a continuous service, such as healthcare, where the concern
is not limited to a patient’s privacy but, there is a threat to the
breach of trust, leading to the exploitation of a welfare service.
Standards, guidelines and good practices concerning InfoSec Risk Management (ISRM), such as ISO 27005, NIST,
CRAMM, ISACA RiskIT, etc., recommend to approach ISRM
in a methodological fashion, i.e., understand the target business
function, service or system, identify the security and privacy
(S&P) concerns and threats, analyze the risk faced, and manage
the risk to reduce it to an acceptable level. To qualify this process, IoT-driven eHealth as a continuous real-time service will
need an intelligent security system that can dynamically predict
and estimate the risk faced and mitigating it autonomously to
be more resilient and adaptable in the face of changing security
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threats [3]. A number of architectural designs, security issues,
risk management (RM) models and surveys are presented
concerning eHealth [1], [2], [4]–[7]. However, such studies
are either focused on the mentioned individual topics, target
a specific technology or presents abstract modeling. Hence,
there is a lack of literature that provides a holistic study of
the related topics as per the standard RM process to approach
ISRM in IoT-based eHealth.
In this paper, we will highlight IoT-eHealth infrastructure
essentials, the associated S&P issues and will explore various
ISRM approaches to establish an understanding of how ISRM
can be modeled in IoT driven eHealth. Existing literature
is evaluated against standard and projected requirements and
current trends and gaps are identified. We identified that the
current system and S&P modeling are focused only on the
primitive requirements and is done in an empirical manner.
Whereas vital operations, key system components and necessary S&P services are overlooked. Suitability of various ISRM
models and methods is explored and it was concluded that
most of them have a subjective influence which makes them
difficult to be adopted in a dynamic-real-time environments
and lacks intelligent risk analysis and management capabilities,
such as context awareness and self-adaptation, which are
deemed to be essential for IoT driven eHealth [3]. We strongly
believe that this contribution will provide a reference point
for future researchers and will enable them to understand
the requirements, challenges, options, methods and techniques
necessary to consider while approaching ISRM in IoT driven
eHealth.
The rest of the paper is organized as follow: In Section II,
an overview of the related work will be highlighted. Section III
will elaborate the current literature highlighting architectural
designs, S&P services, issues and threats and modeling security risks in the perspective of IoT-based eHealth. In Section
IV, evaluation of the current literature will be highlighted by
aligning them with a set of standard and proposed requirements. In Section V, current trends and gaps will be identified
by discussing the evaluated knowledge. Finally, concluding
remarks and future research endeavors will be underlined in
Section VI.
II.

R ELATED W ORK

A summary of related efforts concerning IoT, remote
eHealth, associated security challenges and ISRM modeling
are highlighted in this section. The goal is to identify and
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converse the reviews which are aligned with the theme of
ISRM and related topics in IoT-based eHealth.
A detailed description of networking and architectural
characteristics of ubiquitous computing used for remote patient
monitoring (RPM) is presented in [8]. Sunil et al. discuss the
use of mobile networks and the utilization of their mobility
features in RPM. 3G and 4G networks characteristics were
compared and it was showed that 4G can provide magnified
advantages in terms of QoS. QoS requirements concerning
wireless networks were highlighted and respective suggestions
were discussed to overcome some of the current shortcomings.
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) play a vital role in
remote eHealth setup. They enable the notion of a continuous
monitoring in remote patient monitoring systems (RPMS).
Murad et al. [9] stressed that preventive security measures
are not sufficient for WSNs due to the presence of an internal attacker. They provided a comprehensive survey of
different intrusion detection systems (IDS) categorizing rule,
data mining, statistical and game theoretic based techniques
as detective measures to comprehend internal and network
attacks dynamically thus enabling a second layer of defense to
preventive measures. Similar work is also done in [10] [11].
Latré et al. [12] discussed the importance of Wireless
Body Area Network (WBAN) and its applications in remote
monitoring of various diseases. Positioning of the WBAN in a
RPMS setup is detailed and it is argued that most of the current
research is focused on the extra-WBAN communication. Available MAC and Network layer protocols were highlighted and it
was suggested that new MAC layer protocols need to be design
to accommodate patient mobility. Latré et al. reasoned the
current issues like QoS, usability and security are more studied
in the WSN and should also be examined in WBAN being
a more healthcare focused technology as compared to WSN.
The survey however was more emphasized on the networking
protocols.
A systematic literature review on S&P issues in an Electronic Health Record (EHR) system is presented in [13].
Literature appraisal was based on the requirements defined
in ISO 27799 standard related to achieving security goals
through cryptographic techniques, HR security measures, such
as training and awareness, and its alignment with compliance
and regulatory requirements. Luis et al. concluded that though
most of the studies do explicate security controls but are not
really implemented in health sectors.
A detail survey on IoT is given in [2]. Atzori et al. explain
IoT from three different perspectives: Things, Internet and
Semantics and converse its overlapping and diverse nature.
Different technologies, such as Middleware, WSN, RFID, etc.,
are recognized to review their possibilities in enabling effective
IoT. Extended opportunities of IoT in different application areas are explored and their benefits are traversed. Furthermore,
a list of open issues, such as, security, privacy, networking,
standardization, QoS and data integrity was highlighted and
suggested to be researched to make IoT a more mature and
promising technology.
To perform effective risk analysis, it is a difficult task to
select the appropriate Risk Analysis (RA) methodology [14].
Vorster and Labuschagne presented a framework of evaluating
RM methodologies to assist the business managers in selecting
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an appropriate method to conduct RA within an organization.
A five-point common criterion was used for the comparison. A
similar approach is also taken by [15] where RA methodologies were classified based on the involvement of risk analysts
or stakeholders and the execution nature of the steps used in
the RA process. RA methodologies can also be classified into
two groups based on the approach adopted–Traditional: where
a methodology have a subjective influence of the stakeholder
involved and risk is analyzed by the appraisers; Contemporary:
where risk is estimated based on the target system behavior by
inspecting the events it creates, testing it and validating it with
formal methods [16].
III.

A PPROACHES , C ONCEPTS & I SSUES

This section presents an overview of the current literature
in accordance with the standard ISRM process. The selected
literature encompasses systems overview, S&P services and
threats and ISRM modeling approaches which are necessary to
be understood while impending ISRM in IoT driven eHealth. A
depiction of the literature organization in line with the standard
ISRM guideline is shown in Table I.
TABLE I.

L ITERATURE O RGANIZATION & S TANDARD ISRM P ROCESS

Standard ISRM Process
Scope Identification

S&P Services/Threats
Analyzing & Managing Risks

Literature Organization
IoT-eHealth Infrastructure
– System Overview & Functions
– Key Assets
– Comm. Medium
S&P Modeling
– Threats & Security Services Modeling
Modeling InfoSec Risks
– Methods, Models & Frameworks for handling IoT-eHealth Risks

A. IoT-eHealth Infrastructure
IoT-based eHealth can be referred to as the global internet
of wired and wireless technologies placed to monitor remote
and mobile patients. Besides monitoring, patients can also
be supervised over the internet and response to emergency
situations can be made in a timely manner with the required
aid. The infrastructure includes wearable sensors which collect
various physiological sensed data from the patient as biosignals, forwards it to a smart device, such as a smartphone or
tablet. Biosignals are filtered and are sent to a remote hospital
site via mobile network or internet where the medical staff
further investigate them and prescribe the patient accordingly.
This concept is also portrayed in [17] in which Otto et
al.explained a heart patient scenario while presenting their
RMPS. A similar model is also described in [18] in which
the proposed system, Tele Health Care, is used to monitor
blood pressure and heart rate of a remote patient. In abnormal
situations the patient is alerted with an alarm and a SMS is sent
to the corresponding doctor for instant response. Ambulatory
and emergency situations are also discussed. However, Rajan
et al. did not discuss the notion of false alerts which may cause
panic on both the patient and doctor sides.
Suh et al. proposed a RPMS, WANDA, for monitoring
congestive heart failure patients [19]. The system is composed
of three tiers: sensors, web and back end databases. Mobility is
provided through the use of a smartphone carried by a patient.
Via Bluetooth the biosignals are transmitted to a smartphone
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from the sensors and are sent to the second tier through
GSM, 3G and/or Internet for further investigations. Health
status can be accessed either by using the smartphone or the
web services. The database tier is used only for backup and
recovery procedures assisted with offline backup schedulers.
Based on the fact that a TV is still the most convenient way
of interaction among the older adults, Santos et al. presented a
TV based solution, CareBox, for RPM [20]. CareBox processes
the vital signs only locally. Sensor data is sent to the monitoring unit attached to a TV where the patient can have a look
at to his health status displayed on TV. The communication
layer of the system is designed to support various protocols
and technologies. A VoIP client is used where a patient can
connect to a doctor for a video meeting. A survey form is
programmed into the TV, which asks health related questions
from the patient and can be sent upon submission to the doctor
site via an internet connection.
Scacht et al. proposed Fontane [21]. In Fontane, medical
data sensed by various sensors are transmitted to a home broker
via Bluetooth. The home broker, implemented in a smartphone,
sends the processed data to a tele-medicine center (TMC) using
GSM or UMTS. The live medical data received in the TMC is
recorded as the patient’s EHR. A J2EE–based SaPiMa module
is used at the TMC to ensure EHR interoperability. Medical
professionals can access the EHRs via the internet to review
health status. Based on specific prioritization rules set by a
doctor, the system can review orders for the patients.
Sneha et al. [22] provided a comprehensive set of requirements for RPMS and suggested a three-step framework
for RMPS: Sensing the vital signs, Analyzing them and if
an anomaly is found, the analysis report is transmitted to
the concerned site. A PDA equipped with different agents
responsible for various tasks such as location update, collection
and processing of vital signs, alarm generation, updating EHR
and storage of personal data are utilized. These agents use
ontology based on Descriptive Logic (DL) and implements
various alerts and alarms as per the patient history. Sneha et
al. however, did not discuss the patient-doctor communication
within their model.
Wu et al. [23] presented an RIFD based Mobile Patient
Monitoring System (MPMS) which they claimed to be the
first of RFID driven RPMS. The sensor part of the network
is composed of wearable ring-type pulse monitoring tags. The
sensed data from the tags are sent to a reader where it is
delivered to a smartphone via Bluetooth. The smartphone has
the ability to process and analyze the data and anomalies are
shared with a remote medical station. The smartphone is also
equipped with a GPS, which sends out the patient location
to the medical station in case of out-door emergencies. RFID
is also used in [24] for an out-patient registration. Though,
the title reflects a MPMS but is in-fact a model to facilitate
the patient’s check-in procedure in the hospital. A patient is
registered into the system and an RFID bracelet is given to him.
The doctor’s PDA connects to the RFID server and retrieves
the patient information. After the personal information is read,
the corresponding patient history is extracted from the health
system and advising is done accordingly.
Van et al. proposed MobiHealth system experimented in
a number of countries [25]. In MobiHealth, the health infor-
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mation was transferred through the next generation wireless
networks. Van et al. argued that beside wearable sensors,
devices such as actuators and other wearable devices can also
be integrated into the system. MobiHealth, however, was prone
to major issues of data loss and low bandwidth drawn from
the experiments conducted.
Kargl et al. presented a pervasive eHealth monitoring
system, ReMoteCare [26]. ReMoteCare consists of a local
processing and data collection units, which process and collect
local data through sensor motes. The data is then forwarded to
a remote or local analysis unit over a communication network
through a gateway. A PC is used for local analysis from where
analyzed data can be sent to a remote processing and collection
unit via SNMP for further investigation.
B. Security & Privacy Modeling
eHealth involves critical information exchange and requires
a number of security services to make this information reliable,
confidential, available and trustworthy. The objective of this
section is to understand the threat landscape, S&P issues and
how various security services are modeled in remote/mobile
patient monitoring.
RPMSs will no doubt greatly improve the quality of healthcare. However, it still have to face a number of challenges
concerning S&P. Meingast et al. [5] discussed the issues
concerning data access and storage such as authorization, data
retention and the type of data to be stored to meet privacy
objectives. Regulatory requirements and conflicts among regulations are also highlighted. They stressed that existing controls
such as Role Based Access Control (RBAC), Encryption
and Authentication mechanisms should be implemented to
overcome these issues.
Extending the notion of threats posed in a MPMS, Leister
et al. produced a threat assessment report stating the critical
threats faced in an MPM environment using various scenarios
[27]. Though, the main focus of the assessment is on the
WSNs, they have also considered the long range wireless
communication infrastructure and the corresponding threats.
They also suggested a few countermeasures and security
recommendations which can be considered to circumvent these
threats.
A comprehensive analysis of threat faced by the WSNs
is presented in [4]. The attacks and threats listed by Kalita
and Kar are not specific to eHealth but as WSN plays a vital
role in RPMS, these threats should be seriously considered
when a secure design or risk analysis of RPMS are intended.
The attacks identified are categorized in accordance with the
TCP/IP network model so that appropriate measure can be
taken at the specified layer. Countermeasures are suggested to
avoid some of the common attacks.
Lin et al. presented a privacy protection scheme depicting
how patient’s privacy can be preserved in an MPMS setup
[28]. Lin et al. demonstrated how the privacy of the patient
medical information is protected from a global adversary trying
to eavesdrop on the messages transferred between the patient
and the doctor. Furthermore, they explained the preservation
of patient’s contextual privacy using the proposed scheme
showing that an adversary cannot link a patient to a specific
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doctor by linking their sources and destinations. They also
performed a thorough performance analysis of the proposed
scheme demonstrating its efficiency in terms of transmission
delays. Ramli et al. [29] provided an insight on four serious
privacy issues in pervasive health monitoring systems; eavesdropping, prescription leakages, social implication and abuse
of medical information. They argued that these concerns not
only affect the health system but also greatly influence patient’s
life.
Frank et al. described different types of attacks that can be
experienced by various network components in RPM as well
as the threats corresponding to the information shared between
them [26]. They suggested a number of security measures that
can be used to prevent internal and external attackers from
compromising the confidentiality, integrity and availability of
the network components and information. However, privacy
and legal issues are just mentioned and are not well elaborated.
Apaporn et al. [30] presented a security framework for
eHealth services using two mechanisms: Data and Channel
security. Channel security is provided using the SSL on the
HTTP layer and data security is provided on the SOAP layer
constructed above the HTTP. Apaporn et al. emphasized that
RBAC should be used along with multi-factor authentication to
ensure proper authorization and authentication. Based on the
roles of stakeholders and data sensitivity, communication is
divided into different layers where various authentication and
encryption settings can be adapted. The framework however
dealt only with the web based eHealth services. Multi-factor
authentication is also utilized in [31] where Sriram et al. used
ECG and accelerometer features from the sensor to perform
an activity based biometric authentication.
Elkhodar et al. proposed a Ubiquitous Health Trust Protocol (UHTP) in combination with TLS to authenticate a
mobile doctor visiting patients at home [32]. Authentication
is performed using three factors based on personal, device
and environmental (location) information. During a request
to a patient EHR, the doctor uses his smart phone to access
the EHR system using his username and password. Beside
these personal credentials, the SIM details, IMEI and GPS
locations from doctor’s phone are validated and access is
granted accordingly. The rest of the communication security is
ensured as per the TLS negotiated parameters. UHTP, however,
doesn’t have any application in a continuous RPM orientation.
Simple and secure RPMS is demonstrated in [33]. A
mobile set is used as a pulse oximeter where pulse rates
are transmitted to a smartphone. The smartphone is equipped
with a symmetric cipher and a hashing algorithm to achieve
confidentiality and integrity. Shortcomings of this model are
ignoring the distribution concerns of the keys and the abstract
knowledge of the model, which needs to be detailed.
Timestamps can provide valuable and fresh data for authentication and requires no active involvement of the user
[34]. Elmufti et al. used packet timestamps to authenticate
a patient/doctor (users) in RPMS. Users are assigned tokens
based on timestamps signed by an authenticating server. These
stamps are transmitted with individual messages and are
compared with a sliding window maintained at the receiving
end. User authentication itself is done with digital signature.
Elmufti et al. although included sensors in their architecture
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but did not explore the proposed protocol applications in them.
QoS and event reporting are important requirements in
information system. In eHealth, real-time delivery is a must
and health status has to be monitored continuously [35].
Rikitake et al. presented an NGN/IMS based ubiquitous health
monitoring system in which they addressed the issues of
event notification, real-time transfer and data accumulation.
Sensor’s data is sent to an IMS Client from where it is sent
to the observer’s site using Realtime Transfer Protocol (RTP).
For event notification a SIP base Subscribe/Notify module is
utilized that records incidents in an event server connected to
the hospital application server. An XML database management
system (XDMS) is used that extracts the events from the event
server and stores it in an XML format.
Malhotra et al. used Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) to
secure the exchange of medical data using mobile devices [36].
Basic ECC methods are used where encryption is done at the
user level with a public-private key pair. User is authenticated
through a username/password terminal and access to the data
is granted based on the user (patient/doctor) role. ECC based
digital signature to ensure non-repudiation while message
integrity is provided through a cryptographic hash.
C. Modeling the InfoSec Risk
To detect and prevent accidental events regarding a patient’s health, an activity based risk analysis framework is
proposed in [6]. Collected vital signs events are matched with
the patient’s history already stored as EHR and the current
situation of the patient is predicted. Based on the prediction,
risk is calculated and an alert is generated to cope up with
the situation. The proposed architecture, although only address
the patient health, can be extended to the information security
domain as a reference when modeling InfoSec risk analysis is
desired.
There are several studies on general S&P issues in eHealth
comprising ubiquitous systems. However, it is quite hard to
understand and systematically listing down these key issues
and design a risk mitigation strategy for them. Oladimeji et
al. [37] proposed a framework to model security and privacy
objectives, identifying threats and risks and approaching their
mitigation strategies. They also discussed how information
sensitivity can be characterized as well as how different
administrative policies can be refined to protect the patient’s
privacy.
The attributes that are used to design IT solutions specifically in eHealth are usually complex and interdependent thus
needed to be analyzed and prioritize to produce a reliable and
trustworthy solution. In [38], it is discussed how these critical
attributes and their inter-dependencies can be assessed to
reduce the risk after the solution has been deployed. The study
can be used for formulating the requirements of designing an
automated or real-time risk analysis model as it discuss both
the quality and security issues at the requirement engineering
level.
Bønes et al. proposed ModIMob, a model which can
be used to discover the availability of the health experts
where their presence is required for an expert opinion [39].
The Australian and New Zealand standard for RM (AS/NZS
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4360:1999) is used to discover the risks associated with the use
of IM and mobile services used in a healthcare. Though, the
scope of their risk evaluation is limited to a specific domain
of instant messaging but it can provide an understanding of
conducting a RA process in a RPMS.
Abie and Ilangko proposed a risk based adaptive framework
for IoT-based eHealth [3]. They argued that based on the real
time data collected from the sensors and recent information
history, a risk will be calculated, which will further be used in
the decision making process of system adaptation. They also
provide a detailed literature on various issue concerning system
adaptation and risk management and it is deemed that using
context awareness and Game Theory techniques, the faced risk
can be effectively estimated and predicted.
To provide an appropriate level of privacy all the assets as
well as the stakeholders involved in the target system must
be considered [7]. A Privacy Risk Model is demonstrated
specifically targeting the Ubicomp systems where risks concerning privacy are identified and analyzed by a series of
questions. RM is performed by categorizing the risks analyzed
and designing architectural strategies for them.
Maglogiannis et al. presented a detail risk analysis of
RPMS. RA is performed through the CCTA Risk Analysis and
Management Methodology (CRAMM) by considering a case
study highlighting the associated key risks [40]. The results of
the RA are used in developing a graph using Bayesian Network
technique showing the interaction of various critical events that
can cause system failure.
Beside the risk posture of the sensitive information processed by the health information systems, the devices used
in healthcare have their own inherited risks. With the introduction of pervasive computing and IoTs this risk has grown
rapidly. Zhao and Bai described how Failure Mode and Effect
Analysis (FMEA) can help in analyzing and managing the
risks associated with these devices to circumvent any potential
hazards [41]. They showed that Risk Priority Number (RPN)
can be used in the context of FEMA to reduce such potential
casualties associated with medical devices.
ENISA, using EBIOS tool, performed a detailed RM process of a diabetes case study basing a RPMS [42]. EBIOS is a
tool that incorporates the 5-steps RM process developed by the
Central Information Systems Security Division of France. The
report described a detailed step-by-step procedure of assessing
and managing risks indicating the intended audience how to
approach the overall process of risk management in MPMSs.
IoT comprises of a complex architecture composed of a
variety of technologies due to which the overall threat faced
becomes more drastic. There is a need for a sophisticated risk
analysis method to assess the risk faced. Lui et al. proposed a
mathematical dynamic risk assessment model, DRAMIA, to
cope with the threat situation confronted in the IoT space
[43]. Enthused by the Artificial Immune System (AIS) their
proposed method consist of two components: a Detection
Agent that sense and detect the attack environment and evolve
accordingly; and a Dynamic Risk Assessment subsystem that
computes the risk associated with the attack detected.
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IV.

E VALUATION

In this section, an evaluation of discussed literature is
depicted. Evaluation is performed by mapping the reviewed
articles onto a set of standard and proposed requirements.
A. System Models Evaluation
System models discussed in section III-A are evaluated
against a set of functional requirements proposed in [44].
We believe that these are complete set of requirements which
should be included in any RPMS and MPMS. However, we
have added an important requirement of mobility as it is the
only component that makes the health service mobile and assist
in out-doors ambulatory and activity monitoring needs [22].
Functional requirements are described below whereas system
models
√ evaluation against the requirements is shown in Table
II. ( ) mark indicates the presence of a specific function
whereas an (–) implies that either the function is absent or
not explicitly discussed.
•

Collection and Processing: Collection and processing
of vital signs from the body sensors by a Patient
Cluster Head (PCH) or a wireless base station (BS)

•

Real Time Delivery: PCH or BS should be able to
deliver the processed data in real time for analysis to
specified destination such a remote hospital site or a
smart device.

•

Alarm generation: The investigating node, a server
at hospital or the smart device, should be able to
generate alarms based on the real time data received
both locally and remotely at hospital.

•

Interpretation: Local and remote investigating nodes
should be able to diagnose and interpret processed
vital sign.

•

Correlation: Local and remote investigating nodes
should be cable of correlating various vital sign such
as heart rate, diabetes level and blood pressure to
diagnose the correct health status

•

Data Request: Patient health history should be made
available whenever requested

•

Communication Interface: A communication interface should be incorporated locally to enable expert
supervision for a remote patient.

•

Actuation: To assist elder patients or on demand basis
sensors or actuators should be able to saturate the
essential medicine or trigger the required action.

•

Mobility: The system should be able to support mobility services to the patient. This includes tracking
the location and service availability while the patient
is moving.

B. Evaluating S&P Modeling
S&P service modeling literature reviewed in section III-B is
evaluated against the networking and communication requirements standardized by the U.S Health Insurance Portability
and Accountability Act (HIPAA) of 1996 specified in [45].
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TABLE II.
Function/ Reference
Collection & Processing
Realtime Delivery
Alarm Gen.
Interpretation
Correlation
Data Request
Comm. Interface
Actuation
Mobility

[19]
√
√
–
√
–
√
–
–
–

I OT- BASED E H EALTH S YSTEMS E VALUATION
[26]
√
√
√
√

[20]
√
√

[17]
√
√

. [25]
√
√

–
√

–
–
–
–
√

–
–
√

–
√
√

–
–

Besides, ensuring health insurance coverage and simplification of administrative policies, HIPAA aims to standardize
S&P mechanisms for electronic health information exchange.
Requirements stated by HIPAA are: Data Access, Confidentiality, Integrity, Availability, Alarm Generation, Identity
Management, Privacy Preservation, Authentication, and Event
Reporting. Table III depicts the requirement(s) covered by each
study as per HIPAA security requirements and how they are
approached in individual study.
C. InfoSec RM Models Suitability
IoT-based eHealth is a continuous service in which response to an adverse situation should be made in a dynamic
fashion. Hence, it requires an ISRM solution that can estimate
and predict the security risk faced in real time and adapts
appropriate security setting accordingly [3]. To capture the
requirements of a real time RM in IoT-eHealth below we
devise a fitness criteria, which we believe should be met by a
given ISRM model in order to fulfill the operational needs of
IoT-eHealth and efficiently manage the risk faced.
•

Operational Nature: The time at which an ISRM
process is executed. This can be on-demand basis
where the process is activated when required. For
instance, ISACA Risk IT method can be executed biannually or quarterly by an enterprise. ISRM can be
performed in a dynamic manner where security risks
are analyzed in a real-time fashion such as in military
setups. For IoT driven eHealth the operational level
should be dynamic in order to be in line with the
continuous monitoring theme.

•

Context Awareness: It corresponds to the understanding of an adverse situation in a given time. In
most cases, risks are analyzed individually however;
in real computing environment, risk can be seen as a
combination of different adverse events. These events
and risks need to be correlated to understand a given
situation otherwise low impact risks might be tagged
as critical leading to false positives and unwanted
situations.

•

Analysis Complexity: It should be taken care of
that risk analysis method is lightweight and fast in
response to facilitate the theme of real time service
[3]. RA solutions having low computational complexity can also be integrated in devices with limited
resources.

•

Self-Adaptation: For IoT-eHealth to be dynamic and
self-adaptive, an ISRM should have the ability to
react to an adverse situation and manage security autonomously. Self-adaptation refers to the autonomous
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–
–
–
–

[21]
√
√

–
√

[18]
√
√
√
√

–
√

–
√

–
√
√

–
–
–

–
–
–
–
–

–
√

[22]
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
–
√

[24]
√
√
√
√
–
√
–
–
–

[23]
√
√
√
√
√
–
–
–
√

effective reaction of a system to minimize the effect
of a risky situation [3].
In Table IV, we evaluate the suitability of the studied ISRM
approaches against the above mentioned metrics to see how
they address these metrics in order to be implemented in IoTbased eHealth.
V.

T RENDS A ND G APS

Key elements of ISRM concerning IoT-eHealth are reviewed in this paper as system, S&P and InfoSec risk modeling
and are evaluated as per projected requirements. The objective
was to understand and recognize the essential operations,
S&P challenges and methodologies for effective ISRM in IoT
driven eHealth. A brief discussion on the evaluated knowledge
corresponding to individual domains is conferred below to
reflect the current trends and gaps in the existing literature.
– System Models
A total of 10 models are studied and analyzed according to
the required features in a RPMS or IoT driven eHealth. Some
of the models reviewed are focused on monitoring generic
vital signs such as ECG, Blood pressure and heart rate [21],
[25] while a few targets specific heart [17], [19] and chronic
diseases such as diabetes [22]. Systems corresponding to [17],
[19], [21], [22], [25] emphasized the use of cellular network
(GPRS, GSM and UMTS) for the transmission of sensed
data to the hospital site through the use of smart phones.
However, simultaneous transmissions on cellular networks can
cause performance degradation and may affect continuous
monitoring in critical situations [25]. Except for [22], the
importance of local analysis of sensed data is ignored in the
rest of the models, which enable a patient to view his health
status locally and schedule the daily routines accordingly.
Similarly, actuation of medical infusions is also overlooked. A
vital functionality of RPM is to diagnose the patient at home
to save the time and energy spent in regular checkups, i.e.,
the provisioning of communication interface between a doctor
and patient however, an absence is experienced of this feature
in most of the systems reviewed. Those who support this
functionality did not explicate it in detail. Santos et al. [20] on
the other hand fairly explained a patient-doctor communication
over a VOIP client, which can also be used in calling the health
facilities in case of emergencies as well. Alarm generation is
merely explored, except for [22] who detailed each alarm as
per the assigned agent’s responsibilities.
It can be seen that most of the system models are focused
on the basic functionalities of collection, processing and delivery of vital signs to the remote hospital site. Analysis and
correlation of various bio-signals are limited to the server side,
which is needed to be shifted to the patient side to increase
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TABLE III.
Author

Data Access

M APPING S&P REQUIREMENTS ONTO HIPAA

Confidentiality

Integrity

Availability Alarm Identity Mgt
Gen.
–
–
PKI based on
Patient IDs

Privacy

Authentication
Shared Key

Event
Rep.
–

Muliti-factor

–

Multi-factor
Message Authentication
Code(MAC) based on a
Secret key
User: Digital Signatures
Message: Timestamps
AAA over NGN/IMS

–
–

Lin et al. [28]

–

Symmetric Encryption

Hash

Apaporn et al. [30]

RBAC

–

–

–

–

Elkhodar et al. [32]
Mona et al. [33]

–
–

Symmetric Encryption
–
Symmetric Encryption

Symmetric
Encryption
&
Pseudo
ID
–

–
SHA–1

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

Khalid et al. [34]

–

–

–

–

–

–

–

Koichiro et al. [35]

AAA
over
NGN/IMS

–

–

Realtime
Transfer
Protocol
(RTP)

–

–

–

Sriram et al. [31]
Malhotra [36]

–
RBAC

–
ECC

–
SHA-1

–
–

–
–

–
–

–
–

TABLE IV.
Author

Artifact

Don et al. [6]

Framework

Croll et al. [38]

Framework

Hong et al. [7]

Model

Liu et al. [43]

Method

Maglog et l. [40]

Case Study

Nes et al. [39]

Case Study

Abie et al. [3]

Framework

Zhao et al. [41]

Model

ENISA [42]

Case Study

SIP Event
Subscribe/Notify
Framework
–
–

ISRM A PPROACHES S UITABILITY IN I OT- BASED E H EALTH

Analysis Method
Quantitative Analysis of patient activities
Qualitative Investigation of Quality, Usability, Privacy and Safety
(QUPS) Attributes
Qualitative Assessment based on a
questionnaire
Quantitative RA based on attack
detection in network packets using
Artificial Immune System

Operational
Nature
Dynamic

Context Awareness
Event Correlation

No

Dynamic &
OnDemand

Investigating interdependent critical attributes
and events
No

No

OnDemand
Dynamic

Complexity

Self Adaptation

No

No

Attack detection & RA
are done by specific
agents

Unclear to evaluate the
actual computation complexity just on the graphical model presented

Adaptation is performed
only to enhance the
detection capabilities.No
mechanism of adapting
a RM strategy
No

Threat Identification is performed
using Bayesian Network Modeling
whereas CRAMM is used as a RA
method
Methodology: Australian & New
Zealand Standard for RM ASNZS
43601999. Qualitative Approach is
used in the RA process
Monitor, Analyze & Adapt loop.

OnDemand

Event dependencies are
used to build the context
of a specific threat

OnDemand

No

No

Dynamic

Yes

Methodology: FMEA . Risk (RPN)
is analyzed using Severity, Occurrence & Detection (SOD) values
Qualitative 5-Step EBIOS RA
Methodology: Formulating Risk,
Asset Valuation, Probability Calculation, Impact Valuation & Prioritizing Risk Levels

OnDemand

Game Theory & Context
Awareness
No

OnDemand

patient satisfaction. Mobility features should be well designed
to support both in and out door patient and to facilitate ambulatory services [22]. Security and safety alarms are needed to
be designed intelligently to support critical patient monitoring.
Communication interface and GUIs needed to be constructed
in order to enrich a patient-doctor relationship and trust.
– Security & Privacy
Among the HIPAA required services for secure remote and
mobile patient monitoring systems, the most addressed are
the confidentiality and authentication. However, none of them
addresses all the HIPPA requirements. Our objective here is not
to criticize this fact but to recognize how these requirements
can be approached and to identify the current focus of S&P
modeling and the necessary issues to be explored in future.
In most of the literature, Symmetric encryption is used
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No

Low: RPN = SxDxO

No

Low- Risk Calculation:
Risk = (Threat x Vulnerability x Impact)

No

to attain confidentiality [28] [30] [33]; however, asymmetric
encryption using ECC is also explored [36]. Multi-factor
authentication is used in a few studies where passwords, SIM
credentials, GPS location, ID cards [30], [32] and vital signs
(as biometrics) such as ECG and heart beats are used as various
factors of authenticating patients and doctors [31]. Digital
signatures are also used in authentication [34], [36]. Message
authenticity is achieved by using packet timestamps and message authentication code [33], [34]. Hashing remained the only
method of ensuring message integrity however, discussed by
only a few [28], [33], [36]. Anonymity is only discussed in
[28], where pseudo patient IDs are used to ensure identity
privacy against global eavesdropping. Authorization through
RBAC are conversed in [30], [36] but are not explicitly defined.
Some of the security services in a continuous RPM such as
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event reporting, alarm generation and availability are yet to be
researched. These are the services which are used in real-time
delivery and emergency situations and are the key attributes
of RPMS. Most of the literature summarized targets the
extra-Body Area Network (Ex-BAN) security, which includes
traditional web services and back end database resources
in eHealth. As per our knowledge, there is a very limited
literature available on securing inter-BAN communication specific to medical information exchange. Research is necessary
to be done to secure these networks as they are the core
producers of the medical information in an IoT-based eHealth
or RPM. Also, the resources used in such networks have
limited capabilities thus there is a need to design lightweight
cryptographic solutions as discussed in [36] to be aligned with
sensors computational competencies.
– InfoSec RM Models
Managing InfoSec risk in IoT-based eHealth is a tough task
because of the diverse nature of technology utilized in it. The
evaluation of the studied literature in context of ISRM reveals
that almost all of them can be used in an On-Demand basis
most of which are analyzing the risk on qualitative grounds
[7], [39]–[42]. This is because of the subjective influence in
RM process which makes it stiffer to be adapted in a dynamic
environment. Those that can be executed in dynamic setups
are suggested frameworks [3], [38] and still needs a keen and
defined method of quantitative risk analysis. Liu et al. [43]
on the other hand provide an effective method for analyzing
the risk in a real time manner on a quantitative basis, which
make it easier to program and usable for IoT-based eHealth.
It also includes intelligent agents to adapt its attack detection
capabilities and requires fewer resources as the threat detection
and analysis is performed by specific agents. However, the
suggested techniques are based on the inputs from signature
based IDS, which makes it to generate false positives [9]. Selfadaptation as a risk management strategy is completely absent
and needed to be designed intelligently to make IoT-eHealth
an autonomous technology.
IoT-based eHealth needs quantitative methods for predicting and estimating threats in a dynamic fashion and should be
capable of understanding and analyzing the threat situation and
transforming the system security autonomously [3]. Some of
the methods and framework discussed such as [3], [6], [43] can
be utilized as a reference point to design the desired InfoSec
RM methods for IoT driven eHealth.
VI.

of context awareness and self-adaptation. An adaptive security
model will be developed that will address the mentioned
InfoSec RM requirements. Security metrics and options necessary for the adaptation will be explored. To analyze the
foreseen risk, Game and Utility theory will be used to model
the dynamic and expected behaviors of adversaries and a
comprehensive case study will be formulated to validate the
model.
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Abstract—There are several merits of mobile communication
devices having multiple network interfaces as compared to
traditional devices with just one interface. Smart phones these
days are a true example of a mobile multi-homed
communication device with heterogeneous network interfaces.
Several solutions are available for unicast applications to
provide seamless handover using the multiple interfaces of a
multi-homed device in terrestrial networks. However, very
little has been done on similar support for IP multicast
mobility support for mobile satellite terminals in a ubiquitous
multi-beam satellite network. Most of the schemes proposed
for handovers in multi-homed devices place a lot of emphasis
on maintaining the multi-homed device identity especially
when the second interface joins the communication session.
This increases complexity in the whole system. The issue of
maintaining the multi-homed device identity plus the
additional signalling messages involve are neither necessary
nor desired in an IP multicast communication handover in a
multi-beam satellite scenario. This paper seeks to exploit the
group communication features of IP multicast (i.e., the fact
that anyone can join or leave a multicast group at any time and
from any location) and the multiple interfaces of a mobile
Return Channel Satellite Terminal (RCST) to support IP
multicast communication during handover when a mobile
multi-homed RCST changes its point of attachment to the
network from one satellite gateway to another.
Keywords-Multiple Interfaces; Handover; mobile Return
Channel Satellite Terminal (mRCST); Multi-beam Satellite
Network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Next generation satellite systems, nowadays, are
characterised by the support for on-board processing
(switching/routing) and multiple spot beams. These new
features enable the satellite to make efficient use of its
allocated resources and provide cost effective network
services. IP multicasting is a technology in which the same
data is sent to a group of interested recipients and the
network replicating the data as required for delivery until a
copy reaches all intended group members. In a multiple spot
beam satellite network scenario, IP multicast can be used to
communicate important service information like the weather
conditions, on-going disaster zones and information, route
updates, etc. in long haul flights, global maritime vessels
and continental trains. Multicasting this information to all
the interested parties rather than individually informing
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them (i.e., unicast) would save a lot of satellite bandwidth
resources.
With an increasing mobile society like ours today, the
need for mobility support for IP multicast especially in
satellite networks with the potential to provide ubiquitous
communications cannot be overemphasised.
Digital Video Broadcasting (DVB) [1] is an open
standard published by European Telecommunication
Standards Institute (ETSI) describing digital broadcasting
using existing satellite (DVB-S), cable (DVB-C), and
terrestrial (DVB-T) infrastructures. While originally DVB
was designed primarily for audio and video broadcasting,
the growth of the Internet and broadband data services has
led to the development of the DVB networks to support the
transport and delivery of IP based traffic. The Digital Video
Broadcasting Return Channel Satellite (DVB-RCS)
provides the mechanism to use a satellite as a send data on
the return path via the satellite. The large geographic
coverage and broadcast capabilities of the DVB-S/RCS
network has the advantage of providing IP based services to
areas where the deployment of terrestrial infrastructure is
uneconomical or impossible.
Based on the possible network topologies, a DVBS/RCS network support two types of IP multicast services,
i.e., star and mesh IP multicast [2]. In star IP multicast, the
multicast sources is assumed to be located on terrestrial
network which sends the multicast data to the Regenerative
Satellite Gateway (RSGW) which in turn forwards the
multicast traffic to several RCSTs [3] in the satellite
network. On the other hand, in Mesh IP multicast, the
source and receivers are all RCSTs of the same interactive
satellite network. Each RCST here may have one or more
user terminals behind it.
This paper focuses on IP multicast receiver mobility
which is the ability of a moving satellite terminal to
continue receiver multicast traffic as it moves and changes it
point of attachment within the satellite network from one
satellite gateway (GW) to another. This is known as
gateway handovers. This paper shall focus on the star IP
multicast service in which a mobile receiver (i.e., an
aircraft) with an on-going multicast session connected to a
geosynchronous (GEO) satellite has to undergo a GW
handover.
Due to the large round trip delay in GEO satellite
networks all handover procedures in multi-beam satellite
networks can cause serious link quality degradation or even
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disconnection of an on-going session. During handover,
there is a time period when the mobile node cannot receive
or send traffic because of the link switching delay. This
period of time known as the handover latency constitutes the
primary cause of packet loss during handovers. Longer
round trip delays in DVB-S/RCS satellite networks imply
longer handover latency meaning more packets loss.
Recently, mobile communication devices with multiple
network interfaces (e.g., smart phones) are becoming more
and more common. Currently, multi-homed mobile devices
are mainly used for maintaining connectivity and achieving
desired application quality of service. For example, when
link quality on a given network interface drops below a
certain threshold value, the multi-homed mobile device will
initiate a handover to another network interface with better
link quality. A common example of this is the handovers
between 3G, HSPA and HSPA+ networks in new
smartphones when travelling in a car from one city to
another. This paper proposes a novel multi-homing based
solution for achieving seamless mobility for IP multicast
application in multi-beam satellite networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
presents the general gateway handover signalling sequence
and some existing IP multicast receiver mobility solutions
that may be adopted for satellite networks. In Section III,
the proposed multi-homing based solution for IP multicast
receiver mobility is described in detail. The performance
evaluation of the proposed system is presented in Section
IV. Finally, conclusions are discussed in Section V.
II.

GATEWAY HANDOVER SIGNALLING AND MULTICAST
MOBILITY

A. Gateway Handovers in a DVB-S/RCS network
Figure 1 shows the signalling sequence at GW handover
[3]. When the Network Control Centre (NCC) receives the
synchronization (SYNC) burst from the mobile RCST
(mRCST) containing the handover request, it will retrieve
the target beam identity from its database and determine
whether the beam belongs to a different GW. Once the NCC
establishes that the target beam belongs to a different GW, a
gateway handover is initiated. The NCC will then update its
service information (SI) tables which include Terminal
Burst Time Plan (TBTP), Super-frame Composition Table
(SCT), Frame Composition Table (FCT) & Time-slot
Composition Table (TCT). The NCC will send an SNMP
Set-Request message that includes the updated SI tables and
the routing update information (RUI) of the mRCST to the
target GW to ensure that the target GW gets ready for
connection with the mRCST. Upon reception of the SNMP
Set-Request message, the target GW will allocate bandwidth
resources for the mRCST according to the new burst time
plan sent by the NCC. The SNMP Get-Response message is
then sent by target GW to the NCC. This is followed by a
SNMP Set-Request message from the NCC to the source
GW, which includes the mRCST identity and the SI tables.
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Upon reception of the SNMP Set-Request message, the
source GW will start buffering the Forward Link (FL) user
traffic to be forwarded to the target GW during handover.
The source GW then acknowledges the NCC by sending a
SNMP Get-Response message. Once the SNMP GetResponse message is received from source GW, a gateway
handover command is issued to the mRCST from NCC in a
Mobility Control Descriptor carried in a Terminal
Information Message Unicast (TIMu) using the old beam.
The source GW now updates its route mapping table and
released resources used by the mRCST. Once the mRCST
receives the handover command, it synchronizes with the
NCC and the target GW, retunes itself to the target beam
and receives traffic from the target beam which comes
through the target GW.
Hence, it can be seen that for a mRCST with one
interface (i.e., one transceiver), there comes a time interval
during the GW handover execution phase, when the forward
link and/or return link user traffic is discontinued. This time
is indicated in Figure 1 and is the time when the mRCST is
switching its point of attachment to the network from source
GW to target GW. Assuming here that the NCC is located in
a different GW from the source and target GWs, handover
latency for forward link (HLFL) from Figure 1 is given by:
HLFL  T pd ( FL)  T pd ( FL)  TD1 T MAX (Tx _,Rx _ tuning) TACQ _ U  TMSL  T pd ( FL) (1)
Simplifying gives

HLFL  T pd ( FL)  TD1 T MAX (Tx _,Rx _ tuning)TACQ _ U  TMSL (2)
From [2], TMSL is given by:

TMSL  Tpd ( FL )  Tpd ( RL )  TD 2

(3)

Combining (2) and (3) and assuming that:
Tpd(FL) = Tpd(RL) = Tpd and TD1 = TD2 = TD3 = TD
gives

HLFL  3T pd  2TD T MAX (Tx _,Rx _ tuning)TACQ _ U

(4)

Similarly, return link handover latency (HLRL) is given by:

HLRL  2T pd  2TD T MAX (Tx _,Rx _ tuning)TACQ _ U

(5)

where,
Tpd(FL) is the forward link propagation delay
Tpd(RL) is the return link propagation delay
TD1 =TD2=TD3=TD is the processing delay
TMax (Tx_, Rx_tuning) is the Maximum time required for retuning
the transmitter (Tx) and receiver (Rx) to new frequencies of
the target beam;
TACQu is the acquisition uncertainty. This is the time taken
by mRCST to issue the ACQ burst in new beam after
complete retuning of Tx and Rx;
TMSL is the minimum time interval from issuing a capacity
request in mRCST and the mRCST dispatching traffic in the
slots allocated in response to that request.
Based on Figure 1 and the above analysis, the FL handover
latency is slightly greater than the RL handover latency.
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TD1 = TD2 =TD3 = Processing delay
RUI - Routing Update information of mRCST
OBR/IBR- Out/In-band request for S.I tables

Gateway Handover Signalling Sequence

Since the FL and RL handovers are done in parallel, the
handover latency of the one that takes longer to complete
then becomes the overall handover latency. So, the FL
handover latency here becomes the overall handover latency
of the mRSCT.
Due to this link switching handover latency, seamless
handover in multi-beam satellite networks cannot be
achieved in a mRCST with only one transceiver. This
handover latency has a huge impact on real-time
applications. Buffering delay/jitter-sensitive application
traffic during handover has no benefit since the off-time is
rather high and therefore practically impossible to
compensate for the delay introduced by buffering.
This handover latency is mainly associated with the link
switching procedure in multi-beam DVB satellite networks
i.e., the time when the forward link (FL)/return link (RL)
user traffic is discontinued as the mRCST is releasing the
resources in source beam and acquiring new set of resources
in the target beam since the standard mRCST (one
transmitter and one receiver) cannot establish connections
on both beams simultaneously. This therefore implies that
the handover latency is independent of the higher layer
mobility management protocols used during GW handover
so far as the mobile terminal has just one transceiver.
B. IP Multicast mobility
This section presents some existing solution for IP
multicast mobility designed for terrestrial networks and the
Internet that may be used in the satellite network. In general,
Home Subscription (HS) and Remote Subscription (RS)
based approaches have been proposed in [4] [5] [6] to
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Trtn (RL)

support IP multicast receiver mobility in terrestrial
networks. In the HS-based approach, the mobile node while
away from home network establishes a bidirectional tunnel
with its home agent (i.e., a multicast enabled router in the
home network of the mobile node). Any multicast traffic
received by home network for this mobile node is then
tunnelled to the mobile node in the foreign network. HS
based approach relies on mobile IP (MIP) [7] for its
operation. While such HS based approach could be adapted
for use in satellite networks, it inherits the drawbacks of
MIP [8] like the triangular routing problem where, any
traffic destined for the mobile receiver must pass through its
home network. This will further increase the overall
handover latency as additional signalling time is required to
establish the bidirectional tunnel between home GW and
target GW during the GW handover, as this can only be
done when the terminal connects to the target GW and
receives a new Care-of-Address. Traffic from the multicast
source to the mobile receiver will incur additional
propagation delay due to triangular routing problem. This
triangular routing problem becomes even more acute if the
target GW and the multicast source are located in the same
terrestrial network as shown in Figure 2. In this case, after
GW handover, the multicast traffic will be first sent from
the source in target network to the home GW and then
tunnelled back to target GW for onward transmission
through satellite to the mobile multicast receiver (mRCST).
The RS-based approach, on the other hand, requires the
mobile receiver to simply re-subscribe to all the multicast
groups it was a member of in the home network after
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handover to a foreign network. Here, additional time is
required for multicast group subscription and tree
reconstruction to new location if the mobile receiver is the
first member of the group in the new network.
These approaches if adapted for use in satellite networks
to support receiver mobility will have no effect on the HL
described above. This is because HL is the minimum time
required for the mRCST with only one transceiver to release
satellite resources in one beam and acquire new set of
resources in the next beam and is independent of these
mobility support mechanisms. Any such mobility support
technique for a mRCST with only one transceiver can only
increase the HL given in (2) by adding further signalling
delay or multicast tree setup delay.
Satellite

Home
Network
(Beam 1)

Foreign
Network
(Beam 2)
Mobile Multicast
Receiver (mRCST)

Additional propagation delay
Home GW

Tunnel

Target GW

Multicast Source

Internet
Home GW Terrestrial
Network

Multicast Traffic in
Terrestrial Network

Fig .2.

Target GW Terrestrial
Network

Multicast Traffic in
Satellite Network

Triangular Routing Problem

A multi-homed LEO satellite connected with two ground
stations to support network mobility in space was proposed
in [9] and multi-homed end nodes were proposed in [10] to
support terminal mobility. The two schemes rely solely on
the Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [11] to
maintain the identity of the multi-homed devices when the
second interface joins the communication during handover
procedure. Mechanisms to support network and terminal
mobility for multi-homed device in IPv6 networks were
presented in [12] and [13]. Host Identity Protocol [14] was
adopted for providing mobility for multi-homed mobile
devices in [15] and [16]. The proposed mechanism in [15]
suffers from long handover delay owing to duplicate address
detection (DAD), location update, and other signalling
overhead. The proposed mechanism in [16] introduces large
complexities in access routers like the tracking and updating
mobile host location, security signalling, assigning network
prefix per host identifier and using the same network prefix
within the same network domain to avoid DAD. All these
multi-homed based schemes have been designed primarily
for unicast communication, where the emphasis is laid on
designing protocols/mechanisms to maintain the identity of
the multi-homed node when its second network interfaces
joins the communication during handover procedure. These
system complexities plus additional signalling messages
employed to maintain host identity during handover are
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neither necessary in an IP multicast communication nor
desirable in a satellite network with scarce and expensive
satellite resources.
III.

PROPOSED MULTI-HOMING BASED IP MULTICAST
RECEIVER MOBILITY

In order to reduce the link handover delay described in
the previous section, the proposed method leverages on the
group communications features of IP multicast and the fact
that anyone can join or leave a multicast group at any time.
Figure 3 shows the proposed internal architecture of a multihomed mRCST for Satellite Interactive System.
Figure 3 contains new features/entities in addition to the
standard RCST given in [1]. These include:
 An additional broadcast interface (IF1) (i.e., for
receiving data via DVB-S) in the broadcast interface
module with its corresponding additional interactive
interface (IF1) (i.e., for sending data via DVB-RCS) in
the interactive interface module, making the mRCST a
multi-homed device.
 A database which holds information about the global
map of the interactive satellite network (i.e.,
information about beams, their locations and
frequency, gateways - location and IP addresses) as
well as all active connections in the mRCST.
 A message chamber which can issue IGMP join report
and leave messages during handover between IF0 and
IF1
 The controller which manages the data base, the
interfaces and has complete control over which
interface the traffic leaves/enters the mRCST
especially when the two are active (i.e., during
handover)
It is assumed that the mRCST (on aircrafts, ships, trains
etc.) knows its complete route map (all beams and GWs
along its path) before start of journey. As shown in Figure 3,
the multi-homed mRCST contains two pairs of satellite
network interfaces, IF0 and IF1 in the broadcast interface
module with their corresponding pairs in the interactive
interface module. The interfaces in the broadcast interface
module are used for receiving FL traffic and signalling
while those in the interactive interface module are used to
send RL traffic and signalling. If FL traffic is received
through IF0 in broadcast interface module, then the reply
(RL traffic) will be sent out through IF0 in the interactive
interface module. The same holds for traffic received
through IF1 in the broadcast interface module.
When the multi-homed mRCST, i.e., the aircraft in
Figure 4, with an on-going multicast session through
interface IF0 enters an overlapping area of two satellite
beams belonging to different GWs, it will detect the
presence of the new satellite beam.
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IF1. Immediately IF1 starts receiving traffic from the ongoing multicast session(s), the message chamber will issue
an IGMP leave message through IF0. Eventually, all
communications or connections from and to the mRCST are
channelled through IF1 and once this happens then IF0 then
enters a stand-by/log-off state. Considering the fact that in a
GEO satellite network, the area of overlapping beams can
stretch for many miles, it is possible to keep the old
connection through old point of attachment (GWA1) alive
until the new one via GWA2 is set up and all
communications transferred to the new link. When the
mRCST enters the next area of overlapping gateway beams,
the same procedure is followed that will see all
communications on mRCST transferred back to IF0 from
IF1.
The advantages of this scheme are:
 it is simple to implement
 minimal handover latency – only due to link retuning
time
 there are no packet losses at all due to handover as the
handover is completely and truly seamless
IV.

IF1

mRCST Multicast Receiver

Multicast Receiver

Interactive Interface
Module
(can be external)

Multi-homed mRCST for Satellite Interactive System

The controller will then consult the database within the
mRCST to confirm whether the detected new beam is the
target beam. If the detected new beam is the target beam,
IF1 through instructions from the controller will then
establish a connection with the target beam using normal
logon procedure. This is closely followed by the message
chamber issuing an IGMP join report through IF1 to the
NCC to join all the multicast groups that the mRCST is a
member of. Due to the fact that anybody can join or leave a
multicast group at any time, the joining of the multicast
session by the second interface IF1 does not need to be
proven that the two interfaces (IF0 and IF1) belong to the
same device. This therefore makes the handover hidden
from the satellite network i.e., as far as the satellite network
is concerned, the second interface (IF1) may just be another
RCST that has logged on to the satellite network and
established communication.
GWH – Gateway Handover
GWA1 - Gateway A1
GWA2 - Gateway A2

Controller

Gateway Handover for a multi-homing enabled mRCST in a
Multi-beam Geo Satellite Network.

COMPARISON OF GW HANDOVER LATENCY

As stated in Section II, the GW handover latency of a
standard mRCST with one interactive interface is given by
(4). Assuming that the Super-frame duration is 500ms [17],
satellite round trip delay is 250ms and using beam/gateway
handover details given in [3], we can establish Table I.
According to [3], the TD in all satellite network devices
(NCC, RCST and GW) could take 2 - 3 Super-frames and
the TMax (Tx_, Rx_tuning), 1 - 2 seconds. This explains why TD
and TMax (Tx_, Rx_tuning) have two different sets of values in
Table I.
Case 1: when the TD and TMax (Tx_, Rx_tuning) take minimum
values.

After this, the controller starts directing all other new
communications or connections from the mRCST through
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Case 2: when the TD and TMax (Tx_, Rx_tuning) take maximum
values.
TABLE I.
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Abstract—The security and access protection on mobile devices have become an important topic due to the increasing
amount of personal and sensitive data stored on these devices.
The traditional security techniques based on PIN (Personal
Identification Number)-input are insufficient and do not correspond to the present password standards. An authentication
with usage of keystroke behavior could increase the security and
a lot of research has been published based on traditional PC
keypads. Keystroke behavior on touchscreen keypads, as they are
nowadays installed on smartphones, enables adding additional
features for the authentication. For example, pressure, size or
exact coordinates of keystroke can be used. The focus of this
paper is that several time differences (e.g. digraph) are examined
and checked for suitability for a keystroke authentication. For
that, data of 152 subjects were classified. With additional features
of the touchscreen, an error rate of false rejected persons of only
4.59% and false accepted persons of only 4.19% could be reached.
Keywords—keystroke authentication; n-graph; mobile devices;
capacitive display

I.

I NTRODUCTION

Smartphones are not only used to phone or write a SMS
(Short Message Service), especially, with the introduction of
the iPhone in the year 2007. This also increases the number
of security relevant data and information which are stored on
the smartphone or provided through applications. This could
be private online banking data, passwords or confidential company documents, e.g., extracted from E-Mail attachments [1],
[2]. In addition, personal data (e.g., GPS (Global Positioning
System) data) have an increasingly important significance [3].
For this reason, the security on smartphones established
itself as an important topic, especially the access protection [4],
[5]. The challenge is to protect and to avoid economic damage
for the enterprise data and assets [6]. However, traditional PIN
authentication can easily be defeated and does not conform to
present password standards [7]. The standard goes for a twofactor-authentication. In this case, in addition to the password,
a possession of a person (e.g., bank card, token) [7] are
required.
Greater security can be achieved by another (biometric)
authentication factor, such as keystroke dynamics. Components
are on the one hand an item that the person knows (password)
and on the other an element that is the person himself/herself
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(keystroke) [8]. Other biometric methods are possible but are
not discussed in this paper.
Keystroke has the advantage that no additional hardware
is needed because the standard keyboard of the device can be
used. However, special software is required for reading the
typing behavior. This is, in terms of sustainability, an advantage over other authentication methods which need additional
hardware, such as card reader for user ID’s [9]. Furthermore,
by the lack of additional hardware, the ease of use in keystroke
dynamics as an authentication method is less affected [10].
For the optimal case, the user does not notice the procedure
because the password entry and the keystroke is checked
automatically by the software.
Through the use of a biometric modality additional personal information are stored. Especially, the methods for face
recognition cannot be used every time because of religious or
cultural reasons [11]. A further complication is that the storage
of this data includes an agreement by the user (e.g., German
Federal Privacy Act 4a [12]). Saving the typing behavior is
seen by many people, however, as less critical, which is a
further advantage of the process [1].
In this study, we will discuss keystroke dynamics on
touchscreen devices and examine it by an experiment. It will
be shown which features or feature combination is suitable
for authentication. In addition, we added the pressure and size
during typing to see whether it is improving the authentication.
The pressure is also used in handwriting recognition [13]. For
this purpose, different combinations of properties of typing
habits are selected and examined for their suitability for
authentication.
In this paper, we will first describe in Section 2 some
basic backgrounds regarding biometric authentication and then
the hypotheses. In Section 3, the experimental design will be
explained. After this, the results are shown and discussed in
Section 4. In the last Section, we will give a conclusion with
some implications and future work.

II.

T HEORETICAL BACKGROUND

In this section, we will describe some basics about biometric authentication. Then, we present our hypotheses.
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Fig. 1: Events between pressing different keys

A. Biometric Authentication
Keystroke dynamics is a biometric characteristic of a
person which describes the rhythm how a person is typing on
a keyboard [14]. It can be used like other biometric methods
to identify a person. Basically, the rhythm is a characteristic
which can be calculated by different aspects, but, in most cases,
at least the time differences were used [15].
As seen in Figure 1, different time differences can be used
for authentication. In general, two different types of events
can be recorded: The first represents the length of time a key
is pressed which is time between pressing and releasing a
key (residence time) (option A). On the other hand, the time
period can be calculated by the striking of keys (the release
is here ignored). The time difference between two keystrokes,
defined by the two press events, is also called movement time
(option B). Both variants of the time period can be called
digraph [16]. Furthermore, combinations of more than two
keystrokes can be used. A time difference between n key events
is called n-graph [15]. In addition to the use of digraphs in
many publications, the combination of three key presses are
also utilized-the trigraph (option C) [17]. In general, all the
values for n > 1 are possible in order to determine the time
differences. The higher the values the smaller the information
which can be extracted by the input because an average over
n events is used.
In this paper, the term digraph is used for a better understanding only for the movement time between two keystrokes.
We use the residence time to denote the duration of time a key
is pressed.
All these features are used to determine a person uniquely.
Various classifiers are used to compare these characteristics.
As classifiers, in most cases, a statistical classifier (such as
distance measures) [18] or neural networks [19], [20] are used.
The authentication process will be measured using different
error rates (mismatches). Two possible errors can be distinguished: First, the false acceptance rate (FAR), which indicates
the proportion of falsely accepted people:
F AR =

number of f alse acceptances
number of impostor identif ication attempts
(1)

On the other side is the false rejection rate (FRR), which
represents how many users are rejected by the system although
they are the right person:
F RR =

number of f alse rejections
number of enrollee identif ication attempts
(2)

The last value is the Equal Error Rate (EER) which
represents the point where FAR and FRR are the same [21].
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The keystroke dynamics on conventional keyboards have
been part of numerous scientific papers. The residence time
[22], [23], [24] as well as the movement time [14], [25], [26]
have been examined as a feature for typing behavior. Besides
these features, the number of input errors can be used as
well [2]. The time characteristics and the error rate are the
most widely used features that can be extracted by computer
keyboards [27].
Even the typing behavior for authentication on mobile
phone keypads has been investigated [1], [2]. Here, devices
were used which have 12 hardware buttons.
In the survey paper of Banerjee [28] a good overview was
given about different experiments and their results. Here, only
a set of these studies will be presented.
Basically, all publications are related to the keyboard of a
computer or to a mobile device with 12 keys. The error rates
are influenced by the number of subjects, the classifier and the
features. The first study about keystroke dynamics on computer
keyboards were done by Umpress et al. (FAR: 11.7%, FRR:
5.8%) [18] and Joyce (FAR: 0.3%, FRR: 16.4% with 33
subjects) [29] and used only digraphs and a statistical classifier.
Later on Ord and Furnell [30] used a neuronal network for 14
subjects and get a result of 9.9% for the FAR and 30.0% for
the FRR.
Also on the mobile device (12-key layout) good results
were published by Clarke et al. [31] with an EER of 15.2% and
Zahid et al. [2] had a FAR of 11% and a FRR of 9.22%. Both
experiments used neuronal network and had 25 respectively
30 subjects.
One of the first studies with a touchscreen device was done
by Saevanee [32] who used the pressure of the fingertip. With
the ten subjects he achieved an accuracy rate of 99%.
In addition to the pressure feature, the size of the fingertip
was used by Trojahn and Ortmeier [33]. They analyzed the
typing behavior of 35 subjects (FAR: 9.53%, FRR: 5.88%).
B. Hypotheses
The existing publications are mainly dealing with the
computer or 12-key mobile phone keyboard. On touchscreen
keyboards which are now installed in nearly every smartphone,
besides the well-known features, other possibilities for typing
behavior can be read. Examples for this are the pressure or
the size of the fingertip during typing. These can be used in
combination with the time values for authentication [34].
For this, we want to prove that an authentication with a
touchscreen keyboard is possible. We identified therefore the
following hypotheses:
H1: If an authentication is done with a touchscreen keyboard using n-graph the same error rates can be achieved
compared with the existing keystroke dynamics studies.
H2: If the model is extended with additional features
(pressure and size of the finger) the error rates can be reduced.
III.

E XPERIMENTAL D ESIGN

The subjects were asked to enter a predefined, 17-digit
passphrase ten times in a row on a smartphone. A Samsung
Galaxy Nexus has been used as a test device. A soft keyboard
was implemented to deactivate uppercase and the alignment
changes. In addition, an application was designed to read the
keystroke. Other descriptive data were also queried about the
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Fig. 2: Experience structure in combination with age and sex

self-written application and stored on the mobile device in a
file.
In the experiment, 101 out of the 152 participants already
had prior experience with a touchscreen keyboard. Out of these
101 persons, 62% had experience with the Android operating
system. On average, the subjects use their smartphone 1.7
hours per day. The experiment lasted 15 to 20 minutes per
subject. More detailed information of the data set can be found
in Figure 2.
In order to avoid the user familiarity with the device affect
the results of the test, the subjects had time to practice with the
equipment and get used to the keyboard. In addition, they had
to enter a test text before the real test started. All ten repetitions
of the password had to be entered correctly. Otherwise, this
entry attempt was rejected and the user had to enter the same
password a second time. Afterwards, the data set was divided
into test and evaluation data. Every third input of a test person
had been assigned to the evaluation data and the remaining part
to the training data. This means that per subject seven inputs
are used for the training data and three were used as evaluation
data. This mutual selection was continued for further inputs
and was done to reduce the fault which is created the rising
learning curve.
The recorded raw data include all interactions (events) with
the keyboard: Press and release buttons and movements on the
screen. For each event, the date and the code of the pressed
key are stored as well.
In the present study, different combinations of button
presses and different n-graph (digraph and trigraph) for their
suitability for authentication are examined. First, the individual
features are calculated and in the later course fused to represent
the ability of combinations (no weights between the features).
Since at each authentication attempt, the tip pattern shows
up slight differences and entry errors are made, it is important
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to smooth the differences. Therefore, a classification method
(statistical classifier using K-Means) was used with brute force
to filter the best solutions. Two filters were implemented in
front of the classifier. At first, the data were divided into test
and evaluation data (ratio 7:3). After this, for each feature
the two largest values were extracted and from the rest an
average value was calculated for the model. The individual
evaluation data were compared to this average. The value has
to be within a specified tolerance of the average. At the end,
it was decided based on the individual values and a predefined
threshold value, whether it is a person or not.
IV.

R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION

For the first evaluation of the recorded data, the single
features have been extracted. In addition, the residence time of
the keystroke, the digraph and trigraph were calculated. The
following figures show the extracted data for five randomly
selected subjects for better representation (analogue [35], [31]).
Figure 3 shows the data of the digraph and Figure 4 represents
the data of the retention time.
The amount of data which can be extracted depends on
the number of letters and on which feature is selected. For the
residence time there can be extracted one more than for the
digraph. That means for a 17 letter key phrase 16 values can
be extracted.
In Figure 3 it can be seen that for the randomly selected
subjects the average duration is in most cases more constant
over the time. The same applies for the whole record. However,
there are considerable differences among the people, even in
the general speed and then between single digraphs of one
subject. The differences between individuals can be explained
on the basis of experience. So the fifth person, for example,
has a lot of experience while subject number four has no
experience. This explains also the high values for each digraph
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TABLE I: Results for different feature combinations
FAR (in %)
8.03
12.66
13.63
9.28
10.01
10.02
6.61

Fig. 3: Digraph for five different users

for the fourth person. The slight movement time for all subjects
at fifth time event is explained by the fact that the password
has the same letter twice in a row. In this situation the person
does not need to search next letter. The described features of
the typing behavior of the five randomly chosen test subjects
can be observed in all subjects of the experiment in similar
ways.
The rhythm of the residence time (Figure 4), however, is
less constant between individuals and also between different
attempts by one person. Furthermore, the residence time tends
to be less than the movement time. A person needs more time
to press the next key than to hold a key. Also the differences in
experience of a touchscreen are less noticeable at the residence.

FRR (in %)
12.3
11.64
33.33
6.72
10.98
13.77
8.03

Selection of features
residence time
digraph (two different keys)
trigraph (three different keys)
residence time + digraph
residence time + trigraph
digraph + trigraph
residence time + digraph + trigraph

mine the best error ratio for the individual characteristics and
allows obtaining the respective minima. A comparison of the
first two lines indicates that the assumption that the residence
time is more suitable than the digraph is correct. With the
feature digraph, for example, one of nine people is incorrectly
accepted and only every 15th attempt to authenticate someone
is falsely rejected. The feature of the trigraph is even less
appropriate and gives worse results than the feature over two
keystrokes.
Better results can be achieved with combinations of features. Then the sum of the lowest error rate is achieved with
the combination of residence time digraph. This combination
was, therefore, continued to be used in order to merge with
add-on features.
Very good results have been achieved with the additional
features of the pressure, the size of the key presses, the
exact coordinates while pressing and releasing the finger. A
combination of residence time and digraph and additional
features (e.g., pressure and size) can provided a FAR of 4.19%
and a FRR of 4.59%. This means that an authentication on
the basis of these characteristics, only every 24th person is
falsely accepted and only every 22th attempt is falsely rejected.
In comparison to the general password approach where each
attempt is successful it is an improvement. Altogether this
means, the traditional feature (duration, digraph and trigraph)
can be improved with the new features.
V.

C ONCLUSION

This section will give a summary and will describe some
limitations as well as some future work.
A. Summary and Implications

Fig. 4: Residence time for five different subjects
Table I shows the results of the classification as average
values of all 152 subjects with the statistical process with
several different combinations of the extracted features.
To simplify the comparison, the results shown in Table I
are generated by comparing the sum of the error rates for each
feature selection. This approach was already selected to deter-
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Due to the increasing number of sensitive, personal information on mobile devices, the security and access control
settings on these devices are becoming an increasingly important issue. A higher security is, however, in accordance with
normal additional hardware less user friendly, for example, by
stringent password standards (more letter or alphanumeric).
Based on the study, it was shown that an authentication
using the keystroke is possible on touchscreens and enhances
the security. Furthermore, the study has shown an attack on
the authentication. Each subject used the same password (so
it was known by everyone) in this situation only the behavior
was important. It showed the same impact as they were already
achieved in previous scientific publications with conventional
keyboards (see Table 1). By adding further features of the
typing behavior the error ratio can be reduced more.
In most combinations of features the calculated FRR was
smaller than the FAR. In particular, in the best case when using
the pressure and the size of the keystrokes, in addition, the
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FRR was particularly low. This is desirable in mobile devices,
since the ease of use is desired [36] to ensure acceptance of the
procedure. If the correct user is rejected too often incorrectly,
the method is not usable.

[10]

B. Limitation and Future Work

[11]

Like most studies, some limitations exist in our study that
should be mentioned at this point.
The experiment was conducted in a controlled environment,
which reduces many outside influences in the observation.
These include stress and negative emotions to the subject,
during the authentication process on their smartphone, which
may affect the keystroke dynamics [37]. Even movements and
orientation of the phone can affect the typing and should be
observed in further studies [38]. This includes whether the
person is sitting, lying or standing.
The presented method for authentication of mobile devices
can be applied to all devices with a touchscreen. Thereby, it
is possible to use the method for mobile devices such as the
smart grid environment [39], [40]. Examples of this would be
that a technician who is equipped with a mobile device (stores
sensitive data) secures his device against unauthorized access
in case of theft. For this, a two-factor authentication using the
keystroke would be a useful and user-friendly solution that can
be used without any additional hardware and thus lower costs.
Future research could aim to achieve a further reducing
of the error rates by including the factors that the user no
longer perceives the additional authentication. In addition, it
could be tested how much influence a rhythm during typing has
[41], like using own pauses or music melodies during typing.
This could greatly increase the usability and acceptance of the
process.

[9]

[12]

[13]

[14]

[15]

[16]

[17]
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Abstract— Given the array of devices now available to users,
how can one make sense of the evolution of user-side mobility?
The purpose of this paper is to revisit mobility from a usercentric perspective. We use a mixed methods approach based
on action research and case studies. We find that mobility’s
pervasiveness leads to changes in habits that have a profound
effect on devices and business models. We conclude by looking
into possible directions for new advances in light of the present
research and recent trends in the IT industry.
Keywords-User-centric mobility; devices; business model;
user-centric design.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Given the array of devices now available to users, how
can one make sense of the evolution of user-side mobility?
Mobile devices are now ubiquitous in everyday life and they
are seldom noticed anymore [1]. Furthermore, in recent
years, consumers have faced an increasing array of devices
that are very eclectic as exemplified by the vastly different
characteristics and capabilities of tablets, handsets, e-readers
and others. At the same time, the characteristics and
enablers of mobility are present in ever-increasing settings.
These may be related 1) to how the user experiences
connectedness, or 2) to the device itself. This is especially
important, yet often overlooked, because it has been known
for a while that information and perception are intertwined
[2].
Whatever the design process, whether from groups of
designers to the consumer-market or from co-creation by
consumers and designers, a user-centric approach is
necessary as consumers are ever more demanding when it
comes to mobile devices or mobility in general [3]. This has
seemingly led to a paradox where one expressed need for
mobility yields to a fragmented market of devices that allow
mobility. This entails a simultaneous convergence and
divergence in the types of devices that are available. At one
end of the spectrum, users acquire different devices for
different uses, while, at the other end, other users seek use
only one sort of device, for all their needs. Along the same
lines, users exhibit various learning patterns [4] and some
(in)ability to adapt to change when switching devices. Some
are tinkerers and like to exploit and configure any possibility
afforded by their device while a significant segment could be
termed a plug-and-play crowd happy with general default
settings. This explains why understanding mobility, devices
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and design from a user-centric side and examining business
models remain relevant for users and businesses alike.
This paper is structured as follows. First, some related
work is examined. Second, in the problem statement section,
the general issue being researched is explained. Third, a
user-centric view of mobility is put forth. On one hand, the
user-side of mobility is examined. On the other hand, issues
pertaining to attributes of mobile devices are discussed.
Fourth, an overview of the methods used is provided. Fifth,
some contemporary business models are discussed in light of
the evolution of mobility through mobile devices. Finally,
some implications for this work and a way forward for
research are presented.
II.

RELATED WORK

Related work gives partial insight on how mobility,
devices and business models intersect from a user-centric
perspective. First, past research on mobility has examined
issues related to architecture [5], [6] and awareness
management in networks [7]. Furthermore, cloud computing
is presented as an option to deal with mobility issues [8].
Second, a strand of literature on devices examines
application mobility for cross-network roaming through
multiple devices [9] as well as in heterogeneous network
environments [10]. Other recent work on devices shows an
increased interest for semantic solutions that makes the
device a privileged nexus between users and services [11].
Third, while research on business models per se
historically focused on value creation [12] business models
that may be harnessed and their design [13]. Other work
ventured toward mobile payment adoption [14] or demandrelated variables [15]. However, cultural factors also affect
mobility [16] and users put a high premium on the quality of
their experience as evidenced by research on mobile TV[17].
III.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

As previous research rarely examined mobility-enabling
technology, devices, and business models from a user-centric
perspective, the present research makes a contribution by
looking at these factors simultaneously. Indeed, making
sense of the new trends in devices, platforms and available
content, software and applications from the consumer side is
increasingly difficult given their diversity. It is not clear yet
whether there is a growing convergence or a competitive coexistence of available devices centered on a variety of user
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needs. While other studies have focused on specific user
behaviour issues from a very technical and quantitative
perspective [18], this research contributes a different usercentric way of tackling some challenges associated with
mobility while looking at devices, users and some trends as
well as business models that may be harnessed.
IV.

USER-CENTRIC VIEW MOBILITY AND CONNECTEDNESS

Mobility is of an increasing value for users living a
connected life. They also wish to remain connected for
longer parts of the day. One factor behind this desire is
partly explained by the “Fear of Missing Out” (FOMO), or
the fear of missing something important to them – or their
social circle – should they not be connected [19]. Another
factor may be linked to the emotional response related to
higher levels of connectedness. Beyond the sense of
belonging or security that is attached to connectedness [20],
users also find comfort in the fact that being connected via a
device is a reassurance. Thus, it is possible to map the sense
of belonging on a spectrum that puts peace of mind at the
lowest end and active engagement at the highest end. A
third factor to consider is that mobile devices are ideal to
fulfill certain types of tasks or for personal distraction
during micro breaks [21], whether on the move or not.
A. User-related considerations
1) Some
psychological
considerations:
Many
psychological factors may be associated with mobility. The
feeling of convenience that comes with increased mobility
may bring a higher level of psychological comfort, even in
users whose lifestyle does not require a high level of
mobility. As such, mobile devices may be construed as
extensions of the self or as influencing it [22]. Different
devices broadcast different messages. As Apple’s product
appeals more to emotion and a desire to be part of a certain
“in” crowd, MS Surface tries to cater to “cool” business
users that seek to interface their device in a familiar
Microsoft Office environment, Samsung counts on the
pervasiveness of Android and some “fun” characteristics
associated to its products. Finally, there is a level of status
that is associated with the type of device one uses and its
level of customization.
2) Anchoring: Another consideration is the need for an
anchor that users have. Traditionally, this anchor was in a
physical space, such as a home for example. This provided
a sense of place in the world and an emotional anchor that
too made this sense of belonging important [23]. As users
lead increasingly dynamic lives, where geography is losing
ground to information technologies, the traditional need for
physical/geographic anchoring has morphed into one for
digital anchoring as it remains now the “constant” in many
users lives. A direct implication is that one may expect
users to develop an emotional attachment to their devices
and that this will impact the physical characteristics that
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they will want in a mobile device as this will become a
reflection of their identity.
B. The device side
Many conditions exist to enable mobility in the
consumer’s mind when it comes to devices.
1) Physical attributes: First of all, the physical attributes
of a device matter much for adoption and for its intended
usage patterns. The first factor that matters here is purely
physical. The devices weight and their ease of manipulation
matter. They are the crux of physical characteristics (Palm
CEO famously carried a wooden replica of a device in his
pocket to find an optimal design [24]). There is a trend
toward more embeddedness of mobility in objects that are
beyond the realm of classical mobile devices, as evidenced
in the automotive industry (Hyundai BlueLink,
MyFordTouch, etc.), but this embeddedness brings
challenges in terms of obsolescence and updating needs. As
in the car industry where embedded electronics become
obsolete faster than the engine or mechanical parts.
2) Connectedness: Second, connectedness matters a lot
too. 3G and 4G connectivity on a wide range of carriers are
important to ensure mobility over large areas as evidenced
in the USA by the wars between Verizon, AT&T and Sprint
over coverage and speed. Furthermore, more and more
consumers expect fast and easy WiFi connectedness in
tablets and phones (which is fairly standard nowadays) but
also in a range of other devices.
3) Software: Third, the issue of software that is not
platform dependent, many would say “cloud ready”, is a
very important desirable characteristic. Information access
and manipulation are cornerstones of the perceived value of
mobility. The ability to manage structured information and
unstructured information is very important but often
overlooked.
For instance, software that allows for
unstructured or fuzzy queries close to natural language
queries is also a desirable characteristic to find specific
information on the device. It is important that queries
beyond simple keywords be supported. Furthermore, social
possibilities afforded by the device, i.e., easy connection to
social media [25] and social networks are another element
that needs to be factored in (Facebook, LinkedIn, Pinterest,
Reddit, etc.)
V.

METHODS

This research uses a mixed methods approach to serve its
exploratory nature. The combination of methodologies is
felt to allow better insights into the complexity and richness
of the subject matter in order to move beyond purely
technical challenges.
The first method used is that of action research [26] of an
inductive nature. Over a full year, mobile devices were used
in three different countries (Canada, USA and Switzerland)
on major commercial platforms (BlackBerry, Android, and
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iOS) linked to major national providers (Bell, Verizon, and
Swisscom).
The second method used is case study research [27]. The
cases were selected for the breath of insight they could
provide and their diversity (for-profit, non-profit, maker of
devices and software). The cases were examined through
secondary data sources (newspaper articles, video interviews
by third parties, etc) that would shed light on both the user
experience and devices.
Important elements like validity, does the research
measure what it claims to be measuring, and reliability, does
it measure it in a consistent matter, were taken into account
[28]. Care was taken to control for biases [29] by adopting a
comparative perspective. There are no conflicts of interest to
declare with regards to the cases discussed in this paper.
VI.

PERSPECTIVES ON MOBILITY’S EVOLUTION AND SOME
CONTEMPORARY BUSINESS MODELS

A. Consumer-side mobility
Consumer-side mobility has evolved in cycles. In the
1990’s, mobility from the user side essentially came in the
form of mobile phones, or mobile handsets and bulky laptops
with mobile radios being phased out. In the 2000’s, it
became a defining characteristic of many devices (PDAs,
mp3 players, etc.) that saw their functions converge into
“smart” phones and eventually became a noted feature of a
range of devices (tablets, e-readers, etc). That trend is
morphing into embedded mobility (in cars, public spaces, in
airplanes, etc), with the next step likely being improved
wearability of devices (Google glasses or intelligent
clothing). While wearable computing has been around for a
long time, the next generation may prove better adopted as
users become used to well-designed I/O apparatus that will
make this sort of mobility both sensible and natural.
B. Business models
These changes in consumer-side mobility have a great
impact on business models. For wireless carriers, it means
more devices are connected to their networks and thus a rise
in their traditional businesses of carrying voice and data. But
this also implies new value streams that come from a
different way/process of interacting with users: different fee
schedules to fit different uses and devices and different ways
of modulating the contracting agreements. Device makers
can now make money on the physical devices themselves,
but also derive advantages from sharing platforms/OS.
Applications (apps) and software developers, also have new
possibilities to maximize downloads and adjust payment
possibilities by moving from free to fee-based models. Last,
but not least, ancillary material and peripheral makers also
have more devices to cater to and are able to better take
advantage of consumers’ need for personalizing their
devices.
C. Cases
Three cases were examined in light of the research
question: Major League Baseball, OneBusAway, and
BlackBerry.
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1) Major League Baseball: A first case is that of Major
League Baseball (MLB). Traditionally, the league made a
lot of revenue from TV broadcasting rights. But as
consumers migrate from – or increasingly use other
platforms than – TV, the league created MLB Advanced
Media (BAM) to distribute content on a variety of devices.
This means that BAM is able to create value by leveraging
apps, providing a lot of content that allows for a great
interactive experience (videos, etc.) beyond the traditional
statistics baseball fans love [30], [31]. In doing so, they also
take time to better understand users to better cater to their
interests. For example, their data showed them that
different devices were associated with different user
behaviours and thus different needs: e.g., users with mobile
phones did not have the same usage patterns as those with
tablets or laptops [32].
2) OneBusAway: A second case is that of OneBusAway
[33], a non-profit that developed the eponymous app that
provides real-time transit information. Transit schedules are
often complicated for users to understand, especially in
large cities that have a denser transit network. A wide range
of users, from daily commuters to tourists, need to plan their
journeys. With the strong penetration of mobile devices in
major American metropolitan areas, it made sense to
develop an easy-to-use app that would assist users in
planning their trips in a real-time manner. The app was
developed for the Puget Sound area and now covers Atlanta,
New York and Tampa.
3) BlackBerry: A third and last case is that of
BlackBerry [34]. Better known for its handsets, it also
ventured in the tablet market, but users did not follow.
After market share losses and devices that were not
appealing to younger generations, it remained popular with
business users.
It reinvented its handsets including
touchscreens and getting rid of their trackpad. It proposed a
model with a keyboard (Q10), another one without (Z10)
and a third at a lower price point (Q5) [35]. It fielded a new
OS that allows multitasking, provided a secure workspace
that can operate with other OS’ than BB10. It provided a
better app ecosystem for example adding Skype and the new
BlackBerry Messenger for real-time communications. It did
try to cater better to user needs and habits. The market will
tell if it is valued by consumers [36] underlying the fact that
reality is the ultimate test.
D. Premilinary findings
The cases that were examined seem to confirm two
general trends. First, there appears to be a heavy and crossplatform adoption of intuitive user-centric mobility by
consumers. Second, firms do alter significantly or create
entire business models based on this shift instead of just
paying lip service to this trend. These models create value
beyond simple micropayments.
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VII. CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS
These cases are revealing because they are
simultaneously enabled by and enablers of mobility. This
self-reinforcing mechanism has many implications for
business, academics and future research efforts.
A. Implications for business
Better configured business models taking a user-centric
perspective are bound to maximize value creation. Fee
structures and modulations along each segment of the value
chain will enable better decision-making on hardware, on
software, and on ancillary services and apps from the
ecosystem surrounding each device. User-centricity also
matters a great deal when it comes to critical decision
making [37], especially when mobile devices are involved.
B. Implications for academics
Academics need to help industry better bridge the gap
between the device, the user and their perceptions, the
ecosystem that surrounds them, and business models. This
research constitutes a step in this direction. Furthermore,
since devices – and the software that they run – are
produced in complex networks of firms that collaborate,
then working from a common user-centric perspective may
in the end reduce the conflicts arising from these firms’
asymmetries [38] and lead to a more coherent, yet highly
value added, ecosystem of devices, applications and more.
C. Future research
In conclusion, developing a user-centric view of
mobility that simultaneously takes into account users and
devices is useful to understand how mobility and business
models that underpin it may deliver more value for
specialized applications like the Physical Internet [39].
Thus, a user-centric perspective in coming research will
be paramount to finding new ways of harnessing important
contemporary trends such as 1) Bring Your Own Devices
(BYOD) [40] to work environments, 2) An increasing
pervasiveness of mobility and information combined [41],
and 3) challenges brought by the Internet of things [42].
These will force a dramatic rethinking of business
models around value creation from intangibles [43] that are
focused on user habit "dynamics", i.e., how user habits and
preferences change over time. Another relevant dimension
will be a careful examination of the interaction between
mobility and contents access, especially since a very real
possibility of commoditization of "smart" devices may
occur. Finally, the interaction of mobility and potentially
disruptive technologies like 3D printing and high precision
distributed manufacturing may also prove to be a game
changer.

carried out while the author held the Fulbright Visiting Chair
in Innovation at the University of Washington (Seattle) and
visited McGill and EPFL.
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